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St. Louis recently concluded celebration of  its 250th anni-
versary, and this is an appropriate time to look back at the issues 
that shaped the region and to consider the issues facing it in the 
decades to come. St. Louis Currents provides both that thoughtful 
look back and mindful consideration of  the future. From the very 
first issue of  Currents in 1986, the book has been an important 
resource for civic leaders in our community.
The St. Louis region is home to some wonderful assets—
social, economic, and political. The area has a wonderful diversity 
that reflects a long and vibrant history. It has been an economic 
engine that played a pivotal role in the national economy’s devel-
opment and continues to showcase cutting-edge technology and 
unbridled creativity. The region is home to major institutions, such 
as Scott Air Force Base and the Federal Reserve Bank, that shape 
the quality of  life here and abroad. The magnificent Gateway Arch 
stands over the Mississippi River as a memorial to those brave 
women and men who settled the western expanse of  the country. 
St. Louis has long served as a testament to their vision and success.
The issues raised by the events of  Ferguson, Missouri, 
remind us that there is much work to be done. This region, like 
other major metropolitan centers, still grapples with social inequal-
ity, zones of  economic distress, and questions of  institutional per-
formance. The challenges facing the area are great, but the creativ-
ity and resilience shown by the people of  the region over time give 
hope that we can meet these challenges for the benefit of  all.
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville is pleased to join 
with FOCUS St. Louis and the St. Louis Metropolitan Research 
Exchange to help produce this latest volume of  St. Louis Currents. 
This new volume provides insightful perspectives on critical issues 
that have shaped the region’s historical experience and will direct the 
path before us. The essays in this volume were chosen carefully to 
illustrate key perspectives on a variety of  issues—some long familiar 
and some less so. Taken together, they provide an interesting and 
educational examination to inform our region’s citizens and leaders.
Universities have an important role to play in metropolitan 
areas. Universities are centers of  thinking and knowledge, and are 
important threads in the metropolitan fabric. SIUE is proud to have 
called the St. Louis region home for nearly sixty years and is also 
proud to be preparing area leaders for the twenty-first century and 
beyond.
Julie Furst-Bowe
Chancellor, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
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FOCUS St. Louis is pleased to share the fifth volume of  
St. Louis Currents, a series that has provided insight on the region 
for three decades. FOCUS and its predecessor organizations have 
always been in a unique position to assemble this regional per-
spective because the organization always has used its diverse voice 
to speak on issues important to the greater St. Louis region. 
Regionalism has only grown in importance over the last 
three decades. More and more, it is difficult to survive in a com-
petitive environment alone. There is so much good to offer on 
both sides of  the river that it makes sense to team up and cel-
ebrate our successes together. City and suburb, urban and rural, 
Illinois and Missouri all have shown the ability to come together 
at critical junctures. FOCUS St. Louis has been proud to have 
facilitated some of  these partnerships and prepared some of  the 
leaders making these important decisions.
The St. Louis region has weathered many storms. In the 
last great recession, the St. Louis region saw the closure of  three 
automobile assembly plants (the two Chrylser plants in Fenton 
and the Ford plant in Hazelwood), yet the St. Louis region did not 
see unemployment rates much different than the national average. 
While this was painful for the region, lesser regions would have 
been devastated beyond recovery by such a loss. The St. Louis 
region absorbed the hit and was able to see recovery over time, 
albeit slow. This is a testament to the region’s diversification of  
its economy, its ability to shift from traditional economic roles to 
new ones. No single jurisdiction made this happen. There was no 
single agency, no single industry, no single elected official able to 
take responsibility. It was a cooperative effort of  public, private, and 
nonprofit over the years that worked for the benefit of  all.
This new issue of  Currents offers an opportunity to visit 
key issues facing our region and to understand them from new 
perspectives. Some of  these are new looks at familiar issues from 
our past, some are identifying critical decisions that we will have 
to make in the years to come. All of  these issues represent our 
collective experience and the choices we have for our collective 
future. As regional citizens, we have a duty to understand the 
many pieces of  our past and use them wisely to shape our future. 
I hope you enjoy the fifth volume of  St. Louis Currents. If  
you feel moved to action by what you read, please remember that 
there is a seat at the table for you at FOCUS St. Louis.
Yemi S. Akande-Bartsch
Executive Director, FOCUS St. Louis
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As scholars we rarely have the opportunity to eavesdrop 
on a conversation a region is having about itself. But the fifth 
volume of  Currents provides exactly this. Since the first Currents 
in 1986, there have been close to a hundred thought-provoking 
essays by some of  our region’s best minds reflecting the hopes, 
dreams, and fears that have gripped the region for the last thirty 
years.
The overwhelmingly dominant topic in this conversation 
has been a pre-occupation with the size of  the region’s population 
and the decline in its relative rank. St. Louisans have been 
consumed with this decline; with what others have thought about 
our supposed demise; and with what we can do about it.
In the 1986 volume, George Wendel, Saint Louis 
University’s preeminent urbanist, noted that the region’s 
population rank had fallen to 12th in the 1980 census and 
wondered if  this trend might not be reversible. While most of  
Volume I’s authors felt St. Louis would be able to turn things 
around, the tenor drastically shifted from hope to foreboding 
in the 1992 edition. The 1990 census showed that St. Louis had 
fallen to 17th place and Volume II authors were fixated on the 
region’s daunting challenges that included political fragmentation, 
infrastructure decay, financial shortfalls, racial polarization, 
environmental concerns, and the lack of  effective leadership.
In Volume III, published in 1996, the sense of  angst 
about the region’s decline became even more pronounced. Again 
acting as our demographer-in-chief, George Wendel pointed out 
that the region had continued its downward movement, dropping 
to 18th place. What concerned Wendel more was the freefall in 
the city of  St. Louis’s population. As he noted: “St. Louis is the 
most extreme case of  proportional central city population decline 
in the United States,” having shrunk by 54% between 1950 and 
1990. 
There was no 2004 edition of  Currents (the region 
was well-analyzed during that anniversary year already), so 
more than a decade would pass before the next publication of  
Currents in 2009. By then the region had fallen to 18th place, 
with its forfeiture of  being a second-tier metropolis a foregone 
conclusion. In “W(h)ither St. Louis?” Mark Tranel, director of  
the Public Policy Research Center at UMSL laid out St. Louis’s 
predicament in undeniable terms: “For the past 50 years,” he 
wrote, “there has been an outsized set of  both absolute and 
comparative indicators generally showing a withering trend.” 
Between 1950 and 2000, the region had shrunk from 10th to 
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18th place in population, and from 11th-to-20th place in personal income. Furthermore, a recent 
report showed that the St. Louis region was 160th in job growth. 
However, in his Volume IV essay, Bob Hansman took the conversation in a new, and I think 
extremely helpful, direction. In “Enter Like a Lover,” a discussion about his Washington University 
course, “Community Building, Building Community,” Professor Hansman spoke about how he 
always opened his class with the question: “Who is Not Here?” His question was not meant to get 
the students thinking about who they could get to make the room look more impressive. The point 
was to get them thinking about who should be in the room to make their class a real exercise in 
community building. Though he did not articulate it in exactly these terms, Hansman was arguing 
that successful communities were a lot like successful athletes. They were not obsessed with looking 
at the scoreboard, but were focused on playing the game. And like successful athletes, successful 
regions knew that the key to winning was getting the entire team involved. What the Atlantas, and the 
Minneapolises, and the Denvers had figured out–all of  the regions that had passed St. Louis by–was 
that if  you make your region a desirable place for all people to live, then growth will naturally follow.
This is where “Enter Like a Lover” comes in. It is one thing to say you want to include all 
St. Louisans–the poor, African Americans, Hispanics, new Americans – in the life of  the region. 
It’s another to actually mean it. All people want the same thing. They want respect. They want to be 
treated as if  they really matter. If  they don’t feel wanted and needed, they will go someplace else.
This is why I am excited about this Currents. Looking at the essays, it seems that St. Louis 
is starting to have the conversation it should have been having. We seem to be more interested 
in making St. Louis a better place for all St. Louisans rather than worrying about whether we are 
in 19th or 21st place. Almost all of  these essays were penned before the tragic death of  Michael 
Brown, so it may seem strange that race and class are not more explicitly addressed. But because we 
are starting to look at issues like inclusion as a goal rather than just a box to check off, there might 
be hope of  tackling our issues together, making future tragedies like the death of  Michael Brown 
less likely to occur.
Mark Abbott
Board Member and Past Chairman
St. Louis Metropolitan Research Exchange
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From the Editors 
Welcome to the fifth edition of  St. Louis Currents. This 
most recent volume sets the stage for the coming years by giving 
fresh perspective on the past and new understanding for the 
future. The essays in this volume each bring a perspective that has 
not been seen, from voices that may not be familiar beyond their 
certain professional circles. 
St. Louis Currents has been an important guidebook for the 
region for three decades now. Though the issues remain familiar 
over time, the region’s approach to them has changed, and in 
some cases, has even improved. In other cases, the region still 
struggles. 
Residents move, leaders change, institutions come and go, 
but the issues remain the same. Education, economy, race, and 
quality of  life are perennial topics on the region’s agenda. St. Louis 
Currents provides insightful analysis on these key matters and 
informs the next generation of  leaders who will be making vital 
decisions. 
St. Louis is not all that unique among major metropolitan 
areas. Every major region has millions of  people spread across 
many jurisdictions. Every major region grapples with unequal 
distribution of  wealth. Every major region faces a challenge in 
public education. Every major region has created institutions 
to address economic development, environmental controls, 
and service delivery. These are basic issues of  human need and 
government purpose. 
What is unique is St. Louis’s particular mix of  leaders 
and the specific decisions that we the people choose to make for 
ourselves. As the region climbs out of  the Great Recession and 
processes the lessons of  Ferguson, the decisions made by the 
people ultimately will define the region’s successes and struggles. 
The essays in this volume will help prepare citizens and leaders 
alike for action on some of  those matters, and hopefully start 
some important discussions that will carry the region forward.
The Editors
Andy Theising
Senior Research Fellow, The Institute for Urban Research, 
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Terry Jones
Founders Professor of  Political Science and Public Policy  
Administration and Dean Emeritus of  Arts and Sciences,  
University of  Missouri-St. Louis
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a consultant to more than seventy governments and nonprofit 
organizations in the St. Louis metropolitan area. 
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Hub City
St. Louis’s regional economy began as a colonial outpost that brought together traders of  all 
backgrounds. Over time, it developed across time and space. The place went from serving a colonial 
purpose to serving a domestic purpose, and always responding to technological changes.
Lindenwood University’s Jeffrey Smith explores the St. Louis region as an economic hub, not 
just locally but nationally. Smith captures the story of  how a small trading center boomed into one 
of  the country’s leading centers of  commerce and then chronicles its decline from that apex. 
The economics of  the region did much more than shape how well people fared 
commercially. It shaped the role of  government, it defined new expectations for St. Louisans, it 
created new infrastructure, and it attracted new populations. 
So many components seen in the St. Louis of  today were part of  the region’s hub function 
many years ago. Smith’s essay provides an insightful look back to help us understand the region we 
live in today.
St. Louis Currents  |  11
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St. Louis as Historical Hub
Jeffrey E. Smith, Ph.D.
In May 2011, the Missouri legislature adjourned without 
passing an economic stimulus bill that included an “Aerotropolis” 
at Lambert Airport in St. Louis. The idea behind it was to create 
a hub for international trade, particularly with China, through a 
series of  tax credits for those forwarding goods to foreign desti-
nations and incentives for those building the facilities to support 
that commerce.1 On the surface, it seemed like a bold innovation 
to connect Missouri, located in the center of  the United States, 
with the global trade far from its borders by envisioning St. Louis 
as a “gateway zone” for goods. This new concept is not very new 
at all—St. Louis was founded on much the same premise and 
has continued to build around this “hinge economy” connecting 
regions, the nation, and the world. Since its inception, Missouri’s 
economy has been an international one; indeed, the region’s 
greatest economic growth had strong foundations in the efforts 
of  public-private partnerships to nurture Missouri’s role in inter-
national markets and commerce. And, as with the aerotropolis 
proposal, government played a role in the development of  the 
Missouri economy and its directions. 
The Fur Trade and the International West
The story of  St. Louis as an international trade hub starts 
in New Orleans in 1763. At the time, France controlled (or at 
least claimed) all the lands drained by the Mississippi River and its 
tributaries, thanks to a grandiose claim made by Rene-Robert La 
Salle in 1682, naming the huge swath of  land “Louisiana” for the 
reigning French monarch, Louis XIV. Over the next eight decades 
after La Salle’s tour, the French focused much of  their energies in 
North America on the lucrative fur trade with Native American 
tribes. At the end of  the French and Indian War in 1763, offi-
cials in New Orleans rewarded local merchant Gilbert Antoine 
St. Maxent with an exclusive charter to trade with the tribes on 
the Missouri River for his service as a colonel in the militia. He 
joined Pierre Laclede Liguest, with whom he had served in the 
war, to create Maxent, Laclede, and Company. Laclede set off  
with his stepson Auguste Chouteau the following July to build a 
trade fort and establish new commercial relations with the tribes 
on the lower Missouri. The North American fur trade connected 
producers of  raw materials (pelts) with markets as distant as 
Europe and East Asia; by the time of  Missouri statehood, John 
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Jacob Astor had become the leader in the lucrative business of  selling furs in China to exchange for 
tea and silk. The French gave the company an exclusive charter, not unlike a license granting a sort 
of  monopoly on that commerce in that region. Conceptually, St. Louis began as an “aerotropolis,” 
complete with government support.
What Laclede, Chouteau, and the others did not realize when they first established the trade 
fort was that they were no longer living under the French flag, but rather the Spanish one. France 
lost the French and Indian War to Great Britain, but in order to keep all of  Louisiana out of  British 
hands, France had signed the secret Treaty of  Fontainebleau in late 1762 with the Spaniards ceding 
its North American holdings to Spain.2 Meantime, St. Louis grew based almost entirely on com-
merce in furs with native tribes. Each year traders traveled north and west, and every spring tribes 
traveled to St. Louis with piles of  pelts to exchange with Europeans for myriad goods—blankets 
and tools, hoes and axes, kettles and tobacco, gunpowder and ribbons. The value of  this trade was 
immense; trade with just one tribe, the Sac and Fox, was $60,000 per year by 1804.3 Spanish gov-
ernment officials required licenses to trade with the tribes—perhaps the area’s first public-private 
partnership—and they were easily acquired by compensating local officials, so the fur trade quickly 
came to be in the hands of  a few large traders like the Chouteau family and Manuel Lisa.4 So suc-
cessful was this business that St. Louisans found it more lucrative to focus their energies there and 
importing food from downriver, earning the village the moniker “paincourt”—short of  bread. The 
problem was not that they could not produce foodstuffs, but that it made economic sense to focus 
energies on commerce and import food.5
Even after farming began in the St. Louis area, the village became a central clearinghouse for 
the fur trade. Spain proved unable to supply the burgeoning demands of  the fur trade by the end of  
the American War of  Independence, but Great Britain was more than able to fill the void. Britain 
ran its fur trade in Canada primarily through two chartered joint stock companies, the Hudson’s Bay 
Company and the North West Company, which had made Britain the largest fur dealer in the world.6 
As a rapidly industrializing power (and the first to experience the Industrial Revolution) financed 
by its mercantilist-based global system of  colonies (including the thirteen on the Atlantic coast of  
North America), Britain was in prime position to address the demand for furs in both Europe and 
East Asia as well as to fuel the growing commerce with native tribes. By the late eighteenth cen-
tury, the British were the largest buyer of  furs from native tribes in the Mississippi Valley and Great 
Lakes. 
St. Louis remained a center for the exchange of  goods going to the far reaches of  the globe. 
Anxious to divert British trade, Spain reopened the Mississippi River to American shipping in 1789; 
despite having to pay duties to Spanish officials, American merchants and farmers became part of  
the same network of  goods as St. Louisans.7 Spanish officials managed the Indian trade in much 
the same way as other Europeans, by granting licenses to traders and giving individuals or joint 
stock companies trade rights with specific tribes, often along the Missouri or Mississippi rivers and 
their tributaries. Spain endorsed a new concept to trade with tribes farther up the Missouri with the 
Mandan in present-day North Dakota in 1794, but meager profits from several expeditions slowed 
interest in the region until the United States acquired Louisiana. 
Thomas Jefferson clearly understood the pivotal role of  the region in a broader global 
commerce in which the fur trade was central. Jefferson expanded the Indian factory trade system, 
an early public-private partnership that started under the Washington administration. As originally 
conceived, these trade “factories “ (so named because they were managed by men called factors) 
were embedded in army forts as places where regional tribes could exchange their goods, primarily 
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furs, for an assortment of  goods that would, Americans thought, help them become more “civi-
lized.” President George Washington saw the promise of  such commerce and goods as giving 
Native Americans the “blessings of  civilization” that would transform them into Christian, English-
speaking, land-owning farmers who would contribute to the national economy. The number of  trade 
factories, trading for furs with Indians and selling them at auction to fund the factory system, more 
than doubled under Jefferson, the most under any president.8 Even before the Louisiana Purchase 
was complete, Jefferson expanded on his views regarding a western public-private partnership in 
the fur business; in early 1803, he sent Congress a confidential message saying that the region “is 
inhabited by numerous tribes, who furnish great supplies of  furs & peltry to the trade of  another 
nation [i.e., Great Britain],” and suggested a route connecting the United States to the Pacific 
(and, by extension, China and India) “traversing a moderate climate, offering according to the best 
accounts a continued navigation from it’s [sic] source, and, possibly with a single portage, from the 
Western ocean.”9 Jefferson was even clearer in his instructions dated June 20, 1803, to Meriwether 
Lewis, co-commander of  the Corps of  Northwest Discovery commissioned to traverse the route 
from St. Louis to the Pacific: “The object of  your mission is to explore the Missouri river [sic], & 
such principal stream[s] of  it . . . [that] may offer the most direct & practicable water communication 
across this continent for the purposes of  commerce.”10 Captains Lewis and William Clark conveyed 
these sentiments to the tribal leaders they met on their expedition, telling chiefs that they were not 
there as traders, but others would follow with more goods and, the captains said, the new “Great 
Father” (that is, Jefferson) expected that those traders would be treated well.11 Although supported 
with public funds, Lewis and Clark were clearly to advance private enterprise, including the fur trade 
from St. Louis.
By the start of  the War of  1812, St. Louisans still saw their city as an epicenter of  the fur 
trade. A group of  leading fur traders and government officials, including Auguste Chouteau, Manuel 
Lisa, explorer-turned-Indian-Agent William Clark, and territorial governor Meriwether Lewis’s 
brother Reuben, pooled resources in 1809 to form the St. Louis Missouri Fur Company. However, 
the company was eventually driven out of  business by John Jacob Astor’s American Fur Company, 
which held a virtual monopoly on the American fur trade by the 1820s. St. Louis thus became only 
one part of  a large network within Astor’s network that acquired furs in the West, which it then 
exchanged for silk, tea, and other products in China. Thus, furs that passed through St. Louis ended 
up as part of  a web of  commerce that stretched to western Europe and the coastal trade ports in 
China.
The national fur business declined starting in the 1830s due to competition from the Hud-
son’s Bay Company in Canada, declining supplies, and changing styles, and that downturn included 
St. Louis. During the 1880s, however, the fur business in St. Louis experienced a renaissance; local 
fur receipts increased almost fivefold during the decade, and continued to grow into the early twen-
tieth century.12 Furs from Alaska, Canada, and the United States continued to flow into St. Louis, 
making it the leading market for raw furs by the early 1900s. By the 1912—1913 fur-harvesting 
season, for example, furs sold in St. Louis were valued at some $12 million—an increase by a third in 
less than a decade.13
A series of  federal laws and policies helped secure St. Louis’s place as a global fur center in 
the 1910s. The fashion for fur coats, with fur on the outside of  the coat rather than as a lining and 
collar, grew during the Gilded Age, with sealskin furs being particularly popular. By 1910, fur-bear-
ing seals were approaching extinction.14 The federal government responded with the Fur Seal Act 
of  1910, placing Pribilof  seals under regulatory control of  the Department of  Commerce’s Bureau 
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of  Fisheries and signing the North Pacific Fur Seal Convention in 1911 with Great Britain and 
Japan whereby all agreed to a temporary moratorium on harvesting seals heading south on annual 
breeding migrations. St. Louis fur magnate Philip Fouke, president of  Funsten Brothers, convinced 
federal officials in 1913 to sell the now-regulated harvests of  furs through St. Louis rather than 
London, making St. Louis a global leader in fur sales, especially with its contract two years later to 
become the exclusive seller of  government furs.15 When World War I ended, St. Louis was flooded 
with furs and fur dealers from Europe, making the newly formed St. Louis Fur Exchange created 
in 1916 immensely profitable.16 In 1920, following two record-breaking auctions, the St. Louis Fur 
Exchange built its new seven-story exchange in downtown St. Louis near the waterfront. Its display 
rooms, storage facilities, and auction room allowed it to declare itself  “the world’s largest raw fur 
exchange.”17 After a brief  downturn, the fur auctions resumed in 1934 and continued profitably until 
the Fouke Fur Company (successor to the St. Louis Fur Exchange) ceased auctions there in 1956.
Steamboats, Commercial Growth, and the Global Hinge Economy
With so many furs of  such great value being exported, it meant that there was much 
imported as well. St. Louis evolved quickly into a commercial center. Because it was the gatekeeper 
to the Missouri River, Missouri also became a key transfer point for goods and people. Location 
was key to this development. From the standpoint of  the early twenty-first century, it seems coun-
terintuitive that a state in the center of  the nation would be a hub for international commerce, but 
for much of  the state’s first century, Missouri was at a critical juncture with foreign commerce that 
shaped the early business community. As with the value of  real estate, a central tenet to the early 
development of  the Missouri economy, and especially that of  St. Louis, was location.
Early river commerce was central to the fur trade since the Missouri and Upper Missis-
sippi rivers and their tributaries were the main thoroughfares for connecting tribal regions with the 
new United States. Yet St. Louis remained on the edge of  the frontier until the arrival of  the first 
steamboats. Swift currents and shallow waters meant that steam-powered river craft on the western 
rivers required a different design with a shallower draft and different engine configuration. When 
the first steamboat, Zebulon Pike, arrived at the wharf  in St. Louis in 1817, and on the Missouri two 
years later, it ushered in a revolution in transportation for Missouri. Previous craft had to rely on 
the current and wind for power going downriver, and had an arduous trip back up against the swift 
currents. That all changed with new transportation; even the earliest steamboats traveled from New 
Orleans upriver to St. Louis in just ten days, as compared to more than ninety for unpowered flat-
boats and keelboats. In 1849, the record for the same trip was three and a half  days.18 By the time of  
Missouri statehood in 1821, the St. Louis riverfront was a beehive of  activity with steamboats parked 
along its wharf  in front of  the present-day Gateway Arch grounds. 
Steamboats facilitated the rapid growth of  the St. Louis economy in the state’s first 
decades. When St. Louis was chartered as a city in 1822, the city’s first mayor, William Carr Lane, 
immediately called for public funding of  an enhanced levee on the Mississippi River to facilitate 
expanded steamboat trade. This public-private partnership was successful; by 1832, just fifteen 
years after the arrival of  the Zebulon Pike, some 532 steamboats docked at the St. Louis wharf, 
unloading and reloading goods from not only North America but also Europe, coastal Africa, 
India, and China. The number of  steamboats almost quadrupled by 1845, and grew another 50 
percent within just a few years. Not only were there more steamboats on the rivers, but they 
were bigger, so tonnage grew almost fourfold between 1834 and 1844, and doubled again ten 
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years later. Even when shipping and travel rates doubled during the 1850s, commerce continued 
undeterred.19 Each of  those 3,000 steamboats carried between 300 and 400 passengers and 700 
tons of  freight, all stopping in St. Louis for people to spend money and for goods to be bought, 
warehoused, financed, and sold. St. Louis’s location as the main port near the divide between the 
Upper and Lower Mississippi River and between the points where the Ohio and Missouri Rivers 
flowed into the Mississippi made it an ideal connector location. Goods from overseas came up 
the Mississippi via New Orleans, pork and precut houses from Cincinnati, furs from the Upper 
Missouri and the Great Lakes, and tobacco from Missouri plantations all converged on the 
St. Louis waterfront.
Commerce and Western Trade
Westward expansion, starting with Mexican independence in 1821, also contributed to the 
rapid growth of  the Missouri economy in the 1820s and 1830s. Spanish policy had ensured that the 
Americans were kept out of  the lucrative trade with Santa Fe, its northernmost important settle-
ment, but the newly independent Mexican government opened the city. Almost immediately, Wil-
liam Becknell led a group along the six-hundred-mile trek from Franklin, Missouri, to open this new 
market, supplying furs, silver, and mules with standard returns on investment between 20 and 50 
percent. Within the next few years, the starting point for the Santa Fe Trail moved westward to the 
new Westport (later Kansas City), further enhancing the region’s importance as an exchange center 
for distant goods. As with steamboats, wagons on the Santa Fe Trail grew as commerce demanded. 
Murphy wagons, which were manufactured in St. Louis and assembled in Westport, required six 
yoke of  oxen to haul in caravans as large as twenty five wagons.20 This role of  St. Louis and Missouri 
as an economic exchange point lessened the impact of  the Panic of  1837 in the state. The flow of  
goods into the state’s economy and specie into the State Bank of  Missouri, existing through a char-
ter granted by the Missouri legislature, kept currency stable; migration kept money coming to the 
state as well. St. Louis’s population doubled during the 1820s and again during the 1830s, with many 
immigrants bringing money with them to invest in new businesses.21 
This westward movement of  people and goods created additional opportunities for new 
and existing businessmen with the aid and support of  government. This was particularly true 
when settlers began moving west to the Oregon Territory. Migration started slowly in the 1830s,22 
picked up in the 1840s, but exploded starting in 1849.23 By the first part of  that year, word had 
traveled back east of  gold discoveries at a mill owned by John Sutter in California, which had just 
been acquired by the United States in its war with Mexico. Between 1849 and 1854, more than 
fifty thousand people moved to California annually in search of  easy wealth. The great majority of  
them went overland on the Oregon and California Trails, which started in western Missouri. Most 
of  these argonauts—typically young, male, and single with little intention of  remaining in Califor-
nia—had read at least one of  the standard “emigrant’s guides,” sort of  the Fodor’s of  the west-
ern trails, which advised them to purchase needed supplies in St. Louis rather than carry or ship 
them from home in places like New York or Ohio (the states sending the most argonauts west, 
besides Missouri). This was a boon to the St. Louis economy, since thousands of  men were pass-
ing through the city each spring, all looking to purchase the same list of  goods from guidebooks 
by Lansford Hastings or Joseph Ware. Prices for coffee, hardtack, salt pork, gold pans, floppy 
hats, horses, wagons, and other essentials skyrocketed; indeed, every diarist of  the Gold Rush who 
commented on St. Louis decried the high prices and (often) low quality of  the goods.24 Other 
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cities and towns upriver soon expanded as suppliers as well, with outfitters emerging in places like 
Independence, Westport, and St. Joseph.25
The Role of  Bridges and Railroads
As a river-based transportation hub, St. Louis grew and flourished. Having said that, a 
river-based economy had its problems. Rivers are not easily crossed and they do not always flow 
everywhere people, goods, and products need to go. In Missouri as elsewhere, railroads and bridges, 
starting with the Illinois and Missouri Bridge (later named the Eads Bridge for its chief  engineer), 
were the solutions. By the early 1830s, railroads were the cutting-edge technology; just ten years after 
John Stevens showed his steam-powered locomotive on a circular track in New Jersey in 1825, some 
sixty-four delegates attended a statewide railroad convention in St. Louis and proposed construction 
of  two roads to connect the two regions producing export products to St. Louis, the largest ship-
ping and warehousing city in the state—one westward to Fayette in the heart of  the state’s tobacco 
plantation country, the other southwest to the mineral mining counties.26 Typically, eastern states like 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, and New York were heavy investors in such costly infrastructure dur-
ing the period, but Missouri was different. With neither sufficient private capital nor state or federal 
underwriting, the proposals languished during the Panic of  1837. 
But with hopes of  becoming the eastern terminus of  a national rail line that would con-
nect east and west, St. Louisans hosted a national railroad convention in 1849. It was one of  several 
held by cities at the time. Both Chicago and Memphis, for example, had similar aspirations and 
held such conventions. Among its speakers was Missouri senator Thomas Hart Benton, one of  the 
Senate’s great orators and a noted proponent of  expanded rail lines and commerce. In his speech, 
Benton called on the United States to complete the vision that started with Christopher Columbus 
and build a route to East Asia with a new sort of  public-private partnership. For Benton, his home 
state of  Missouri was the key hinge point between the developed United States and the lucrative 
trade in Asia; it could be the place of  exchange where exotic goods from the east mixed with those 
of  Europe and the United States. Appropriately enough, the statue of  Benton in Lafayette Park 
(sculpted by Harriet Hosmer in 1868) faces west, inscribed with Benton’s quote from the conven-
tion, “To the East, to India.”
Railroad investment was somewhat slow in Missouri during the decade before the Civil War, 
particularly after the disastrous Pacific Railroad’s Gasconade Bridge collapsed in November 1855, 
leaving thirty-one dead. The state legislature started a program of  state aid for construction in 1851, 
and the federal government gave the state alternating sections of  public land along the route of  
the Hannibal & St. Joseph and Pacific Railroads.27 Although about eighty percent of  the stock sold 
in the Hannibal & St. Joseph was to private individuals (many of  whom were in eastern cities like 
New York and Boston), this was not the general trend with antebellum railroads in Missouri; over-
all, during the 1850s, individuals purchased only about a third of  the stock sold in railroads.28 Public 
opposition to state operation and construction of  railroads meant that the state resorted to financial 
aid to these start-up companies, which often managed the money poorly and defaulted during the 
1860s.29
During the Civil War, state government facilitated migration to the state through agents and 
advertising in the eastern United States, Canada, and even Europe. Thanks to offers of  free or cheap 
transport and promises of  homesteads in “one of  the richest and healthiest agricultural and pastoral 
regions on this continent,” the Hannibal & St. Joseph had sold some five hundred thousand acres 
of  land mostly to individual farmers rather than speculators, increasing the state’s population by as 
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much as one hundred thousand by 1870.30 However, the Hannibal & St. Joseph was the only railroad 
completed across the state at war’s end, with a combination of  eastern capital and a $3 million loan 
from the state, leaving the state government, now under a new constitution written in early 1865, 
faced with the possibility of  railroad connections to some regions of  the state bypassing cities like 
St. Louis and connecting to railroads that went straight to Chicago. Pressures from around the state 
after the war compelled the state legislature to actively facilitate completion of  roads crisscross-
ing the state by absorbing railroad debts, releasing some roads from liens, and offering financial 
incentives for completing roads to key points and penalties for failing to do so. Despite the cloak 
of  suspicion of  bribery of  state officials, three east-west roads and another north-south one were 
completed by the early 1870s.31 
Cities and towns after the war invested heavily in bringing the railroad to their communities. 
As in other states, town fathers knew that rail connections were critical to their town’s growth, and 
that being bypassed would leave them an economic backwater. Between 1867 and 1872, Missouri 
governmental entities invested more than $17 million in intrastate railways and another $1 million in 
connector lines outside the state.32 Completion of  the Pacific Railroad to Kansas City spurred rapid 
growth of  the old Santa Fe Trail hub as a processing point for the commodities from the emerg-
ing West, most notably processing cattle and milling flour. With an economy resting on “bread and 
beef,” it also experienced growth in the smaller industries to support its burgeoning population, 
which grew some eightfold in the 1860s.33 In all, railroad investment worked. The areas with new 
rail connections grew far faster than others, and Missouri manufacturing trebled in the decade.34 
By 1880, Missouri had more almost four thousand miles of  railroad track—double the miles just a 
decade before.35 Only three counties (Dallas, Douglas, and Ozark) had no rail connections by 1904.36
Essential to the successful transformation of  the Missouri economy through railroads was 
crossing the Mississippi River. Until after the Civil War, ferrying companies facilitated crossing large 
rivers. At St. Louis, the Wiggins Ferry Company had a virtual monopoly on ferrying railroad cars, 
cargo, and people across the Mississippi at St. Louis. For companies like Wiggins, ice was a major 
hazard; in the three years after the Civil War, for example, the Mississippi was closed to ferry traf-
fic no fewer than sixty days.37 The first bridge over the Mississippi at St. Louis (completed in 1874) 
connected Illinois with a system of  tunnels running beneath the streets of  downtown St. Louis. 
Although designed by James Buchanan Eads, the bridge construction was contracted to the Key-
stone Bridge Company, whose vice president Andrew Carnegie, helped organize the financing for 
the bridge; a third of  the investment funding for the bridge came through Carnegie’s contact with 
Junius Morgan (J. P. Morgan’s father) in London.38 Bridge operations suffered economic woes, and 
eventually two more bridges were built across the river to circumvent high tolls on the Eads. 
It would be difficult to overstate the transformative impact of  railroads on the St. Louis 
and Missouri economies. After 1870, more trunk lines were built with a growing number of  feeder 
lines that connected more and more people to cities and, therefore, to burgeoning global markets. 
St. Louis in particular was a center for goods both domestic and international, with its role as a 
hinge center for river and rail transport; people in rural communities now had access to those goods 
through the middlemen, wholesalers, and transporters based in St. Louis. 
The railroad transformed the lives of  rural Missourians in fundamental ways. Not only did 
they have access to goods from distant places that had once been impossible luxuries, but they also 
conducted business differently. The combination of  transportation and mechanization meant that 
farmers in the Great West, including Missouri, raised more commercial crops on more acres than 
ever; railroads contributed by giving them ways to ship those agricultural commodities to eastern 
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markets. By 1880, there were markedly more farmers cultivating more acres than just ten years 
previous.39 Herein lies the crux of  the fundamental transformation in western agriculture of  which 
Missouri farmers were a part. More acres came under cultivation thanks to the use of  new farm 
machinery, which was expensive, increasing the debt carried by farmers. It also meant that farm 
commodities were increasingly part of  a global marketplace, so that prices for, say, Missouri wheat 
might be shaped by the wheat harvests in other parts of  the world. Exacerbating the problem was 
the growth of  agricultural output nationally, which meant that supply rose faster than demand, 
driving down prices. Small wonder that western farmers in places like Missouri started to support 
national monetary policies that were inflationary, such as printing paper money (advanced by the 
Greenback Party) and increasing money supply through monetizing silver as proposed by the Peo-
ple’s Party or the populists. So prominent was this region that the populists held their convention to 
nominate William Jennings Bryan for president in St. Louis in 1896.40 
St. Louis remained the great transportation and manufacturing hub of  the state in the Gilded 
Age, though. Transportation connections combined with raw materials (lead, zinc, and coal, pri-
marily) and agricultural commodities (wheat, corn, and cotton) from the state to transform the city 
into a manufacturing center. The value of  manufactured goods from St. Louis mushroomed four-
fold between 1870 and 1880, and doubled again ten years later; capital invested in manufacturing 
and industrial establishments both more than trebled in the 1880s.41 Even as late as the 1970s, the 
St. Louis riverport was the nation’s largest; the port’s docks processed more than 24 million tons of  
goods in 1979, including coal being shipped to the Gulf  of  Mexico.42 During the 1880s and 1890s, 
St. Louis boosters actively solicited business with interests in Mexico, and even sent to Mexico 
City several hundred copies of  St. Louis Through a Camera, an illustrated booklet published in 1892 
designed to promote the city.
The Transformative Effect of  Cupples Station
The tunnels constructed in the 1870s were the foundation for an innovation in the Gilded 
Age that became a prototype for cities across the country—and a sort of  “aerotropolis” for railroads 
on the outskirts of  downtown St. Louis that became the origin of  ideas about air hubs and shipping 
industrial parks in the twentieth century. As Cupples Station was constructed and expanded over 
three decades, it successfully made St. Louis a rail-shipping hub. The last third of  the nineteenth 
century was a period of  rapid and profound industrial growth in the United States. As manufactur-
ing grew, so too did the need to transport, sell, and redistribute these manufactured goods. Just as 
manufacturing centralized and grew into large companies, so too did the concept of  the merchant 
into a network of  wholesalers, jobbers, and distributors who acquired goods from manufactur-
ers and sold them to retailers and customers elsewhere. By their very nature these middlemen were 
located in places that could serve as hubs with transportation spokes stretching throughout the 
region. However, the transportation component was not as efficient as it might seem on the surface. 
These wholesalers had to rely on local drayage and transportation to move goods from their points 
of  entry to warehouses, then again when shipped out to different places.43 Cupples Station changed 
all that.
The brainchild of  Robert Brookings (vice president of  Cupples Woodenware Company, the 
largest woodenware company in the United States), Cupples Station stood between the mouth of  
the Terminal Railroad Association tunnel (adjacent to present-day Busch Stadium) and the tracks 
that connected to all the main rail lines on both the Missouri and Illinois sides of  the Mississippi. 
Under Brookings’s leadership, Cupples Station became a complex of  warehouses (mostly seven 
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stories) with rail spurs connecting them to main lines. Within six years after completion of  the first 
warehouse at Seventh and Pine Streets, ten warehouse buildings stood in the complex. Now whole-
salers did not have to move goods from the railroad tracks to warehouses and back again when ship-
ping goods out to customers. The warehouses were designed with efficiency and safety in mind.44 By 
the turn of  the century, Cupples Station handled more than one thousand tons of  freight every day, 
making it the largest and busiest rail freight station in the United States.45
For wholesalers, this innovation could not have come at a better time. By the late nineteenth 
century, manufacturers of  a growing number of  consumer goods started marketing products directly 
to consumers, which altered a series of  relationships in the chain of  distribution. Direct market-
ing of  brand-name products to consumers also carried with it responsibility for delivery and quality 
control, so a growing number of  manufacturers of  everything from flour to shortening, soda pop to 
beer, crackers to canned soup, along with catalogue houses like Sears and Montgomery Ward, moved 
into the distribution business. Therefore, wholesalers like those in St. Louis specializing in nonbrand 
products were under increased pressure to cut costs and operate more efficiently than ever before. A 
centralized warehousing and distribution center was the answer to the question of  managing goods 
coming into and leaving St. Louis; Cupples Station became the model for other distribution cities by 
the early twentieth century. In many ways, Cupples Station was also a rail-based prototype for both 
industrial shipping centers such as Earth City and the aerotropolis proposal of  2011.
Air Transport: Economic Déjà Vu
Rail and river travel continued to be the principal modes of  transporting both goods and 
people well into the twentieth century, but new technologies contributed to the role of  the St. Louis 
region as an economic hub. St. Louis played an early role in air transportation as well. Within less 
than a decade after the Wright brothers made their historic flight at Kitty Hawk, Archibald Huxley 
took former president Theodore Roosevelt on a plane ride at Kinloch Field in St. Louis, making 
him the first president to fly in an airplane.46 Former Olympic golf  star and pharmaceuticals manu-
facturer Albert Lambert became so enamored with flight that he purchased 550 acres northwest of  
the city to operate as an airfield. The year after Charles Lindbergh left Lambert’s field in his Spirit 
of  St. Louis to start a journey that ended in Paris in May 1927, Lambert sold the land to the city of  
St. Louis to operate as an airfield. 
The new terminal at Lambert Field was dedicated in 1930, and completed three years later.47 
Regional population growth and increased air traffic for both shipping and passenger travel meant 
that the region was rapidly outgrowing its airport. So great was interest in the future of  air trans-
portation that noted city planner Harland Bartholomew called for more than thirty airports and 
heliports scattered around the metropolitan area in his 1947 St. Louis city plan.48 The new Lambert 
International Airport, designed by the architectural firm Hellmuth, Yamasaki and Leinweber, was 
completed in 1957. 
Despite several additions to Lambert over the next decade or so, there was much pub-
lic debate in the late 1960s and early 1970s over airports and their locations. More runways were 
needed, and Lambert appeared to be landlocked. Some called for a new regional airport across the 
Mississippi River in Illinois, and the state of  Illinois offered substantial financial support for it. Crit-
ics of  the Illinois plan wanted to keep the airport—and its jobs, business, and tax revenues—on the 
Missouri side. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch stridently advocated for a Missouri airport at an expanded 
Lambert; in 1977, the Missouri congressional delegation led by Sen. Thomas Eagleton convinced 
Transportation Secretary Brock Adams to put federal funding into expanding Lambert.49 
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Perhaps the most interesting aspect of  the aerotropolis proposal and the economic incentive 
bill was not that Missouri sought to be an innovator, but rather that it stood on the shoulders of  its 
history spanning to the days when St. Louis was not even part of  the United States and Missouri did 
not even exist. The notion of  government and private industry working together to facilitate eco-
nomic growth—a series of  public-private partnerships—by capitalizing on international commercial 
connections seems new and foreign to some, but it is not. It is the story of  the decades of  our great-
est economic growth.
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Race and Health Care
Race and health care are both issues of  tremendous importance today in the region and the 
nation. St. Louis was a segregated city from its earliest days. Its schools were segregated, its restau-
rants and theaters were segregated, and for many decades so were its hospitals. Taylor Desloge has 
prepared a brilliant analysis of  the Homer G. Phillips Hospital experience. 
Politics were intimately involved in both the creation of  and closing down of  Homer 
G. Phillips. African Americans cherished the hospital and its staff, and the building and its surround-
ings still evoke powerful feelings of  community.
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The Fight for Homer G. Phillips Hospital 
and the Making of  Health Care Politics 
Taylor Desloge
If  you want to treat us as well as you treat yourselves take us . . . into your city hospital. If  you don’t and we 
have to have our own segregated hospital, let us go off  where we won’t have to observe the differences . . . I am against 
segregation . . . and never lose a chance to say so, but if  the white laws of  this state order segregation, then those who 
want it ought to pay for it. It’s your luxury, not ours. – Fannie Cook, “Black Liberty” 
When prolific St. Louis author and social welfare activist Fannie Cook sat down in 1940 to 
write a fictionalized tribute to her close friend and fellow St. Louis League of  Women Voters mem-
ber, Carrie King Bowles, she tellingly chose to center it on a single moment—a tense meeting of  
the St. Louis Community Council’s Interracial Committee over the location of  a long-promised new 
“colored hospital” on a steamy July night in the early 1930s. White doctors, politicians, and social 
workers hoped to save money by building the new hospital as an extension to the existing white 
hospital. Much to their befuddlement, they faced an African American community nearly united 
in opposition. In the story’s cinematic climax, “Mrs. Adams” (a “middle-aged, neatly dressed . . . 
colored clubwoman” clearly based on Bowles) rises to her feet, stands down a white crowd “lined up 
in opposition,” and delivers a powerful critique of  segregation, demanding a separate, black-run hos-
pital as a remedy—however imperfect—to the problem of  inadequate health care for black people 
in St. Louis.1
Cook’s account of  the struggle to build a new black hospital in Depression-eraSt. Louis was 
fictionalized. Yet it was based in real experience. A new “colored hospital”—what would become 
the now-iconic Homer G. Phillips Municipal Hospital—originally was devised through the persis-
tent efforts of  local lawyer Homer G. Phillips, as part of  an $87 million civic improvement bond 
issue in 1923. The hospital was delayed for nearly a decade due to a debate between black and white 
doctors, politicians, and social welfare activists—a debate which would ultimately ensnare the public 
at large—over whether to build the structure as a separate institution in the Elleardsville neighbor-
hood or as an extension to the existing (white) City Hospital No. 1 in a largely white section of  the 
city. The city administration believed that building the hospital as an extension made good economic 
sense; doing so would expand the beds available to black patients with “large savings in initial invest-
ment and annual savings in operating cost.” Yet for African Americans, the issue was laden with 
racial meaning; as Homer G. Phillips himself  explained to Mayor Victor Miller in 1927, “to change 
the site . . . would mean ‘segregation with humiliation.’” The hospital controversy spoke to the politi-
cal goals, hopes, and fears of  the St. Louis African American community as few other issues had. It 
fueled protests among the black professional class over the potential loss of  a new economic and cul-
tural anchor for black life in St. Louis, worries over the career prospects of  black doctors in a white-
dominated hospital, and even age-old fears of  medical experimentation on black patients at the hands 
of  unscrupulous white doctors. Most of  all, however, as Fannie Cook’s story demonstrates, it helped 
mobilize a new political movement that viewed the problem of  health as inseparable from the prob-
lem of  racial inequality, one which was deeply invested in the larger interwar project of  undermining 
biological and advancing social and economic explanations for racial inequality.2
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Homer G. Phillips Hospital—a modern, 7 story, 685-bed Art Deco-style complex that at 
one time trained up to a third of  black doctors in the United States—is “considered by many to be 
the most tangible achievement of  St. Louis’ black community” and perhaps its “most widely known 
symbol.” As the city’s “colored hospital,” the structure embodied a nearly never-ending battle for 
black control, from the struggle over the right of  black doctors to practice at City Hospital No. 2 
(the “colored” city hospital that preceded Homer G. Phillips Hospital), to the fight over the build-
ing’s location, to later pushes to ensure equal employment opportunity and even the vigorous debate 
over its closing in the late 1970s. However, beyond its immediate historic significance as a place of  
employment or an iconic local institution, Homer G. Phillips Hospital was the product of  a pro-
found reconceptualization in African American political thought during the interwar years, of  the 
nature of  racial inequality in general and the links between health and social and economic inequality 
in particular.3
Many historians have emphasized the pioneering role played by interwar scientists and social 
scientists in revising long-held assumptions about race. Historians of  public health argue that, begin-
ning in the 1920s, medical professionals increasingly rejected wholly biological explanations for racial 
health disparities.4 Social scientists challenged biology as the basis for racial difference as well. As 
historian Daryl Michael Scott writes, “culture and social environment replaced biology as means of  
explaining black behavior.” In response to problems of  urbanization, modernization, and immigrant 
assimilation, they constructed an environmentalist paradigm for understanding human behavior. 
Racial inequality was a problem resulting from cultural adjustment and “damage” inflicted by nega-
tive white attitudes toward African Americans. The Chicago School, championed by sociologists 
like Robert Park and Charles Johnson, advanced the view that, “blacks could be assimilated into the 
mainstream of  American life.”5 
Social science played a key role in shaping the ideological contours of  many forms of  black 
activism. In his study of  the Urban League during the first half  of  the twentieth century, Touré Reed 
argues that the league’s “uplift” philosophy was powerfully shaped by the theories of  urban adjust-
ment advanced by Chicago School sociology, particularly those of  social organization and disorgani-
zation and urban ecology.6 Historians have likewise credited interwar social scientists with establish-
ing the groundwork for a postwar racial liberalism that, ultimately, produced legal victories like Brown 
v. Board of  Education.7 
Few have examined the effects of  this intellectual, social, and political transformation on 
African American health politics: in spite of  the fact that scholars have long recognized that black 
doctors, coming from a marginalized position themselves, have historically emphasized the roots 
of  disease in social and political inequality far more than their white counterparts.8 Indeed, many 
have characterized black health-care politics in this era as a continuation of  the service-oriented and 
institution-building approach to health championed by philanthropic organizations like the Rosen-
wald Fund and the Rockefeller Foundation in the 1920s. In this understanding, first private orga-
nizations and then, during the New Deal, the federal government funded a dramatic expansion of  
medical facilities for African Americans to improve dismal black health statistics, assuage white fears 
of  contagious disease, address the political demands of  increasingly influential black voters, and 
provide vital training opportunities for black medical professionals. Karen Kruse Thomas’s study of  
the growth of  black hospitals in the South between the 1920s and 1950s, for instance, argues that 
African American leaders made an accomodationist “devil’s bargain” with white southern liberals, 
setting aside the question of  racial equality in favor of  a colorblind language of  “Southern uplift” 
that channeled public resources to Jim Crow hospitals in a “needs-based calculus.”9
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At first a product of  the service-oriented health-care politics of  the 1920s, Homer G. Phil-
lips Hospital played a key role in the forging of  a new black health-care politics that took segrega-
tion as its target and viewed health as inextricably connected to the problem of  black inequality. New 
social scientific understandings of  racial inequality, which gradually filtered down to the grassroots 
level of  urban politics, provided the ideological framework for a growing and parallel movement. This 
framework challenged, and ultimately upended, a 1920s consensus that conceptualized black health as 
primarily a problem of  service provision and, by necessary extension, political patronage. For African 
American activists, Homer G. Phillips Hospital provided an opportunity to redress the social and eco-
nomic inequalities, embodied most potently in the frail forms of  the diseased, produced by the system 
of  segregation. Defying both the contemporary criticism of  integrationist outsiders in the national 
black press and the strict divide between integrationism and separatism that, until relatively recently, 
dominated the historiography of  black politics, advocates for a separate black hospital were laying the 
foundations for the decidedly integrationist ideology of  “racial liberalism” that would dismantle legal 
barriers in the postwar era. 
Yet if  the eventually triumphant story of  Homer G. Phillips Hospital speaks to the success 
of  the new black health-care politics, it also demonstrates its limits as a remedy for inequality. While 
the dominant racial politics to emerge from the New Deal era provided an important ideological 
ground for attacking biological understandings of  racial inequality and the legal system of  segrega-
tion they supported, it proved incapable of  addressing the problem of  class inequality in an indus-
trial society. 
The Great Migration and the “New Public Health” of  the 1920s
Over 1.5 million African Americans migrated from the rural South to urban centers across 
the country in search of  better jobs, more freedoms, and greater security in the decades between 
Reconstruction and the Great Depression. Many chose to settle in St. Louis, where, between 1900 
and 1956, the black population increased by 561.7%—from 35,516 to 235,000—essentially doubling 
between 1900 and 1920 and then doubling again between 1920 and 1940.10 As in other cities, these 
new migrants found themselves at the bottom of  the socioeconomic order. Barred from high-
paying union jobs and coerced into artificially expensive housing in crowded, segregated, and often 
unsanitary neighborhoods through violence, intimidation, and exclusionary legal mechanisms, black 
migrants paid for inequality with their health as well as their wealth. An American Public Health 
Association survey of  the city conducted in 1927 presented a dismal picture of  black health. Death 
rates for African Americans were startlingly high, standing at 23.91 per 1,000 people in 1925 com-
pared to only 13.49 for whites. African American migrants were particularly menaced by tuberculo-
sis, suffering at five times the rate of  white St. Louisans.11
Partially in response to the influx, the St. Louis Department of  Public Welfare embraced the 
strategies of  the New Public Health movement of  the 1920s, which sought to manage contagious 
disease through city-funded bacteriological laboratories, patient surveillance, clinics, and educational 
programs. The results were often more stigmatizing than helpful to African American city dwellers, 
as these new programs often emerged out of  racial fears that framed black migrants as inherently 
diseased.12 
Adherents of  New Public Health expressed a deep faith in medicine’s ability to attack disease 
“without disrupting the social order,” often leading them to downplay or even ignore the social and 
economic causes of  disease and older priorities like environmental sanitation in favor of  invest-
ing in expanded services to treat the sick. Perhaps reflecting Fannie Cook’s astute observation that 
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St. Louis has historically been “a Northern city with a Southern exposure,” St. Louis combined New 
Public Health’s stigmatizing approach to minority communities with a relatively strong commitment 
to expanding health services for African Americans. In 1923, St. Louis made headlines around the 
nation both for becoming the first city to set aside public funds for the construction of  a “mod-
ern Negro hospital” and for forcibly vaccinating all African American migrants arriving from the 
South—nearly three thousand a day at one point in the early 1920s—at Union Station. 13 
New Public Health’s emphasis on expansion of  services made it particularly adaptable to the 
machinations of  local politics. For one, service provision and patronage played a key role in keeping 
black voters behind the GOP ward machine that dominated the city for most of  the first few decades 
of  the twentieth century.14 For another, black churches, political organizations, and philanthropic 
groups pushed the city to expand health services considerably throughout the 1920s. As the St. Louis 
Urban League stated in the late 1920s, they were determined to “not only be confined to Negro 
groups” but to “work with health agencies, institutions and with the Department of  the City engaged 
in health programs” to expand social services.15the groundwork was laid in the 1910s, when a com-
mittee of  seventeen black physicians—rebuffed in their attempts to open the City Hospital to black 
interns—convinced the city to purchase the Barnes Medical College building at Lawton and Garrison 
Avenues in North St. Louis to create a new black hospital. City Hospital No. 2, a 177 bed institution, 
opened in 1919 as a stopgap measure until a larger, better-equipped hospital could be built. 16 Through-
out the 1920s, organizations like the League of  Women Voters, the St. Louis Tuberculosis and Health 
Society, and the Urban League frequently published surveys on St. Louis health resources and services 
open to African Americans, often pressuring the city government to build new clinics in black commu-
nities, create new education programs, and expand beds for indigent black patients in local hospitals. 
The original push for Homer G. Phillips Hospital emerged, in part, out of  the same con-
fluence of  local politics and social service provision. Indeed, it began as a quintessential political 
deal. The man who sought to fulfill the city’s promise to build a permanent black hospital was local 
lawyer Homer Gilliam Phillips (1880—1931), now a legendary—if  somewhat enigmatic—figure in 
St. Louis history. In 1922, he “reactivated” the committee of  seventeen black physicians who had 
originally pushed for City Hospital No. 2. A year later, he struck an agreement with Mayor Henry 
Kiel to include a new “colored hospital” as part of  an $87 million bond issue that provided funds 
for a new municipal stadium, street widening and improvement, the future Gateway Mall, and the 
St. Louis Soldiers Memorial. Kiel needed black voters to ensure passage of  the bond issue, the larg-
est called for by any city to that date.17 
Phillips proved an ideal spokesman for the new hospital. The orphaned son of  a Sedalia, 
Missouri, Methodist minister, his life offers a powerful success story in the midst of  what is often 
referred to by historians as the “nadir of  American race relations.” After graduating from Howard 
University School of  Law in Washington—where he boarded in the home of  celebrated poet Paul 
Laurence Dunbar—Phillips established a law firm in St. Louis in 1904. As a lawyer, he was an expert 
in fraud cases. On one occasion, Phillips successfully defended a local life insurance company against 
a fraudulent claim by hauling the “dead” man’s coffin into the courtroom and revealing it to be full 
of  cement. Yet he is most remembered as a civil rights leader and towering figure among the black 
cultural elite of  the era. Judge Nathan Young, an activist and newspaper publisher in St. Louis dur-
ing the same time period, described him as “an inspiration to his people” and “an inspiring speaker 
and social reformer who stood down the virulent racism spreading through the city and the nation.” 
From the battle against a 1916 referendum mandating residential segregation to the hospital con-
troversy, Phillips was involved in nearly all of  the civil rights causes taken on by the local African 
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American community for twenty years until his tragic shooting death—at the hands of  two still-
unidentified assailants—at a Delmar and Aubert Ave. streetcar station in 1931.18
He found strong support for at least the idea of  a new hospital. From the standpoint of  
the service-oriented health politics of  the 1920s, including the new “Negro hospital” in the civic 
improvement bond issue was not controversial. Indeed, even as the campaign for the new hos-
pital simmered throughout the 1920s and foundered in the “location controversy,” social welfare 
advocates and local government officials on both sides of  the color line found common ground in 
publicizing the need for better facilities, wherever their location. It was clear to all involved that City 
Hospital No. 2 was not up to the task of  providing decent care to the city’s black community. As one 
doctor put it in 1928, it was “inexcusable” to have so few beds open to black patients in a city “of  
more than 90,000 negro[e]s” and a black “death rate higher than its birth rate.”19 A flyer released by 
the League of  Women Voters for a 1933 bond campaign to provide additional funds for completion 
of  the hospital framed the issue in much the same way and even played to white fears of  disease. 
Quoting the city hospital commissioner (“an adequate number of  hospital beds for Negroes is abso-
lutely essential if  the high incidence of  disease among this section is to be improved”), it warned 
voters that “the health . . . of  the entire city is at stake.”20 
Moreover, City Hospital No. 2 was widely perceived to be an additional threat to the health 
of  black St. Louisians. Known as the “firetrap” and “the slaughterhouse,” the hospital had an infa-
mous reputation for overcrowding, scarce funding, and deplorable sanitary conditions. Doctors fre-
quently expressed frustration with the facility’s lack of  modern medical tools, a problem widely pub-
licized when a doctor died after being electrocuted by a faulty X-ray machine at the hospital in 1930. 
Priscilla Dowden-White notes that black St. Louisans expressed a widespread dread of  hospitaliza-
tion during the 1920s and 30s, often preferring to treat even the most serious illnesses at home. She 
quotes one black St. Louisan, “If  I go to City Hospital # 2, I’ll come home in a box.”21 Dr. Haven 
Emerson, a New Yorker who surveyed St. Louis medical services in 1927, found that “sanitary con-
ditions for the animals at Forest Park Zoo are better than those at the Negro Hospital.” He declared 
it an “outrage and disgrace” that “should be closed as soon as possible.” 22 A 1933 campaign flyer 
for a second bond issue to build a new hospital reported that not only was the building a dangerous 
firetrap that exposed patients—including pregnant mothers—to heat as high as “102 degrees” on 
hot summer days but that it only had one toilet available for every fifty to sixty patients.23
Nonetheless, little action was taken. The Board of  Aldermen, supported by the Public Wel-
fare Department, passed a condemnation ordinance for a site on Goode Avenue in the Elleardsville 
(“the Ville”) neighborhood in 1925.24 However, opponents of  the measure—a coalition of  white 
doctors, cost-cutting bureaucrats and (white) real estate interests in the Ville—argued that the bond 
issue had not promised a separate hospital and pushed for the bond money to be spent on renovat-
ing Deaconess Hospital, an old hospital adjacent to City Hospital No. 1, as an extension to the white 
hospital. In 1927, Republican mayor Victor Miller joined their cause and attempted to repeal the 
ordinance.25 The St. Louis Bureau of  Municipal Research endorsed his position in a comprehensive 
study of  the sites in Elleardsville and City Hospital No. 1. After examining both sites from the per-
spective of  economic feasibility, ambulance response time, and nearness to the black population, the 
bureau concluded that “facilities of  equal character could not be provided for the Negro Hospital 
on a separate location.”26 
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The Controversy Begins: Professional Opportunity and Community 
Health
Opposition from black leaders, led once again by Homer G. Phillips, was immediate. For 
African Americans, it was the beginning of  a larger break from the public health consensus of  the 
1920s and a rethinking of  the role played by health in politics. The first great volley was fired on 
behalf  of  black doctors and nurses. “A formidable and representative group of  colored citizens,” 
led by Phillips, went before the Public Welfare Committee of  the Board of  Aldermen in July 1927. 
Phillips “forcibly explained why the new institution should be located” in the Ville, emphasizing the 
professional development needs of  black doctors and nurses.27 It was a theme continued throughout 
the extended conflict. “I have not yet been convinced,” Urban League secretary John T. Clark wrote 
Fannie Cook in May 1930, “that the matter of  location is not the most important in the controversy 
. . . . The development of  our medical leaders will have its least chance for success if  the Negro hos-
pital becomes an appendage of  Hospital #1.”28
The record of  black/white relations in St. Louis health care and a longer, nationwide history 
of  exclusion and condescension had given black doctors ample grounds to mistrust whites in both 
medicine and social welfare. Black doctors faced segregation on an institutional level in medicine 
in the North and South, severely limiting their opportunities for professional development. They 
were barred from joining the St. Louis Medical Society29—and the American Medical Association at 
large—and were consequently forced to form their own organization, the Mound City Medical Soci-
ety. In the wake of  Abraham Flexner’s professionalization and standardization campaigns in the 1910s 
and early 1920s, only two medical schools in the country served the black population—Meharry 
Medical College in Nashville and Howard University in Washington, D.C.—while Northern medical 
schools like Harvard, Yale, Temple, and the University of  Chicago admitted a token number of  Afri-
can Americans annually, graduating a combined total of  ten a year during the 1930s. Internships, vital 
for medical training, were highly limited as well: blacks were generally barred from working in white 
hospitals and only fourteen black hospitals nationwide were accredited for internships before 1940.30 
Within the segregated system, black doctors faced condescending attitudes—personal slights, 
questioning of  competence, refusal to delegate responsibility—that surely contributed to their desire 
for a separate hospital. Many white doctors viewed black physicians as incompetent and even dan-
gerous risks. City Hospital No. 2, staffed by white doctors from the medical schools of  Washington 
University and St. Louis University, relegated black doctors to associate positions. Dowden-White 
cites one particularly humiliating incident faced by a black doctor working at the black City Hospital 
No. 2 in the 1920s from a letter written to the dean of  the St. Louis University Medical School. Such 
treatment must have been, if  the statements of  the Mound City Medical Society are any indication, 
all too common: 
I have been working under Dr. Elz in the Eye Department and up to this time he hasn’t 
let me assist or do anything in the nature of  operation. I spoke to him today about it and 
he said he is not going to be responsible for my work in the hospital. I am a graduate of  
Manhattan Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital and I have done every operation I have 
seen done at anytime in this department. Kindly give this matter your car[e]ful attention and 
inform me if  this condition can not be adjusted.31
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Much of  the fight over Homer G. Phillips Hospital was about professional opportunity. The 
segregated hospital system, the APHA had found in a survey of  St. Louis hospitals in 1927, afforded 
few opportunities for black doctors. Dr. Haven Emerson of  New York decried the “meagre provi-
sion for professional advancement” provided to black doctors in St. Louis and the promises that 
have been made “that these would be corrected, only to be broken.” Moreover, he continued, even 
those limited opportunities available to black doctors were in “institutions falling far short of  the 
best facilities that can be provided for modern diagnostic and treatment procedures.”32 In a state-
ment released to the Community Council’s Race Relations Committee in March 1930, St. Louis black 
doctors called on the existing hospital and the new one—whatever its location—to allow “colored 
physicians [to] be appointed to serve on the visiting staff  . . . . A Negro superintendent of  Nurses . . 
. Negro laboratory technicians” and “Negro personnel in all administrative positions.” The hospital, 
they noted, “offers the major opportunity for practice in general diagnosis and surgery to colored 
physicians.”33 
For black doctors, professional opportunity went hand-in-hand with the imperative of  
improving community health. The black doctors of  the Mound City Medical Society emphasized 
this point in a statement to the Community Council’s Race Relations Committee in 1930, declaring 
that “the development of  skill and technique of  colored physicians and nurses is of  primary impor-
tance in improving the health of  the colored population.”34 Philanthropic organizations involved 
in black public health like the Rosenwald Fund and the Rockefeller Foundation had recognized this 
fact by the 1930s. Training black doctors was a central part, for instance, of  the Rosenwald Fund’s 
program for improving Southern black health.35 Outside observers of  St. Louis health care recog-
nized the connection as well. In a finding often touted by African American community leaders, 
the American Public Health Association counted just eighty black physicians in the city in 1927 and 
declared that as the “chief  reliance of  the colored sick of  the community, the professional opportu-
nities open to them for increasing their skill and keeping abreast of  the developments in diagnosis 
and treatment” will “in a large measure determine the quality of  the medical services for negroes.”36 
Nonetheless, most of  the white doctors, philanthropists, and public health officials involved 
in the debate did not seem to recognize a connection between the professional goals of  black doc-
tors and the health of  the black community at large. As Fannie Cook wrote in “Black Liberty,” on 
the issue of  the hospital, “white doctors who habitually sacrificed their personal advantage in order 
to extend courtesies to their colored confreres” were just as blind to the barriers put up against black 
doctors as “white doctors who thought all colored men should be porters.”37 Indeed, Cook herself  
showed just such a lack of  understanding in 1930 when she declared in a letter to the rest of  the 
Race Relations Committee that the black doctors’ demands for professional opportunities “did not 
place sufficient emphasis upon the fact that this group of  doctors was primarily interested in service 
to the patient, rather than in their own professional opportunities.”38 
Those who did see a link between public health and professional opportunity often pater-
nalistically substituted their own judgment for that of  their African American colleagues. Even Dr. 
Haven Emerson’s survey, which called for more training opportunities for black doctors, carried a 
tone of  condescending paternalism. Emerson reported that local white doctors felt that “there is 
not yet sufficient experience among the colored physicians as a group to handle such a large under-
taking” as a separate hospital. “White persons who have given thought to the subject,” he wrote 
authoritatively, believed that the new hospital should be “adjacent to city hospital number one and 
an integral part of  that institution” both to save costs and to supervise black physicians. Ultimately, 
a hospital “conducted entirely by negro physicians would be a calamity for the colored sick and for 
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the colored medical profession, entirely apart from any consideration of  the economic questions 
involved.” For Emerson, the need to supervise black doctors proved more pressing than ensuring 
educational and professional opportunities.39 
At times, the debate devolved into racist generalizations. In the original 1927 meeting 
between the Public Welfare Committee of  the St. Louis Board of  Aldermen and Homer G. Phillips’ 
“formidable and representative group of  colored citizens,” one alderman “in sympathy with the pur-
pose of  the city administration” asserted “Negro Nurses and doctors were incompetent.” Seemingly 
unaware that City Hospital No. 2 was staffed mainly by white doctors (or that black doctors had few 
opportunities to hone their skills in St. Louis), he “supported his accusation with the assertion that 
a relative of  a colored woman who does his laundry work had appealed to him for admission in the 
white hospital for treatment.”40 
With such a wide gap in views of  white and black doctors, a decision was continually 
delayed. The Community Council’s Race Relations Committee attempted to serve as a “clearing 
house,” in Fannie Cook’s words, for the two sides in 1930. Cook, the chairman, worked with the 
city’s hospital commissioner to broker a deal between the two sides—which essentially amounted to 
acceptance of  the “white” position—that would put in place a “statement of  safeguards for colored 
physicians and nurses” and “insure professional opportunities for the colored group.” She arranged 
for a meeting on June 3, 1930.41 Yet feelings ran high and many black doctors perceived that whites 
involved in government and philanthropic work were inherently biased against their interests. Urban 
League secretary John Clark declined to attend, stating that he was trying to keep an “open mind” 
but “the City Administration evidently is determined to go contrary to its original promise and con-
trary to the will of  what Negroes consider their best interest.”42 He later reported that the meeting 
was boycotted by the black physicians.43 Cook continually faced such troubles, running into difficulty 
not just between black and white doctors, but among black doctors, who struggled to draft a “safe-
guard” statement on which they could all agree. Eventually the committee could only settle on a 
policy of  “watchful waiting.” 44
“Let them Die”: Homer G. Phillips Hospital and the New Health 
Politics of  Black St. Louis
Outside of  the fight between black and white doctors, black activists were organizing to 
fight for a new hospital. The mistrust and discontent of  the black doctors of  the Mound City Medi-
cal Society had struck a nerve—racial inequality—that social welfare workers had assiduously tried 
to avoid in the 1920s. As the St. Louis Argus, one of  the two major black newspapers in the city, 
phrased it in December 1927, the mayor might as well have said “let them die” to the “colored sick” 
by “arbitrarily refusing to release the money which was voted by the people to build a new hospital 
for the colored people.” He had acted, the paper wrote, as if  black voters were “weak and could do 
nothing which would hinder him from doing as he pleased, because they belonged to a minority race 
in this city.”45
Black political activists were determined to prove him wrong. On February 20, 1928, the 
Colored Committee of  the St. Louis League of  Women Voters sent a statement signed by all of  its 
members to the Executive Committee of  the League of  Women Voters, announcing that they had 
“voted unanimously to have letters sent to the Mayor, the Director of  Public Welfare and the Board 
of  Aldermen” asking that “the proposed new City Hospital #2 be erected separate and away from 
City Hospital #1.” Only by making the separation “complete,” they felt, could “the colored people 
of  St. Louis be assured of  the benefits to be gained” from a black-run hospital and professional 
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development for black doctors and nurses. They cited Harlem’s black-run hospital—actually an inte-
grated hospital that allowed black workers—as evidence that an independent black hospital could 
work. 46 
The Colored Committee of  the League was soon followed by a slew of  other influen-
tial African American organizations. In 1928, the African American Mound City Medical Society 
approached the biracial board of  directors of  the St. Louis Urban League and petitioned for them 
to “take the initiative in the controversy about the location of  the new Negro Hospital.” Divided 
between its black and white members to the point of  stalemate, the board decided that they could 
“take no particular side in the discussion of  the location.”47 Yet executive secretary John Clark flat 
out refused to follow the board’s orders. In a letter sent out shortly after the board’s decision, he 
alerted the city’s black ministers that “political pressure is being brought on the members of  the 
board of  aldermen to change their vote so that more than one million dollars . . . will be spent [to 
put the new hospital] adjacent to number one.” In a statement revealing his growing distrust in the 
goodwill and understanding of  the white St. Louisans with whom he had worked throughout the 
20s, he charged that “no one but the most thoughtless type of  Negro has ever expressed . . . an 
opinion” that the hospital should be located next to the city’s white.48
Indeed, for many black voters, the hospital became a defining political issue, touching on not 
just issues of  medical services for black patients or training opportunities for black doctors or nurses 
but the economic and cultural development of  black St. Louis. As John Clark said in the same letter, 
accepting the white position would mean a loss of  economic opportunity. In the heart of  a depres-
sion that had put 43 percent of  the city’s working-age black population out of  work and half  of  the 
city’s black families on relief  roles, Clark asserted that “we feel certain” that “eventually all of  the 
jobs which Negroes have or would have will be filled by white people” in the new hospital.49 Peti-
tions from the Urban League’s block units, essentially African American neighborhood improvement 
and political groups, frequently demanded that the city administration reserve the majority of  jobs at 
the new black hospital for African Americans.50 
In a testament to its profound importance to St. Louis African Americans as a whole, 
historian Joseph Heathcott argues that the hospital issue was an important factor in precipitating 
the exodus of  African American voters from the GOP in the 1930s. Many black voters, he writes, 
blamed “obstructionist politics within the GOP ward machine” for the continued delay of  the 
hospital. Democrats took note; Bernard Dickmann made finishing the hospital a major theme in his 
1932 campaign, securing the black vote—and the mayor’s office—as a result. Dickmann’s campaign 
is good evidence. The pages of  the St. Louis Argus, lend considerable credence to Heathcott’s asser-
tion. Taken together, its editorials from the mid-1920s onward track a growing disenchantment with 
the Republican Party over not just national but local issues, the hospital prominent among them. 
Mayor Victor Miller, who pushed to repeal the condemnation ordinance for the hospital, was a 
favorite target. A column published in December 1927, “Another Miller Blunder,” saw a “decidedly 
sinister aspect” in Miller’s move to repeal a 1925 vote to locate the hospital in the Ville, noting that 
it was “rushed” through the Public Welfare Committee of  the Board of  Aldermen with only four 
of  seven members present. In a separate column on the same day, the paper beseeches its readers 
to “Remember the Hospital” and not “stand idly by and let that which rightfully belongs to you, be 
taken and used for the benefit of  others.” Columns from 1928 frequently targeted the mayor for 
holding back the bond issue money over the location of  the hospital. Eventually, these local frustra-
tions combined with discontent over the national GOP pushed the paper to endorse the Democratic 
ticket in 1928.51 
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However, for its advocates, the hospital was more than merely a political football; it spoke to 
an evolving political critique of  racial inequality among African American professionals, politicians, 
and social welfare activists and more than a few interested whites, which placed health at its center. 
Indeed, the hospital debate played a key role in the local forging of  what political scientist Preston 
Smith, in his study of  public housing in postwar Chicago, calls a “black civic ideology” of  “racial 
democracy.” Racial democracy, which framed racial inequality as largely a problem of  white attitudes 
and the law, served as a powerful mobilizing force in bringing down barriers to full black participa-
tion in American life.52 
To be sure, outsiders—and even a few locals—looked upon the sight of  black St. Lou-
isans rallying around a Jim Crow hospital with incredulity. The Pittsburgh Courier, a premier African 
American newspaper, warned that “separate but equal” would never be equal. The “probability of  
a white and black standard in necessary appropriations for the care of  the city’s sick” would hurt 
black health in the long run, making any “Jim Crow hospital” a “menace not only to the segregated 
negroes but the entire community.”53 A small minority of  older black physicians in St. Louis agreed, 
and a few even spoke out against the hospital as a capitulation to segregation.54 
The fight for the new black hospital was inseparable from the fight against segregation. The 
issue of  job opportunities for black doctors had been inescapably about segregation. Fannie Cook 
had given voice to the problem well through the character of  Mrs. Adams in “Black Liberty.” Advo-
cates for the hospital rarely missed an opportunity to speak out against the root cause of  the prob-
lem. John Clark, for instance, bitterly attacked the confused and inconsistent logic of  segregation 
when he went before the Board of  Aldermen on the issue of  the hospital, “Why not save money 
by moving [white] Central and [black] Sumner High Schools adjacent to [white] Soldan or [black] 
Vashon. . . . [have] one heating plant? One set of  laboratories? . . . the principle is the same.” Black 
St. Louisans, he stated forcefully, were less willing to rely on the “fair play” of  whites than “ever 
before.”55 
More than simply a problem of  legal inequality, the hospital issue cut to problems of  eco-
nomic and social inequality. The controversy coincided with some of  the earliest local critiques of  
segregation from a public health standpoint, critiques that only grew louder throughout the 1930s. In 
1928, Dr. Park J. White, a pediatrician and faculty member at the Washington University School of  
Medicine, published a damning report—and call to arms—on segregation. Drawing from his own 
findings on infant mortality in St. Louis and statistics on disease, mortality, and life expectancy from 
around the country, he argued against the notion of  inherent racial predisposition to ill health. In his 
understanding, African Americans faced a health crisis because “community health is largely a mat-
ter of  money and education.” Segregation, for him, was the root cause because it was at heart “the 
denial of  opportunity” for “material and cultural advancement.” Clearly influenced by the debate 
over the new black hospital, White called for greater opportunities for black doctors and nurses, who 
must “make heroic sacrifices to get their professional training in the North and East.” Moreover, 
he concluded that doctors must call for a “lifting of  the restrictions” barring black Americans from 
opportunity as “the facts presented leave little doubt that those who would deny negroes the right to 
material and cultural advancement would, however unwittingly, deny them the right to life itself.”56
Black physicians joined the critique. Throughout the Depression years, for instance, doctors 
were at the forefront of  efforts to publicize the unhealthy living conditions created by segregation. 
“Most of  the old buildings . . . in which negroes are forced to live because there is no other residen-
tial outlet available for them,” the African American doctors of  St. Louis’s Mound City Medical Soci-
ety declared in 1937, “are not fit for man or beast.” They charged that the “poorly lighted and badly 
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ventilated, damp, old, termite, bedbug and rat-eaten apartments and buildings where the great mass 
of  St. Louis’ negroes must live” led to the “tearing down of  healthy bodies.”57
This new health awareness reflected—and was often directly informed and framed by—a 
national discussion among social scientists on the nature and roots of  racial inequality. Samuel K. 
Roberts notes a “growing body of  social science, much of  it authored by African American statisti-
cians, economists, sociologists, and health experts connected to the local and national politics of  the 
New Deal” cited doctors and scientists operating “within the new environmentalist” paradigm for 
understanding disease.58 W. E. B. Dubois increasingly incorporated health into his wider attacks on racial 
inequality, writing in one article, “The susceptibility of  Negroes to Tuberculosis . . . shows not any lack 
of  ‘racial’ resistance, but the result of  people who are poor and live in poor surroundings.”59 Urban 
League researcher Ira De A. Reid wrote a similar critique of  St. Louis housing conditions in 1934, argu-
ing that “[the fact that] Atlanta, Birmingham and Memphis with less adequate facilities and more stereo-
typed attitudes of  racial adjustment should curb the high Negro mortality moreso than does St. Louis is 
a distinct reflection on the City’s adjustment program and policies in the field of  public health.”60
Health played a key role as well in Chicago School models of  urban sociology. In a 1932 
report on black housing, embraced as a model for a series of  reports on the “Industrial Status of  
Negroes in St. Louis,” Charles Johnson approached the problem of  poor conditions in black neigh-
borhoods from the perspective of  Chicago School sociology. Low wages, high rent, and racial segre-
gation, he argued, have forced “negro population[s] . . . into the most deteriorated residence sections 
of  the city” and precipitated a health crisis among urban African Americans. Unlike white ethnic 
groups, however, they could not reach the Chicago School’s coveted goal of  assimilation through 
adjustment as the “negro of  the Fourth generation [since migration] is just as easily identified as 
‘a negro’ by people who do not wish to live near negro[e]s as is a negro just from the canebrakes.” 
They remain “trapped” within an “evil social environment.”61
The solutions proposed hinged on community development and organization, not as a 
means of  retreat or black separatism—as many would argue—but as a means of  gaining equal-
ity, essentially defined as assimilation and parity with whites, through diligent, self-reliant political 
action. The Urban League, the central player in the fight over Homer G. Phillips Hospital, offers a 
good example. In line with Chicago School sociology, the Urban League believed that equality—and 
eventual assimilation—would be achieved through improvement of  the “social organization” of  the 
St. Louis black community, a process which required drawing black migrants into a strong, rooted 
community life and continual efforts to incorporate African Americans into the wider economic 
and social structure of  the city. John Clark summed up this strategy well in his annual address to the 
League’s board of  directors in 1937, in which he stated that “the negro . . . is learning the value of  
collective thinking and organizing on industrial and civic matters, the value of  intelligent political 
action, the importance of  creating goodwill among a wide circle of  white citizens.”62 
Institutions like Homer G. Phillips Hospital served as hallmarks of  this philosophy of  orga-
nization. As Joseph Heathcott writes, “Over the course of  a half  century, the black community was 
forced, by necessity, to develop an array of  institutions, capacities, and networks of  interdependence 
in order to compensate for the vast spatial, physical and emotional distortions of  segregation.” 
Within them, he argues, African Americans forged a “civic culture” centered on “democracy and 
resistance.”63 
The new hospital’s proposed location in Elleardsville (the Ville”) is an important indication 
of  the meaning it held for St. Louis’s African American community as well as the strategy African 
Americans had for advancement. The Ville is the historically African American neighborhood just 
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northwest of  downtown St. Louis and west of  Grand Avenue—apart from the majority of  the city’s 
black population then in the Mill Creek Valley area—that became known for its well-to-do families 
and prominent institutions. 
Its elite image emerged, in part, out of  an interwar strategy for black advancement that 
prized the development of  a strong civic culture as a counter to the inequalities imposed by segrega-
tion. The Ville became the nexus of  that strategy. It had been one of  the scattered areas across the 
city that housed black St. Louisans since the end of  the nineteenth century. By the early twentieth 
century, it had attracted a small community of  elite African Americans and it became home to Sum-
ner High School. It truly made its transition into an African American neighborhood in the 1920s, 
when the St. Louis Real Estate Exchange conceded to a black demand for housing west of  Grand 
Avenue by agreeing to expand property sales around the neighborhood’s small existing black popula-
tion. The neighborhood flipped from majority white to majority black in less than a decade: In 1920, 
African Americans comprised 8 percent of  the neighborhood’s population; by 1930 they made up 86 
percent of  a population that had dropped by over 50 percent, to 10,577.64 
The black professional elite actively sought to make the Ville a center for the black middle 
class. Indeed, the Ville’s “elite” image emerged, in part, out of  an effort to create an alternative 
vision of  black community life. The Urban League took particular interest in shoring up the middle 
class community in the Ville in the 1920s. Its late 1920s papers show that the organization was 
engaged in helping black homebuyers in blocks around the Ville, including around Vandeventer 
Ave. on its eastern edge and Cote Brilliante and Cora Street on its western edge. The League was 
eager to help “ambitious . . . Colored families” of  a “very high type” on the expanding edges of  the 
Ville who were often “ordered to vacate” because the “titles of  most of  their property have a clause 
restricting the former white owners from selling to colored owners.”65 
Black institutions relocated to the Ville along with the black elite. During the 1920s and 30s, 
the Ville grew to be an almost legendary center of  institutional life. It became home to not just Sum-
ner High in the early part of  the twentieth century but three black elementary schools, a teacher’s 
college, a beauty college run by black millionaire Annie Malone, a children’s home, a black bank and 
home loan service, and important pillars of  black religious and political life in St. Louis like Antioch 
Baptist Church. Homer G. Phillips Hospital promised to strengthen the economic and cultural life 
of  the neighborhood by serving as an anchor for a growing professional class.66 
Racial Politics and the Problem of  Class
Yet the hospital’s location in the elite Ville neighborhood, an elite community of  black 
professionals, suggests the institution stood in a complicated relation to black civic ideology. If  the 
Homer G. Phillips Hospital controversy spoke to a new political understanding of  inequality, it was 
one founded, fundamentally, on an argument that largely obscured class differences among black 
St. Louisans. The interwar social welfare activists who struggled for Homer G. Phillips Hospital 
operated out of  an ideological framework that viewed racial inequality as an issue of  white attitudes 
rather than a larger problem built into the American political economy. Moreover, the institution-
based politics of  racial uplift which they endorsed to counter segregation also played the dual role 
of  boosting the middle class identity of  St. Louis’s black professional elite, and largely neglecting the 
culture and economic struggles of  the black working class.
In recent years, historians have re-evaluated the tenets of  mid-twentieth-century racial liber-
alism and the social science basis on which it was founded. In particular, many have argued that its 
narrow focus on civil rights, white attitudes, and assimilation into white American society co-opted 
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the formation of  a broader, class-based black politics. Moreover, interwar social scientists’ essential 
acceptance of  the political economy of  American capitalism—and preoccupation with the culture 
of  the poor—prevented them from approaching the problem of  race from a structural perspective. 
As Touré Reed writes in his study of  the Urban League, Chicago School sociology proved to be a 
powerful tool against biological racism but in its emphasis on assimilation and social organization it 
“accepted the hegemony of  industrial capitalism, leading it to focus on problems of  social adjust-
ment rather than political economy.”67
More than just ignoring the problem of  class in the black community, the new social science-
based activism of  the interwar era often exacerbated it. Indeed, Preston Smith argues of  a similar 
push by black cultural elites for “racial democracy” in postwar Chicago, “as much as racial democ-
racy constituted a racial politics, it also represented a class politics masked by the equation of  racial 
progress with normative middle-class achievement.” Interwar social science served much the same 
purpose. Touré Reed contends that the Urban League’s essential acceptance of  the social and eco-
nomic order of  industrial America and its emphasis on “mutually beneficial contact between the 
races” ultimately “required the organization to discipline black workers and separate the deserving 
from the undeserving poor.”68 
Nowhere is this dynamic clearer than in the self-conscious creation of  a new black commu-
nity life in the Ville. Fannie Cook provides a particularly revealing description of  the neighborhood 
in the opening pages of  her 1946 novel, Mrs. Palmers Honey. Cook described the Ville as a “model 
of  Christian respectability,” comparing it favorably to the conditions in which lower class African 
Americans lived. She wrote that “few white people ever thought of  at all,” believing that “St. Louis 
had but one colored district, the be-taverned crisscross of  shabby streets near Union Station.” 
Yet the Ville was a different kind of  place, where houses “were low” with “suburban trees . . . and 
suburban fences around the small front lawns.” The Ville, as she described it, served as a model for 
a kind of  racial uplift centered on black institutions, a “Negro high school, a Negro grade school, 
a school for doubly handicapped children . . . a Negro teacher’s college, a Negro city hospital.” As 
such, it spoke both for and against the city’s wider African American community. As Cook wrote in 
her account, to the people of  the Ville, “the black folks near Union Station were ‘immigrants’ . . . 
their ways slowed the climb for other Negroes. Because of  that [T]he Ville bore them a grudge.”69
It is hardly a coincidence, then, that all of  the addresses listed for members of  the Colored 
Committee of  the League of  Women Voters in a membership roster from the late 1920s are in the 
Ville area. This includes chairwoman Carrie King Bowles (1873—1942), who lived at 4528 Ken-
nerly Ave., in the heart of  the Ville.70 Much like Cook’s image of  the Ville itself, Bowles built her 
self-image around the principles of  “respectability” and “uplift,” long embraced by the black elite. 
Bowles wrote Cook frequently throughout the late 1930s as Cook prepared to write a profile of  
her for a national political magazine focused on social justice issues. Her letters reveal an activism 
shaped heavily by social science literature—Bowles sent Cook a reading list for a book club she had 
founded, boasting that W. E. B. Dubois himself  had once visited her group—and her own identity 
as a woman raised by “forebears” of  “the best stock” with “high intellectual and moral standards.”71 
In keeping with the philosophy of  middle class African American clubwomen dating to the late 
nineteenth century, Bowles celebrates the “Negro woman’s . . . deep maternal feeling for all unfortu-
nates,” her service as the “back bone of  Negro churches,” and her “passionate love of  home, family 
and race.” All of  which, she writes, have contributed to the advancement of  the “Negro people” and 
their standard of  living.72
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Many residents of  the Ville sought to not merely model middle class values to the black poor 
but, implicitly, to define themselves against them and claim the privileges they believed their class 
position accorded to them. The black elite were keenly aware of  the fact that the conditions of  the 
neighborhoods inhabited by African Americans—something fundamentally outside of  their con-
trol—often served as a judgment on them. As Urban League researcher Ira De A. Reid wrote in a 
1934 report on social conditions in black St. Louis, “the Negro section invariably and inevitably con-
jures up an impression of  poor living conditions, usually the worst the city affords.” Here, again, the 
assimilationist bent of  interwar social science played into a distinct class politics. The Urban League’s 
housing policy, for instance, was heavily geared toward creating spaces for the black middle class and 
facilitating their transition—key to the Chicago School’s models of  urban ecology—away from the 
slums. One Urban League researcher suggested in a report on black housing, “Emphasizing to white 
house owners and agents that there are different kinds of  Negroes just as there are different kinds 
of  whites, and that some of  the Negroes are among the most desirable tenants obtainable.” Another 
argued that “An attractive Negro block or neighborhood is the best argument possible in convincing 
a white owner or agent that all Negroes are not shiftless or irresponsible, an easy generalization into 
which lazy-minded individuals incline to fall.”73
While the issue of  the hospital itself  did not appear to trigger a class-based political divide 
among St. Louis’s African Americans, it did play into a broader politics of  black advancement that 
catered heavily to the identity and political demands of  the black middle class. In some sense, this 
is symbolized most clearly by the construction of  the hospital itself. Ultimately, black social welfare 
activists won the battle to locate Homer G. Phillips Hospital in the Ville, but only thanks to a 1931 
court decision, which declared that the original bond issue had required funding for an independent 
hospital. Ironically, however, the hospital—like many prominent St. Louis black institutions—was 
built by segregated, all-white unions; the city refused to hire skilled black labor for work on the 
hospital. In the end, the fight for Homer G. Phillips Hospital opened one door for the black profes-
sional class while slamming another shut for the black working class.74
Conclusion: A Broader View of  Black Health, a Narrower Terrain for 
Black Politics
After nearly two decades of  struggle, two bond issues, and additional WPA funds, Homer 
G. Phillips Hospital opened on February 22, 1937, at a final cost of  $3,160,000. The opening cer-
emony was an elaborate day of  parades, music, and speeches attended by Mayor Bernard Dickmann, 
Governor Lloyd C. Stark, Senator Bennett “Champ” Clark, and Interior Secretary Harold C. Ickes. 
It spoke to the meaning that black social welfare activists—and, to some extent, the black commu-
nity as a whole—had vested in the site in the long struggle for the hospital. In the words of  Ickes 
himself, “Its [the hospital’s] real significance is that . . . it symbolizes the just demands and needs of  
our Negro citizens . . . to achieve your rightful place in our economic system.” For over forty years, 
the modern hospital was the pride of  the Ville, and was perhaps the most important black teaching 
hospital in the United States.75
More than simply a victory for black autonomy, the completion of  Homer G. Phillips Hos-
pital represented the culmination of  a profound shift in black health-care politics during the 1930s. 
What began as a matter of  expanding the number of  hospital beds available to black St. Louisans 
became a battle over professional opportunity, political power, health, economic development, and, 
ultimately, racial inequality itself. By speaking so powerfully to the disempowered status of  black 
St. Louisans, the “location debate” facilitated the development of  a black critique of  racial inequality, 
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specifically the institution of  segregation, from a political, economic, and social standpoint that 
would help lay the foundations for postwar, racial liberal ideology. Yet, both the narrow social sci-
ence basis of  that critique and the hospital’s role in the class politics of  the city’s black professional 
elite served to limit its possibility and ultimate impact. Much like mid-century racial liberals, advo-
cates of  the hospital viewed inequality as fundamentally a problem of  race rather than class. As a 
result, while they played a vital role in building a “civic ideology” that would ultimately succeed in 
bringing down legal segregation, advocates of  the hospital failed to develop a broader politics with 
which to challenge the many other mechanisms through which racial inequality operates.
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Race and Entertainment
For decades, the East Side of  the region has been home to clubs and adult entertainment. 
The East Side was the place where closing times were rarely enforced and the party would go on 
into the wee hours. 
The entire St. Louis region partook of  the hopping nightlife in East St. Louis and through-
out St. Clair and Madison Counties. However, over the years those establishments closed, moved 
on, or, in a few cases, carried on under new names or management. Some of  the greatest names in 
music played these clubs.
Anthony Cheeseboro has documented the African American experience in the entertain-
ment venues of  the East Side. The artistry and creativity of  the night scene helped shape deep social 
bonds in the greater East St. Louis area and enriched the region’s cultural history.
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Leisure and Entertainment in Greater East St. Louis,  
1950–1995
Anthony Cheeseboro, Ph.D.
Although communities are often defined by their economic base, the natures of  leisure and 
entertainment options in a community tell an observer a great deal about a place. They also have a 
huge effect on how residents perceive their community. Anybody who has been recruited for a job 
or a school knows that entertainment and leisure opportunities are always mentioned, often very 
prominently, by recruiters. Leisure and entertainment are mentioned so much because they are excel-
lent barometers of  the quality of  life in a given area. A community with a clean cineplex, beautiful 
parks, and an outdoor theater gives an entirely different impression than a town with three bars and 
a massage parlor.
In this project, I am looking at how the nature of  leisure and recreational activity changed in 
the area of  greater East St. Louis between 1950 and 1995. I define “greater East St. Louis” as East 
St. Louis, Brooklyn (Lovejoy,) Centreville, Washington Park, Venice, and Madison, Illinois. With the 
exception of  Madison, all of  these towns are majority African American, and all except Madison 
and Venice are in St. Clair County. All except Washington Park have old black communities that 
were established in the nineteenth or early twentieth centuries. As of  2012, all of  these communi-
ties are quite poor and generally lack a significant number of  jobs and commercial infrastructure. 
It is important to note that this area had initially attracted large numbers of  African Americans 
because it offered significant employment opportunities in a number of  industries. As the economic 
dynamics of  the region have shifted, resulting in major deindustrialization, whites and the major-
ity of  upwardly mobile have moved away to other cities. The African American poor have been left 
behind.
At the beginning of  the period, African Americans were drawn to the greater East St. Louis 
area by the large number of  jobs that were available. East St. Louis was first and foremost a railroad 
center where numerous lines converged along north-south and east-west routes. Directly related 
to the importance of  the railways was the development of  stockyards and meat processing in East 
St. Louis (National City). In addition to these two major sources of  employment, there were steel 
mills in Granite City that provided jobs for African Americans, and there was the Alcoa aluminum 
mill, which had begun to integrate its workforce during the World War I era. Compared to other 
northern cities, it would appear that greater East St. Louis offered a lower percentage of  high-wage 
jobs than many other industrial regions of  the Midwest during this period. The result was that East 
St. Louis was always a city with a large poor urban African American population.
Despite the high levels of  poverty, this area did have a large, employed working class. The 
availability of  regular employment is the primary difference between the world of  the Black urban 
environment of  1950–1970 and contemporary deindustrialized inner cities. This working class is 
important because it was able to support a varied entertainment infrastructure. Most of  the musi-
cians who worked in clubs had day jobs in various industries or in education. The school system of  
the East St. Louis area, like that of  all of  Illinois south of  Springfield, was segregated. This actually 
provided additional opportunities for advancement and upward mobility for African Americans. 
Unlike those blacks who emigrated to northern cities that had integrated schools, college-educated 
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blacks in the greater East St. Louis area were able to work in areas for which they were trained and 
their children could reasonably aspire to the sorts of  professional jobs that were typically open to 
people of  their race at that time in southern communities.
East St. Louis, from its very origins, supported a spirited nightlife that offered both legitimate and 
illegal forms of  pleasure. It appears that black nightlife in East St. Louis picked up in the period after 
World War I, while Brooklyn established itself  as an entertainment destination in the late nineteenth 
century. Due to its location by the Mississippi River, the St. Louis region naturally drew on the blues 
and jazz, both traditions that developed in the Mid-South along the Mississippi River. In the nine-
teenth century, St. Louis attracted a number of  musicians who supported themselves in establish-
ments on the Missouri side of  the river. Both Scott Joplin and W.C. Handy spent time in St. Louis.1 
This is very important in terms of  the history of  African American music because W.C. Handy was 
instrumental in the creation of  the blues as a distinct musical form that would influence all black 
music that has come since its creation.2 Joplin was a key figure in the development of  ragtime, the 
form of  African American music that would reach the greatest popular audience before the evolu-
tion of  jazz. Joplin would eventually make St. Louis his home, and Handy found inspiration to write 
the St. Louis Blues while he was in the area.3 At this early time, East St. Louis had a very small African 
American population, but the musical tradition on the Missouri side would go on to influence the 
music that was produced in greater East St. Louis. 
The African American presence in the greater East St. Louis area has its origins with the 
initial western settlement of  the area. As Sundiata Cha-Jua and others have documented African 
Americans began to settle in what is now Brooklyn by the 1830s.4 Similarly, African Americans 
accompanied Edward Coles when he first began his occupation of  Madison County in the 1810s.5 
By the 1870s, East St. Louis had an African American population of  300.6 By 1890, the population 
had grown modestly to 350 out of  an overall population of  15,169.7 The African American popula-
tion of  East St. Louis consisted overwhelmingly of  unskilled laborers in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries.8 The majority of  women were listed as laundresses and domestics.9 The men had 
a variety of  jobs: hod carriers, teamsters, hostlers, cotton compress operators, and various railroad 
related jobs.10 Interestingly, even as early as 1889, several men were listed as having skilled jobs, at 
least two were firemen, two were carpenters, three were bricklayers, and one was a butcher.11 There 
were also a number of  ministers in the African American community too. The oldest church in the 
African American community was the church that would eventually come to be known as Mace-
donia Baptist Church, which was founded in 1871.12 Of  course there were much older churches in 
Brooklyn and other communities, but Macedonia was the oldest to actually be in East St. Louis itself. 
It is important to note that the first school for black children in East St. Louis was located in Mace-
donia Baptist Church.13
Given the current reality of  East St. Louis, what is really striking about the directories from 
the early twentieth century is the diversity of  jobs held by black East St. Louisans from the World 
War II era onward. After the foundation of  working class people was established, a community of  
professionals like lawyers, physicians, dentists, and others were able to provide services to the Afri-
can American population. By 1918, Officer Funeral Home (operated by the family that would even-
tually spawn Carl Officer, one of  East St. Louis’s most colorful mayors) had been founded.14 Funeral 
homes are of  particular importance to African Americans because these businesses tend to be very 
resistant to integration, and they supply a great deal of  capital to their owners. Another famous pro-
fessional who established himself  in East St. Louis was Dr. Miles Dewey Davis, the father of  jazz 
trumpeter Miles Davis. By the late 1920s his office in East St. Louis was open and it would continue 
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to function until the early 1960s.15 By 1930, East St. Louis had an African American population of  
six thousand out of  a total population of  eighty thousand.16 At that time, African Americans mainly 
lived around Bond Avenue. This fairly compact distribution of  African Americans made it easy for a 
diverse selection of  businesses, that catered to African Americans to establish themselves. By 1930, 
the African American community could count among its businesses two cinemas, the Broadway and 
Lincoln, twenty-six restaurants, three coal delivery services, three cleaners, a real estate agency, and 
six physicians.17 In addition to these businesses there were ten pool halls and an indeterminate num-
ber of  nightclubs.18 The essential point to be made here is that despite the devastating effects of  the 
Great Depression, the economic foundation of  black East St. Louis was completely different from 
what now exists in what has been an all African American city for the last forty years. The 1930s was 
a period of  intense industrial activity and there was a large demand for labor that in turn allowed 
professional services and businesses to develop that could serve the working class. Of  course, the 
key factor in the growth of  the service-oriented businesses in the black community was the hard 
reality of  segregation. Black people had to be entertained, fed, or buried by their own since there 
was no access to the larger white world.
Although the African American working class was crucial to the development of  black 
business, perhaps the single largest section of  the African American professional/middle class that 
depended directly on them was educators. As mentioned earlier, schools for the African American 
community began in Macedonia Baptist Church in 1871; however, it was not long before the num-
ber of  students was too large to be accommodated in a single church building. The school was then 
moved to a blacksmith shop on Collinsville Avenue, a building that was still too small to accommo-
date the student body.19 According to the testimony of  Miss Lucy Mae Turner, a teacher who started 
working in East St. Louis in 1911, the black community was able to secure a proper school through 
rather creative means. Miss Turner stated that under the leadership of  a Captain John Robinson (a 
Civil War veteran), Morton Hawkins, and a Mr. Beasley, the children of  the black school marched 
to the Clay School on Collinsville, Avenue, where the black children came in and sat down beside 
the white children, apparently catching the administration of  the Clay School completely off  guard. 
The outcome of  this protest was that the city quickly agreed to build a school for African American 
children, and that school, built in 1886, became known as Lincoln. 
By the 1940s the black school system was well established and it supported dozens of  
African American teachers and administrators. By 1938, there were just under one hundred African 
American teachers, and at least seven principals, in the East St. Louis school system.20 There was 
an additional body of  teachers in Brooklyn and several surrounding cities like Venice. Teaching was 
very important to the African American community on multiple levels. It was a viable occupation 
that could be had with a college degree. It was steady, state-supported work. Teaching provided 
economic independence and social respectability for African American women. It also meant that 
a significant number of  educated and employed role models were in regular contact with the youth 
of  the black community. Because of  segregation in housing, African American teachers lived in the 
same neighborhoods as their students, and they were well known to the general community. In terms 
of  leisure and entertainment, teaching was important because it provided an example of  respect-
able middle class employment for musicians in the case of  music teachers, and the work schedule of  
teachers, which included fairly long holidays and no summers, was ideal for educators who sought 
additional money as gigging musicians.21
Since area musicians tended to be well educated, they were able to work a wide variety of  
styles and gigs.22 As music styles changed, local players were able to move from swing to bebop 
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to R&B with ease, although it would appear that most local musicians were jazz artists at heart.23 
Although musicians easily crossed genres, it appears that the clubs themselves tended to favor one 
style of  music or another. The Blue Note, for instance, was clearly a jazz club, blues musician David 
Dee said that there was a network of  clubs in East St. Louis that featured blues artists.24 That said, 
East St. Louisans enjoyed all of  the music and visited the variety of  clubs that were available.
As was said earlier, 1950–1960 was the height of  economic development in the East 
St. Louis area. The railroads and stockyards were at their height, and would soon begin to decline. 
With the exception of  Chuck Berry, major figures in East Side R&B were not natives of  
the area. A much higher percentage of  jazz musicians were born in the area. R&B artists who came 
to the St. Louis area included Ike Turner, Tina Turner, Albert King, Luther Ingram, and Johnnie 
Johnson; those born in St. Louis included Fontella Bass, Chuck Berry, Leo Gooden (Centreville Blue 
Note Club, L.G. Records, Leo Gooden Five, and Leo Gooden with Strings).
Clubs in East St. Louis were above all small businesses. The Manhattan Club was a very 
famous club in East St. Louis that was well known for featuring legendary musicians. On July 4, 
1955, the owner was listed as Richard Allen, a resident of  Gaty Avenue who was born in Butler, Ala-
bama.25 Shortly afterward, the owner was listed as Brooker Merritt along with his wife.26 They owned 
the club throughout the 1970s. Looking at newspaper clippings, the thing that is most striking about 
the Manhattan Club is how much it was targeted by local criminals. A short search of  local archives 
showed that the club had been reported robbed or burglarized seven times between 1955–1975.27 
Without any evidence to prove it, I suspect that it was subjected to theft many times without being 
formally reported to the police. It is also notable that crime occurred frequently in and around the 
club. A quick search of  Manhattan Club citations in local papers between 1955–1962 shows ten 
victims of  assault with deadly weapons including guns, knives, and brass knuckles.28 In addition to 
theft, the Merritts also suffered from tax problems. In 1960, the IRS placed a lien on the club for 
back taxes in the amount of  $4,453.29 The bottom line was that the Manhattan was a small business 
that catered to a poor and working class clientele. This reality meant that the club was often treated 
as a nuisance by the local authorities. 
In August 1961, the club was shut down by the police over reports of  illegal gambling and 
the beating and assault of  a participant in a game.30 It is striking that this black club suffered from 
basically the same problems that have been reported in East St. Louis clubs in the media during 
2012. This is an indication that the clubs are not a symptom of  decline, but merely reflect ongoing 
strife and friction among the poor. Although it seems clear that owners like the Merritts allowed ille-
gal gambling to take place in their establishments, it seems that the criminal activity that went on in 
these clubs was not enough to drag down the city. Instead of  attacking clubs, the city fathers could 
have made a legitimate argument that it was in the interest of  the community to aid club owners in 
creating a safe environment for their patrons and wider communities, the same way the city would 
aid other small business owners.
Similar to the issues of  gambling in the Manhattan Club, Garrett’s Lounge in Brooklyn was 
also a site of  illegal gambling. The Garrett family, who have run clubs in Brooklyn, Venice, and 
Madison for several generations, are a very interesting example of  how clubs can fit into a commu-
nity. In 2012, the Garrett family ran Garrett’s Tavern in Madison, Illinois, and the Pink Slip, a strip 
club, in Brooklyn. At one point, the Garretts actually had a national profile because of  a book by 
Elin Schoen, Tales of  an All Night Town (1979), which told the story of  a shootout between the police 
chief  of  Brooklyn and an auxiliary officer in the early 1970s.31 The shootout and much of  the action 
that led up to it took place in Garrett’s Lounge, which is now the Pink Slip.32 Looking at articles 
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from the Metro Journal newspapers, it is clear that Garrett family establishments had significant issues 
with gambling. In 1965, Metro Journal assistant city editor, Charles O. Stewart, investigated the Gar-
rett family because reports of  gambling activity in their clubs came to the attention of  the Illinois 
Crime Commission.33 The year before, Madison “Slugger” Garrett II was arrested at the Venice 
Garrett’s Tavern for running an illegal dice game.34 Stewart would become the victim of  a stab-
bing outside the Blue Haven nightclub in Brooklyn in December 1965.35 As a result of  the 1964–65 
investigation, the mayor of  Madison, Stephen Maeras, suspended the operation of  Garrett & Sons 
as well as Young Lounge.36 In addition, the license of  Garrett’s Brooklyn Club, the Blue Haven, was 
placed under review by the Illinois Liquor Commission.37 Early in 1966, clubs run by the Garretts in 
Madison and Brooklyn, as well as other clubs such as the Harlem Club and Paramount Club of  East 
St. Louis were also closed for gambling.38 Despite the serious attention that the club came under 
in 1965, the gambling culture apparently continued because ten years later the club was raided and 
people were arrested for gambling once again.39
During the 1960s, another notable club owner was Leo Gooden, the proprietor of  the 
Blue Note in Alorton along with Otis Blue. While live music was a staple of  clubs until the 1980s 
and a number of  artists with national profiles regularly worked in greater East St. Louis clubs, the 
Blue Note, along with Brooklyn’s Harlem Club, arguably had the best reputation for music and was 
known as a classy entertainment venue. Although shootings and other violent incidents occurred in 
the vicinity of  the club, the owner was noteworthy for his efforts at establishing a record company 
and his role in local Democratic Party politics.
Leo Gooden was a St. Clair County sheriff ’s deputy in the 1950s and he was also a member 
of  the Paramount Democratic Club in the East St. Louis Southend.40 In 1959, he organized a run for 
city commissioner with a slate of  African American candidates who sought to improve conditions in 
the traditionally black neighborhoods of  East St. Louis.41 He was not successful in his bid for office, 
and he eventually lost his appointment as a deputy supposedly because he refused to accept a trans-
fer to Belleville.42 At the same time Gooden was involved in politics and law enforcement, he was 
also involved in some “hustles” that clearly existed on the margins of  legality. In 1957, he apparently 
received money from a fortune teller who was also running a gambling operation during a carnival.43 
By the end of  the 1950s, Leo Gooden and Otis Blue were listed as the owners of  the Blue Note in 
newspapers and telephone directories. By 1962, both Gooden and Blue were having tax lien issues 
not unlike those of  the Merritts described earlier.44 By 1964, Gooden had launched L-G records, 
which was a very impressive operation and was quite well executed.45 Although the music recorded 
by L-G seemed to lean more toward jazz than the soul sounds that came to dominate the 1960s, the 
music being produced was good enough that L-G possibly could have survived as a specialty label 
for a long time had he not died in 1967. At least three recordings from L-G records are still in print 
and can be ordered online.46
The mixture of  styles in Gooden’s music is a great example of  the kind of  genre mixing 
that is at the heart of  the musical culture of  East St. Louis, a place where the greatest of  musicians 
like Miles Davis and Hamiet Blueitt have deep roots in the pop music of  their day. Once again, 
even among musicians who possessed world-class talent, there was little sense of  disdain for playing 
popular music. Certainly, part of  this attitude stemmed from the craftsman’s attitude of  simply doing 
the work that was available, but it is also clear that the majority of  musicians who worked in the 
area appreciated the blues and R&B, as well as jazz. The degree to which differences in appreciation 
and levels of  respect were accorded to different music tends to be reflected in the music that East 
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St. Louis jazz musicians produced. No matter how abstract or avant garde, the music always main-
tained a base in the blues and popular culture of  the region.
As mentioned earlier, gambling was an integral part of  club life in East St. Louis. Accord-
ing to former police officer and alderman Percy McKinney, the underground gambling action in 
the clubs was very fast and usually in much larger amounts than the gambling that was legally estab-
lished in the St. Louis area during the 1990s.47 He said it was not usual for gamblers to win and lose 
upwards of  $10,000 within minutes. Gambling was a powerful draw for men, both workers and 
those who sustained themselves through the informal economy. Although it has not been discussed 
in this paper, an important aspect of  the informal economy was the sex trade. In the wake of  dein-
dustrialization, the legal form of  sex trade, “exotic dancing” (or stripping), would come to be an 
economic mainstay in some of  the towns on the periphery of  East St. Louis.48
During spring 2011, I interviewed Madison Garrett III, the current proprietor of  the Pink 
Slip, the former Garrett’s Lounge in Brooklyn.49 He told me that the club was converted to a strip 
club in 1991 because it was no longer making money as a club that featured music.50 Currently, the 
Pink Slip is exceptional in that it is the only black-owned strip club of  any significance in Brooklyn. 
The others are corporate clubs that are parts of  networks that offer erotic entertainment nationwide. 
Strip clubs seem to have undergone an interesting evolution since they became common 
in the 1990s. Initially, they attracted a large number of  local women, many of  whom got involved 
in drugs, according to an interview I had with the police chiefs of  both Brooklyn and Washington 
Park.51 Currently, the clubs tend to bring in out-of-town dancers who work the weekends and go 
back to any number of  cities within a few hours of  Brooklyn, like Memphis or Kansas City. At the 
time, I was told that this work was quite lucrative with young women making up to $9,000 on a prof-
itable weekend. Not unlike the dancers themselves, the customers who patronize these clubs tend to 
be from outside the local community. What is noticeable to anyone who looks at the license plates 
of  the cars in strip club parking lots is that a very large number of  them are from Missouri.52 Once 
again, the Metro East serves as the place where St. Louis situates its entertainment of  questionable 
morality. With the exception of  Sauget, all of  the cities that feature strip clubs are the predominately 
black communities that ring East St. Louis. 
The transformation to strip clubs was similar in most of  the cities that ring East St. Louis 
except for the story of  Washington Park. Washington Park had virtually no black community in the 
decade after World War II. The 1950 census showed a black population of  two men and no women. 
The city was solidly white until it suddenly became majority black in the 1980 census. According to 
federal magistrate Donald Wilkerson, the catalyst behind the transformation of  Washington Park 
was the establishment of  a housing project in the city limits during the 1970s.53 Washington Park, 
which had always been a modest, working class community, quickly changed into a poor, majority 
African American village. In the process of  this change, city officials from the “old regime,” includ-
ing a former police chief, became involved in the strip club business. Once again, national corpora-
tions, including Larry Flynt’s Hustler corporation, would eventually come to dominate erotic enter-
tainment. Washington Park has been noteworthy in its open acquiescence to the strip club culture. 
Many people in the region still make light of  the fact that the mayor of  Washington Park gave Larry 
Flynt the key to the city because he bought busses for the village’s school children.54
Brooklyn mayor Marcellus West was credited with beginning the process of  adult enter-
tainment in the city in 1987.55 As mentioned earlier, the majority of  clubs in Brooklyn are part of  
national corporate chains, but one club is locally run by African American entrepreneurs. That club 
is the Pink Slip, which is run by the Garrett family. According to Madison Garrett III, the Brooklyn 
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branch of  Garrett’s Lounge was converted to a strip club in 1991 because of  declining profits. In all 
likelihood, the old Garrett’s Lounge floundered because Brooklyn’s population shrank dramatically 
after 1970. This was probably directly connected to the decline of  the packing industry in adjacent 
National City. As the black working class died, the need for a neighborhood bar disappeared also. 
The great advantage of  erotic entertainment was that it could attract patrons from outside the village 
of  Brooklyn since this sort of  leisure activity was not available in an appealing form in Missouri, and 
was limited mainly to struggling Metro East towns like Brooklyn that had no great advantage over 
one another. As mentioned earlier, when clubs were initially brought to their communities, a large 
number of  dancers came from the local community. This was especially true for an establishment 
run by a local businessman named Everette Baker, who ran the Fantasyland complex of  clubs in 
Brooklyn.56 Baker concurrently ran legal sexually oriented businesses like strip clubs and adult book-
stores, while his massage parlors were fronts for prostitution.57 Baker was never a target of  local law 
enforcement, but he was eventually convicted of  using credit cards and ATMs to accept payment 
for prostitution since those acts violated federal money laundering and conspiracy statues.58 He was 
convicted in 1998, and received a fifteen year sentence in prison. He was also forced to forfeit $7.5 
million dollars of  proceeds from his activities.59 While Baker was running his business, he employed 
a large number of  local women, including two daughters of  the chief  of  police.60 In addition to hir-
ing local women, among others, he also provided “massages” (sex) to city of  Brooklyn employees as 
Christmas bonuses.61 The Everette Baker story is interesting in that although he clearly operated a 
criminal enterprise that exploited women, among some people there is also a sense that his financial 
success made him the focus of  prosecutors that a less successful purveyor would not have been. 
In fact, I personally remember being told by an older white man who claimed to know Baker that 
he told him to stop depositing so much money in a Granite City bank. In his words, a black man 
putting that much money in a bank will get the attention of  federal authorities in a way that a white 
businessman doing such a thing would not.
The phenomenon of  strip clubs is worth mentioning although the participants are often 
not local women. Although local women are less active in greater East St. Louis clubs than when 
the clubs first opened, many women still continue to work as exotic dancers. As mentioned earlier, 
exotic dancing is legal and lucrative to a degree that simply cannot be matched by most jobs available 
to young workers of  either gender. This is doubly true for women with low levels of  formal educa-
tion. Within the African American community, the popularity of  hip hop and the glorification of  
strip club culture, especially in southern crunk rap, has made stripping and the sexualization of  the 
body a casual matter among young black women. Simply put, there is very little stigma attached to 
exotic dancing from the mid-1990s onward. The acceptability of  stripping combined with the disap-
pearance of  living wage jobs for working class black men has made strip club work a rational choice. 
This was especially true in Brooklyn, a neighbor of  National City, which had been the site of  the 
nation’s largest hog processing facility in 1959. Between 1959 and 1986, all of  the meat processing 
facilities in National City had closed and the railroad facilities that transported the meat had cor-
respondingly been downsized.62 It should be no wonder that by 1987, Brooklyn leaders had reached 
out to adult entertainment to maintain some sort of  economy for their village.
In spring 2012, a public argument broke out between the whip of  the United States Senate, 
Dick Durbin, a native of  East St. Louis, and Alvin Parks, then mayor of  East St. Louis.63 In the sev-
eral months prior to the disagreement, there had been a number of  shootings in and around clubs 
in East St. Louis, as well as a number of  shootings in other parts of  the city that apparently were 
related to disputes that originated in East St. Louis clubs. Senator Durbin, while promising more 
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money for public housing in East St. Louis, also called for the nightclubs to be closed at an earlier 
time. East St. Louis clubs are of  course famous or notorious for being open all night long with 
liquor being served until 6:00 a.m. In response to Senator Durbin’s demands, Mayor Parks has noted 
that the clubs are a significant source of  tax dollars in a town that is noteworthy for its paucity of  
taxable businesses. At times Parks has shut down clubs earlier, but these measures have always been 
temporary because the city needs the money. It is also important to note that the clubs are owned by 
local African American business people, and that they are a source of  employment for about four 
hundred in a city of  maybe twenty thousand that suffers chronic high unemployment, especially 
among black males.
The question of  the clubs has drawn opinions from many sides, but Reverend Jesse Jackson 
probably made the most important observation. He was recently quoted as saying that many cities 
have late-night or all-night clubs—New York and Las Vegas being two prominent examples—but 
that those cities do not have the moribund economy that afflicts the residents of  East St. Louis. In 
other words, too many unemployed young men with guns and grudges are the source of  the prob-
lem, not all-night parties. On June 2–3, 2012, a regional police force of  local and state police raided 
several clubs in East St. Louis and arrested at least three people. There is no doubt that a police raid 
on any given night will turn up violations in East St. Louis clubs, but that is certainly true of  other 
areas too, including places that suffer from much lower levels of  violent crime. In many ways, the 
discussion of  the clubs in East St. Louis that took place during the spring of  2012 reflects almost 
all discussion of  this small, former industrial suburb: it focuses on spectacular and horrible events 
while failing to look deeply into the factors that have created the dysfunctional community that East 
St. Louis is seen to be by the majority of  people in the St. Louis metropolitan area and the nation in 
general.
Black clubs are an attractive target because they tend to reinforce stereotypes of  African 
Americans. Clubs are a place where people seek pleasure and engage in activities that go against the 
sober work ethic that is held up as the ideal of  responsible middle and working class Americans. It 
is easy to cast the women who frequent clubs as “easy,” or immoral, and the men as unattached to 
the regimen of  work at minimum, and frankly dangerous at worst. The African American club also 
has a lurid hold on the imagination of  white America because the African American club is the place 
where one can experience the heart of  current black popular culture, and Black popular culture has 
long been the engine that has driven American popular culture in general. For roughly a century, 
going back to the era of  Prohibition and the birth of  Jazz, the African American club has been 
known to the general culture as the place where one could hear the latest music, learn the newest 
dances, and develop the hippest vocabulary. Mainstream fashion has also taken cues from the Afri-
can American nightclub. The number of  whites who have spent time in African American clubs is 
almost too long to mention, but includes everyone from glamorous movie stars during Prohibition, 
to conservative firebrand Pat Buchanan, who frequented jazz clubs in East St. Louis during the early 
1960s when he was a young reporter working for the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Given this history, it is easy to see why Dick Durbin could gain traction by arguing for 
improvement in East St. Louis by focusing on the city’s nightclubs and the violence that has been 
connected to them. The idea that East St. Louis would be a better place if  the shiftless, hedonistic, 
blacks were made to sober up and go to bed at a decent hour fits in easily with overriding conserva-
tism of  our society that focuses exclusively on personal failures while ignoring systemic problems, 
especially when it regards minority communities that have long suffered from problems of  unem-
ployment and crime. That said, Mayor Parks spoke a fundamental truth when he noted that the 
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nightclubs of  East St. Louis are important to the city’s economy as employers and as sources of  tax 
revenue. The importance of  entertainment and hospitality should be self-evident to anyone with 
even a passing knowledge of  the East St. Louis economy, because the Casino Queen has certainly 
been the largest single employer and source of  revenue for the city since it reached an advanced 
level of  deindustrialization in the 1970s. Similarly, African American clubs have been the backbone 
of  black entrepreneurial activity in the city since the African American population began to expand 
around the time of  World War I. African American clubs in East St. Louis very much reflect the 
history of  that city’s African American population. When industry was strong in East St. Louis and 
there were plenty of  jobs and segregation was firmly entrenched, the city and its neighbors Brook-
lyn, Madison, Venice, Washington, Centerville, and Alorton, all had a wide variety of  entertainment 
venues that catered to African Americans of  all socioeconomic backgrounds. These establishments 
went all the way from hole-in-the-wall juke joints to “respectable” music and supper clubs. East 
St. Louis, like all northern industrial towns, attracted African American entrepreneurs who followed 
African American workers to the cities. In the 1960s, the city’s most industrious young businessmen, 
like politician/club owner Leo Gooden, made their marks owning nightclubs. Similarly, young white 
artists like Bonnie Bramlett of  Delany and Bonnie traveled to the Manhattan Club in order to learn 
R&B at the feet of  the genre’s masters such as Ike and Tina Turner, Little Milton, and Albert King.
East St. Louis today is a city that is nearly a fourth of  the size it was in 1950, and almost 
all of  the industry that made it a favored destination of  Southern migrants fifty years ago is gone. 
Instead of  being exciting and exotic to non–African Americans, the city’s clubs now appear to 
be simply dangerous and reflective of  the hopelessness that they see in the city’s population. The 
research done for this paper suggests that the personal violence and robberies around clubs are 
nothing new and even existed when greater East St. Louis had a much more prosperous black 
working class. This sort of  crime, as terrible as it is for its victims, is symptomatic of  much greater 
problems in the society, not the cause of  the area’s decline. In fact, it can be argued that the level 
of  state response to violence around the clubs is greater now than it was when the area was more 
prosperous. Quite possibly, this change is a response to the fact that these areas are now controlled 
by the African American population, and their complaints cannot be ignored by public officials like 
the mayor or Senator Durbin, the way their predecessors did in earlier times. Unspoken, but secretly 
acknowledged in the minds of  both blacks and whites, is the idea that closing East St. Louis’s night-
clubs could be the first step in forces from outside the city returning and reclaiming empty prime 
real estate. The problem with this picture is that the African American poor who now are the over-
whelming majority of  the population of  East St. Louis and its environs will not simply disappear. 
The fact that the black poor will not disappear is the fundamental truth behind the idea that violence 
associated with the cities nightclubs is simply a manifestation of  a much greater problem that has 
unfolded over most of  the last century. As other scholars of  East St. Louis such as Jennifer Hamer, 
author of Abandoned in the Heartland have noted, the deindustrialization that has undermined East 
St. Louis now devastates the country as a whole. Going to bed early and staying sober won’t give the 
new poor jobs.
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Where’d You Go to High School?
The classic question of  St. Louis is taken by some to be a genuine attempt to make a con-
nection, to find a common point around which people can bond. Not many people will know where 
the suburb of  Calverton Park is located, but many will know McCluer High School. Others take the 
question as a probe of  socioeconomic status, since some high schools are elite private institutions 
while others are segregated and struggling. 
In this essay, Sarah VanSlette and Kiley Herndon attempt to put some science around the 
issue. They examine how friendly the region is to outsiders—a group particularly troubled by “the 
high school question.” Transplants to the St. Louis region make up a vital part of  the population, 
frequently being among the most talented who were lured here by major institutions to conduct 
business or research.
This research was funded, in part, by the Institute for Urban Research at Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville and with support from the SIUE URCA program.
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The Problem of  Regional Exclusivity: The “High School” 
Question and Its Implications
Sarah VanSlette, Ph.D., with Kiley Herndon, B.S.
Introduction
On June 9, 2013, critically acclaimed author and St. Louis transplant Curtis Sittenfeld wrote 
an op-ed for the New York Times about her difficulty getting acclimated to St. Louis. While the title 
of  the op-ed is Loving the Midwest and she ends the essay by proclaiming that she now feels like a true 
St. Louisan, she spends a good portion of  the article talking about all the ways in which St. Louis 
and St. Louisans made her feel like she didn’t belong. Some criticisms she offers of  the city and its 
natives included its conservative politics, its love of  provel cheese, and that she “will never satis-
factorily answer the question natives here ask one another on meeting, which is where they went 
to high school.” After describing her general complaints about St. Louis, she leveled her harshest 
criticism: “But the ultimate affront in St. Louis wasn’t politics or food; it was that my husband and 
I struggled to make friends. I am not exaggerating when I say that in 2008, we held a Super Bowl 
‘party’ to which zero guests showed up.”1 
St. Louisans are accustomed to defending Imo’s Pizza and its use of  provel cheese (actress 
and St. Louis native Jenna Fischer had this debate with Jimmy Kimmel on the nationally syndicated 
show, Jimmy Kimmel Live).2 St. Louisans are also proud of  the way in which the question “Where’d 
you go to high school” functions as a secret handshake between natives.3 But what place does a 
secret handshake have in a city that hopes to attract new residents? This study explores the relation-
ship between transplants’ (like Sittenfeld) perceptions of  St. Louis and the high school question. 
Transplants and Regional Reputation
After living away from St. Louis for ten years, I moved back home as an outsider (a “trans-
plant”) and began to view the city and its culture in a different light. After a few conversations with 
people who were either newly returned natives or nonnative transplants to St. Louis, I noticed that 
many were finding it hard to break into the long-standing social circles made up of  people who 
had been friends since high school. The transplants were puzzled (some annoyed) after being asked 
where they went to high school. Being a native, and also having friends who I met in high school, I 
understand that the intent behind “the high school question” isn’t to ostracize or to embarrass trans-
plants, but the intent behind the question is not clear to transplants. St. Louis natives will defend the 
question as a means to get to know someone better and find commonalities, whereas a transplant 
will see it as a way to identify outsiders and to potentially determine personal demographic informa-
tion, such as socioeconomic status and religious affiliation.
I began an informal ethnographic investigation of  the way other transplants feel about 
living in the St. Louis Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) in fall 2011. I went to social gatherings 
where the majority of  attendees were transplants, had in-depth discussions with friends who were 
transplants, and started searching the web to see what resources existed for people who were new to 
St. Louis. It is through this informal ethnographic research that the scope of  St. Louis’s “PR prob-
lem” of  being unwelcoming to transplants became clear; in particular, many transplants wondered 
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why natives were always asking where they went to high school. Asking the traditional St. Louis ice-
breaker question, “Where did you go to high school?” tells natives a lot about a person’s socioeco-
nomic status and friends. Unfortunately, this preoccupation with high schools left some transplants 
feeling left out, unwelcome, and eager to move away from the St. Louis metro area (taking their 
skills and businesses with them). As Kristen Hare, reporter for the St. Louis Beacon, stated, “The high 
school question might be seeking to make connections or to peg people, but for people not from 
here, it also can create a sense of  otherness.”4 
St. Louis does not have a sterling image to begin with, so we cannot afford to alienate those 
who choose to move here from other cities. In 2011, the East-West Gateway Council of  Govern-
ments wrote about the reputation of  the MSA:
St. Louis often is criticized as stodgy, not open to change, too insular, and not up-to-date. 
Image-wise, it sometimes is viewed as unattractive to people looking for a high energy, fun, 
robust metro area.5 
If  we hope to attract young, educated, culturally diverse people to our city, we must do our 
best to make them feel welcome and to make St. Louis a place that feels open to new people and 
new ideas. 
This study is an attempt to collect qualitative and quantitative data to help understand 
non-natives’ opinions of  St. Louis, and to discern if  the aforementioned criticisms of  the MSA 
are justified. As a public relations scholar, I understand the importance of  reputation and image, 
even if  they are based solely on the opinions of  outsiders. The MSA’s reputation among nonnatives 
is important, especially when one considers the consequences of  population loss. Enrico Moretti 
(2012) points out that between the 2000 and 2010 censuses, St. Louis City’s population loss rate was 
the seventh highest in the nation (at 8%), behind New Orleans, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pitts-
burgh, and Toledo.6 Moretti underscores the negative implications of  such big drops in population: 
“It is as if  year after year Rust Belt cities keep being hit by their own Hurricane Katrina.”7 
If  natives’ lack of  openness could potentially make young, well-educated transplants want to 
leave the MSA, corporations and the local governments should be invested in studying this prob-
lem. The negative impression St. Louis is making on transplants is disheartening, and the economic 
implications are depressing as well.8 The MSA has no problem drawing people to the area, but does 
need to improve population retention.9 In a nationwide study of  urban population growth between 
2000–2009, the city of  St. Louis experienced the fastest rate of  growth of  any major metropolitan 
area of  college-educated adults between the ages of  25 and 34 (87%).10 The city is drawing thou-
sands of  college-educated newcomers every year, and in 2012 Forbes named St. Louis “The best city 
for job-seeking college grads…in terms of  overall career happiness in conjunction with the average 
cost-of-living-adjusted salary.”11 Certainly our ability to draw young college graduates is something 
to be proud of. Even with the influx of  these new, young, college-educated residents, they couldn’t 
make up for the incomes lost by those who are leaving the MSA. Between 2001–2010, the city of  
St. Louis lost $760 million and St. Louis County lost $3.41 billion in resident adjusted gross income 
due to migration.12 The MSA should be focused on retention of  the young professional transplants 
for both social and economic reasons. 
A few local organizations have risen up to counteract this issue. One is St. Louis Trans-
plants,13 a social group for dues-paying members who are new to the MSA. Another local company 
called Acclimate describes itself  as “a high-touch personal network that creates a positive whole-life 
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experience for new hires moving to St. Louis and their families; ensuring higher talent retention for 
employers.”14 These new companies are trying to fulfill a need and help transplants build a network 
and a social foundation from which they can grow more comfortable in the St. Louis area. Thus, 
the infrastructure to assist transplants is starting to grow, but prior to this study, no one had reached 
out to transplants to more formally investigate how they felt about St. Louis, its residents, and the 
famous “Where did you go to high school” question. The intense response I received from the 
regional media and from MSA residents when I announced my intention to study this subject in 
February 2012 is further proof  of  the public’s interest in this subject and the need to look closely at 
the implications of  the data collected. 
The primary aim of  this research is to evaluate the effect of  St. Louis’s “Where did you go 
to high school?” culture and its implications for nonnatives, with a focus on reputational effects. The 
study revolves around the following thesis: St. Louis’s age-old high school question is having a detri-
mental effect on transplants in the region because transplants view it as a social barrier and associate 
it with a lack of  openness among natives, and the question diminishes the ability of  transplants to 
develop affinity for the region.
Methodology 
I generated an initial pool of  37 survey items,15 which included natives’ openness, employ-
ment experience, demographics, and affinity toward St. Louis. The online survey received 313 
responses, 3 interviews, and 3 in-depth questionnaires. Due to feasibility, cost, and time constraints, 
a non-probabilistic sample of  approximately 1,080 people were invited to participate in the study via 
Facebook, Twitter, and an email to the employees of  Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. The 
survey was conducted online starting on February 15, 2012, and ending on February 15, 2013. Only 
transplants (nonnatives) were asked to complete the 37-item survey (among the 313 respondents, 52 
were excluded because they were not transplants). After the survey, a random selection of  22 people 
was invited for interviews and in-depth questionnaires. 
We then cross-tabulated the results of  the survey questions with the questions I asked about 
the transplants’ intentions to stay in St. Louis and the transplants’ overall opinions of  the MSA and 
its native residents. Finally, the qualitative comments in the survey, the interview transcripts, and the 
extended questionnaires were all analyzed using a careful textual analysis and themes were identified.
Results and Discussion 
See the appendix for Table 1, which summarizes the average response on key survey ques-
tions related to the four concepts of  interest: employee experience, natives’ openness, the high 
school question, and affinity for St. Louis. Most respondents indicated that the primary reason for 
being in St. Louis was focused around two concepts, opportunities and family. There were 188 
respondents who came to St. Louis to start a job, for a job opportunity, or for school; family was the 
second most cited concept, with 121 respondents indicating that family, a spouse, or love interest 
was the primary reason for moving. The average respondent of  this survey was a 41-year-old mar-
ried, white woman with a graduate degree, working in an education, training, or library job. Specific 
results follow.
Most transplants came to St. Louis for a new job. The majority of  survey respondents came to 
St. Louis because they were starting a new job, and the second most popular answer was that they 
were following a spouse who was starting a new job. Most respondents (78) currently work in the 
education, training, or library field. The other most common answers to the occupation question, in 
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order of  prevalence, were student or other, management occupations, business and financial opera-
tions occupations, and arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations. 
St. Louis employers do not acclimate transplant new hires to their new city. Only 18% of  transplants 
had employers that offered an orientation to St. Louis. One transplant interviewee was very disap-
pointed that there was no orientation to St. Louis or a more formal acclimation program. When 
asked if  she felt welcome by her fellow employees, she said: 
No. I didn’t know what to expect. I’ve never relocated. . . . Then I go down here and there’s 
nothing. It sucked. It’s so like pocketed in the corporation. You have to find your own way to 
join the pride groups and women’s business movements. There is nothing for relocated people.
However, most fellow employees welcomed the newcomer to St. Louis and many (58%) 
invited the transplant to a party or gathering outside of  work. The same interviewee that said she 
was disappointed by her corporation’s lack of  orientation program, has started her own informal 
group to welcome new employee transplants. 
There’s like five or six of  us that have relocated. . . . We will go do happy hour or something 
like that. We go a little rogue. . . . You know, we did tours with them. “This is not gonna be 
your corporate tour, we’re gonna go here.” We went to the Loop. We did fun stuff  like that. 
We know what we like. In a corporate tour, you don’t get that kind of  personalization.
The high school question 3 4. In a transplant’s first year in St. Louis, he or she will be asked the 
high school question 4 times on average. Certainly there were some transplants who have never been 
asked the question (16%), but 51% of  respondents were asked the question 10 or more times since 
they moved to St. Louis, with 23% being asked where they went to high school more than 10 times 
in their first year here. 
Transplants don’t like being asked the high school question. With a mean score of  2.42 (5 being most 
positive) transplants’ feelings toward being asked the high school question are generally negative. 
One interviewee had this to say about how she felt about being asked the high school question: “I 
feel like I witnessed a secret society of  crazy people. Yes . . . For me, it’s about where you went to 
college. What you went to college for. Not what high school you went to.” Another transplant inter-
viewee also wondered why people weren’t asking where he went to college instead: 
I first got asked the infamous St. Louis question. . . . and it was like, “so what school did you 
go to?” I was like, went to college here, and went to grad school here. No high school. And I 
looked at the person very quizzically. Because I haven’t heard about this whole . . . infamous 
St. Louis question yet. I look at this person quizzically like ummm . . . I’m from California, 
and at the time, high school was ten years ago. And so why are you asking? It’s confusing and 
kind of  weird quite honestly.
After she was asked the high school question for the first time, another interviewee thought 
it was a joke until someone later gave her an explanation for it: “Then someone told me, ‘No, that’s 
how they decide what kind of  person you are. What kind of  upbringing. What kind of  class medium 
you come from depends on where you went to high school.’ That is not at all like Minneapolis. It’s 
definitely a St. Louis thing.”
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Reactions from natives not positive to those who didn’t go to high school in St. Louis. If  when answering 
the high school question a transplant indicated that “I am not from here,” most reactions were neu-
tral, but there were far more negative reactions than positive. If  a survey respondent got a negative 
reaction from a native when they found out they didn’t go to high school here, that transplant will 
be less likely to recommend St. Louis to others (4.13 promoter score on a 5-point Likert scale for 
those who got a positive response from natives after telling them they didn’t go to high school here, 
versus a 2.37 promoter score for those who got a negative response from natives). After getting 
negative responses when she said she did not go to high school in St. Louis, one long-term St. Louis 
transplant said, “In the early years it would hurt my feelings. But now I think . . . I feel sad for them. 
They’re just missing so much. So much. So many really grand people.” Another interviewee said that 
some transplants get defensive if  they ask you the high school question and you tell them you aren’t 
from St. Louis: “A couple of  times, they’ve been defensive about it. Like why they’re asking that. It’s 
like, ‘Oh we ask that because, people go to different schools. It’s kind of  like a rivalry thing.’ And all 
that. It’s interesting to me.”
Transplants think natives could be more open. Sixty percent of  survey respondents view native 
St. Louisans in a positive light and nearly 80% of  transplants had been invited to a native’s home. 
However, when asked to characterize natives’ feelings about transplants, the average was “some-
what negative.” Those respondents who believe natives are not open to transplants are also less 
likely to recommend St. Louis to others (4.27 net promoter score on a 5-point Likert scale for those 
who think natives have positive feelings toward transplants, versus a 1.58 net promoter score for 
transplants who think natives have negative feelings toward transplants). One questionnaire respon-
dent described St. Louisans this way: “My personal feeling is that they are neither standoffish nor 
welcoming. I think, if  they have friends already, they forget what it’s like to be the outsider.” When 
asked what she thought about native St. Louisans, another transplant interviewee had this to say: “I 
think taken one by one, they are nice people. If  they stop to think about you and what your situation 
is, and where you come from, everything is fine. But I sort of  think they’re provincial.” One respon-
dent to the questionnaire believes that St. Louisans may be friendly, but already have enough friends 
and family that take up their time: 
Most people here have family in the area and they are VERY connected to family. Good 
luck finding people to spend the major holidays with if  you are not a native. There are many 
people who have families who have been here for generations so their local roots run deep. 
As Seinfeld once quipped, they’re “not in the market for new friends right now, but if  any-
one dies or moves and they have an opening they’ll certainly give you a call.”
Most transplants are satisfied with St. Louis. The average survey responses to all the questions 
related to St. Louis affinity ranged between 3.17 and 3.75 on a 5-point Likert scale, where 5 always 
represented positive feelings about St. Louis and 1 represented negative feelings about St. Louis. 
One transplant interviewee said, “I think St. Louis natives don’t appreciate enough of  what this area 
has to offer. There are a surprising number of  cool things to do here. I was pleasantly surprised by 
that.” Another interviewee said that she feels at home in St. Louis: “Oh we love it here. I’m a Mid-
western girl at heart. It was an easy, easy move. An easy adjustment for me to come back. I love the 
change in seasons. There are a lot of  wonderful things to do around here. Family oriented.”
Transplants that are unhappy with St. Louis plan to leave in 4 years. However, if  they are happy with 
St. Louis, they are open to staying for 9 years, on average. 
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Limitations of  the Study. Beyond limitations inherent in all survey research, we note two spe-
cific limitations of  this study. First, the net participant response rate remains unknown. No practical 
mechanism exists to identify the actual number of  transplants in the St. Louis MSA. Accordingly, we 
resorted to a self-identification process, which may have led to a selection bias. Collection of  emails 
included social media channels, email collection at events for transplants, along with traditional televi-
sion and radio appearances by the principal investigator. Those who felt compelled to participate in the 
study may have felt very strongly about being asked “Where’d you go to high school.” Conceivably, the 
respondents were different in systematic ways from non-respondents but it is unlikely that non-respon-
dents would have felt worse about the St. Louis question than respondents. Second, the common 
demographic profile of  respondents on the basis of  job description, gender, and education limits the 
generalizability of  the findings. However, the themes found in the responses seem to be corroborated 
by the informal conversations I’ve had with a broader sample of  transplants in the past, so I believe 
they are valid. 
Conclusion
Despite the limitations of  this pilot study, St. Louisans should care about the opinions and 
perspectives reflected in the survey responses. These perspectives and perceptions may be surprising 
to some natives, especially the natives (many of  whom have contacted me to express this view) who 
strongly believe that the high school question is a harmless ice-breaker question intended to find com-
monalities with the other person. What those natives need to remember is that when it comes to the 
transplants’ perceptions of  the question, the natives’ intentions behind the question do not matter. 
It seems that many transplants have either been told or have decided that the high school question 
is used to determine someone’s socioeconomic status or to stereotype them some other way. This per-
ception could have negative consequences for the city and its ability to draw more transplants. 
Our study found that transplants who believe a native responded negatively when they said 
they did not go to high school in St. Louis are less likely to recommend St. Louis to others. Our data 
also shows that transplants who believe that natives are not open to transplants are also less likely to 
recommend St. Louis to others. Perhaps the most important finding from this survey is that, put sim-
ply, transplants don’t like being asked “the high school question.” If  transplants don’t like being asked 
the question, and many feel that they are getting negative responses from natives when they answer 
the question, natives should carefully consider the consequences of  the question before they ask it. 
I was once part of  a discussion on Twitter about “the high school question,” and Court-
ney Sloger, then marketing & communications director at FOCUS St. Louis, created the hashtag 
#changethequestionSTL and asked people to tweet new questions that could replace the famous 
“Where’d you go to high school?” Her question drew a lot of  responses, all using the hashtag 
#changethequestionSTL. Some suggestions included, “What brought you to St. Louis?” “What do 
you like about St. Louis?” “What city (or town) are you from?” These new questions would seem 
like obvious ice-breaker questions, but changing habits (and the culture of  a city) can be difficult. It 
is encouraging that more people are thinking critically about the question St. Louis takes for granted 
and asking whether it is a cultural artifact worth holding on to. 
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Appendix
Survey Responses
5 = Highly Favorable, Much Better, Very Likely, Highly Satisfied, Positive; 4 = Favorable, Better, 
Likely, Satisfied, Somewhat Positive; 3 = Neutral; 2 = Unfavorable, Worse, Unlikely, Unsatisfied, 
Somewhat Negative; 1 = Highly Unfavorable, Much Worse, Very Unlikely, Highly Unsatisfied, Nega-
tive





How long do you plan to live in the St. Louis region? (in years) 7.89 107/261
What is your opinion of  the St. Louis region? 3.75 1/261
Think of  other cities you’ve lived in before moving to St. Louis. 
How does St. Louis compare to those cities? St. Louis is . . .
3.17 2/261
How satisfied are you with your quality of  life in St. Louis? 3.73 2/261
If  your friend from out of  town was considering moving to a new city, 












n Has a St. Louis native ever asked you where you went to high school? 83.9%
(219/261)
0/261
How would you characterize your feelings about being asked where 
you went to high school?
2.42 0/219
When you tell St. Louis natives that you did not go to high school in 
St. Louis, how would you characterize their response?
2.64 0/219
How many times have you been asked “Where did you go to high 











What is your opinion of  the people of  the St. Louis region? 3.58 1/261
Think of  other cities you’ve lived in before moving to St. Louis. How 
do the people living in St. Louis compare to the people living in those 
cities?
2.98 0/261
How satisfied are you with the amount of  friends you’ve made since 
moving to St. Louis?
3.26 1/261
How many of  your friends are St. Louis natives? 2.84 0/261
Has a St. Louis native ever invited you to their home for a meal or party? 79.5%
(206/259)
2/261
Has anyone ever given you a housewarming gift or another gift to 




How would you characterize St. Louis natives’ feelings about trans-
plants (nonnatives)?
2.74 0/261












What brought you to the St. Louis region? (reporting job) 66.67%
(174/261)
0/261
How often do you consider quitting your job? 2.25 11/261
Did your employer do anything to acclimate you and other new 




At your job, did fellow employees welcome you as a newcomer? 74.2%
(184/248)
13/261
At your job, did fellow employees invite you to social gatherings out-
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15. The questions on the survey were as follows:
1. I have read the consent statement above and agree to participate in the survey.
2. I understand that only St. Louis transplants (people who moved to St. Louis after they graduated from high school) are   
    invited to participate in this survey. I characterize myself  as a St. Louis transplant. 
3. I am 18 years or older (all participants must be 18+ years).
4. How long have you lived in the St. Louis region?
5. How long do you plan to live in the St. Louis region?
6. What is your opinion of  the St. Louis region?
7. Think of  other cities you’ve lived in before moving to St. Louis. How does St. Louis compare to those cities? St. Louis is . ..
8. What word or phrase best describes St. Louis?
9. What brought you to the St. Louis region? (check all that apply)
a. Starting new job
b. Job opportunities/Looking for job
c. Spousal career move
d. To be near family
e. To be near friends
f. Attending a local university or college
g. Life Transition (Divorce, Death in the family, Retirement)
h. Romantic Interests
i. Regional attractions (sports teams, museums, shopping, parks, art, etc.)
j. Regional services (medical care, school systems, social services, etc.)
k. Other (please specify)
10. What is your opinion of  the people of  the St. Louis region?
11. Think of  other cities you’ve lived in before moving to St. Louis. How do the people living in St. Louis compare to the   
   people living in those cities? St. Louisans are . ..
12. What word or phrase best describes the people of  the St. Louis region?
13. How often do you consider quitting your job?
14. How satisfied are you with the amount of  friends you’ve made since moving to St. Louis?
15. How many of  your friends are St. Louis natives?
16. How many of  your friends are fellow transplants to St. Louis (i.e. non-natives)?
17. How satisfied are you with your quality of  life in St. Louis?
18. Did your employer do anything to acclimate you and other new employees to the St. Louis region?
19. At your job, did fellow employees welcome you as a newcomer? 
20. At your job, did fellow employees invite you to social gatherings outside of  work?
21. Has a St. Louis native ever invited you to their home for a meal or party?
22. Has anyone ever given you a housewarming gift or another gift to welcome you to St. Louis?
23. Has a St. Louis native ever asked you where you went to high school? 
24. How would you characterize your feelings about being asked where you went to high school?
25. When you tell St. Louis natives that you did not go to high school in St. Louis, how would you characterize their response?
26. How would you characterize St. Louis natives’ feelings about transplants (non-natives)? 
27. How many times have you been asked “Where did you go to high school?” since moving to St. Louis?
28. If  your friend from out of  town was considering moving to a new city, how likely would you be to recommend St. Louis? 
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29. Would you be willing to answer more questions related to this study at a later date, perhaps in an interview or with a more    
   extended questionnaire? 
30. If  you consent to be interviewed at a later date, please provide your first name and email address in the space below. 
31. Are you male or female?
32. Are you now married, partnered, widowed, divorced, separated, or never married?
33. How old are you?
34. In what ZIP code is your home located? (enter 5-digit ZIP code; for example, 63108 or 63122)
35. What is your ethnicity?
36. What is the highest level of  school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?
37. What type of  job do you have?
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A Failing Grade in Education
The challenges that confront weak educational performance in parts of  the region’s K-12 
population are not new. Today’s problems have evolved over decades, even a century, into what is 
now a seemingly intractable problem.
Mark Tranel offers his insight on the current state of  regional education, with ideas on how 
the region arrived at this situation and suggestions for improvements. The correlation between pov-
erty and educational performance is sad. Tranel provides considerable data to demonstrate the point.
Solutions are difficult but not impossible. Certainly there are ideas that can improve the class-
room setting, but some of  the most important improvements may lie outside the school building.
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Poor Education
Mark Tranel, Ph.D.
The promise of  our educational system as the great equalizer appears more myth than reality today as the 
gap in outcomes between the poor and non-poor continues to grow in conjunction with the in creasing divergence in 
incomes and wealth. Poverty and Education: Finding the Way Forward, 2013
The 1986 St. Louis Currents education essay opened with the assertion that “the elemen-
tary and secondary educational systems in the St. Louis metropolitan area are marked by diversity.” 
Nearly three decades later, this characteristic is compellingly true, but askew, particularly as measured 
by the economic status of  students. One of  every five K-12 students in metropolitan St. Louis1 
lives in a household with poverty-level income. But while there are children from households with 
poverty-level income in every school district in the metropolitan St. Louis area, those households 
are not evenly distributed across the metropolitan landscape. Rather, they are tightly clustered. Over 
the past thirty years, poverty among school-age children has increased in numbers and expanded in 
geography yet remains highly concentrated, exerting an ever more significant impact on educational 
outcomes.
A stark indicator of  the uneven distribution can be seen by examining the census data for 
children living in poverty by school district. While the percentage of  persons under age 18 in pov-
erty ranges from 1.2 percent to 58.2 percent across metropolitan St. Louis school districts, as shown 
in Table 1 there are 72 districts with a child poverty rate of  less than 20 percent, exactly half  that 
number with a poverty rate of  20 to 39 percent and 7 districts with 40 percent or more of  their chil-
dren living in households with poverty-level income. Appendix A provides details on which districts 
are in each of  the categories.
Table 1. Number of  St. Louis Area School Districts by Percent of  Children in Poverty-Level 
Income Households
1%–9% 10%–19% 20%–29% 30–39% 40-–49% 50% or more
39 33 23 13 5 2
Source: U.S. census data
The challenge for educators and for the region is that students from poverty-level house-
holds consistently have lower levels of  academic achievement, and the academic gap between these 
students and students of  higher income households is widening.
The Context
There are 126 public school districts in the metropolitan St. Louis area providing education 
to approximately 396,000 students.2 In addition, there are 418 private schools providing education 
to approximately 85,650 students.3 Data on academic achievement and household income of  private 
school students are not available, limiting this essay to an examination of  the academic impact of  
household poverty-level income to students in the public school systems.
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Data sources vary regarding the extent of  poverty in St. Louis area schools. U.S. census data 
for 2012 report 20.6 percent of  metropolitan St. Louis persons less than 18 years of  age live in a 
household with poverty-level income. Census data also show that in the majority of  school dis-
tricts (82 percent), the percentage of  poverty-level income households with persons under age 18 is 
higher than the percentage of  all households in the district that have poverty-level income, meaning 
households with children are more likely to have poverty-level incomes than those without children. 
Alternatively, school district data on the number of  children qualifying for the U.S. Department 
of  Agriculture’s (USDA) free/reduced price lunch program report 43.4 percent of  children in the 
St. Louis region eligible under the USDA income guidelines.4 While there are students eligible for the 
free/reduced lunch program in every school district in the metropolitan St. Louis area, of  the more 
than 170,000 students that qualify, more than 50 percent are concentrated in just 14 of  the 124 pub-
lic school districts for which data are reported; in fact 4 districts account for more than 25 percent 
of  the eligible students.
Poverty and Academic Performance 
Because the data available from the Illinois and Missouri state education offices are not 
uniform, this essay first will examine the impact of  poverty-level household income on academic 
performance (the “poverty gap”)5 at the district level using data from the Missouri Department of  
Elementary and Secondary Education and then at the student level using data from the Illinois State 
Board of  Education.
District-Level Impact
Table 2 records for 56 school districts in the Missouri portion of  the metropolitan St. Louis 
area the 2010 census data, grouped in quintiles, for the percentage of  all persons with a poverty-
level income and the corresponding percentage of  accreditation points as measured by the school 
district’s Annual Performance Report (APR).6 The APR is a composite of  scores for each of  the 
Missouri School Improvement Program 5 (MSIP 5) accreditation performance standards. 
Table 2. Level of  Poverty and District Accreditation
Quintile Average 2010 % poor in district







Source: U.S. Census and Missouri Department of  Elementary and Secondary Education
The performance standards are academic achievement, subgroup achievement, high school 
readiness (K-8 districts) or college and career readiness (K-12 districts), attendance rate, and gradu-
ation rate (K-12 districts). School districts that earn 70 percent or more of  the APR points are 
accredited, districts with 50 to 69 percent are provisionally accredited, and districts that earn less 
than 50 percent are unaccredited.
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The data in Table 2 show that as the poverty level increases, academic performance declines. 
While the decline in academic performance from the first to the second quintile is less than 2 percent, 
the decline from the second to the third quintile increases to approximately 4 percent, then 8 percent 
from the third to the fourth, and 12 percent from the fourth to the fifth. In the first quintile, districts 
with an average of  less than 5 percent of  their residents in poverty-level income households achieved 
on average over 94 percent of  the possible accreditation points. In the fifth quintile, on average over 
23 percent of  the school district population lived in poverty in 2010 but those districts averaged 69 
percent of  the annual accreditation points, representing a 26 percent decline in academic performance 
from the districts with the least poverty to the districts with the most poverty.
The most dramatic impact occurs when poverty levels reach 20 percent. Although there is 
persistent decline across the quintiles, the decline in percentage of  APR points earned from the 1st to 
the 4th quintile is 12.37 points, from 94.12 percent of  APR points earned to 81.75 percent earned. 
The decline from the 4th to the 5th quintile is an equivalent 12.32 points. Urban affairs professor 
George Galster reports that neighborhood research shows a tipping point of  negative impacts when 
the concentration of  poverty reaches 20 percent (Galster, 2012). These data for academic perfor-
mance in St. Louis area school districts with high concentrations of  poverty are consistent with this 
research. As shown in Table 1 there are 41 school districts with community poverty levels over 20 
percent. While much attention has been given to the threshold criteria of  whether or not a district is 
accredited, the evidence is clear that there is a more extensive academic achievement gap that should 
be of  regional concern.
Student-Level Impact
The challenge of  lower academic achievement of  students from poverty-level income house-
holds is not just a significant factor in districts with a high concentration of  poverty. As the data in 
Table 3 for the Illinois public school districts in the St. Louis area show, there is a large gap between 
economically disadvantaged students and all other students as measured by reading and math tests in 
each of  the five quintiles.
Table 3. Reading and Math Skills of  All District Students Compared to Economically Dis-
tressed Students
Quintile Reading Math 2010 % poor in district
All ED All ED
1st 70.68 54.36 68.38 52.01 3.99
2nd 64.90 53.12 63.28 48.59 7.54
3rd 61.25 50.08 59.17 48.14 11.00
4th 52.08 42.56 51.59 42.99 15.20
5th 50.98 44.16 53.80 47.28 22.85
Source: 2013 Illinois School District Report Card
These data tell two stories. The first is that learning for economically disadvantaged students 
is consistently behind that of  the rest of  their classmates. In the case of  the 1st quintile, the lowest 
level of  poverty districts, economically disadvantaged students score over 23 percent lower on both 
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reading and math tests. In the 2nd through the 4th quintile reading scores, economically disadvan-
taged students score just over 18 percent lower while the difference in math scores ranges from 23 
percent lower in the 2nd quintile to 16 percent lower in the 4th quintile. In the 5th quintile, where 
the poverty rate in the school districts averages over 20 percent, the economically disadvantaged 
students are respectively 13 and 12 percent behind their non-economically disadvantaged classmates 
in reading and math.
The second story told by the data is that, similar to the data in Table 2, as poverty increases, 
academic achievement declines for both economically disadvantaged students as well as the rest of  
the students in their classrooms. As poverty increases from approximately 4 percent in the first quin-
tile to nearly 23 percent in the fifth quintile, reading scores for all students drop 20 points and math 
scores over 14 points. Inversely, for the economically disadvantaged students, their performance 
marginally increases as the poverty density decreases. 
Why Is This Important?
There are at least two reasons why the disparity in educational outcomes between children 
of  poverty-level income households and their peers who live in households of  greater means should 
be considered a critical issue for both education professionals and the St. Louis community.
Map 1 Poverty 1980
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Map 2 Poverty 2010
The first reason is that the problem is getting worse. Despite economic growth and fifty 
years of  the War on Poverty, poverty rates particularly among households with children have 
increased. This economic immobility is what Jared Bernstein of  the Center on Budget and Policy 
Priorities calls “sticky poverty.”7 As shown in Maps 1 and 2, over the thirty year period 1980–2010 
there was not only an absolute increase in poor persons but also the continuing trend of  poor per-
sons living in areas of  concentrated poverty.
The 2000 census recorded 258,189 persons in poverty in metropolitan St. Louis. The 
2008–2012 American Community Survey data document a 34 percent increase, to 346,019. In 2000, 
40.4 percent of  poor persons lived in census tracts with poverty rates of  20 percent or more and by 
2008-2012, 47.3 percent lived in tracts of  20 percent or more poor persons, increasing concentrated 
poverty from 106 to 146 census tracts.8 
Over the past decade poverty has become more suburban in the metropolitan St. Louis area, 
thereby affecting a larger number of  school districts. In 2000, 68 percent of  poor persons lived in 
the suburbs rather than the central city. By 2013, the suburban percentage increased to 77 percent.9,10 
The fact that the number of  children living in poverty in the metropolitan St. Louis area is 
increasing is only half  the problem. Perhaps even more compelling is that the gap in educational 
outcomes is widening over time. As Sean Reardon, Stanford University endowed professor of  
poverty and inequality in education, states, the income differential between poverty households and 
non-poverty households is not the dominant factor in the increase in the academic achievement 
gap between the two groups. Research has shown an increasing level of  academic performance for 
middle-income households, likely due to greater parental investment in academic supports for their 
children, while academic performance for poverty-level households stagnates (Reardon, 2011).
The second reason education of  the poor is a relevant and critical issue is that the challenge 
of  concentrated poverty is at best complex and at worst intractable. A recent study by the Federal 
Reserve Bank concludes “. . .a wide range of  economic, demographic, and social forces have played 
a part in contributing to high-poverty communities. These include economic restructuring and 
change, suburbanization, racial and economic segregation, demographic shifts (including immigra-
tion and trends in family formation), and the consequences of  certain federal policies and programs 
(Federal Reserve Bank, 2008).”11 Poverty is not a one-dimensional phenomenon. Child psycholo-
gist Bruce Ferguson and his colleagues identify a number of  poverty-related factors that impact 
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school performance: how pervasive poverty is in a given population, how far below poverty level the 
household income is, how long the household is in poverty, how old the child is when the household 
experiences poverty, and the community context the household experiences when in poverty (Fergu-
son et al., 2007).
The education community in the St. Louis area has not effectively deployed the financial 
resources available to address the issue. Despite the expenditure of  over $100,000,000 per year in 
Title I funds ($33,320,975 to Illinois metro districts and $70,602,355 to Missouri metro districts in 
2013), there has been little progress in improving the academic outcomes of  students from poverty-
level income households.12 The Title I allocations fund in part the work of  over thirty alternative 
schools, school-based programs, after-school programs, mentoring programs, and family support 
programs. The public school systems, the nonprofit organizations, and the foundations in the 
St. Louis area need a strategic assessment of  the financial and organization resources engaged to 
address education of  students from poverty-level households in order to develop a more effective 
plan for their use.
At the same time, a characteristic of  public education in both Illinois and Missouri is the 
low level of  funding provided by the state government. The 2011 fiscal year data from the National 
Center for Educational Statistics show Illinois 47th at 32.2 percent and Missouri 49th at 29.6 percent 
among the 50 states.13 Illinois has been on a multiyear process of  reducing expenditures to work 
toward a balanced budget. In 2005, Missouri changed from an equity to an adequacy strategy.14 An 
analysis has shown that the school districts in the seven Missouri counties in the St. Louis area are 
underfunded by $181,630,443.15 Providing additional financial resources to school districts is not a 
sufficient response to the challenge, but it is a necessary part of  the solution.
Strategic Responses
Given the complexity of  the problem and the scale of  the challenge, an effective strategy 
will require many components. While these are not the only challenges that need to be addressed, 
recent literature has identified one critical issue in the classroom and one outside the classroom. 
First, because poverty has real and significant developmental and physiological consequences, in 
order to be effective teachers must know and account for these consequences in how they manage 
the classroom. Second, teachers cannot be solely responsible for changing the outcomes for poor 
students. School districts must establish a system of  supports outside of  the classroom that are as 
critical as effective teaching.
Former teacher Eric Jensen has identified seven differences between students from poverty-
level income households and their classmates from households with higher incomes (Jensen, 2013). 
As detailed in Table 4, for each category of  difference Jensen indicates the effect on classroom 
performance. For example, because students from poor households are less likely to receive proper 
medical treatment (among a number of  health differences) and consume food of  lower nutritional 
value, there are differences in brain development compared to students who do receive better 
medical care and better nutrition. These differences affect students’ ability to concentrate in class, 
their reasoning capacity, and their memory. Another difference is that students from lower-income 
households most often are exposed to a much smaller vocabulary during their preschool years, so 
that when they are in the classroom they’re exposed to many words they do not know or understand, 
which affects their ability to comprehend learning materials. 
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Table 4. Differences between Low-Income and Non-Low-Income Students That Affect 
Classroom Engagement
Difference Affect
Health and Nutrition attention, reasoning, learning, memory
Vocabulary smaller vocabulary—less likely to know words the teacher uses or are in reading material
Effort depressive symptoms—learned helplessness
Hope and the Growth 
Mind-Set thinking failure or low performance likely
Cognition high levels of  distractibility, difficulty monitoring the quality of  their work, difficulty generating new solutions to problems
Relationships chaotic home life, absent adult role models 
Distress chronic activation of  immune system, impairs working memory
Table 4 identifies all the categories of  differences and the classroom effect on students from 
poverty-level households. Jensen argues that unless teachers acknowledge these differences and 
accommodate them in their pedagogy, the teachers will continue to have differences in learning out-
comes between poor and nonpoor students.
While nonschool supports have been promoted for many years, in 2005 the Harvard Family 
Research Project combined two principles in an effort to make them more effective (Weiss and Coff-
man, 2005). Not only are school and nonschool contexts equally critical for student learning, but 
also the learning opportunities and contexts should complement one another. Defined as “comple-
mentary learning,” the Harvard Family Research Project maintains that the key to implementation of  
these principles is creating “an integrated, accessible set of  community-wide resources that support 
learning and development.”16 The nonschool supports must be linked and delivered at appropriate 
scale in order to be effective. While they do not reference Jensen’s categories of  differences between 
poor and nonpoor students, the aim of  providing the services as they recommend would be to affect 
the range of  physiological and developmental differences Jensen identifies.
“. . . schooling, while necessary, 
is not sufficient for high academic 
achievement.” (Little, 2005)
What might complementary learning look like in metropolitan St. Louis? A starting place 
could be an assessment of  the current use of  Title 1 funds and an exploration of  the potential for 
improved integration across districts of  the school and nonschool services provided. The fact that 
school districts in metropolitan St. Louis receive $100 million in Title I funds creates a resource pool 
that could be used more effectively. There is both great need for and great potential in making such 
an effort.
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Endnotes
1. This essay uses the February 2013 U.S. Office of  Management and Budget delineation of  the St. Louis metropolitan 
area that includes eight Illinois counties and seven Missouri counties. http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/
files/omb/bulletins/2013/b-13-01.pdf
2. This figure includes all districts in the fifteen counties in Illinois and Missouri, both K-8 and K-12 districts. K-8 dis-
tricts operate only elementary schools.
3. Sources: public schools—the Illinois State Board of  Education and the Missouri Department of  Elementary and 
Secondary Education; private schools—Private School Review, http://www.privateschoolreview.com/
4. Students with a household income 130% of  poverty-level income qualify for free meals, and students with a house-
hold income 185% of  poverty-level income qualify for reduced-price meals. http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
FR-2012-03-23/pdf/2012-7036.pdf
5. Jon Marcus, “The Poverty Gap,” Harvard Education Letter, Volume 28, Number 4 (July-August 2012). http://hepg.
org/hel-home/issues/28_4/helarticle/the-poverty-gap_539 
6. Poverty data were not available for the Orchard Farms R-V and Richwoods R-VII districts.
7. J. Bernstein (2012) http://jaredbernsteinblog.com/shuffling-off-to-st-louis%E2%80%A6/ 
8. http://www.brookings.edu/research/interactives/2014/concentrated-poverty#/M41180
9. http://www.brookings.edu/research/reports/2014/09/19-census-metros-progress-poverty-kneebone-holmes 
10. http://www.frbsf.org/community-development/files/cp_fullreport.pdf  D Erickson, C. Reid, L. Nelson, A. 
O’Shaughnessy, and A. Berube, editors (2008) “The Enduring Challenge of  Concentrated Poverty in America: 
Case Studies from Communities Across the U.S.,” pg. 170.
11. Title I, Part A (Title I) of  the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as amended (ESEA) provides financial 
assistance to local educational agencies (LEAs) and schools with high numbers or high percentages of  children 
from low-income families. http://www2.ed.gov/programs/titleiparta/index.html 
12. http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2013/2013342.pdf. S.Q. Cornman. (July 2013). Revenues and Expenditures for Public 
Elementary and Secondary Education: School Year 2010–11 (Fiscal Year 2011).
13. http://www.msbafuturebuilders.org/documents/research/Missouri%20K-12%20Foundation%20Formula.pdf. 
Future Builders Foundation, N.D., The Missouri K-12 Foundation Formula
14. http://www.mobudget.org/files/A_Shaky_Foundation.pdf  Missouri Budget Project, N.D., A Shaky Foundation: 
Missouri Underfunding the School Formula.
15. H.B. Weiss, J. Coffman, M. Post, S. Bouffard, and P. Little. “Beyond the Classroom: Complementary Learning to 
Improve Achievement Outcomes,” The Evaluation Exchange, Vol. XI, No. 1 (2005), pg. 1.
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Appendix A
Poverty Level by District
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Urban Green Space
Forest Park is one of  the country’s fine urban parks, and is certainly the jewel in St. Louis’s 
crown. It is only one of  many open and accessible green spaces that add to the quality of  life in the 
region.
John Wagner’s essay provides a thoughtful look at the region’s open spaces and how they 
enhance life in the twenty-first century. The region’s systems of  parks and trails not only give mean-
ingful areas for recreation, they also provide environmental benefit and economic impact. 
The resulting “civic environmentalism” from the region’s shared green space is an important 
mechanism for guiding the region’s development and building a better place in which everyone can 
live. 
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The Region’s Parks and Their Impact 
John Loren Wagner, Ph.D.
As urban areas become larger and more spread out, communities throughout our region and 
nation have developed a renewed interest in understanding the relationship between cities and the 
open spaces within them. Eighty percent of  people in the United States now live in metropolitan 
areas,1 and many of  these city residents experience open spaces and nature through their commu-
nity’s park system. 
City parks in the United States run the gamut in size. The fifty largest cities alone (exclud-
ing their suburbs) contain more than 600,000 acres of  open space, with parks ranging in size from 
the jewel-like 1.7-acre Post Office Square in Boston to the vast 24,000-acre Franklin Mountain State 
Park in El Paso, Texas2. St. Louis mirrors this range, with the 1.50-acre Pontiac Square Park in Sou-
lard to the nearly 1,300-acre Forest Park on the city’s western border.3 
The St. Louis metropolitan region has a vast array of  parks and open spaces beyond the city 
of  St. Louis. The St. Louis County Department of  Parks and Recreation provides a broad range of  
leisure activities beyond those traditionally associated with urban and suburban parks. Across the 
Missouri River, the St. Charles County Parks and Recreation Department was created by a vote of  
the county’s residents in 19974, demonstrating significant interest in the community to foster these 
amenities for the benefit of  St. Charles County residents. In western Illinois, known as the Metro 
East portion of  the region, the municipalities of  Madison and St. Clair Counties offer a variety of  
parks and trails for the benefit of  their residents. These parks, along with national, state, and munici-
pal parks, provide the residents of  the St. Louis region with a variety of  opportunities to enjoy the 
natural, ecological, civic, and financial benefits their parks have to offer.
Although the idea of  nature in our urban areas is not new, recent research has reinforced 
previous theories with evidence of  benefits that demonstrate the major role parks play in urban 
regeneration initiatives that contribute to healthier, more connected, and socially vibrant communi-
ties. Collectively, urban parks provide playfields, teach ecology, offer exercise trails, mitigate flood 
waters, host concerts and plays, protect wildlife, supply space for gardens, and give a respite from 
city life, among many other activities.5 Parks also support the ecological health of  urban environ-
ment as they cool the surroundings, help reduce pollution, and assist with stormwater management.6 
A growing body of  research shows that contact with the natural world improves our physical and 
psychological health.7
Economic and social benefits are also provided by urban parks. Property values tend to 
increase in neighborhoods surrounding parks. Parks also support economic revitalization and 
recovery efforts as cities showcase these green spaces to attract and retain businesses, residents, and 
tourism.8 
Among the most important benefits of  city parks, and perhaps the most difficult to quan-
tify, is the role they serve in community development. Parks generate valuable contributions to larger 
urban policy objectives, including job opportunities, youth development, public health, and commu-
nity building. These contributions help strengthen the fabric of  the neighborhoods and the communi-
ties in which parks are located.9 Urban parks make inner-city neighborhoods more livable. They offer 
recreational opportunities for children, youth, and families. They also provide places within urban 
neighborhoods where people from all socioeconomic levels can experience a sense of  community. 
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The significant role of  public parks in the St. Louis region cannot be underestimated. From the 
natural and recreational amenities to their role in bringing people together, orchestrating face-to-face 
interaction and strengthening community, parks serve a vital function within each community.
Parks in the St. Louis Region 
The city of  St. Louis Department of  Parks, Recreation, and Forestry has 111 parks under 
its jurisdiction, comprising 3,250 acres.10 The crown jewel of  the city’s park system, and one of  the 
most popular destinations in the region, is Forest Park. Opened to the public on June 24, 1876, For-
est Park is one of  the largest urban parks in the United States. At 1,293 acres, it is approximately 500 
acres larger than Central Park in New York. It hosted the Louisiana Purchase Exposition (World’s 
Fair) in 1904, which attracted more than twenty million visitors from around the world.11 Like many 
urban parks in the United States, the end of  the twentieth found dwindling resources for urban 
parks, leading to a sharp decline in the condition of  Forest Park. With community support, the park 
changed course. As embodied in the 1995 master plan for Forest Park, and with continuing sup-
port of  the city and the region, Forest Park has been revitalized and today attracts more than twelve 
million visitors a year.12 It is home to the region’s major cultural institutions – the Zoo, Art Museum, 
History Museum, Science Center, and the Muny Opera—and also provides opportunities for golf, 
tennis, baseball, bicycling, boating, fishing, handball, ice skating, and rollerblading, along with oppor-
tunities to experience nature. Forest Park is a unique institution and recognized as an important 
gathering place for residents across the region.
With its opening in 1838, Lafayette Park is not only St. Louis’s oldest park, but one of  the 
first parks west of  the Mississippi. This nearly thirty-acre park was named to honor Marquis de 
Lafayette, a French statesman who served as a volunteer under General George Washington in the 
Continental Army during the American Revolution.13 Lafayette Park serves as the anchor of  the 
popular Lafayette Square neighborhood. 
About three miles south of  Forest Park, residents can visit the 289-acre Tower Grove Park, 
which opened on October 20, 1868, eight years before Forest Park was dedicated. While the land 
was conveyed to the city of  St. Louis by Henry Shaw, Tower Grove Park is governed by a special 
board of  commissioners appointed by the Missouri Supreme Court and supported by the Friends 
of  Tower Grove Park, a not-for-profit organization established in 1988 to support the park’s restora-
tion. Today, Tower Grove Park is a National Historic Landmark and includes more than 7,500 trees 
comprised of  325 tree species.14
In 1874, the Missouri legislature established land for three parks in what was then St. Louis 
County: O’Fallon Park in northern St. Louis County, Forest Park in the center, and Carondelet Park 
in the south.15 Of  the three, Forest Park opened first in 1876. The 127-acre O’Fallon Park followed 
next, opening in 1908. Finally, Carondelet Park opened in 1929, and is currently ranked as the city’s 
third–largest park with 180 acres. Each of  these parks provides recreational opportunities and access 
to nature for St. Louis’s residents. 
CityGarden is one of  St. Louis’s newest parks and is truly urban in nature. Situated down-
town, this 2.9-acre park located on Market Street between 8th and 10th Streets, provides trees, green 
space, fountains, wading pools, sculptures, and artwork for the enjoyment of  those residents, work-
ers, and visitors traversing the heart of  the city. CityGarden is a part of  the larger Gateway Mall 
project, originally conceived in St. Louis’s comprehensive plan of  1907. This plan and the mall proj-
ect embraced City Beautiful principles, which allowed for a linear open green space, one block wide, 
from the Gateway Arch at Memorial Drive to Union Station at 20th Street. 
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The St. Louis County Parks and Recreation Department was founded in 1950 and manages 
70 parks on 12,700 acres of  land situated in the 524 square-miles that comprise St. Louis County, 
Missouri.16 Nearly twelve million people use a St. Louis County Park annually for passive recreation 
including biking, walking, using playgrounds, playing tennis, and cross-country skiing, as well as bas-
ketball, swimming, ice skating, soccer, archery, shelter rentals, and concerts.17 
St. Louis County parks have developed over the years through a variety of  means. The 
department acquired Sylvan Springs Park and the first part of  Jefferson Barracks Park as surplus fed-
eral lands. West Tyson Park and Lone Elk Park were later acquired from a former federal munitions 
depot. The department also benefited from the personal generosity of  county residents. Buder Park 
was given in 1954 by the estate of  Gustav A. Buder Sr. in memory of  his wife, Lydia. John Allen 
Love donated Love Park in 1959 and Janet Bissell Dimond bequeathed the Bissell House to the 
Parks and Recreation Department in 1961. Also, in 1968 Laumeier Sculpture Park was a bequest of  
Matilda Laumeier, and Greensfelder Park came from the Regional Planning and Conservation Foun-
dation. Leicester Busch Faust and his wife, Mary, gave one hundred acres for Faust Park in 1968 to 
forever preserve the original estate of  Missouri’s second governor, Frederick Bates. The couple then 
doubled the size of  Faust Park to two hundred acres in 1996 with a second bequest. The bond issue 
of  1969 provided $25 million for the purchase of  Queeny Park, which serves as the home of  the 
Greensfelder Recreation Complex and Dog Museum.18
The St. Louis County Parks and Recreation Department is unique among park agencies 
throughout the region and the country. While most of  its parks provide traditional urban or subur-
ban park amenities, several are quite distinct in their use, offering a unique experience to park visi-
tors. 
Lone Elk Park is a wildlife management area, with bison, wild turkey, waterfowl, elk, and 
deer. The park is heavily fenced in order to keep the wildlife inside the park. Dogs are not allowed 
in the park, even if  riding in a car. Laumeier Sculpture Park is an outdoor sculpture park and open 
air museum located on 105-acres of  land, and attracts more than 300,000 visitors annually.19 The 
Museum of  Transportation is perhaps the most unique of  the department’s seventy parks. Founded 
in 1944 by a group of  historically minded citizens who had acquired the mule-drawn streetcar 
Bellefontaine, the 129-acre museum houses what has been recognized as one of  the largest and 
best collections of  transportation vehicles in the world. In 1948, the Transport Museum Associa-
tion (TMA) incorporated as a nonprofit educational organization to better serve the financial and 
volunteer needs of  the museum. On September 1, 1979, the St. Louis County Department of  Parks 
and Recreation formally assumed operation of  the museum, accepting it as a gift from the original 
founders.20 
Looking east across the Mississippi River to Illinois, Madison and St. Clair Counties provide 
an abundance of  recreational opportunities for their residents. The thirty-seven municipalities and 
the Madison County Government offer a variety of  open space opportunities with sixty-five parks 
and a system of  trails managed by Madison County Transit.21 St. Clair County features forty-seven 
parks throughout the county’s thirty-two municipalities.22
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National and State Parks
While the governance structure and some amenities are different in state and national parks, 
these areas still provide environmental and social benefits to the region and residents who visit these 
parks. There are two national parks in the St. Louis region: the Ulysses S. Grant National Historic 
Site in south St. Louis County and the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial, better known as the 
Gateway Arch.23 Both parks offer cultural and historical amenities rather than the natural amenities 
provided by many of  the region’s other parks and conservation areas.
The iconic Arch is just as wide as it is tall—630 feet, or 63 stories. Completed in 1967, the 
Arch is part of  a larger memorial situated on 91 acres in downtown St. Louis adjacent to the Missis-
sippi River. Other elements include the Old Courthouse and Luther Ely Smith Square,24 the park-like 
setting between the Arch and the Old Courthouse. The Jefferson National Expansion Memorial was 
designated a National Historic Landmark in 1987.
State parks are also prominent throughout the St. Louis region. There are nineteen Missouri 
state parks in the St. Louis region,25 as well as numerous areas managed by the Missouri Depart-
ment of  Conservation. Powder Valley Nature Center in Kirkwood in the heart of  St. Louis County 
provides hikers and nature lovers with 112 acres of  oak hickory forest to explore. Further west in 
St. Louis County, the Dr. Edmund A. Babler Memorial State Park contains 888 acres of  wooded 
green space easily accessible from the surrounding suburban landscape. The Columbia Bottom Con-
servation Area in north St. Louis County encompasses land adjacent to the confluence of  the Mis-
souri and Mississippi Rivers. The Missouri Conservation Department purchased these 4,318 acres 
in 1997 to create an urban conservation area that includes a view of  the confluence of  the Missouri 
and Mississippi Rivers, more than 6.5 miles of  river frontage, about 800 acres of  bottomland forest, 
and a 110-acre island.26 
There are twenty-eight state parks in Illinois’s west central Region, which encompasses the 
Metro East part of  the St. Louis region. Most prominent among these parks is Horseshoe Lake in 
Madison County, which offers a wide variety of  recreational and hiking opportunities on 2,960 acres 
of  land. 27 
There are countless other parks managed by individual municipalities throughout the region, 
and it is these parks, located closer to residents’ homes in their own city or neighborhood, that likely 
provide the greatest social and economic benefits. Further, when considered collectively, these local 
parks may also provide significant environmental benefits as well. 
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Environmental/Ecological Benefits of  Parks
There are numerous environmental and ecological benefits provided by urban parks, includ-
ing pollution abatement, stormwater management, and cooling of  the urban heat island.28 Parks 
generate these benefits through the care and maintenance of  its trees. 
It has been estimated that if  a city’s tree canopy is increased by five percent in urban areas, 
temperatures will fall between 2 and 4 degrees Fahrenheit, as the tree foliage helps reduce the ambi-
ent air temperature.29 Trees in the parks also sequester (“lock up”) carbon dioxide (CO2) in their 
roots, trunks, stems, and leaves as they grow, and in wood products after they are harvested. This 
improves air quality in the process.30 But not all trees sequester CO2 at the same rate as they age, an 
important aspect to consider in park management.
Figure 1 illustrates the pounds of  CO2 sequestered per tree annually as it matures.
31 
“DBH”—the “diameter at breast height”—is an indicator of  the age of  a tree. For example, a 6-inch 
DBH tree is a much younger tree than a 27-inch DBH tree. The graphic shows a wide-ranging ability 
of  individual species to sequester CO2 as they mature. The northern red oak ranked far ahead of  
the other species listed.32 The American elm actually started out by sequestering more CO2 than the 
northern red oak at 6-inch DBH, but quickly levels out and does not sequester much more CO2 in 
its mature stage. 
Figure 1. Pounds of  CO2 Sequestered Per Tree Annually by Species (Wagner, 2013)
If  sequestering CO2 was all park managers were interested in accomplishing with a tree 
planting campaign, we would see many more oak trees planted throughout our urban parks. While 
these numbers can be useful in knowing how much CO2 is being sequestered, other issues need 
to be considered as well. For example, the eastern white pine, while ranking low in CO2 sequestra-
tion (one of  the lowest of  the nine shown in Figure 1) due to the fact that it has needles instead of  
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broad leaves,33 is an excellent tree for providing a wind break, particularly in the winter when its pine 
needles are still on the tree.
Through their leaf  surfaces, trees have the potential to absorb and remove significant 
amounts of  pollutants from the air in the form of  greenhouse gases that are attributable to climate 
change. These pollutants include ozone (O3), sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and 
small particulate matter in the air (PM10).
34 
Trees in urban parks of  all sizes also act as mini-reservoirs, controlling stormwater runoff  at 
its source. They reduce the amount of  runoff  and pollutants in stormwater in three ways:
• The leaves and branch surfaces intercept and store rainfall, thereby reducing runoff  vol-
umes and delaying the onset of  peak flows on the sewer system; 
• Root growth and decomposition increase the capacity and rate of  soil infiltration by 
rainfall, reducing overland flow. 
• Tree canopies reduce soil erosion and surface runoff  by diminishing the impact of  rain-
drops on barren surfaces, essentially slowing them down so they have less impact on the 
ground.35
As with CO2 sequestration, not all trees intercept stormwater at the same rate. Figure 2 
shows the number of  gallons of  stormwater intercepted per tree annually by selected species. The 
magnolia and northern red oak species exhibit a remarkable ability to intercept stormwater. The 
eastern white pine, while demonstrating a lower capacity to sequester CO2, is able to intercept a high 
volume of  stormwater. Understanding the abilities and benefits of  each tree species, and defining a 
balanced approach in their use and placement, provides a useful management tool for park agencies.
Figure 2. Gallons of  Stormwater Intercepted Per Tree Annually, by Species (Wagner, 2013)
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Not surprisingly, the condition of  a park’s trees determines the efficiency at which they pro-
vide environmental benefits. Figure 4 highlights the importance of  maintaining a healthy tree popu-
lation in order to maximize the environmental and economic benefits associated with those trees. 
The graph shows the amount (in pounds) of  CO2 that can be sequestered by three tree species: oak 
(any species), common bald cypress, and American elm, at different levels of  maturity. A 21” DBH 
oak tree in excellent condition is able to sequester 783 pounds of  CO2 annually.
36 This is a significant 
number as Figure 1 shows that oak is one of  the most efficient tree species in sequestering CO2. For 
the same tree in good condition, the sequestration level drops only 5% to 744 pounds. If  the condi-
tion slips to fair, the sequestration potential drops to 642 pounds, an 18% decrease. The same tree, 
in poor condition, however, can sequester only 392 pounds of  CO2 annually, a 50% decrease from 
the original 783 pounds expected from a tree in excellent condition.
The 18” DBH common bald cypress and 12” DBH American elm show similar rates of  
decline in their ability to sequester CO2 as the tree’s condition deteriorates, although the regression 
is not as pronounced, perhaps due to the efficiency of  the trees in sequestering CO2 (i.e., less than 
that of  the oak) and the smaller diameter of  the trees, again, less than the larger 21” DBH oak. In 
both cases, though, a tree in poor condition is able to sequester only half  the CO2 as the same tree in 
excellent condition. Similar rates of  decline were demonstrated in a tree’s ability to improve air qual-
ity and intercept stormwater.
Figure 3. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Sequestration by Selected Tree Species Annually by Condi-
tion. (Wagner, 2013)
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Biodiversity
Traditional landscape designs in parks have historically promoted the wide-scale replacement 
of  native plant species in favor of  exotic species that originated and evolved elsewhere, resulting in 
the establishment of  invasive plants and animals in many parks and surrounding regions. The bias 
toward landscaping with introduced ornamentals has been so complete that suburban and urban 
ecosystems throughout the United States are now dominated by plant species that originated in 
Southeast Asia, Europe, and South America.37 
The lack of  native plants affects the park’s animal population as they depend on plants for 
food and shelter. Reversing this trend can be promoted by planting the appropriate species of  native 
trees. Figure 4 emphasizes the importance of  tree species biodiversity and its relation to provid-
ing habitat for and attracting wildlife. This graph, derived from Tallamy and Shropshire’s research 
(2008), shows the number of  species in the listed genera that serve as host trees for species of  Lepi-
doptera—butterfly and moth larvae—which are in turn important pollinators and food sources for 
birds and other animals.38 
Figure 4. Tree Species by Genera That Are Host to Lepidoptera Species. (Tallamy and 
Shropshire, 2008)
Wakeman (2009) points out that lepidopteran larvae (caterpillars) are extremely valuable 
sources of  food for many terrestrial birds, particularly warblers and neotropical migrants. Tallamy 
and Shropshire’s work (2008) categorizes native and alien plant genera in terms of  their ability to 
support insect herbivores and, by inference, overall biodiversity. They ranked all native plant genera 
by the number of  Lepidoptera species recorded using them as host plants. Ensuring that tree spe-
cies in these genera and others are kept healthy would support and attract an increasing diversity of  
wildlife to urban and suburban parks.
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Large Urban Parks 
Large urban parks, such as Forest Park and Powder Valley Nature Center, function dif-
ferently than the smaller neighborhood or “pocket” parks. In addition to their social and cultural 
impacts, large parks are also valued for their greater ecological function. They store and process 
stormwater more effectively, cool air temperature in the surrounding area more efficiently, and pro-
vide habitat for a wider array of  plant and animal populations.39 Large amounts of  land are neces-
sary to produce the effects of  nature and to design a natural system that is ecologically sustainable—
that is, big enough to be its own ecosystem.40 
Larger parks also provide habitat for a wider array of  plant and animal populations. This 
aspect is particularly important in maintaining or increasing biodiversity in urban areas, where the 
effects can extend beyond the boundary of  the park. An example of  this would be the case of  bird 
populations that nest in the park and pollinate plants beyond the park’s boundaries.41 Similarly, an 
animal that has a large range or one that occupies a large amount of  space in the course of  its daily 
activities would logically benefit from living in a larger park. Animals of  this type might not even be 
able to exist in a smaller park. 
Wagner’s (2013) study of  Forest Park as a “sustainable park” emphasizes the importance of  
using native plant species and providing the infrastructure to allow maximum environmental bene-
fits. The landscape of  a sustainable park is much different than the landscape of  the earlier “pleasure 
ground” parks such as Central Park in New York City, or even Forest Park when it was first created. 
The large urban parks of  the late 1800s were the result of  massive rock excavation and earth 
moving, after which most of  the plantings consisted of  exotic (nonnative) species. A contemporary 
sustainable park would be composed primarily of  species native to the area that are more drought 
resistant and less expensive to maintain, enhancing the overall sustainability of  the park. Visitors to 
the earlier pleasure ground parks mistakenly thought that these areas existed naturally, that they were 
simply there because the land was not developed with the surrounding area. These early parks were, 
in fact, created using a vast amount of  resources. As Peter Harnick (2010, p. 3) points out, these 
parks were “about as natural as Disneyland.” 
Large parks remain fundamental to the present-day landscape, not only because they address 
the stormwater and pollution “filtration” functions for densely built urban centers, but also because 
they are distinct, memorable places. They have the ability to absorb the identity of  a region or 
neighborhood as much as they project one, becoming socially and culturally recognizable places that 
are unique and irreproducible.42 Large parks are more difficult to finance and maintain, particularly 
if  they are maintained by municipal governments, although state and national parks are not immune 
to budget cuts. Large parks are characterized by greater ecological complexity, along with more 
diverse and dispersed programs, which combine to put significant management pressure on their 
public sponsors. At the same time, large parks serve more diverse constituencies reflective of  the 
communities surrounding them. While a smaller park might be situated within a coherent and often 
homogeneous neighborhood, larger parks are typically adjacent to several different communities and 
embedded within a larger region, so are required to serve more diverse socioeconomic groups.43
Social and Economic Benefits of  Parks
Parks provide public spaces for residents to assemble and experience a sense of  nature in the 
urban environment. The role of  urban parks is evolving to include “community development tool” 
to its already substantial list of  benefits. Urban parks offer a variety of  ways to physically connect with 
nature and other people from the local community. In large, densely populated cities, public parks 
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are among the community’s most highly valued assets, for the opportunities they afford for orga-
nized or spontaneous contact with other community members in a natural setting. 
Urban parks also provide economic benefits in the form of  increased property values for 
both residential and commercial sites, as well as enhanced revenues in surrounding neighborhoods. 
The City Parks Alliance notes that proximity to an urban park can boost residential property values 
by as much as 15 percent. 
McCormack et al (2010) highlight the importance of  social environments for park use. 
Specifically, the sociodemographic characteristics of  surrounding neighborhoods, as well as the pres-
ence of  community groups as park users and in park governance, can influence how people perceive 
a park. Low, Taplin, and Scheld (2005) note that involving community members in park planning 
and ongoing management activities may result in parks that more effectively balance the needs of  
specific population groups. In addition, involving community members in the planning process also 
provides a sense of  place and guardianship over the park, contributing to greater use of  the park’s 
facilities and to higher levels of  physical activity and better health across populations. 
Wagner’s (2013) study of  Forest Park found that the 1995 Forest Park master plan that 
guides management of  the park today was the result of  numerous, often intense, public meetings 
about the park’s use and future. Many who use the park today feel that this strong sense of  owner-
ship by the community throughout the planning process contributed to the success of  the plan and 
the growing popularity of  Forest Park today. 
Civic Environmentalism
There is another benefit of  urban parks, or more generally of  nature and environmental 
awareness, that has been examined more frequently in the literature—the concept of  civic environmen-
talism. More than thirty years of  United States environmental policies were built on a “command 
and control” centralized model. These policies have produced a mixed record of  environmental 
improvement.44 While the air and water may be cleaner than they were several years ago, the level of  
biodiversity has decreased with a lagging interest in nature and the environment in general. There 
are numerous reasons for this lack of  curiosity with nature, not the least of  which is the digitalized, 
television-focused, computer-generated age in which we live. Shutkin (2000, p.122) adds “. . . with its 
emphasis on legal and technical solutions, mainstream-professional environmentalism has failed to 
encourage active political and civic participation.” The result is a civilization that tolerates environ-
mental degradation.
This lack of  interest in civic affairs was highlighted by Robert Putnam (2000) in his book 
Bowling Alone, which documents how society is becoming increasingly disconnected from family, 
friends, and neighbors. Shutkin (2000) views civic environmentalism as having the capacity not only 
to achieve goals of  environmental improvement, but to also reverse the trends discussed by Put-
nam. Indicators of  civic health in a community, like the strength of  social networks and associations, 
rates of  employment and poverty, and the degree of  participation in political and civic affairs, can 
serve as a useful proxy for more traditional environmental indicators, much as the level of  pollutants 
indicates environmental health and stability. They are a benchmark by which environmental progress 
can be measured. Shutkin (2000) proposes a systems approach to civic affairs and nature, a “holistic 
approach,” that appreciates how environmental problems and their solutions are directly linked to 
social, political, and economic issues. Not coincidentally, this “systems approach” is analogous to the 
concept of  “ecology” as applied to contemporary management of  natural resources. 
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Light (2002) believes that our relationship to nature is shaped locally in our everyday life, 
not in an occasional outing to a distant wilderness preserve or state or national park. Encouraging a 
direct participatory relationship between urban residents and the natural environment in neighbor-
hood parks is one way of  eliciting a sense of  environmental stewardship. Light (2006) also asserts 
that communities that have a participatory relationship with the land around them are less likely to 
allow it to be harmed, in contrast with “top-down” regulations or mandates from a higher authority 
that may be ignored or opposed locally.
One way to encourage civic environmentalism in a community is to provide opportunities 
for residents to participate directly in restoration projects or other park activities, providing a foun-
dation for something like “ecological citizenship.”45 These hands-on activities, what Light (2002) 
refers to as “the problem of  dirty hands,” have a way of  encouraging the development of  ecological 
citizenship. He also indicates that good restorations favor projects that produce good outcomes for 
nature and the park, and also good outcomes by forming stronger bonds between citizens. 
Volunteers have proven to be invaluable to Forest Park and the St. Louis County Depart-
ment of  Parks and Recreation. Volunteer hours from 2006 to 2011 for Forest Park Forever, the 
nonprofit friends association formed to support the park, are shown in Figure 5, while volunteer 
hours for St. Louis County Parks are illustrated in Figure 6. Over the five-year time period for both 
organizations, the number of  volunteer hours rose steadily each year, with a five-year increase of  
41.4% for Forest Park Forever and 37.7% for St. Louis County Parks. While not all of  the volunteer 
hours concerned environmental restoration and may not have advanced “ecological citizenship” as 
perceived by Light (2002), the volunteers’ satisfaction for having donated their time and efforts most 
likely contributed to stronger ties to their colleagues and community.
Figure 5. Forest Park Forever Volunteer Hours, 2006 to 2011 (Wagner, 2013)
Figure 6. St. Louis County Department of  Parks and Recreation Volunteer Hours, 2008 to 
2013 (St. Louis County Parks and Recreation Annual Report, 2013)
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Much of  the work done by volunteers in Forest Park and within the St. Louis County Parks 
system is work that would otherwise have been done by paid employees, so a significant financial 
value can be attributed to their work. As noted in Figures 8 and 9 for Forest Park Forever and 
St. Louis County, respectively, the volunteers’ efforts added considerably to the budgets of  these two 
organizations, more so with each passing year, even when adjusted for inflation. 
While not specifically addressing volunteerism, Carl Leopold (2004), son of  renowned 
environmentalist Aldo Leopold, offered this perspective about restoration activities: “. . . we see the 
mutually beneficial relationship that can come from restoration, which not only serves to increase 
the ecological quality of  a site, but also generates environmental thinking on the part of  the partici-
pant. Ecological restoration may be a prime way to educate people in developing an ethical attitude 
toward the land.” (p. 152)
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Figure 7. Financial Value of  Forest Park Forever Volunteer Hours, 2006 to 2011 (Wagner, 
2013)
Figure 8. St. Louis County Department of  Parks and Recreation Volunteer Hours, 2008 to 
2013 (St. Louis County Parks and Recreation Annual Report, 2013)
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Nature-Human Relationship
The psychological and physiological benefits of  parks and the nature they provide are equally 
as important as other benefits, although somewhat less understood. Just as Frederick Law Olmsted 
theorized in the 1870s when discussing Central Park, urban parks today provide restoration from 
mental fatigue caused by modern urban life.46 There is increasing evidence that trees and vegetation 
provide benefits that are even more profound than the aesthetic and environmental benefits usually 
associated with the natural environment. For example, Dwyer, Schroeder, and Gobster (1994) argue 
that humans have very deep emotional, symbolic, and spiritual ties to trees. Also, Frumkin (2001) 
notes that contact with the natural environment may be directly beneficial to health. Positive physi-
ological reactions, including lowered heartbeat and blood pressure, as well as calming effects have 
been recorded in people in response to urban scenes that contain trees, forests, and vegetation.47 The 
benefits extend to psychological health as well. Environmental psychologist Rachel Kaplan (1983) 
has written, “Nature matters to people. Big trees and small trees, glistening water, chirping birds, 
budding bushes, colorful flowers—these are important ingredients in a good life.” Howard Frumkin 
(2001) agrees, adding: “But perhaps these are more than aesthetic preferences. Perhaps humans find 
tranquility in certain natural environments—a soothing, restorative, and even a healing sense. If  so, 
contact with nature might be an important component of  well-being.” (p. 234) 
Mirroring the ecological importance of  biodiversity, Miller (2005) adds that the loss of  bio-
diversity, especially in urban areas, leads to the “extinction of  experience,” as yet another factor that 
contributes to the estrangement of  people from nature. 
There may also be certain innate ethical sensibilities that could be explored by contact with 
nature, particularly in parks that we have access to every day. Important theoretical foundations were 
laid in 1984 by Harvard biologist Edward O. Wilson (1984) when he hypothesized the existence of  
“biophilia,” the innately emotional affiliation of  human beings to other living organisms. The idea 
of  biophilia suggests that humans have a “deep biological need for affiliating with life and nature” 
(Kellert, 1995, p. 26), the result of  centuries of  co-evolution and symbiotic interaction with nature 
and other life. As Stephen Kellert (1995) notes in his book The Value of  Life, tapping into this need 
may take some work:
“Unlike the “hardwired” instincts of  breathing or feeding, which occur almost automatically, 
the biophilic values must be cultivated to achieve their full expression. They depend on repeated 
exposure and social reinforcement before emerging as meaningful dimensions of  human emotional 
and intellectual life. Once learned and supported, however, they become key elements of  human 
personality and culture.” (p. 26) 
I can think of  no better place to cultivate our own biophilic requirements than by visiting a 
nearby park in St. Louis.
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The Global Environment at the Local Level
A century of  industrial output has dramatically changed the region’s environment. St. Louis 
reflects the consequences of  its industrial legacy in many ways including site pollution, air quality, 
and even climate change.
John Posey examines the data on climate change in St. Louis. First, there is a deep analysis 
of  the problem. Greenhouse gas emissions are measurable in St. Louis and their effects must be 
addressed. Second, there are ways to mitigate the changing environment. Stormwater management 
and wetland restoration are only two ideas explored.
The region need not be fatalistic about its future. There are strong coalitions and substantial 
projects at work regionally, and Posey gives cause for optimism about the region’s future.
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St. Louis in the Anthropocene: Responding  
to Global Environmental Change
John Posey, Ph.D.
Introduction
St. Louis is getting warmer and wetter. Recent decades have seen increases in average tem-
peratures, and in extreme heat days. Average annual precipitation in the region is also increasing, as 
is the frequency of  intense precipitation events. These trends present challenges to urban systems, 
including transportation, stormwater and public health. The changing local climate occurs in a 
broader context of  global environmental change. The combination of  climate change and destruc-
tion of  habitat is causing a loss of  biodiversity that may be unprecedented in human history.
The goal of  this essay is twofold. First, it describes how climate change is affecting the 
St. Louis region, as well as projections for the future. Second, it discusses ways in which organiza-
tions in the St. Louis region are responding to challenges associated with global environmental 
change. 
These efforts may be classified in three broad categories, although boundaries blur. Some, 
like the city of  Creve Coeur, are actively working to reduce emissions that lead to climate change, an 
approach known as greenhouse gas mitigation. Others are engaged in reducing vulnerability to climate 
impacts. Although these efforts are generally not pursued with the explicit goal of  reducing vulner-
ability to climate change, they still represent effective ways to make the region more resilient. This 
approach is known as adaptation. An example is the ambitious rainscaping project currently being 
pursued by the Metropolitan St.Louis Sewer District (MSD). A final approach is the conservation and 
restoration of  habitats in the region. An example of  a group pursuing this approach is the River des 
Peres Watershed Coalition.
Global environmental change is one of  the defining features of  the historical era in which 
we live. 
Many St. Louis organizations are attempting to rise to the challenge, in a variety of  ways. 
Although St. Louis residents may have little control over global greenhouse gas concentrations, 
many individuals and organizations are trying to do their part to protect the environment, and to 
cope with local consequences of  global change.
Welcome to the Anthropocene
Stratigraphers, scientists who study layers in the earth’s crust, are not normally known for 
shocking announcements. But in 2008, the Stratigraphy Commission of  the Geological Society of  
London issued an opinion with startling implications: the Holocene epoch, which began at the end 
of  the last ice age, has ended. A new geological epoch, the Anthropocene, has begun. 
In dry scientific language, the commission laid out its finding that human-caused changes in 
sediment, biota, and geochemistry are sufficiently significant and well-established to warrant a new 
epoch in the geological time scale. Regarding changes in plant and animal species, the commission 
found: 
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The combination of  extinctions, global species migrations and the widespread replacement 
of  natural vegetation with agricultural monocultures is producing a distinctive contemporary 
biostratigraphic signal. These effects are permanent, as future evolution will take place from 
surviving (and frequently anthropogenically relocated) stocks.1
One of  the most significant drivers of  environmental change is greenhouse gas emissions. 
In preindustrial times, the concentration of  atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) was 280 parts per 
million. In 2013, the concentration passed 400 parts per million.2 It has been well understood for 
over a century that greenhouse gases make life on earth possible by trapping infrared radiation. 
In the 1890s, Svante Arrhenius, the first Swede to win the Nobel Prize in physics, calculated that 
a doubling of  CO2 in the atmosphere would result in a temperature increase of  several degrees, 
a hypothesis that has been supported by recent experience.3 In addition to changing average 
temperatures and shifting precipitation patterns, greenhouse gases also alter the carbon cycle, 
resulting in ocean acidification and other ecological stresses. The recently released National Climate 
Assessment found that “never before have such rapid, global-scale changes occurred during the 
history of  human civilization.”4
Land use change also creates stress on human systems and ecosystems. This includes the 
clearing of  native forest and grassland resulting in habitat destruction and fragmentation, as well 
as the destruction of  wetlands and floodplains through development and channelization. Land use 
change interacts with climate change. For example, the combination of  land use and climate change 
has led to changes in flooding frequency and severity, as well as to habitat loss.5 
Local and Global Environmental Change
Trends
Since 1980, average annual temperature has been increasing by more than a twentieth of  a 
degree (F) per year. Table 1 shows average temperatures by decade. Before 1990, only one decade, 
the dustbowl era 1930s, experienced a decade with average temperatures in excess of  57◦ F. Both the 
1990s and the first decade of  the twenty-first century surpassed this threshold, and thus far, average 
temperatures in the current decade are even warmer.6
Figure 1 provides another view of  trends in annual average temperatures. Over the last 120 
years, there have been warm decades and cool decades. The 1930s was an unusually warm period, 
and the decade from the mid-1960s through the mid-1970s was unusually cool. For the entire period 
of  1893–2013, the trend line is flat. Since 1980, however, there has been a significant upward trend. 
The number of  years exceeding the long term average has been twice as common in the last 30 years 
as in the previous 91. The last 30 years are warmer than previous decades even if  we compare the 
last three decades with the period 1893–1960 to exclude the cooler period of  the 1960s and 1970s. 
There have also been fewer cool years in recent decades, with only one year since 1980 showing an 
average temperature less than 55◦. In the period of  1893–1980, and even in the 1893–1960 periods, 
cooler temperatures were more common. 
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Days Per Year 
with Precipita-
tion over 1 Inch
1893–1899 56.83 0.95  9.57
1900–1909 56.32 0.91  9.00
1910–1919 56.47 0.98  9.80
1920–1929 56.78 0.98  9.00
1930–1939 57.85 0.88  7.50
1940–1949 56.94 1.02 10.60
1950–1959 56.49 0.83  6.90
1960–1969 54.79 0.88  8.00
1970–1979 55.01 0.90  6.80
1980–1989 56.38 1.04 11.80
1990–1999 57.31 1.01  8.80
2000–2009 57.33 1.04 12.00
2010–2013 58.65 1.02 10.00
Source: National Climatic Data Center
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In addition, St. Louis is experiencing an upward trend in the number of  days per year with 
temperatures exceeding 95◦. From 1893 to 1980, the average number of  these extreme heat days per 
year was 13.56. Since 1980, the average has increased to 16.1. 
St. Louis also appears to be getting wetter. From 1893 to 1980, the average amount of  rain-
fall per year was 0.92 meters. Since 1980, the average has been 1.03 meters. In each of  the last three 
decades, average precipitation has exceeded a meter per year, with the current decade on track to do 
the same. Only one of  the previous eight decades met this threshold. Recent years have also seen an 
increase in heavy precipitation events. From 1893 to 1980, there were an average of  8.5 days per year 
with an inch or more of  precipitation. Since 1980, the average has been 10.8 of  these events each 
year.7 
Some caution is warranted when analyzing trends for very small areas, such as a metropolitan 
area.8 It should be noted, however, that the conclusions advanced above are consistent with studies 
of  precipitation and temperature trends in the broader Midwest.9
Projections
Global Climate Models (GCMs) are used to analyze effects of  changes in atmospheric com-
position. These models use known relationships from the fields of  earth systems physics and geo-
chemistry to simulate changes in global temperatures and precipitation given different assumptions 
about future greenhouse gas concentrations. The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) 
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory coordinates research conducted by different climate 
modeling teams around the world by collecting and publishing standardized simulation outputs. Cur-
rently there are more than twenty modeling teams participating in CMIP.10
Although there is considerable uncertainty about future conditions, there is widespread 
agreement among the models that continued greenhouse gas emissions will result in higher global 
temperatures. Even under a scenario with aggressive reductions in emissions—reducing emissions 
70% by 2050, with net negative emissions by 2100—global temperatures would still be expected to 
rise more than 3◦ by the end of  the century. Under a scenario more in line with current emissions 
trends, global temperatures are projected to rise by more than 8◦.11 
GCMs yield useful information about potential global changes, such as glacial melt and sea 
level rise. However, the spatial resolution of  GCMs is very course. To model potential changes in 
local or regional climate, some kind of  downscaling of  GCM outputs is necessary. There are two 
broad approaches to downscaling:12 Statistical downscaling relies on observed relationships between 
local and global climate to simulate local weather conditions for future time periods. Dynamical down-
scaling uses regional climate models (RCM) that incorporate landforms, water masses, and topogra-
phy that can affect circulation patterns. Data sets of  downscaled projections typically use outputs 
from multiple GCMs (as well as multiple RCMs, in the case of  dynamical downscaling) in order to 
allow an assessment of  the robustness of  results. 
Two emissions scenarios are common among recent discussions of  downscaled climate pro-
jections in the Midwest. These are the A2 scenario, which assumes a rise in greenhouse gas concen-
trations to a level of  about 870 parts per million by the year 2100 (sometimes called the “business as 
usual” scenario), and the B1 scenario, which assumes concentrations of  about 600 parts per million 
by the end of  the century. The following discussion describes projected changes in the climate for 
the 2040–2070 time period, relative to the 1970–2000 time period.
There is broad agreement among models that continued increases in atmospheric green-
house gas concentrations would lead to higher temperatures in St. Louis. A recent comparison of  
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downscaled projections found unanimous agreement among models and downscaling methods that 
temperatures would be projected to rise more than 2◦ under the A2 scenario.13 Seventeen of  the 
18 outputs projected temperatures rising more that 3◦, with most in the 4◦ to 5◦ range. Under the 
B1 scenario, temperature increases were somewhat lower, although 9 out of  10 statistically down-
scaled results projected increases greater than 3◦.14 Projected increases in summer temperatures were 
greater with each of  the 8 dynamically downscaled results and 8 of  the 10 statistically downscaled 
outputs, projecting increases greater than 3.5◦ under the A2 scenario. 
There is also broad agreement among downscaled projections that rising global greenhouse 
gas concentrations would be associated with increases in average annual precipitation in the St. Louis 
region. Under the A2 scenario, 6 out of  8 dynamically downscaled results and 9 out of  10 statisti-
cally downscaled results projected an increase in precipitation under the A2 scenario. For the B1 
scenario, 8 out of  10 models projected increased precipitation. In addition, all but two of  the 18 
downscaled outputs projected increases in days with more than an inch of  precipitation under the 
A2 scenario. Statistically downscaled results for the B1 scenario projected changes in the same direc-
tion as the A2 scenario, albeit lower in magnitude.
Impacts
Several different types of  climate impacts on urban systems and populations have been iden-
tified. Hotter temperatures, especially in summer, can have several types of  health impacts.15 First, 
hotter summer temperatures are associated with heat-related illness. Second, warmer temperatures 
can change the geographic distribution of  infectious diseases. Third, hotter summers reduce air qual-
ity, with potential impacts on individuals with respiratory conditions such as asthma. 
Changes in temperature and precipitation also affect agriculture.16 While some plants benefit 
from longer growing seasons, as well as from additional CO2 in the atmosphere, the benefits are 
offset by heat stress and changing precipitation patterns. The 2014 National Climate Assessment 
concludes that, on balance, the impacts on agriculture are negative.
Warmer temperatures also affect energy use, requiring less heat in the winters, and more air 
conditioning in summers.17 Warmer temperatures can also impact the transportation system by caus-
ing material stress on pavement and bridge expansion joints.18
In the St. Louis region, some of  the most readily observed impacts are associated with 
stormwater management. Increases in winter and spring precipitation suggest a rising risk of  riverine 
flooding, which heightens the urgency of  repairing the region’s urban levees.19,20 An increase in days 
with more than an inch of  precipitation suggests a rising risk of  flash floods.21
There has been a clear increase in flooding on the Mississippi River at St. Louis.22 In the 
thirty years between 1984 and 2013, flood stage was exceeded 54 times. In the previous thirty years, 
1954–1983, there were only 23 recorded crests above flood stage. From 1924–1953, there were 
24 crests that exceeded flood stage. It should be noted that much of  the increase in riverine flood 
frequency is attributable to land use change rather than climate change.23 Levee systems built over 
the last century have destroyed about half  of  the Mississippi River’s floodplain, constricting the river 
flow and leading to higher river stages. However, research indicates that both climate change and 
land use change are responsible for a significant fraction of  change in streamflow on the Mississippi 
River.24
Trends in flash flooding are not as well documented. There is no entity that systematically 
collects information on homes or cars that are damaged in flash flooding. Available news reports, 
however, indicate that flash flooding leads to significant damage. From April 2013 to April 2014, 
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there were at least four storms leading to flash flooding in the St. Louis metropolitan area. These 
storms forced evacuations or damaged cars in Jefferson County, West Alton, University City, the city 
of  St. Louis, East St. Louis, and eastern St. Clair County.25,26,27,28,29
Other evidence comes from the Missouri Department of  Transportation’s (MODOT) 
Twitter feed.30 MODOT’s Intelligent Transportation System monitors conditions throughout the 
region using cameras and monitors linked to a traffic management system via fiber optics. The Traf-
fic Management Center sends Twitter alerts when roadways are closed due to flooding. According 
to the MODOT Twitter feed, there were 18 road closures due to flooding between April 2013 and 
April 2014. This count may underestimate the actual number of  streets affected, as MODOT does 
not monitor local streets in subdivisions. While there is no available data on long-term trends in road 
closings, MODOT data indicates that flash floods disrupt transportation networks on a regular basis.
MSD data on sewer overflows also provide a means to estimate the magnitude of  problems 
caused by flash flooding. In 2013 there were 15 days on which precipitation, as measured at Lambert 
International Airport, exceeded an inch. Each of  these days was associated with multiple sewer over-
flows. Together, these 15 rain events coincided with more than 750 separate overflows of  combined 
sewer systems.31,32 Combined sewer overflows are a major water pollution concern. It is not known 
how many of  these storms created a buildup of  water on streets or damage to the built environ-
ment. 
In other parts of  the country, the most pressing challenges associated with climate change 
include, depending on the location, sea level rise, wildfire, or agricultural impacts. For an urban 
region in the middle of  a continent, stormwater management issues are among the most frequent 
climate-related challenges. As precipitation in general, and extreme precipitation events in particu-
lar, are projected to increase in coming decades, stormwater management issues can reasonably be 
expected to assume greater urgency.
Climate change in St. Louis takes place in the context of  global environmental change. 
Since the dramatic increase in speciation known as the Cambrian Explosion, there have been 
five major extinction events, the most recent of  which was the asteroid-induced mass extinction that 
killed the dinosaurs sixty-five million years ago. Recently observed extinctions have led prominent 
scientists to ask whether the earth is now experiencing a “sixth extinction.”33,34 It should be noted 
that it is very difficult to estimate both the current number of  species, as well as extinction rates.35 It 
is also the case that a focus on extinctions can lead to understating a serious loss of  biodiversity; a 
remnant of  a few hundred individual members of  a species can survive for long periods, even after 
becoming locally extinct in numerous ecosystems. For these reasons, it is not clear that “sixth extinc-
tion” rhetoric is the most useful way to characterize the ongoing loss of  global biodiversity. 
Still, there is evidence across a broad range of  indicators that significant degradations of  
biodiversity are occurring.36 Indicators include extinction risk, habitat loss, invasive species, overex-
ploitation, and climate change impacts. A critical question is how many species can be preserved in 
the face of  ongoing pressures on biodiversity.
Responding to environmental change
Mitigation
At least seventeen local governments in the region have signed the Mayors’ Agreement on 
Climate Protection.37 This agreement, drafted by the U.S. Conference of  Mayors, includes a pledge 
to advocate for federal and state action to limit greenhouse gas emissions, as well as commitments 
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to conduct a greenhouse gas inventory detailing sources of  emissions, and to develop a munici-
pal climate action plan. The agreement also commits signers to seeking ways to reduce energy use 
in municipal buildings and fleets, to promote alternative modes of  transportation, and to support 
urban forestry.
The city of  Creve Coeur has been a regional leader in the effort to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. Creve Coeur adopted a climate protection plan in 2010.38 The plan included a green-
house gas inventory, as well as a commitment to reduce community-wide emissions by 20% by 2015. 
Among the action items in the plan are public education and awareness campaigns, and directives to 
seek energy conservation opportunities in municipal facilities. Since adopting the plan, the city has 
taken several steps.39 These include installing decorative LED lighting on Olive Boulevard, which 
reduced electricity use by 70%; installing a new energy efficient boiler and water heater in the gov-
ernment center; and installing energy efficient lighting fixtures at municipal facilities. In addition, 
installation of  radiant heating at public works facilities reduced winter gas bills by 75%.
Nongovernmental actors also promote conservation and the use of  alternative energy. 
Ameren, the region’s leading electrical utility, offers programs to encourage the use of  more energy 
efficient appliances. Ameren has also expanded its use of  renewable energy, including construction 
of  a 5.7 megawatt solar energy center with 19,000 panels, expected to begin electrical production by 
the end of  2014.40 Utilities in Missouri have an incentive to increase use of  alternative fuels thanks 
to Proposition C, enacted by voters in 2008, which mandates that 15% of  electricity come from 
renewables by the year 2021. In addition, the Missouri Gateway chapter of  the U.S. Green Business 
Council promotes the use of  Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards in 
new construction. 
On June 18, 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released a proposed 
rule that would require states to reduce the carbon intensity of  electrical power plants.41 In Missouri, 
the proposed rule would reduce carbon intensity by 21%; for Illinois, the reduction amounts to 33%. 
At this writing, the rule has not been promulgated, and is still subject to change. States would be 
allowed to determine what methods to use in achieving the new standard. If, as expected, the new 
rule goes into effect, mitigation activities in the region may be expected to expand dramatically.
Adaptation
Greenhouse gas emissions are a global problem. While citizens of  every region have a role to 
play in reducing emissions, mitigation efforts in the St. Louis region will not, by themselves, dramati-
cally change global atmospheric greenhouse gas levels. However, through its choice of  adaptation 
measures, regional actors have a significant level of  control over the level of  vulnerability to climate 
change impacts. 
Considerable uncertainty exists about future climatic conditions. The uncertainty results both 
from the impossibility of  predicting future emissions, and from the impossibility of  perfectly captur-
ing future conditions using models. While there can be a fairly high level of  confidence regarding the 
direction of  change, particularly with respect to global temperatures, the magnitude of  the change is 
less clear. 
There is a temptation to use a “predict and plan” method of  adjusting to future climatic 
conditions. This approach would create a best estimate of  future conditions, and plan for that con-
tingency. Given the level of  uncertainty, however, the most rational choice may be one that performs 
adequately across a range of  possible scenarios. The phrase “no regrets option” refers to activities 
that yield net benefits even in the most minimal climate change scenario. One approach to climate 
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adaptation is to look for options that are justified by current levels of  climate vulnerability, and that 
would pay greater benefits as the climate continues to change.42
Many organizations in the St. Louis region are taking steps to make the region less vulner-
able to challenges associated with climate change, particularly the increased frequency of  heavy pre-
cipitation events. These activities are undertaken in response to current conditions, not in anticipa-
tion of  future conditions. Such measures still constitute effective climate adaptation. Activities such 
as rainscaping make the region more resilient to current challenges, and can be expected to become 
even more important as the climate changes. Activities of  four organizations are discussed below: 
the Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District (MSD), Heartlands Conservancy, Forest ReLeaf, and the 
city of  St. Louis.
MSD is currently implementing a plan known as Project Clear. The plan was developed 
under a court order to eliminate overflows in sewers that carry both stormwater and raw sewage. As 
part of  the implementation plan, MSD is undertaking a comprehensive redesign of  the stormwater 
management system serving the city of  St. Louis and most of  St. Louis County. In total, the cost is 
expected to be $4.7 billion over twenty-three years.43
While much of  Project Clear addresses structural infrastructure issues, a significant amount 
is also being devoted to measures aimed at reducing the quantity of  stormwater entering streams 
and sewers. MSD is currently investing $100 million in rainscaping in an area that covers most of  the 
city of  St. Louis, plus a few adjacent suburbs. The project uses vacant or abandoned land to create 
attractive public spaces that also help avoid excessive runoff  by capturing stormwater in the ground 
close to where it falls.
A rain garden is a depressed area that is designed to absorb rainwater runoff. The MSD 
rainscaping effort is creating rain gardens with amended soils and native plants to maximize runoff  
absorption. The rain gardens range in size from a single lot to an entire block. After construction of  
each rain garden, MSD is committed to maintaining the property, as well as to testing and monitor-
ing. 
The rainscaping does not preclude future redevelopment of  the parcels used for raingardens. 
Development agreements are recorded with each parcel used specifying the area of  impervious 
surfaces allowed in future development. The agreements specify that the roof  drain not be con-
nected to the sewer, and requires MSD review and permitting. All future owners will be bound by 
these conditions. By using green roofs, porous pavements, and rain barrels, future development can 
comply with these conditions while preserving the parcel as a stormwater management asset for the 
community. 
Urban forestry plays an important role in enhancing the resilience of  communities. Street 
trees provide benefits in stormwater management and road maintenance. They also act as a carbon 
sink, and counteract the tendency of  urban areas to retain heat, a phenomenon known as the urban 
heat island effect. A study of  urban forestry benefits in Kansas City found that street trees retain 
600 million gallons of  stormwater each year, and can reduce the urban heat island effect by 10 to 15 
degrees. Trees shading asphalt save the city up to 60% of  road maintenance costs over thirty years. 
Trees also improve urban air quality.44
Forest ReLeaf  of  Missouri is an organization that has promoted urban forestry in the 
St. Louis region since 1993. Over the last twenty years, the organization has distributed more than 
120,000 trees at low or no cost.45 Through Project Communitree, Forest ReLeaf  distributes free 
trees and shrubs for planting on public spaces or properties owned by nonprofit organizations. Proj-
ect ReLeaf  distributes larger five- to twelve-foot foot trees at reduced cost. A third program, Priority 
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ReLeaf  distributes free trees to low-income communities in the city of  St. Louis and St. Louis 
County. For all programs, technical assistance is provided to ensure that trees are properly planted 
and cared for. Forest ReLeaf  has conducted urban tree canopy assessments for portions of  the city 
of  St. Louis and St. Louis County, and identified goals for expanding the area covered by the canopy. 
Street trees result in improved quality of  life and measurable infrastructure cost savings in the pres-
ent, and help to create communities that are more resilient in the face of  a changing climate.
The use of  permeable pavement also offers opportunities to reduce stormwater runoff. Dur-
ing a heavy rainstorm, runoff  from streets and parking lots can overwhelm sewer systems, carry pol-
lution into streams, and promote erosion. The Missouri Botanical Garden has built a parking lot that 
uses rain gardens, bioswales, and permeable pavement to maximize the amount of  stormwater that 
is retained in the ground during a heavy storm.46 The city of  St. Louis has also undertaken a pilot 
project to assess the effectiveness of  using permeable pavement in alleys.47
In the alley pilot project, three alleys were converted from impervious to permeable pave-
ment. A location off  of  Eads Avenue was converted from asphalt to permeable concrete. Locations 
off  of  Cardinal Avenue and Geyer Avenue were converted from brick to permeable asphalt and 
permeable pavers, respectively. Sewer flow monitoring was used to measure stormwater volumes 
before and after construction of  permeable pavements. The locations using permeable concrete and 
permeable pavers were found to reduce stormwater by more than a third. The Cardinal Avenue loca-
tion, which used permeable asphalt, reduced runoff  13% compared to the older brick pavers. 
The three examples cited here show illustrative programs in the areas of  rainscaping, urban 
forestry, and permeable pavement. Many other organizations and governments in the region are also 
promoting and implementing green infrastructure solutions, although the capacity of  local govern-
ments to adapt to changing conditions varies widely.48 In each case, present problems rather than 
future climatic conditions have inspired the action. But these actions will make the region more resil-
ient as the number of  intense storms increases. Perhaps the reality of  a changing climate will help to 
build support for these ongoing projects.
Conservation and Restoration
Responses to climate change are usually categorized as either adaptation or mitigation. But 
a third type of  response is also crucial. Given the ongoing extinction crisis and the continued loss 
of  habitat, the conservation and restoration of  ecosystems constitutes a vital response to global 
environmental change. While mitigation seeks to limit the damage caused by fossil fuels, and adapta-
tion aims to make individuals and communities less vulnerable to unavoidable changes, conservation 
and restoration seek to begin repairing some of  the damage done by anthropogenic environmental 
change. 
Actions taken in St. Louis cannot by themselves repair most of  the damage done glob-
ally. St. Louisans, for example, have little influence over oceanic pH levels, the destruction of  the 
Amazon, or the melting of  polar ice caps. Still, St. Louisans have a key role to play in protecting the 
habitat that survives in the region, and enhancing biodiversity in the region. 
Conservation and restoration overlap with adaptation and mitigation. A prairie restoration 
project, for example, will have benefits both as a carbon sink and as a stormwater management tool. 
What distinguishes conservation and restoration as an approach is that it seeks to repair, or heal, 
some of  the damage done to natural systems. Following is a brief  description of  a few efforts that 
have been underway in the St. Louis region in recent years.
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Riverlands Migratory Bird Sanctuary: One of  the most significant restoration projects in the 
region in recent years has been the Riverlands Migratory Bird Sanctuary, a partnership of  the Audu-
bon Society and the U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers. The sanctuary consists of  3,700 acres immedi-
ately adjacent to the Melvin Price Lock and Dam in West Alton, Missouri.49 It is considered one of  
the most important migratory flyways in North America, serving as a migration corridor for millions 
of  birds, including iconic species such as the trumpeter swan and the bald eagle. Included in the 
3,700 acres is a 1,200-acre wetland and prairie restoration project. In consultation with the Missouri 
Department of  Conservation, native grasses were planted in wet and semi-wet regimes. Prescribed 
burning is used to maintain the area. Another unique aspect of  the sanctuary is a floating habitat, 
which uses two pontoon dredge barges to act as an artificial sandbar habitat. 
Confluence Area: Ducks Unlimited is a national organization devoted to preserving habitat 
for migratory waterfowl. Working with several local partners, including the Great Rivers Habitat 
Alliance, Ducks Unlimited has named the confluence of  the Mississippi River and the Missouri 
River a conservation priority area. The confluence area drains water from half  of  the continental 
United States, and provides habitat for more than 250 bird species. Currently, Ducks Unlimited 
holds 26 easements on properties in the floodplain area, which collectively total over 8,000 acres.50 
These easements, either purchased from owners or donated by owners, limit future development 
on the properties, in order to preserve its ecological value. Ducks Unlimited and its partners have 
also secured nine separate grants under the North America Wetlands Conservation Act (NAWCA). 
These grants have allowed the restoration of  an additional 23,000 acres in the confluence area, most 
of  which are on public lands.
Metro East: Heartlands Conservancy has been a leader in protecting ecological resources in 
the Metro East portion of  the St. Louis region. The organization acts as a land trust, which either 
acquires land or owns easements that have been donated or purchased from land owners. The orga-
nization has played a role in protecting over 5,000 acres in southwestern Illinois.51 A recent success 
story is the preservation of  the Arlington Wetland in Pontoon Beach, Illinois. The 83-acre wetland 
wraps around an oxbow remnant of  the Mississippi River, and provides important wildlife habitat in 
addition to stormwater storage and recreational opportunities. Heartlands Conservancy also worked 
closely with a partner, the Clifftop Alliance, to protect the Mill Creek Natural Area in Randolph 
County. This 115-acre project boasts geology and biota that are unique to the region. 
LaBarque Creek: Located in northwest Jefferson County, the LaBarque Creek watershed 
holds one of  the most pristine aquatic systems in the St. Louis region.52 The 13-square-mile water-
shed supports over 40 species of  fish and contains rare terrestrial habitat, including sandstone 
glades.53 Friends of  LaBarque Creek is an organization of  local residents dedicated to preserving the 
unspoiled character of  the watershed. Working with numerous local partners, including the Open 
Space Council, the Nature Conservancy, and the Missouri Department of  Conservation, the orga-
nization promotes the acquisition of  land and easements. There are over 3,000 acres of  publicly 
owned land held by either the Missouri Department of  Conservation or the Missouri Department 
of  Natural Resources. 
River des Peres: If  LaBarque Creek is one of  the most pristine streams in the St. Louis region, 
the River des Peres is one of  the most degraded. The nine-mile river is a tributary of  the Missis-
sippi River, and flows through portions of  the city of  St. Louis and St. Louis County. In the 1930s, 
as part of  a Works Progress Administration (WPA) flood control project, the river was channelized, 
with much of  its upper section redirected underground into pipes. In addition to causing ecological 
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degradation, the straightening of  the river created faster streamflow, which contributes to erosion. 
MSD controls the banks of  the river. 
The River des Peres Watershed Coalition is a small organization dedicated to protecting and 
restoring the river.54 Working with several partners, including the Deer Creek Watershed Alliance, the 
Green Center in University City, and MSD, the organization sponsors educational events and clean-
ups, and recruits volunteers to attack invasive species and plant native grasses. The long-term goal is 
to restore the river to once again be a natural and cultural resource for the region.
MDC Stewardship Grants: The Missouri Department of  Conservation supports small-scale 
ecological restoration in the region and throughout the state through its Stewardship Grants pro-
gram.55 There are several recent examples of  projects supported by the program in the St. Louis 
region. A grant supported restoration in Calvary Cemetery, which contains the last remaining prai-
rie remnant in the metro area. Intensive restoration, including a prescribed burn in 2008, has been 
in process since 2007. The Bethany-Peace United Church of  Christ in Bellefontaine Neighbors 
received grant funds for chemical and seed for a half-acre prairie restoration project accomplished 
with church and community volunteers. MDC grants have also supported restoration in natural areas 
of  Forest Park in St. Louis. 
Conclusion
As noted earlier, there are far too many ongoing projects in the St. Louis region to catalog 
in a short essay. These efforts are, however, illustrative of  projects, both large and small, with which 
citizens of  the region are responding to the challenges of  global and local environmental change.
The scope of  the environmental challenges facing this generation can lead to two opposite 
fallacies. The first is fatalism, assuming that the challenges are too great for any individual to mean-
ingfully impact. The second fallacy is complacency, the assumption that other people are worrying 
the issue, and that we’ll muddle through somehow. Despite these attitudinal impediments to action, 
the examples cited in this essay show that there are a wide variety of  ways in which St. Louisans are 
engaging with the challenges associated with environmental change.
As described in this essay, St. Louisans are responding to environmental change in a multi-
tude of  ways. Some focus on reducing the greenhouse gas emissions that constitute one of  the fun-
damental drivers of  global environmental change. Some focus on addressing local manifestations of  
climate change in ways that reduce the vulnerability of  individuals and communities. Others focus 
on actively repairing the damage that has been done to ecosystems. 
St. Louisans have some control over how much environmental change affects society and 
ecosystems locally. Ultimately, though, the drivers of  environmental change will be determined by 
policy choices at the national and even international level. There are, however, reasons to persist in 
addressing environmental challenges at the local level, despite what George Monbiot calls “the great-
est failure of  collective leadership since the first world war.”56 Anyone who lived through the end of  
the Cold War or the peaceful revolution in South Africa must concede that social change can occur 
very rapidly, when conditions are ripe. It is possible that leaders and publics may suddenly be moved 
to act to address the wholesale alteration of  the atmosphere and its attendant effects on ecosystems 
and society. If  this optimistic view turns out to be correct, then any actions taken to preserve bio-
diversity and minimize human vulnerability will have been worthwhile. Even with a less optimistic 
view of  potential change, local actions can at least postpone the loss of  habitats and the most severe 
societal consequences of  planetary transformation, an objective that is also worthy.
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Understanding Sales Tax
Sales taxes are an increasingly common revenue stream in the metropolitan area. St. Louis 
County’s system for allocating part of  its local sales tax among county government and the ninety 
municipalities is complex and controversial.
On the one hand, this provides a reliable revenue stream to cities that do not have the capac-
ity or potential for large shopping districts. The shopping centers held by a few cities would not be 
as successful if  every small municipality opened competing venues.
On the other hand, point-of-sale cities put forth considerable effort to develop retail sites, 
and pooling the revenues deprives them of  reaping the full benefit of  their investment.
The matter likely will be decided in court or the state legislature one day. Jim Brasfield offers 
an important look at the sales tax pool, the winners and losers of  this arrangement, and the choices 
the region has in moving forward.
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Dividing Sales Tax: Conflict and Consensus
Jim Brasfield, Ph.D.
Introduction
You are wandering through Macy’s, and a jacket catches your fancy. The weekend special 
price is $100, which is within your budget. The purchase impulse draws you to the cash register. 
After the bar code scan, the figure on the screen shows $108.63. The extra $8.63 is the sales tax. 
Unlike VAT tax in Europe, this sales tax is not built into the price of  the item, but added at the point 
of  sale.
Even at $108, the jacket is a fine buy. But what happens to the $8.63? About half  of  it goes 
to the general revenue fund or special funds of  the state of  Missouri, and the rest is divided among 
various local governmental entities. The money flows through a maze of  pathways to arrive at the 
designated jurisdictions. This chapter examines the political disputes and policy machinations that 
have culminated in the current distribution system within St. Louis County. The primary focus will 
be on a specific one-and-a-quarter-cent piece of  the $8.63. This .0125 cents will ultimately be shared 
by the local government in which the store is located, as well as St. Louis County government and 
more than fifty other municipalities in the county. 
How much does this one and a quarter cent matter to the local community? The average citi-
zen does not think much about it. But the mayors and city managers earnestly care about this flow 
of  money because it represents the largest segment of  tax revenues to pay for public safety officers, 
street workers, and city parks maintenance. 
State laws determine the flow of  the money and the share received by various local govern-
ments. They have been the subject of  debate and political controversy for over forty years. Many 
political scientists argue that policy is path dependent. Once a policy has been established, it shapes 
future policy decisions and renders radical change less likely. This pattern seems evident in the evolu-
tion of  sales tax distribution policy. 
We will examine the history of  the disputes surrounding the distribution of  sales tax, and 
trace the policy path that has taken us to the current system. The chapter concludes with possible 
policy changes for the rest of  the decade and beyond. This effort will be both descriptive and ana-
lytic. Neither the current system, nor a modification, will be characterized as good or bad. 
Some economists criticize the sales tax as regressive, because those with lower incomes 
spend more of  their available money on necessities that are often subject to a sales tax. However, 
voters in St. Louis County have tended to support the sales tax as a means of  raising revenue for 
local government. Thus, we ignore the regressive question, and assume local sales tax will continue 
to be a critical source of  revenue for municipalities. 
History—The Sales Tax Wars
The state sales tax was a Depression-era financial innovation adopted by state governments 
desperate for revenue beginning with Mississippi. Missouri was one of  twenty-six states that enacted 
a sales tax during the 1930s. In the 1960s and 1970s many states expanded the sales tax to include an 
optional local sales tax. The Missouri legislature joined this trend in 1969 by allowing municipalities to 
adopt a one-cent local option sales tax. Over thirty states have authorized this form of  local revenue. 
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Many municipalities in St. Louis County, especially those with commercial areas, quickly 
adopted the tax. In the early 1970s, as now, some municipalities generated much larger sales tax rev-
enue than others. Cities with regional shopping centers or other significant retail businesses collected 
more sales tax per capita than those with less retail. Municipal officials in cities with lower per capita 
sales tax revenue concluded the system was unfair, and sought legislative remedies. High sales tax 
cities responded by arguing that service costs associated with retail sales justified the higher revenue 
stream. Forty years later the basic equity argument has never been resolved.
As early as 1973, legislation was introduced in the state legislature to replace the municipal 
sales tax in St. Louis County with a countywide sales tax distributed on the basis of  population among 
the municipalities and county government, but this was strongly opposed by many cities. The follow-
ing brief  history of  the continuing dispute over sales tax distribution will be divided into three eras: 
1977–1982, 1983–1993, and 1994–present. 
The Grand Compromise—1977–1982
In 1977 the Missouri legislature passed legislation based on a compromise that provided for 
a countywide one-cent sales tax to replace the local option tax in St. Louis County. Voters approved 
the countywide tax in a referendum that year. However, the legislation allowed municipalities that 
had previously enacted the local option tax to either retain all the tax collected within their boundar-
ies, or to become part of  the sales tax pool along with unincorporated St. Louis County. Sales tax 
collected in the pool area was divided on a per capita basis. Subsequently, about one third of  the 
municipalities opted to be point-of-sale (or A) cities, and the remaining two thirds were in the Pool 
(B) cities along with the unincorporated county. Generally speaking, the largest and the smallest cit-
ies were in the pool. Medium-sized cities with significant retail centers had the greatest incentive to 
remain point of  sale. The law allowed cities to re-examine their choice after each census, but if  an 
A city opted to join the pool, it could never again return to point-of-sale status. Over the past forty 
years only a few cities have switched when the opportunity was available. 
The compromise provided a revenue infusion for both low per capita sales tax cities and 
St. Louis County government. Many pool cities still believed the arrangement was unfair, but the 
issue did not return to the political agenda until 1983. 
Annexation and Incorporation—1983–1993
The Missouri Supreme Court’s Graeler decision of  the early 1960’s effectively froze munici-
pal boundaries in St Louis County by allowing county government to exercise a veto over any 
annexation or incorporation proposal. In the 1970s most of  the rapidly growing neighborhoods 
of  the country were in the unincorporated areas. This led to a growth in the pool revenue, which 
benefited B cities and the county. When the city of  Town and Country attempted to annex adjoin-
ing land, the county sought to block the effort based on the Graeler decision. In its 1983 Town and 
Country decision, the Missouri Supreme Court reversed Graeler, and allowed the city of  Town and 
Country to proceed with the annexation. Local officials interpreted this decision as opening the door 
for additional annexations and incorporations. 
Mayors of  cities on the boundary of  an unincorporated area began to study maps with 
special attention to nearby shopping centers. A municipality could significantly increase its revenue 
by annexing a neighboring incorporated area with a retail center. A land rush appeared imminent 
as rival cities eyed major retail centers. However, the county and pool cites saw this as a zero-sum 
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game. Any annexations or incorporations that included major shopping areas would sharply decrease 
pool revenue.
After a period of  short, but heated, debate between the A cities and the B cities/county gov-
ernment, a compromise was reached that froze the pool area. Even if  a point-of-sale city expanded 
its boundaries by annexation, the newly annexed area would remain in the pool. Also, any newly 
incorporated city would remain in the pool. This compromise was enacted into law by the state legis-
lature in 1983.
The county government still perceived a threat to its revenue flow and service provision 
system as a result of  the Town and Country decision, and proposed a board of  freeholders be formed 
to reorganize local government in St. Louis County. The Missouri Constitution allowed for the 
establishment of  a city-county board of  freeholders to consider various forms of  municipal reorga-
nization. County Executive Gene McNary and St. Louis mayor Vince Schoemehl created a Board of  
freeholders in 1987. They proposed incorporation of  the entire county with municipal consolidation 
to reduce the number of  cities to less than forty, and leave no part of  the county unincorporated. 
Under the freeholder plan 75 percent of  the one-cent sales tax would be distributed among 
municipalities on a per capita basis. The plan was never brought to a vote. There was a legal chal-
lenge, and the U.S. Supreme Court found the process unconstitutional because non–property own-
ers were excluded by definition from freeholder board membership. The freeholder plan was not 
revived, and in 1991 a new county executive, Buzz Westfall, was elected. 
In the decade after the 1983 legislation froze the pool, the anticipated wave of  annexations/
incorporations did not occur. Annexations were limited and the incentive to annex commercial areas 
without a residential component was weak. However, there were two significant incorporations in 
West County—Maryland Heights and Chesterfield. 
By the late 1980s there was growing dissatisfaction among pool cities with their share of  the 
total one-cent sales tax. There were extensive discussions and various study groups examining sales 
tax distribution. The last study group produced a 1988 Municipal League–backed attempt to pass an 
additional countywide quarter-cent sales tax that would have mostly been distributed to the sales tax 
pool and low per capita point-of-sale cities. It failed at the ballot box. 
The 1990 census represented ominous fiscal news for many pool cities. Older cities almost 
universally suffered population declines, thus causing a revenue loss from the pool. The county as a 
whole grew only slightly in the 1980s, but inner suburbs tended to lose population and outer suburbs 
gained. The unincorporated county, as a pool participant, gained at the expense of  older suburban 
municipalities. 
Post Reform—1994 to present
In 1991 newly elected county executive Buzz Westfall had no interest in pursuing a munici-
pal consolidation agenda, but he did seek to restart the sales tax distribution discussion. The County 
Planning Department in late 1992 produced a plan that would:
• Freeze the per capita receipts for point-of-sale cities at two times the countywide average 
for the base year.
• Distribute the surplus above two times the county average to the pool.
• Phase in the plan over three years.
• Allow municipalities to enact up to a quarter-cent sales tax to help offset the loss.
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• The use tax, which was about to be distributed to local governments, would go to the pool 
(2/3) and to county government (1/3), with the county arguing this would help offset 
other revenue losses due to annexation.
Eventually this freeze would have resulted in most point-of-sale cities having per capita sales 
tax receipts no larger than those received by pool cities. Many would eventually be advantaged by 
going into the pool subsequent to either the 2000 or 2010 census. Again, after each census an A city 
has the option of  becoming a B city, but can never opt to return to point-of-sale status once they 
have switched. 
The Westfall plan was strongly supported by B cities, and introduced in the state legislature. 
It sparked an intense debate within the local government community. Point-of-sale cities organized 
to oppose the plan, and offered an alternative that featured:
• All cities and the unincorporated area to become point of  sale.
• Cities above the countywide average contribute a percentage of  the one-cent tax revenues 
to a shared fund based on a sliding scale.
• Cities authorized to pass a quarter-cent optional sales tax with a percentage of  this con-
tributed to a municipal fund that brings all cities up to a per capita minimum that was 
close to the projected per capita average for cities under the Westfall plan. 
• Use tax revenue goes 2/3 to the fund and 1/3 to county.
• County unincorporated will be considered point of  sale and county will keep all of  the 
one cent raised—county not eligible to seek quarter-cent tax.
As the legislature began consideration of  the Westfall plan, an intense negotiation with A cit-
ies ensued. This culminated in a compromise plan, which was ultimately adopted by the legislature in 
1993. The main features of  the compromise plan were:1
• Point-of-sale cities above the countywide average to share one-cent sales tax on the basis 
of  a progressive sliding scale with three-year phase beginning in 1994 (1993 base year); 
sharing would range from 7.5% to 25% for most cities.
• In 2000 there is a minimum level of  sharing of  7.5% for cities over the countywide aver-
age and 12.5% for cities over 1.25 times the county average.
• All areas of  St. Louis County to retain current pool or point of  sale status.
• All point-of-sale cities above countywide average participate in redistribution.
• Optional quarter-cent sales tax available to all cities with different sliding scale sharing.
• Use tax distributed one-third to county and two-thirds to all cities with sales tax receipts 
below the countywide average (this is mostly pool cities).
• County retains a portion of  sales tax lost due to future annexation and incorporation.
Point-of-sale and pool cities, as well as the county, supported the compromise legislation. 
Sharing was phased over the three years. Many cities began to enact the quarter-cent sales tax, espe-
cially point-of-sale cities. They concluded this would replace the revenue lost under the sharing plan. 
The table below illustrates the 2013 distribution of  the one-cent sales tax. 
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A cities 281,728 28% $76,893,009 49% $58,404,945 38%  76%




 61,561  6% $9,465,566  6% $7,835,971  5%  83%
County 321,001 32% $31,370,368 20% $43,640,990 29% 139%
Total 998,954 $157,603,432 $152,480,586
Point-of-sale cities generated nearly half  the total sales tax, and the B areas (those areas 
annexed by A cities since 1983) accounted for another 6%. The unincorporated county and B cities 
generated 45% of  the tax. Since the unincorporated county, B areas, and B cities all constitute the pool, 
a total of  51% is generated in pool territory. After TIF reduction and the sharing applications, A cities 
retained 38% of  total tax received, and the county and B cities received 29% and 28%, respectively. 
The final column shows the tax ultimately received as a percent of  tax generated. A cities 
received 75% of  the tax they generated, B cities 107%, and the county 139%. However, since there 
are large geographic differences in the tax generated, these aggregate totals do not reflect the reasons 
for the dissatisfaction with the status quo among some cities.
Some retail construction has used tax increment financing (TIF). The $6.2 million in TIF 
withdrawals in 2013 were made before the application of  the sharing formula. These represented 
twenty-seven jurisdictions, but only four exceeded $300,000, and these accounted for 65% of  all TIF 
withdrawals. Major TIF projects seem less likely in the future, and this will probably be a declining 
element in the sales tax distribution. 
Table 2. Top Nine Sales Tax Generators—2013
Municipality Type 2010 Pop Gross Amount % of  Total
ST. LOUIS COUNTY (unincorporated) B 321,001 31,370,368 19.9%
CHESTERFIELD  B 47,484 12,521,117 7.9%
MARYLAND HEIGHTS B 27,472 7,611,654 4.8%
FLORISSANT  B 52,158 6,327,657 4.0%
BRIDGETON  A 11,516 5,852,053 3.7%
BRENTWOOD  A 8,055 5,725,742 3.6%
DES PERES  A 7,853 5,301,719 3.4%
FENTON  A 3,626 4,853,061 3.1%
RICHMOND HEIGHTS A 8,603 4,785,523 3.0%
TOTALS 500, 515 88,201,220 56%
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Table 2 illustrates that 56% of  all sales tax is generated in nine jurisdictions. If  we exclude 
the county unincorporated areas, the eight top generating cities represent 17% of  the population 
and account for a third of  the sales tax. Three of  them are B cities, but Chesterfield and Maryland 
Heights are prohibited from switching under the 1983 law. 
The 1993 reform compromise also opened the way for additional legislatively authorized 
optional sales taxes. The long dispute over distribution of  the one cent had made it difficult to con-
sider other local option sales taxes for St. Louis County. A half-cent capital improvement sales tax 
(with sharing in St. Louis County) was enacted in 1995. Another half  cent for parks and stormwater 
was also authorized by the state legislature without a sharing provision. 
The sales tax battles of  the past forty years can be described as a “multi-person game” with 
three major sets of  participants in the conflict/negotiations that have characterized the various 
stages of  the debate. The major players are A cities (especially high-generation As), B cities, and the 
county government. Within the A city coalition there are some whose tax generation places them 
only slightly above the pool average. They have not been as vehement in their defense of  the point-
of-sale principle as high per capita cities, but have rarely broken ranks. 
Some B cities generate a relatively high amount of  sales tax, but because of  their large popu-
lation have a point-of-sale per capita yield smaller than the pool average distribution. Other B cities 
are small, landlocked, and have little opportunity to generate significant additional sales. The newest 
type of  B city is the A city wannabes. These cities, if  given a choice, would probably select A city 
status, but cannot because of  the 1983 legislation that froze the pool. They are not firm members of  
the B city coalition.
The county unincorporated area is the top sales tax generator, but also has the largest popu-
lation. As a pool participant, the county has been an active member of  the pool coalition. Under 
current law the county has no option to become point of  sale, and receives a larger pool distribu-
tion than it generates. The county also has a more diverse flow of  revenue than most municipalities. 
Since county officials have both A and B city residents as constituents, they have not usually sought 
a narrow advantage. County executive Westfall was instrumental in putting sales tax distribution on 
the legislative agenda in 1993, but in the ensuing twenty years county government has defended the 
status quo, rather than pursuing additional changes. 
Policy revision begins when events or key individuals place an issue on the political agenda. 
Once on the active agenda, policy modification requires an idea for how to modify current policy 
that appears feasible and acceptable to a potential majority coalition in the legislature. In each of  
the examples of  legislative action the first step was achievement of  a broad coalition among the 
St. Louis County players before the legislature acted. Examples of  triggering events have been the 
Town and Country decision, which potentially threatened the viability of  the pool, and population 
declines, which caused B cities to face reduced revenue from the pool. The 1993 reform effort was 
triggered by B city worries about population decline, and the willingness of  the county executive to 
place this high on his legislative priority in 1993. 
Neither the Westfall original plan nor the A city response represented wholly new ideas. 
The one-cent sales tax was a fixed pie with modest annual total growth. For an A city there was the 
prospect that aggressive pursuit of  new retail development could generate substantial sales tax incre-
ments. In the pool area retail expansion was also occurring, but the payoff  for individual pool cities 
was modest. Both the Westfall and A city proposals assumed sharing of  revenue by high-yield cities. 
Both also assumed that a new quarter-cent sales tax would be authorized to help A cities recover at 
least some of  the revenue lost to sharing. Use of  an additional quarter-cent sales tax to enhance the 
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pool was an idea that had been widely discussed and was the subject of  a ballot measure a few years 
earlier. Compromise was relatively easy because the differences were not conceptual or philosophi-
cal, but centered on how much of  the point-of-sale city annual sales tax revenue would be shared. 
The negotiations became an exercise in how to split the difference between the opposing plans. 
Despite the persistence of  the basic conflict over forty years, sales tax distribution has only 
episodically been on the active policy agenda. In the last few years some high per capita A cities have 
pressed the legislature to modify the 1993 law by reducing their percent of  sharing. A few high sales 
tax generating B cities are ineligible to shift to A city status, and they have sought to revisit the 1983 
legislation freezing the pool. Sales tax distribution is a visible and continuous issue, but not the only 
agenda item for St. Louis County municipalities. Legislative success on other issues requires coopera-
tion across the A and B city divide. Plus all are members of  the St Louis County Municipal League, 
which has sought to find consensus rather than conflict on this issue. This has mitigated the intensity 
of  the conflict. 
The 1993 legislation produced almost two decades of  peace in the “sales tax wars” that 
had been fought episodically since the mid 1970s. In the past it was the pool cities and the county 
putting sales tax distribution on the agenda by pushing for legislation that approaches the goal of  
per capita distribution. In the last few years sales tax distribution has again appeared on the agenda 
of  the state legislature. This time fairness is cited as the reason for change by some high per capita 
generating point-of-sale cities, as well as recently incorporated cities, which would retain greater sales 
tax revenue if  they were allowed to become point of  sale.
Unlike many other parts of  the country, municipalities in St. Louis County do not rely heav-
ily on property tax. Even for pool cities, sales tax represents a significant share of  total revenue. 
Any changes in the distribution formula risk significant revenue losses for some. Thus, most of  the 
participants have sought incremental changes developed as part of  a consensus among local elected 
officials. 
The Future
There have been three major legislative actions on St. Louis County sales tax distribution 
enacted over the past forty years. In the last few years some officials have attempted to place the 
issue back on the legislative agenda. Based on recent discussions within the Municipal League and 
the expressed concerns of  various municipal officials, it is possible to identify several current com-
plaints about the existing system:
• Some high tax generating cities wish to change the system to allow them to retain larger 
share of  taxes collected.
• A number of  cites with the optional quarter-cent sales tax (a part of  which is shared with 
the pool) have argued that only jurisdictions that have enacted the quarter-cent tax should 
be participants in the sharing.
• The formula for sharing the one-cent and the quarter-cent tax are mathematically compli-
cated. Some contend the system would be better understood and more predictable if  the 
formula was less complicated.
• A number of  municipal officials contend that county government receives too large a por-
tion of  the shared taxes. There are distinct elements to this contention:
 – The special annexation adjustment is no longer needed because the 1993 concern that 
major annexations would occur thus impacting the service bureaucracy proved to be 
unfounded. 
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 – The county government receives significant sharing proceeds from the quarter-cent tax 
enacted by thirty-seven cities, but is not authorized to seek voter approval to collect the 
quarter cent in unincorporated county. 
Should we expect sales tax distribution to be back on the policy agenda in the near future? 
Chesterfield generated the most sales tax of  any city in 2013, yet they are permanently in the pool 
because the city was incorporated after 1983. In 1993 Fenton already had very high per capita sales 
tax revenue. They subsequently annexed land that became a major retail center. Both cities have 
pressed for revision of  the 1993 law to allow them to keep a larger share of  the one-cent tax. In 
2012 a Municipal League committee recommended changes in sales tax distribution, and this was 
one of  the items considered by a special committee of  the state legislature. 
After a sharp decline in aggregate sales tax collection during the recent recession, the county-
wide yield has begun to grow, although it is not likely to return to the level of  2007 until later in the 
decade. The chart assumes a one percent a year growth until 2020. 















Five policy adjustments are described below. The first two represent radical change from the 
status quo and are thus characterized as outliers. The other three are incremental changes that have 
been widely discussed in recent years. 
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Outliers
I. All Point of  Sale 
In the rest of  the state of  Missouri, as well as most other areas of  the country, all revenue 
generated by local option sales taxes are retained in the community in which they are collected. The 
current arrangement in St. Louis County is the product of  three major pieces of  legislation creating 
a unique system for the county. Under this adjustment each municipality, and St. Louis County for 
the unincorporated areas, retains the sales taxes collected in its jursidiction. The total sales tax col-
lected (both one cent and quarter cent) would be retained by the taxing jurisdiction. 
A variant of  this option is to retain some sharing provision (either in the one cent or quarter 
cent or both) that would supplement the point-of-sale yield for very low per capita sales tax revenue 
cities. The county and most pool cities would experience significant revenue loss. The winners would 
be a handful of  high sales tax generating cities. It seems very unlikely that the county and pool cities 
would support this change.
II. All Share Per Capita
In the mid-1970s many municipal leaders argued that the local option sales tax should be 
collected countywide and distributed to municipalities and county government on a per capita basis. 
This was opposed by high generating cities, and the 1977 legislation reflected a compromise in which 
the tax was deemed a county tax to be distributed on a per capita basis, but allowed those cities with 
an existing tax to opt to retain the tax. This option would change the 1977 legislation to require all 
cities to receive the tax on a per capita basis. 
If  all sales tax was distributed per capita in 2013, the distribution would have been $152 
rather than the current pool distribution of  $127. Several A cities would have been better off  in 
2013 with a $152 per capita yield, but most probably prefer to remain point of  sale with the pros-
pect of  greater revenue in the future. This adjustment is more likely to gain broad support than the 
all point-of-sale option, but still seems doubtful as a policy change. 
Under this adjustment, cities might be allowed to retain the quarter-cent tax, if  they have 
enacted it. Or, it could also be shared among all jurisdictions.    
Incremental Adjustments
If  sales tax distribution reaches the active policy agenda in the near future, incremental 
adjustments to the 1993 law are more likely than radical change. Discussions in the last few years 
have centered around three issues:
• Use of  the quarter-cent tax
• The impact of  the 1983 legislation freezing the pool area
• The county yield from the pool and special adjustments
Three possible incremental adjustments are described below. They are not mutually exclusive, 
and variations/combinations are feasible. 
III. Universal Quarter Cent
This adjustment envisions no change in the basic distribution formula for the one-cent tax. 
The only modification is the presumption that all cities currently authorized to enact the quarter-
cent would do so, and St. Louis County would be legislatively authorized to seek voter approval 
for the tax in the unincorporated areas. The quarter-cent tax was an essential piece of  the 1993 
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legislation because the enactment of  it (even with partial sharing) was perceived as allowing most A 
cities to recover the revenue that was to be shared. By expanding the total sales tax collected, A cities 
could engage in substantial sharing of  revenue without significant net loss. Thus, they would have a 
powerful incentive to enact the tax. In the subsequent twenty years, 37 municipalities have enacted 
the tax of  which 27 are A cities. They generate about eighteen million dollars, which is a little less 
than half  of  the potential for the tax, if  it was approved in all jurisdictions. St. Louis County was not 
authorized to enact the tax, but as a pool area it shares in the proceeds from the tax. 
There have been proposals to amend the quarter-cent sharing to only include those that 
have enacted the tax, or to limit sharing to other cities only and not St. Louis County. A legislative 
formulation might be to authorize St. Louis County to enact with voter approval a quarter-cent sales 
tax in the unincorporated areas, and to stipulate that after a three-year waiting period sharing would 
only take place among those jurisdictions that enacted the tax. If  some municipalities or the county 
did not wish to enact the tax, they would no longer participate in the quarter-cent sharing after three 
years. 
IV. Reversal of  the 1983 Freezing of  the Pool
The 1983 legislation permanently froze the point-of-sale areas. Any annexed areas or new 
cities would be in the pool without a point-of-sale option. This limit on newly incorporatated/
annexed areas is an element of  current dissatisfaction among those cities. As noted in Table 2 above, 
the two highest generating cities are not eligible for A city status. Several A cities have annexed areas 
that generate significant sales tax. Without some other adjustment, a change in this provision would 
result in a significant decline in pool revenue. 






Chesterfield  47,484 12,521,117  5,141,800 7,379,316
Green Park   2,622  1,074,868    283,923   790,946
Maryland Heights  27,427  7,611,654  2,974,082 4,636,851
Wildwood*  35,517  1,761,134  3,845,954
A cities that annexed post 
1983  61,561  9,465,566  6,666,126 2,799,440
174,611 32,434,340 18,912,606 15,606,554
* Wildwood would likely remain a B city. 
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Thus a reversal of  the 1983 legislation freezing the pool would likely need other adjustments 
in the sharing arrangements to compensate the pool for all or most of  the estimated $15,600,000 
lost revenue. This represents a high approximation because it does not include the amount shared 
if  these cities and annexed areas became point of  sale. Thus the actual pool loss might be closer to 
$12,000,000. These compensatory sharing provisions would probably involve modifications to both 
the sharing of  the one-cent and the quarter-cent tax. 
County Adjustments
Some of  the dissatisfaction with the current system reflects an argument that St. Louis 
County emerged from the 1993 legislation with more revenue than necessary. The argument focuses 
on two elements:
• The county receives an annexation adjustment to reflect loss of  territory to annexations 
or incorporations. The presumption is that the county government bureaucracies cannot 
necessarily be reduced as a result of  population loss, but loss of  population means loss 
of  revenue from the pool. This presumed significant new annexations and incorporations 
would occur in the 1990s. This change has not occurred at the level anticipated.
• The county receives a share of  the quarter-cent sales tax collected in municipalities, but is 
not legislatively authorized to enact the tax. 
This adjustment presumes two changes to the 1993 law. The annexation adjustment would 
be phased out over three years. In 2013 the county received an additional $2,126,439 as a result of  
the annexation adjustment, with 70% coming from A cities and their annexed areas. Modification 
of  this provision of  the 1993 law would not provide significant additional revenue to finance other 
major changes. 
The county would be authorized to enact with voter approval a quarter-cent sales tax, and 
would share it on the same basis as municipalities. If  the county enacted a quarter-cent tax, it would 
produce over $7,000,000 gross revenue before any sharing provisions. 
Adjustment Evaluation
None of  the three adjustments are mutually exclusive. All or parts of  them might be enacted 
into law. Elimination of  the annexation adjustment is a modest simplification of  the current formu-
las, but change in the other elements of  the formula would potentially create unanticipated changes 
in the existing revenue stream. Unless there is a desire to change the basic structure of  the distribu-
tion, formula simplification may not be as important as greater transparency. From the beginning 
of  the sharing system, St. Louis County government has been responsible for the implementation 
of  the sharing system. An annual report that provides more details about the calculation that deter-
mines each city’s share may reduce the complaints about the complexity of  the formula. 
Conclusion
Each of  the major changes in sales tax distribution were the result of  a conflict over per-
ceived inequities followed by negotiation that led to a consensus compromise. There is no reason 
to presume the future will be different. The major participants (B cities, A cities, and the county) 
each have a stake in the viability of  the system for everyone. The state legislature has in the past only 
changed policy based on a local agreement. 
In 1993 Buzz Westfall was one of  the most powerful Democrats in the state. There was a 
Democratic governor and legislative majority, but the sales tax reform legislation was the product of  
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a consensus negotiated by the local stakeholders. The legislature has the constitutional authority to 
modify current law without a local consensus. They could next year eliminate the 1983 freezing of  
the pool or make all jurisdictions point of  sale, but this seems unlikely. 
Exogenous conditions or a fresh perception of  inequity are the most likely triggers for a new 
round of  negotiations. Will the gross sales tax yield in St. Louis County decline absolutely as a result 
of  retail expansion in St. Charles and the trend to more Internet sales? Will the 2020 census again 
find population declines among pool cities that reduce their annual tax yield? Will the movement 
to have the city of  St. Louis reenter St. Louis County succeed, and introduce a whole new perspec-
tive into the discussion? Will there be a new round of  annexations/incorporations/consolidations 
that significantly modifies both the role of  the county and the perception of  fairness of  the current 
system of  tax distribution? 
If  one gazes into a crystal ball to envision what the distribution of  sales tax in St. Louis 
County will be in 2020 and beyond, the most likely scenario is “no change.” All cities face pressure 
to provide adequate wage increases for employees. Personnel costs are the most significant item in 
local budgets. Each municipality would like a system that enhances their revenue. Without additional 
revenue, any change in the current system would entail significant loss for some participants. 
The 1993 reform legislation shifted about 20% of  the tax collected in point-of-sale cities 
to the pool. The quarter cent added significant additional money for both A and B cities, including 
those that did not enact the tax. The authorization of  the quarter cent offered A cities the opportu-
nity to recover all or most of  the revenue to be lost in the new sharing plan. An additional benefit 
of  the tax reform is that the truce paved the way for other local sales taxes, most notably the capital 
improvement tax and the park/stormwater tax. With voter approval, this has enabled cities to gener-
ate additional revenue for essential local services. 
Path-dependent policy changes are likely to be incremental and build on past decisions. 
Authorization of  the quarter-cent tax was a key component of  the 1993 law. Some jurisdictions 
adopted it, and others did not. The county was not authorized to collect it. A future modification of  
the existing system will probably employ the additional use of  the quarter cent as part of  any change 
in the current distribution system, because it offers a way to shift existing redistribution without 
significant loss. 
Any change is likely to be the result of  a negotiated agreement among the various stakehold-
ers in St. Louis County, who then seek legislative endorsement of  the local consensus.
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Endnotes
1. The formula for the distribution of  the one-cent tax is: 25.5*log10(.035*(City’s per capita sales tax – adjusted prior year 
county average per capita sales tax))
    The formula for the distribution of  the quarter cent tax is: 11.627*log10(.015*(City’s per capita sales tax – adjusted 
prior year county average per capita sales tax))
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Economic Reinvention
As we learned from Jeffrey Smith’s earlier essay, the St. Louis region has been an historical 
hub of  economic activity for the entire country. It has been a formidable economic engine almost 
from its very beginning.
Today, the St. Louis region’s economy has proven to be a rather well-balanced and stable 
system—though in some measures far from where leaders would like it to be. Still, the region has 
historic strengths on which to build, and is producing some creative ideas for the future.
The Great Recession took its toll on St. Louis’s economy as it did across the country, but it 
was the down cycle of  the economy that showed what St. Louis has done right and where St. Louis 
still needs to improve. Bob Lewis and Ruth Sergenian provide their expert commentary on the 
region’s economy and what lies ahead.
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The St. Louis Regional Economy: Recession, Recovery, and 
Reinvention 
Robert M. Lewis, A.I.C.P., C.Ec.D. and Ruth Sergenian, M.U.P.
Introduction
The St. Louis Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) functions as a single global economy. 
Even with divisions by two great rivers, two state lines, hundreds of  local government boundaries, 
and myriad administrative jurisdictions, the region is woven together by the daily interactions of  
businesses and the talented people who work for them. The 15-county metropolitan area1 has 2.8 
million residents, more than 1.4 million workers, and over 77,000 business establishments. It has a 
larger economy than the state of  Kansas, and the Missouri side of  the region accounts for 43 per-
cent of  the state’s economy.2
Built originally on commerce, the region’s economy began as a trading center in 1764, grew 
into a manufacturing powerhouse well into the twentieth century, and has undergone dramatic 
restructuring over the past two decades. St. Louis is now one of  the nation’s most diverse metro-
politan economies with the services-providing sectors predominating. About 73 percent of  gross 
metropolitan product (GMP) and 87 percent of  nonfarm employment are in the services-providing 
sectors,3 virtually identical to the American economy.4 The $146 billion5 St. Louis regional economy 
is balanced, dynamic, broad-based, highly resilient,6 and growing. 
This balance, however, can hide both unique challenges, as well as the special concentra-
tions of  talent and experience that form the foundation for the region’s ability to adapt as economic 
circumstances change. While highly diversified, St. Louis presently has four economic clusters that 
are strategic targets for growth: Financial and Information Services, the Health Economy, Multi-
modal Logistics and Advanced Manufacturing, and Biosciences. These aren’t new to St. Louis; they 
have always been part of  the region’s economic diversity and, in many ways, are outgrowths of  the 
region’s history as a center of  commerce and industry. But they have become leading clusters in the 
changing world economy.
Moreover, balance is not reflected state to state. Metro West (the Missouri counties) captures 
about 83 percent of  all private sector jobs in the metro area while Metro East captures 17 percent.7 
This is in notable contrast to population distribution, where Metro West has 75 percent and Metro 
East 25 percent. A great many more Metro East residents commute to Metro West for jobs than vice 
versa, thus giving Metro East a larger population profile than economic profile within the region.8
The U.S. Great Recession and Sluggish Recovery
From December 2007 to June 2009, the United States experienced the longest and worst 
economic recession since the Great Depression. Over the course of  the “Great Recession,” the 
nation lost 7.7 million jobs. The depth of  the job losses and the length of  time to full recovery were 
and, in some ways, remain more severe than any of  the previous three recessions. 
Nationally, employers began to add jobs again in 2010, but the economic recovery that fol-
lowed the Great Recession has proceeded at a markedly slow pace with unevenness across indus-
tries and different parts of  the country. It took five years after the official end of  the recession (i.e., 
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mid-214) for the nation as a whole to recover finally all the jobs lost during the recession (see Figure 
1). 
However, the nation’s recovery has been uneven, and twenty-two states had still not regained 
their pre-recession job count peaks by the end of  2014, including both Illinois and Missouri. Each 
sector responded differently to the recession. The U.S. health care and energy sectors actually grew 
substantially, while jobs in real estate and construction continued to shrink after 2010, even as the 
overall job counts reached recovery. In general, industry sectors that typically provide mid-level 
wages lost jobs, as detailed later. Further, even though the economy overall is back to its pre-reces-
sion job level, it hasn’t added sufficient jobs needed to keep pace with growth in the working-age 
population.9
Figure 1. U.S. Indexed Job Losses in Four National Recessions, 1981–200710







































Months since recession start
The St. Louis Great Recession and Job Recovery
From 1969 to 2013, the region’s wage and salary employment grew at an annual average rate 
of  0.7 percent, half  the nation’s annual growth rate of  1.4 percent (see Figure 2). A key pattern is 
that the most recent job recovery curve in metro St. Louis compared to the nation is not dissimilar 
to the last recession nor to job growth between the mid-1980s and the year 2000. 
To the good, the greater St. Louis employment changes during the Great Recession followed 
the national trends closely, thus avoiding some of  the dramatic losses in other metro areas. Accord-
ing to an analysis by the Brookings Institution, St. Louis’s employment losses and unemployment 
levels during the recession ranked the region 41th among the 100 largest metros—roughly middle of  
the pack. The region’s recovery, however, has been sluggish comparatively. Lagging job creation by 
the fourth quarter of  2014 pushed the region’s rank for employment recovery down to 88th of  the 
largest 100 metros, and the unemployment rate was 47th.11
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Figure 2. Annual Rate of  Change in Wage and Salary Employment, St. Louis MSA and U.S., 
1969–201512
Note: Shaded areas indicate national recessions.
In response to the Great Recession, companies in St. Louis, as well as around the nation, 
quickly sought to avoid the worst risks by modifying business plans, changing product and service 
lines, reducing labor costs, modifying organizational structures, or—when all else failed—closing 
their doors. Even the strongest firms were cautious, often putting investment and hiring plans on 
hold even if  they foresaw growth potential for themselves. 
The St. Louis Regional Chamber identified nearly 26,000 job layoffs between 2007 and 2009 
that were either announced in Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) notices or 
the media. Examples of  larger layoffs of  250 or more workers include:
• Auto industry: DaimlerChrysler, Federal Mogul, Integram, General Motors, and Lear
• Steel industry: Amsted Rail, Granite City Steel; and U.S. Steel Corp.
• Other manufacturing: Anheuser-Busch InBev, MEMC, and Spartech
• Bioscience: KV Pharmaceuticals, Monsanto, and Pfizer
• Financial services and insurance: U.S. Fidelis and Wachovia
• Retail trade: Macy’s
• Services: Metro Transit, St. Louis Board of  Education, Hyatt Hotels, Aramark, Go Fig 
Inc., Verizon Wireless, and Western Union
• Mining: Monterey Coal Company Mine No. 1
While some of  the layoffs were temporary, others were permanent losses that were not 
regained as the region entered economic recovery. For instance, DaimlerChrysler closed its two Fen-
ton plants in St. Louis County and Macy’s closed its downtown St. Louis store.
The Great Recession formally ended in June 2009 after which announcements of  St. Louis 
business expansions returned with several local companies reporting plans to add 200 or more 
employees. From the financial services sector, Scottrade Inc., U.S. Bank, Stifel Financial, and Edward 
Jones reported creating new jobs. Other St. Louis employers that announced plans to add jobs once 
the recovery was underway included Unisys, Convergys, Express Scripts, and even General Motors, 
despite the major disruptions in the auto industry during the recession.
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As regional employment started to recover in 2009, subsequent data show job creation 
unfortunately paused in 2012 before beginning to pick up the pace again in 2013 through the first 
quarter of  2015. This put St. Louis behind schedule to recover on pace with the nation. The pause 
was led by several sectors that mostly depend upon local demand to drive expansion. For example, 
construction employment contracted as the local residential and commercial real estate markets 
were not ready to begin expanding. Employment in retail trade was flat, in part reflecting cautious 
consumers and sluggish housing construction. Local companies in the professional and business 
services industry were also conservative, delaying demand for legal, accounting, marketing, building, 
and administrative support services in 2012.
By March 2015, the region had regained 58 percent of  the jobs lost between peak employ-
ment and the recession’s lowest level of  employment (trough). The education and health care sec-
tors, fortunately, were counter cyclical, adding jobs throughout the recession. Financial activities and 
professional and business services industries have returned to their pre-recession employment peaks. 
About 88 percent of  the trade transportation and utilities sector’s jobs and about one-quarter of  the 
manufacturing jobs have been regained. Employment in the information and government sectors 
has continued to drop even as the overall economy recovers slowly (see Figure 3).13 
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While the region’s job creation trails, a shift-share analysis showed that, from 2010 through 
2013, three St. Louis sectors—education and health services, manufacturing, and financial activities 
—had positive competitive changes, indicating certain local advantages in promoting further employ-
ment growth.14 A shift-share analysis identifies the portion of  job growth in metro St. Louis that is 
attributable to national job growth. If  a local sector’s growth rate is the same as the national rate, then 
the region probably cannot claim to be any different than the national economy, but where there is 
faster growth than the nation, the added portion can be attributable to specialized local strengths. 
A forecast of  regional employment is difficult because of  the bumpy recovery; few trends 
were easy to predict with confidence. In early 2015, IHS Global forecasts that the region will return 
to its pre-recession employment peak in 2016 or 2107,15 nine or ten years after the start of  the reces-
sion and up to three years behind the nation! 
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Regional Economic Output
The St. Louis gross metropolitan product (GMP) was $145 billion in current dollars in 
2013. GMP measures the value of  all the goods and services produced within a metro area each 
year. From 2001 to 2008, the region’s GMP expanded at an annual rate of  1.1 percent. From 2009 
to 2013, the pace of  the region’s expansion slowed to an annual average of  0.7 percent, while at the 
same time the nation’s economy expanded by an annual average rate of  2 percent. In early 2015, 
Moody’s Analytics forecast the region’s GMP will continue to be weak through 2014 and then 
increase at an accelerating pace through 2016.
For the four years leading up to the Great Recession, the region’s goods-producing sectors, 
which include manufacturing and construction, declined in value, while growth in services-providing 
sectors drove the region’s increase in GMP (see Figure 4). Some of  the goods-producing weakness 
can be attributed to the closure of  the Ford and Chrysler auto plants between 2006 and 2009. Fol-
lowing the recession, the goods-producing industries resumed making net positive contributions to 
the region’s economic growth. 
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People, People, People
The old adage that business site selection is driven primarily by “location, location, location” 
is changing. Location is no longer defined solely by access to transportation and natural resources. In 
fact, the top “location concern,” identified by recent surveys of  corporate executives and site selec-
tion consultants, is the availability of  a skilled labor pool, followed by highway accessibility, and then 
labor costs.17 Site selection is now also about “people, people, people.” 
The St. Louis region’s labor force participation rates have remained somewhat higher than 
the national rate, while at the same time the unemployment rate tracks very closely with the nation. 
Nationally, the unemployment rate reached a high of  10.6 percent in January 2010 and St. Louis 
hit a high of  10.4 percent in July 2009. The decline in unemployment has been slow, however, both 
nationally and in St. Louis. Some of  the drop in the unemployment rate, moreover, has been driven 
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by a shrinking labor force as people give up on finding work in a sluggish economy, choosing to 
return to school or retire.18 
The region’s unemployment rate was 6.3 percent in 2014. The region’s labor force increased 
during 2014, while the region’s unemployment rate continued it’s steady decline—a sign of  expand-
ing confidence by the region’s workers (see Figure 5). This pattern continued in the first quarter of  
2015. Forecasts project the region’s unemployment rate falling to 5.0 percent in 2016. 19
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The Need for Higher Skills
The region’s employment losses and gains by occupational category (rather than economic 
sector) during the Great Recession and subsequent recovery shed some light on structural changes 
that were slowing the recovery. Researchers looking at the national economy found that, “while tech-
nological advances and globalization have created new jobs for workers at the high end of  the skill 
spectrum and spared the service job workers at the low end, these forces have displaced many jobs 
involving routine tasks—traditionally the sphere of  the middle skill worker.”21 
Metro St. Louis fared similarly. The region’s employment decreased by a net of  nearly 38,000 
between 2007 and 2014. Using wages as a proxy for skill levels and sorting occupations by skill level 
shows that, over the recession and ongoing recovery, St. Louis area occupations at the highest and 
lowest skills (and wages) increased while declines were concentrated in the middle22 (see Figure 6). 
As the recovery began, companies were making capital investments in computerized machinery and 
equipment to take over routine tasks done typically by these occupations in order to make their com-
panies more productive even while using fewer employees.
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Construction occupations, part of  the upper-middle skill group, posted one of  the largest 
losses with a decline of  18,900 jobs between 2007 and 2014. Fortunately, construction will rebound 
as the regional recovery does. In contrast, two lower middle-skill occupational categories that expe-
rienced significant losses are less likely to rebound in the coming years: office and administrative 
support occupations fell by 24,500 and production (manufacturing) occupations lost 21,600. 
The lowest skilled occupations, on the other hand, including examples like food preparation 
and personal care services, generally must be performed in-person and on-site. They are also very 
hard to computerize or otherwise convert to machines (though there is known research on program-
ming robots to assist people with certain disabilities!). There may also be wage suppression effects as 
middle-skilled people are forced to take lower-skilled jobs, thus increasing the supply of  such workers.
The occupational categories that experienced the most regional growth also require more 
skills, experience, and formal training—and they pay more. Examples include management occu-
pations, with the recent addition of  nearly 20,000 jobs, followed by health-care practitioners and 
technical occupations, which added over 10,900 jobs in the 2007–2014 period. Computer and math-
ematical occupations and business and financial operations added 6,100 and 6,600 jobs, respectively.
One of  the hallmarks of  the St. Louis regional economy is that its educational attainment levels 
actually exceed national averages and those of  many peer metros. More than 586,000 residents of  
metro St. Louis have a bachelor’s degree or higher, or 30 percent of  adults over age 25, just above the 
national average of  29.1 percent. Only 13 of  the largest 20 metro areas have bachelor’s degree attain-
ment higher than St. Louis, despite St. Louis ranking 19th in population and 21st in economic scale. 
In 2011, the St. Louis region’s business community began to not only formally recognize the 
importance of  college completion and other forms of  post-secondary training for economic health 
of  individuals and for the community as a whole, but to commence innovative programs to increase 
educational attainment.23 Local colleges and universities, public-private partnerships, civic and 
nonprofit programs, government and higher education programs, and business-led initiatives have 
all been working to improve college completion. Connecting these groups together and coordinat-
ing efforts got underway in 2013 as the region seeks to increase the share of  adults with bachelor’s 
degrees or higher. 
The region’s labor force already has valuable concentrations of  life scientists, engineers, 
computer analysts, professional managers, and other highly specialized occupations needed for 
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the twenty-first-century economy. The Brookings Institution found that 22 percent of  the region’s 
workers are in STEM occupations (science, technology, engineering, and/or mathematics), ranking 
the region 18th out of  the 100 largest metros. Brookings finds that metro areas with higher STEM 
knowledge have stronger economies and the impact of  STEM knowledge is reflected in wages. The 
average wage for STEM jobs in the St. Louis metro is $66,000, compared to $37,600 for non-STEM 
jobs.24 
Capturing More of  the Nation’s Population Growth
The region’s challenge to maintain and expand a competitive talent pool is exacerbated by 
slow population growth. While the St. Louis MSA population increased by only 4.2 percent between 
2000 and 2010, the nation’s population increased by 9.7 percent. 
Natural increase (births minus deaths) is the source of  the region’s net growth. While about 
50,000 new residents migrate into St. Louis each year, a larger number migrate out. Following 
decades of  slowing negative net migration, the pace of  out-migration picked up during the Great 
Recession. Moody’s forecast for the St. Louis economy unfortunately observed that, “in the long 
run, lackluster population growth will ensure that the metro area modestly underperforms the U.S.”25 
Interestingly, although net migration is negative, there has been a small but steady net influx 
of  foreign-born immigrants in the region. About 5,000 foreign-born residents have moved into 
the region annually since 2010.26 Moreover, Brookings’s analysis of  immigration around the nation 
finds that St. Louis has a highly skilled foreign-born population.27 Community leaders identified the 
importance of  the foreign-born population and found that, although less than 5 percent of  the 2.8 
million St Louis residents are foreign-born, this group offers a significant opportunity for growth 
in both numbers and skills. The St. Louis Mosaic Project28 was launched in 2012 in response to the 
potential economic benefits of  increasing its foreign-born population. The Mosaic Project engages 
business leaders to hire international talent and government leaders to work to reduce barriers to 
foreign workers and their families. The initiative has developed programs to connect immigrants 
and international students to services, information, and networking opportunities that reinforce the 
St. Louis community’s culture of  inclusion and welcoming.
Reinvention and Growth
The region’s forward-looking economic development agenda has long been driven by an 
asset-based approach to economic development focusing on clusters of  export industries, the dis-
tinctive composition of  a competent talent pool, and the unique geographic and infrastructure assets 
of  the region. The St. Louis Regional Chamber and economic partners around the bi-state region 
have used the cluster approach to guide economic development since 2000, periodically refining 
analysis to reflect changes in the regional, national, and global economies. 
A key measure to identify strengths is the location quotient, which is a measure of  con-
centration. When measured for jobs, it represents the ratio of  an industry’s share of  employment 
in a given area to that industry’s share of  employment in the overall U.S. economy. When a local 
industry’s employment concentration is greater than the nation, local firms in that industry typically 
produce more goods or services than the local market demands and, therefore, are exporters that 
bring “new money” into the region. This type of  concentration specialization drives wealth creation 
within the region.
One of  the good news stories about St. Louis is that the composition of  the region’s overall 
employment base is very similar to the U.S. as a whole. Major economic sectors tend to have location 
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quotients hovering around 1.0, indicating relative parity with the U.S. economy. But digging deeper 
into the region’s major sectors, location quotient analysis reveals particular specialization within four 
key industry clusters—Financial and Information Services, Health Science and Services, Multimodal 
Logistics and Advanced Manufacturing, and Bioscience. 
These clusters are in different phases of  development and require different intervention 
techniques to foster growth. While the Financial and Information Services and Health Sciences and 
Services clusters are and have been growing, the Multimodal and Logistics and Advanced Manufac-
turing cluster is large and well established. The Biosciences cluster is newer and smaller in scale, but 
presents an important opportunity for astounding growth. 
Financial and Information Services
The region’s Financial and Information Services cluster has a location quotient of  about 1.0, 
indicating a similar concentration of  employment in the regional economy as in the national econ-
omy. But throughout the recession and recovery, an exceptional mix of  regional investment com-
panies led to these sectors’ quick recovery from the Great Recession, and then some. The cluster 
regionally employs 82,300 in 6,300 companies and is aligning to become an increasingly competitive 
force in the national market.
Employment in this overall cluster outperformed the economy as a whole, as shown in Fig-
ure 8. The securities brokerage niche, a component within the securities, commodity contracts, and 
investment industry, is a notable strength, having added 2,500 jobs since 2009 with a total of  more 
than 8,200 through 2013, and its employment location quotient rose dramatically from 1.98 in 2009 
to 3.09 in 2013. This growth occurred even as securities brokerage jobs declined nationally. The Wall 
Street Journal reported that the presence of  a qualified talent base along with an affordable business 
environment has made St. Louis an attractive alternative for the financial services industry.29 Mean-
while, regional information sector job gains include niches in data processing, hosting, and related 
services, which increased their combined location quotient from 2.15 in 2009 to 2.43 in 2013. 
Figure 7. Employment Trends in Financial and Information Services Cluster, St. Louis 
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Health Economy
The Health Economy regional cluster is large and comprehensive, with businesses ranging 
from insurers to health care facilities to product manufacturers. This industry cluster consistently 
has added jobs since 2004, employing some 197,800 in more than 11,800 establishments in 2013. 
Its employment location quotient in metro St. Louis increased slightly from 1.06 in 2008 to 1.13 
in 2013, as illustrated in Figure 9. This sector generally added employment even during the Great 
Recession. 
Figure 8. Employment Trends in Health Services Sectors, St. Louis MSA, 2002 to 2013, 
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Hospitals are crucial drivers in the St. Louis economy, with about 72,200 employees in 2013 in 64 establishments. Hospi-
tals added over 12,000 jobs between 2007 and 2013, and the employment location quotient increased from 1.34 to 1.57 
over this period.
Multimodal Logistics and Advanced Manufacturing
The Multimodal Logistics and Advanced Manufacturing cluster is an integral part of  the 
region’s economy, because it is driven by the region’s location and infrastructure assets, notably its 
geographic location, transportation network, workforce, and existing businesses. Transportation is 
a cost of  doing business, so improvements in the transportation system and logistics management 
enhance the competitive position of  many other sectors dependent upon moving goods and ser-
vices.32 
The cluster is a combination of  industry sectors: manufacturing, wholesale trade, and trans-
portation and utilities. Of  those three, wholesale trade experienced net employment growth between 
2002 and 2014 (see Figure 10) and, in fact, that sector did not drop below its year 2000 employment 
during the Great Recession. During that decade and a half, however, manufacturing continued its 
general employment decline, accentuated by the closing of  three automobile assembly plants with 
resultant negative multiplier effects among suppliers and vendors. Much of  the decline in the trans-
portation sector, meanwhile, can be attributed to the decrease of  hub activity at Lambert–St. Louis 
International Airport, as that industry reconfigured itself  throughout the nation. Since about 2010, 
however, the manufacturing and transportation sectors have retained consistent employment now 
that those “shocks” have been absorbed by the economy.
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Figure 9. Employment Trends, Manufacturing, Wholesale Trade, and Transportation Sec-
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The strength of  the cluster is also seen in the value and growth of  the region’s exports, 
which totaled $19.0 billion in 2012, ranking the region 18th in the nation. Despite having a smaller 
share of  employment in manufacturing than the U.S., a larger share of  the region’s exports is for 
goods than for services (72.7 percent) than the nation as a whole (70.9 percent). Aircraft products 
and parts accounted for 14.3 percent of  goods exported (e.g., Boeing) by value in 2012, while motor 
vehicles accounted for 6.8 percent of  the goods exported even with only one assembly plant in the 
region.34 
The value of  this cluster prompted a major 2013 regional analysis sponsored by the East-
West Gateway Council of  Governments entitled St. Louis Regional Freight Study. As a result, the 
St. Louis Gateway District was formed to guide and align infrastructure investment with economic 
development strategies to expand freight-related economic growth. This public-private partnership 
includes participation by East-West Gateway, Bi-State Development Agency, which will oversee the 
new district, the Leadership Council Southwestern Illinois, and the St. Louis Regional Chamber. 
Bioscience
With its world-renowned scientists, research institutions, and bioscience companies, St. Louis 
is a center of  innovation, producing cutting-edge research in the medical and plant sciences. Growth 
has also been a result of  substantial collaborative efforts, which presently center on an organization 
called BioSTL. St. Louis has long stood as a leader in scientific research in biomedical fields as well 
as agriculture, with such institutions as Washington University and Saint Louis University and multi-
national corporations like Monsanto and Sigma-Aldrich. BioSTL35 is the latest evolution of  strategic 
efforts to restructure the regional economy partly around the biosciences. 
Prior to the more formal and better funded BioSTL, the Coalition for Plant and Life Sci-
ences was formed in 2001 to make strides in commercializing bioscience innovation and to capture 
regionally the economic benefit of  world-class medical and plant science entrepreneurship. Suc-
cess of  the coalition prompted creation of  BioSTL in 2011 to lead ongoing efforts to build greater 
regional capacity in innovation, capital, and entrepreneurship. Much has been accomplished, includ-
ing but not limited to the following:
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• The BioGenerator was established in 2003 to work closely with universities, scientists, 
entrepreneurs, and investors to start new companies. 
• Cortex, the Center of  Research Technology and Entrepreneurial Exchange, was estab-
lished in 2002 and is redeveloping more than 200 acres of  urban land.
• In parallel, the Bio-Research & Development Growth (BRDG) Park on the Donald 
Danforth Plant Science Center campus has developed immensely successful multi-tenant 
buildings for emerging plant science companies.
• Biosciences venture capital has grown to over $1 billion under local management. 
• Improved university technology transfer as well as attraction of  increased federal sup-
port and state tax credits for Cortex, the BioGenerator, and the Center for Emerging 
Technologies.
• The Missouri Biotechnology Association (MOBIO), which advocates for pro-science 
policies in the state of  Missouri.
Managing Strengths That Can Become Weaknesses
Economic specialization can also represent vulnerability if  shifts in demand away from con-
centrated industries cause unwelcome shocks. Metro St. Louis recently experienced such shocks with 
the closures of  the Ford and Chrysler automobile assembly facilities between 2006 and 2010. The 
region is also vulnerable to change in national defense policy and spending at Boeing Defense, Space 
& Security (BDS). 
But St. Louis has successful experience in managing major shocks and changes. Working as 
a network of  economic development agencies, the region was able to slow the demise of  the Ford 
plant long enough to identify job opportunities for that workforce and to devise plans for reuse 
of  the site. Included also were investments in transportation infrastructure to better accommodate 
future industrial growth opportunities.
Such regional efforts extend back much further. In the early 1980s, another auto industry 
recession triggered a collective focus to retain many of  the workers so they would be less likely to 
leave for other regions. In the early 1990s, a defense industry recession also galvanized a regional 
response. The layoff  of  more than 10,000 workers at McDonnell-Douglas Corporation (now part 
of  Boeing) inspired a metropolitan-wide effort that identified the skills of  the laid-off  workers and 
opportunities for them in other companies throughout the region. The result stimulated creation of  
several business incubators, and led to the formal creation of  the World Trade Center of  St. Louis 
(WTC). The WTC is one of  three hundred global World Trade Centers. As St. Louis’s international 
economic development organization, the WTC provides local businesses with the resources needed 
to be more competitive and strategic in their international business growth. 
Business Management Expertise
St. Louis has had a deserved reputation as a “headquarters town” for a long time. As of  the 
April 2014 issue of  Fortune magazine, metro St. Louis had eighteen Fortune 1000 companies head-
quartered in the area and a headquarters employment location quotient of  nearly 2.0. This is not 
new. St. Louis has been a Fortune 1000 leader for several decades even as the business landscape 
undergoes constant reinvention. Of  the current Fortune 1000 companies, some are new to St. Louis 
since 2000 (see changes in the Fortune 500 list in Figure 10), several have fallen off  the St. Louis list 
because of  corporate takeovers but retain strong employment presences, while others have relocated 
their headquarters but maintain large St. Louis operations (e.g., Charter Communications). 
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Some have grown rapidly from within, like Express Scripts (now 20th on the Fortune 500 
list), while still others are stalwarts of  the Fortune lists. Emerson, for instance, is the longest-standing 
St. Louis company on the Fortune 1000 list, closely followed by Monsanto, which fell off  for a short 
time when it sold off  Solutia but quickly earned its way back. 
Figure 10. Fortune 500 Companies Headquartered in Metro St. Louis since 1995 by Annual 
Ranking36
COMPANY 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995
Express Scripts 20 24 60 55 96 115 135 132 134 137 151 147 210 276 371
Emerson Electric 121 123 120 120 117 94 111 115 126 134 144 138 130 126 121 118 126 120 128 133
Monsanto 197 206 224 234 197 235 305 323 336 357 353 167 187 163 159 146 145
Centene 251 303 453 493 486
Reinsurance Grp of America 274 275 289 290 321
Peabody Energy 365 315 316 338 346 353 432 431 453 497
Ameren 379 373 340 313 320 327 329 339 324 380 382 418 366 434 439 444 448
Jones Financial (Edw Jones) 444 491
Graybar Electric 449 465 451 480 470 439 455 450 476 462 448 401 344 336 370 404 431 453 454 475
Charter Communications 351 333 332 385 409 409 413 390 358 362 417 492
Smurfit-Stone 356 334
Anheuser-Busch 149 146 146 139 142 142 159 159 151 150 141 127 87 85
May Department Stores 147 147 144 143 134 122 120 120 103 99 82
Premcor (Clark USA) 285 249 325 414 374
TWA 463 468 454 433 383 374 337
Ralston Purina 543 342 293 252 236 180 152
GenAmerica 411 392 453 479
Mercantile Bank 496
Jefferson Smurfit 440 397 310 351
McDonnell Douglas 87 74 69
Boatmen's Bank 415 485
No. of Companies 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 8 8 9 8 7 8 10 11 11 11 10 10 10
Entrepreneurship
The region recognizes that many of  these corporate giants reflect St. Louis’s rich history of  
entrepreneurial initiatives and the region’s role as a launching ground for many of  America’s biggest 
public and privately held companies such as Express Scripts, Emerson, Monsanto, and Enterprise. 
While the importance of  large employers cannot be underestimated, there is an important and grow-
ing focus on the influence of  high-value start-ups on economic vitality and reinvention. According 
to the Kauffman Foundation, “the percentage of  hiring based on job creation is much greater at 
startups than more mature firms. Four out of  every 10 hires at young firms are for newly created 
jobs.”37 Another researcher pointed out that most of  the nation’s net new jobs every year are gener-
ated by new and small companies, leading an increasing number of  economic developers to place 
emphasis on entrepreneurial activity and new business formation.38
St. Louis is building a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem to pick up the pace and success of  
this reinvention. In 2010 alone, the region had 4,600 births of  businesses with 20 employees or less, 
although this was tempered by 4,900 deaths of  small businesses.39 In pre-recession years, business 
births outpaced business closures. The new businesses that start each year include traditional small 
businesses such as beauty salons, stores, and restaurants as well as high-technology start-ups that 
have the potential to bring new and innovative products and services to the market. 
A 2014 study of  St. Louis start-ups between 2006 and 2013,40 while focused on the relatively 
narrow bioscience and technology cluster, found that there were 35 such start-ups in 2006,41 a strong 
year that was helped in part by the growing Arch Angels organization (for early stage financing), 
two life sciences incubators, and robust programs of  the National Institutes of  Health (NIH). The 
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number of  companies reaching start-up status in bioscience or technology fell sharply through the 
Great Recession, but returned to pre-recession levels in 2011 with 34 new start-ups. The pace accel-
erated with 42 in 2012 and 52 in 2013. 
The sources that supported new start-ups changed dramatically over this eight-year period. 
In 2006, 45 percent of  the start-ups were funded through university licensing deals or Small Busi-
ness Innovation Research (SBIR) awards from NIH, both with long commercialization horizons. 
One out of  four (26 percent) of  that year’s start-ups was funded by accelerators (6 percent), incuba-
tors (14 percent), or business plan competitions (6 percent). By 2013, the composition of  support 
changed significantly with 45 percent of  the start-ups supported by incubators, 31 percent by busi-
ness plan competitions, and 18 percent by accelerators. 
Launched in 2012, with the 
goal of attracting and retaining 
the best entrepreneurial talent to 
St. Louis, Arch Grants is a superb 
example of the flexibility of the 
private market to promote economic 
growth. Arch Grants holds an annual 
Global Start-Up Competition, offering 
$50,000 in equity-free grants to firms 
that relocate to St. Louis for at least 
a year. In addition to grant funding, 
contest winners receive support 
through free legal, accounting, and 
marketing services. Arch Grants 
winners often choose to locate in 
the downtown technology incubator, 
T-REX. Additional $100,000 funding 
grants are also available. Funding is 
raised almost entirely from private 
donors.
While there are many, and increasing, start up support programs of  many sorts, there are 
also many deep connections among and between them. A classic example is T-REX, started in 2012 
as a co-working space and technology incubator located in downtown St. Louis.42 By early 2014, 
T-REX was home to more than one hundred start-ups as well as funders and support organizations 
including ITEN, Capital Innovators, Cultivation Capital, SixThirty, and Arch Grants (see sidebar), 
and many other entrepreneurial activities such as Startup Weekend and StartLouis.
The success of  accelerators, incubators, and business plan competitions has created a large 
pipeline of  companies at the earliest stages of  funding, typically the first eighteen months. An 
indicator of  the demand for this assistance from entrepreneurs has been an extraordinary increase 
in pressure on sources of  seed capital in the regional economy, though this implies that even more 
investors might be attracted to further contribute to the region’s growth and economic sustainability. 
Indeed, Accelerate St. Louis, a collaborative effort of  more than fifty organizations staffed by the 
St. Louis Regional Chamber and the St. Louis Economic Development Partnership, is pursuing a 
shared regional agenda to increase St. Louis’s ability to serve entrepreneurs and start up companies.43
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Conclusion
The St. Louis metropolitan economy is, and has long been, large and diverse, though slug-
gish in its recovery from the Great Recession. While not growing as rapidly as the nation as a whole, 
it has nevertheless proven resilient in several crucial sectors, particularly as a financial services clus-
ter, as a focus of  business management talent, as a center for freight logistics, and as a research and 
development leader in health and biosciences. 
But St. Louis continues to grapple with legacy issues. Large-scale manufacturing was once a 
source of  good-paying jobs and strong profits. While the region continues to rid itself  of  such jobs 
in conformance with national trends, it falls behind in aggregate performance when compared to 
metro areas where manufacturing was never such a large part of  the economy. Still, St. Louis steadily 
is becoming an “advanced manufacturing” economy that creates fewer manufacturing jobs, but they 
are more highly compensated and require advanced education, training, and skills. 
St. Louis also is capitalizing quite successfully on its long leadership in the agriculture and 
food processing industries by evolving into a world-class bioscience research and production leader. 
Capital and wealth from legacy and emerging sectors is helping to fund future-oriented businesses 
and an incredible scale of  entrepreneurialism. 
The region lost population in the 1970s primarily because of  net out-migration. Until the 
Great Recession, St. Louis narrowed the out-migration “gap” to almost zero while continuing to 
grow from within, but recent economic sluggishness seems to have encouraged more out-migration 
to perceived better opportunities in other places. Still, the city of  St. Louis had the nation’s high-
est growth rate in attracting 25- yo 34-year-olds with a four-year degree after the 2000 census.44 It is 
critical to retain these people to raise families, run businesses, and contribute to stronger net growth 
potential over the coming decades. Present, and expanding, efforts to fund entrepreneurs may well 
have this effect.
Jobs of  the future, of  course, are brain-oriented. Critical thinkers, problem-solvers, collab-
orative workers, and good communicators are in increasing demand. St. Louis needs more people 
with skills honed in higher education environments—bachelor’s and master’s degrees, if  not higher. 
The labor force of  legacy industries has difficulty adapting to such a future, but efforts are under-
way. Moreover, the present initiative to raise sharply the share of  the region’s workforce with college 
degrees is not just a good idea, it is absolutely necessary for the St. Louis economy to retain a lead-
ership role in the world. That said, St. Louis is not really behind the nation in college degrees, but 
it could have many more degreed employees which, in turn, will lead to a far more sustainable and 
adaptable economy. 
St. Louis struggles with change, as almost everyone does. But it has its own amazing eco-
nomic assets: strongly growing sectors even as others fade; astounding empowerment and leadership 
in start-up businesses; affordable housing for all classes coupled with as rich a cultural environment 
as can be found anywhere; wealthy families and businesses willing to invest in St. Louis; a hard-
working labor force, albeit with many members needing assistance to adapt to new opportunities; 
high-quality colleges and universities and many excellent elementary and high schools. 
What may be lacking is a belief  in ourselves—that we are far more capable than we often 
admit. Reinvention of  the economy is hard work. Reinvention challenges the successes of  the 
distant and recent pasts. Those successes, of  course, confronted their own pasts while building on 
them. There are ample examples today of  similar forces. Proclaiming our successes, taking chances 
with promising ideas, and preparing the population to see and grasp more opportunities are the 
important next steps to sustainable prosperity. 
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Rebounding Neighborhoods
If  there is a theme to urban redevelopment in the twenty-first century, it is that success is 
found at the neighborhood level. St. Louis is a city—a region—of  neighborhoods.
Todd Swanstrom and Hank Webber examine closely what’s working and where it could lead. 
By studying the region’s performance over the last forty years, the authors identify five places in the 
region that exhibit the ability to rebound from dire conditions, with special attention on the Central 
West End. They also identify eight key elements involved in neighborhood success.
By understanding what elements create a rebounding neighborhood, we are given a roadmap 
by which success can be spread to other areas. This study will help focus effort and leverage capacity 
in a time when resources are so very limited.
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Rebound Neighborhoods in St. Louis:  
Causes and Consequences
Todd Swanstrom, Ph.D. and Hank Webber, M.P.P.
American cities are currently experiencing a resurgence not seen since the early 1900s. For 
the first time since the 1920s, central cities in America’s largest metropolitan areas are growing faster 
than their surrounding suburbs.1 This revitalization is particularly welcome in older industrial cit-
ies like Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis, where thriving neighborhoods are successfully attract-
ing new populations back into the urban core. Young people are moving in and renovating historic 
homes, and neighborhoods are enjoying a new urban vitality. Despite these success stories, each of  
these cities still contains desperately poor neighborhoods that have remained so for decades. 
For the past several years, we have been working to identify the factors that determine why 
some neighborhoods in St. Louis have revitalized while others have stagnated or declined. In par-
ticular, we were interested in determining how local actors can influence neighborhood trajectories. 
What are the necessary and sufficient conditions of  neighborhood revitalization and which of  these 
factors can local governments, nonprofits, and residents control? How can local actors help ensure 
that neighborhood revitalization, when it occurs, benefits the low-income and minority residents 
who have lived in these areas for many years? What lessons can be learned from successful neigh-
borhood revitalization in St. Louis that can be applied to other neighborhoods in other cities?
Our first task was to characterize neighborhood changes in St. Louis over the past forty 
years. To do so we constructed a database that follows neighborhoods in the St. Louis region over a 
forty-year period (1970–2010). Using a three-part Neighborhood Vitality Index (NVI) we devised a 
methodology for grouping neighborhoods in three categories: (1) neighborhoods that were strong at 
the beginning of  our study period and remained strong until the end, (2) neighborhoods that were 
weak at the beginning of  our study period and remained weak or declined further, and (3) neighbor-
hoods that bounced back from urban decline in the past twenty years. 
Next, we wanted to find out why certain neighborhoods were able to rebound and what role 
local actors and institutions played in the process. So many factors vary simultaneously in neighbor-
hoods that it is difficult to determine the causes of  decline or renewal. Our quantitative data were 
useful in identifying rebound neighborhoods but it did not help to identify the causal factors driving 
neighborhood change. For this reason, we decided to conduct qualitative case studies of  five differ-
ent rebound neighborhoods. In this chapter we draw on one case study to illustrate the key factors 
behind neighborhood revitalization. Readers may find all five case studies and more details of  our 
quantitative analysis in our original white paper on the topic.2 
Data and Methodology
Our unit of  analysis is the neighborhood. Neighborhoods are often easier to describe than 
define, but for our purposes we define a neighborhood as an identifiable section of  a city where 
social networks are stronger within rather than across neighborhood boundaries and where resi-
dents identify with the area.3 Neighborhoods are often defined by a common history and by politi-
cal boundaries, such as wards. Unfortunately, no national database tracks data by neighborhood, so 
we relied on census tract data as our means of  following neighborhood trends. In our analysis we 
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used census tract data to trace neighborhood change in the St. Louis metropolitan area from 1970 
to 2010. Census tract boundaries can change over time. In order to ensure that we were tracking 
uniform geographies over this time period, we utilized the US2010 Longitudinal Tract Data Base 
(LTDB), which normalizes data from each census into 2010 tract boundaries.4 
Given our interest in why some older neighborhoods in the urban core rebounded from 
decline, we decided not to examine the entire metropolitan area. Our database consisted of  the 218 
census tracts that make up the area of  the St. Louis region defined in 1950 as “urbanized” by the 
U.S. Census Bureau.5 This area, shown in the palest yellow in Figure 1, includes the city of  St. Louis 
and the immediately surrounding counties to the east and west that are roughly inside the region’s 
outer-ring highway, I-270. In 1950, the study area’s 1,400,000 people represented 72 percent of  the 
region; by 2010, the study area population had shrunk to 802,000 people, making up only 28 percent 
of  the growing regional population.6 Today’s definition of  the St. Louis metropolitan area includes 
many counties outside this area, but those counties were primarily developed after 1950 and are 
therefore not included in our analysis. Figure 1 shows the growth of  the urbanized area since 1950. 
Figure 1. Change in Urbanized Area, 1950–2010
Figure 2 shows the median performance of  census tracts in the urban core of  St. Louis from 
1970 through 2010. The general pattern is decline over time, although the rate of  decline has slowed 
somewhat. On average, census tracts have seen shrinking populations, increased poverty rates, 
decreased occupancy rates, fewer children, and some white flight. The college-educated population 
and per capita income (in 2012 dollars) have increased. Neighborhoods that have rebounded since 
1970 clearly were not lifted by a rising tide of  increased prosperity; they succeeded despite area-wide 
decline. 
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Figure 2. Means of  All Study Area Census Tracts, 1970–2010
Year 1970 1990 2010
Population 6,047 4,317 3,665
Poverty Rate 13% 19% 22%
Per Capita Income 
(2012 dollars) $17,555 $22,660 $25,547
Occupancy 94% 89% 84%
% Under 18 32% 25% 23%
% 18–34 22% 28% 26%
% White 77% 60% 47%
% with 4-Year Degree 6% 13% 19%
Index of  Neighborhood Vitality
To compare the performance of  neighborhoods in St. Louis, we created a measurement tool 
called the Neighborhood Vitality Index (NVI) that rates census tracts on their relative strengths. The 
index looks at three data points for each census tract: per capita income, poverty rate, and vacancy 
rate. These three data points were picked to represent a census tract’s economic (per capita income), 
social (poverty rate), and physical (vacancy rate) performance. The NVI score is the sum of  the stan-
dardized values for each of  these three variables. Index scores range from around 10 to 260, with a 
higher score representing stronger performance and 150 representing the study area median. Index 
scores were calculated for each tract in 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010. 
Our particular focus was identifying neighborhoods that improved after an earlier period of  
decline. We call these “rebound” neighborhoods. Rebound census tracts are defined as those that 
meet the following three requirements:
1. The census tract increased at least 10 percentiles in its ranking among all 218 census 
tracts in our data set, either from 1990 to 2000 or from 2000 to 2010.
2. The census tract’s NVI score was once below the median of  all study area tracts.
3. If  the census tract improved from 1990 to 2000, we excluded it as a rebound tract if  it 
declined from 2000 to 2010.
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Figure 3. Rebound Census Tracts
The full set of  rebound neighborhoods can be seen highlighted in orange in Figure 3. As 
the map shows, the rebounding tracts are primarily located within the city of  St. Louis (outlined in 
yellow), with particular concentration in the central corridor of  the city. The area between Delmar 
Avenue and I-64 is where most of  the region’s key urban amenities are located, including universities, 
a hospital, the major regional park, and the theatre district. Rebound neighborhoods in the central 
corridor fit the general theory that “neighborhood improvement” will occur in areas that are close to 
clusters of  professional employment and that have historically significant housing stock. The wealthy 
in St. Louis migrated directly west from their original settlement along the river to avoid industry’s 
noise and pollution. Much of  the housing stock in the central corridor consists of  substantial brick-
frame structures with unique architectural details. Areas well outside the central corridor, however, 
also rebounded, including tracts in East St. Louis, a few in North St. Louis City and County, and 
some far from the urban core, such as Belleville, Illinois. Even within the central corridor of  the city 
of  St. Louis, neighborhood improvement was not universal. While some neighborhoods improved, 
others did not. 
Throughout our research we had a number of  questions about rebound neighborhoods. 
How do rebound neighborhoods differ from other neighborhoods in the older parts of  the region? 
Are the residents of  rebound neighborhoods different from the residents of  other neighborhoods 
in our data set? Has neighborhood improvement produced communities that are economically and 
racially diverse or has gentrification occurred, with middle class whites driving out low-income resi-
dents of  color? 
Market theory predicts that the demand for housing in older urban neighborhoods will be 
driven by increased demand for urban living among the growing number of  single and childless 
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households, as well as older empty nesters. Our data analysis, displayed in Figure 4, shows that 
rebound neighborhoods did have significantly higher percentages of  young people and single 
households than non-rebound census tracts. The low quality of  most St. Louis public schools has 
undoubtedly contributed to the low number of  households with children under the age of  eighteen 
in our St. Louis City rebound census tracts.7 Surprisingly, however, rebound tracts actually had lower 
percentages of  elderly and married couples without children than non-rebound tracts. Young single 
households are the primary driving force behind neighborhood revitalization in St. Louis. 
Figure 4. Residential Demographics in Rebounding and Non-Rebounding Tracts
A particular area of  interest for us was whether neighborhood improvement would lead to 
gentrification, with an exodus of  minorities and the poor as neighborhoods improved. To test this 
hypothesis, we constructed two measures of  diversity. Our racial diversity index measures the prob-
ability that two individuals randomly selected from a single census tract will be of  different races. 
Essentially, this attempts to measure the degree to which a place facilitates interaction among indi-
viduals of  different races—assuming that racial interaction is random and based on spatial propin-
quity.8 
Somewhat surprisingly we found that rebound tracts on average were more diverse than 
non-rebound tracts. As shown in Figure 5, rebound tracts had a mean diversity score of  .40 and a 
median score of  .49, compared to mean and median scores for non-rebounding tracts of  .30 and 
.27. (A higher diversity score indicates a higher level of  racial diversity.) A diversity score of  .40 
could be generated by a neighborhood that was 73% white and 27% black. Conversely, a diversity 
score of  .30 could be generated by a neighborhood that was 82% white and 18% black. Rebounding 
does not appear to be associated with low racial diversity. 
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Figure 5. Diversity Index Scores, Rebounding and Non-Rebounding Tracts
We were also interested in understanding whether the rebound neighborhoods were less econom-
ically diverse than non-rebound neighborhoods. To study this question, we computed a score for each 
census tract based on the percentage of  residents in professional occupations and the percentage of  resi-
dents below the federal poverty level, in both cases using census data. We used this measure of  economic 
diversity to provide a preliminary test of  the proposition that the in-movement of  young professionals 
pushes out the poor. As shown in Figure 6, compared to non-rebound neighborhoods, our rebound 
neighborhoods were much more likely to have higher than median poverty rates and higher than median 
number of  residents with professional occupations. In other words, many of  our rebound neighborhoods 
have both more professionals and more poor people than non-rebounding neighborhoods.
Figure 6. Economic Diversity of  Rebounding and Non-Rebounding Tracts
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Our findings clearly contradict the classic image of  gentrification. The continued racial and 
economic diversity of  rebound neighborhoods in the St. Louis metropolitan area suggests that there 
has not been large-scale involuntary displacement at the census tract level. Our findings are consis-
tent with a study of  six corporate-sponsored redevelopment areas in St. Louis, which concluded that 
the areas were more economically and racially diverse after redevelopment. “[The] improvements 
they have seen look very little like gentrification.”9 
There are some important limits, however, to our analysis. Our analysis cannot speak to what 
might happen in these neighborhoods in the future; we do not have a way of  knowing whether the 
rebound neighborhoods are approaching a point at which they will become less diverse, or if  the 
non-rebound neighborhoods will in the future become more diverse. Second, the racial and eco-
nomic diversity indices are census tract–level measures; this analysis does not reflect the diversity of  
individual streets, but rather looks at whether the census tract as a whole is diverse. Individuals may 
be priced out of  living on a specific block, but this analysis suggests that rebounding neighborhoods 
at least contain areas that are still accessible to lower-income and minority residents.
Moreover, we cannot be sure that the apparent diversity of  rebounding neighborhoods 
reflects a constant population. Census data provides a snapshot of  residents every ten years, but it 
does not track which residents have remained in the same location year after year. Because of  this, 
our analysis does not enable us to determine if  longtime minority and low-income individuals have 
been able to remain in rebound neighborhoods. Therefore it is possible that neighborhoods could 
appear to be as or more diverse as they were in the past, but the individuals that make up those 
neighborhood statistics could be an entirely new set of  residents. It could also be the case that 
neighborhoods became less diverse as they rebounded but remained relatively more diverse than 
other neighborhoods.10 
The quantitative analysis we have described tells us much about what happened in rebound-
ing neighborhoods in St. Louis. It provides very little if  any insight into why these changes occurred, 
however. What factors led some neighborhoods to attract young professionals while others did not? 
In order to explore these questions, we conducted detailed case studies of  five rebounding neighbor-
hoods in St. Louis: the Central West End, Botanical Heights, Shaw, Mark Twain, and Maplewood. 
The following case study of  the Central West End provides one powerful example of  how neighbor-
hood revitalization can occur. 
The Central West End: Lessons for Leveraging Assets
The Central West End (CWE) is probably the most successful rebound neighborhood in 
our study area. Many have forgotten that the area shared in the precipitous decline of  the city of  St. 
Louis in the 1960s and 1970s. The Chase Park Hotel became vacant, older houses fell into disrepair, 
the commercial area declined, and the neighborhood was viewed by many as a dangerous place to 
go at night. Now, it is a vibrant neighborhood with well-maintained homes, crowded sidewalk cafes, 
and new housing and commercial developments. A Whole Foods grocery store, a symbol of  urban 
neighborhood success, is under construction. Located next to one of  the region’s major employment 
centers and one of  the great urban parks in the nation, the Central West End enjoys a kind of  “place 
luck” equaled by few other older neighborhoods. Despite this, the Central West End can provide 
lessons to other neighborhoods in the way its local citizens and institutions leveraged its assets. The 
Central West End demonstrates the potential of  rebound neighborhoods in an older industrial city 
like St. Louis. 
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Figure 7. The Location of  the Central West End
St. Louis City, County, and Region
Located in the central corridor of  the city of  St. Louis, adjacent to Forest Park, the Central 
West End neighborhood is bordered by Delmar Boulevard to the north, Interstate 64 to the south, 
Union and Kingshighway to the west, and Vandeventer to the east (see Figure 7). The quantitative 
analysis conducted for this study utilizes census tracts, which, as shown in Figure 7, omit a small sec-
tion of  the eastern and southern portions of  the neighborhood and include a few blocks north of  
Delmar and west of  Union. The exclusion of  some of  the southern area likely has little effect on the 
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quantitative analysis as the area is dominated by a large medical center and has few residents. In St. 
Louis, neighborhoods north of  Delmar Avenue tend to be much poorer than their neighbors south 
of  Delmar. The inclusion of  several blocks north of  Delmar therefore has the effect of  modestly 
depressing the average income and increasing the poverty rate for our Central West End data. 
Table 1. Central West End, 1970–201011
Year 1970 1990 2010
Population 25,859 17,282 15,518
Poverty Rate 24% 22% 24%
Per Capita Income $23,078 $38,690 $43,406
Occupancy 85% 86% 86%
% Under 18 20% 10% 7%
% 18–34 28% 35% 44%
% White 54% 59% 58%
% with 4-Year Degree 18% 45% 63%
Index Score 101 164 192
The Central West End, like most of  the city of  St. Louis, experienced population decline 
from 1970 to 2010. Poverty rates in the CWE have stayed relatively stable since 1970. While a 24 
percent poverty rate is not low by national standards, we estimate that at least half  of  the popula-
tion classified as poor by the census in this area is made up of  students currently attending Wash-
ington University and Saint Louis University. Per capita income in the CWE rose consistently from 
1970 to 2010. Occupancy rates remained strong and stable. Reflecting the ongoing weakness of  St. 
Louis’s public schools and a location near two major universities, the Central West End has seen a 
sharp decline in children and a concomitant increase in young adults. The white population has risen 
slightly since 1970, although the neighborhood has retained considerable racial diversity. 
Background: Prior to 1970
The Central West End was traditionally among the most attractive and affluent neighbor-
hoods in the city of  St. Louis. During the time of  the World’s Fair in 1904, the CWE blossomed and 
attracted many famous individuals and families, inspiring development of  numerous grand man-
sions. The neighborhood is densely populated, featuring attractive single-family homes mixed with 
higher-end rentals and condominiums. The Chase Hotel, which dominates the skyline of  the neigh-
borhood, was for decades a major attraction for the rich and famous visiting St. Louis. Maryland 
Plaza, immediately adjacent to the Chase Hotel, was considered a stylish shopping area prior to the 
1970s, hosting Saks Fifth Avenue and other luxury shops.12
The major employment center in the Central West End has long been the Washington Uni-
versity Medical Center, which historically included Barnes, Jewish, St. John’s, Shriners, and Children’s 
Hospitals, as well as the Washington University School of  Medicine. Many of  these institutions have 
long had national and international reputations and serve as some of  the largest employers in the St. 
Louis region.13
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Despite an attractive location, strong anchor institutions, and an excellent housing stock, the 
Central West End was not immune to the decline of  the city of  St. Louis during the years following 
World War II. The decline of  the Central West End began with suburban flight. From 1950 to 1970 
the city of  St. Louis lost 27 percent of  its residents.14 The next twenty years brought little relief  from 
this pattern of  decline. Many residents who owned homes in the Central West End moved elsewhere 
or died, and few came to take their place due to fear of  crime and difficulty in obtaining home loans. 
Much of  the neighborhood was red-lined with few banks offering home mortgages.15 The neigh-
borhood’s housing stock was impressive, but it included many old homes that began to deteriorate, 
becoming more expensive to maintain. Commercial spaces were also threatened. Despite the grand 
history of  the Chase Hotel, it fell into disrepair, closed in 1989, and remained vacant for a decade. 
With the development of  malls outside the city of  St. Louis, Maryland Plaza became largely vacant 
despite several attempts at redevelopment.16
The Central West End was also impacted by the decline of  nearby Forest Park, traditionally 
the great city park of  St. Louis and the home of  the St. Louis Zoo, Saint Louis Art Museum, and 
other cultural and athletic venues. Starting in the 1950s, the quality of  Forest Park was threatened by 
poor maintenance and inadequate funding for improvements.17
Partial Rebirth: 1970 to 1990
The institutional and civic forces in the Central West End responded to the challenges fac-
ing the neighborhood with skill and dedication. There was much they could not control, but many 
groups in the Central West End worked effectively to promote the neighborhood and capitalize on 
its strengths.
The single largest factor contributing to the CWE’s success was the decision of  Washington 
University’s School of  Medicine, the Central Institute for the Deaf, and Barnes, Jewish, and Chil-
dren’s Hospitals to remain in place and launch a concerted effort to improve the surrounding neigh-
borhoods.18 This decision to stay and improve the environment was not true of  all of  the medical 
center’s institutions—St. John’s Hospital and Shriners Hospital relocated to the suburbs—but the 
largest institutions stayed and invested. Investments were aimed at increasing safety and livability for 
students, faculty, staff, physicians, and visitors to the medical complex.19
In order to coordinate their neighborhood improvement activities, the institutions in the 
Washington University Medical Center District combined to create the Washington University Medi-
cal Center Redevelopment Corporation (WUMCRC), a nonprofit corporation.20 Among its duties 
were physical planning, land acquisition, developer recruitment, and development management in 
the Central West End. Formed in 1973, WUMCRC sponsored and raised $432 million of  invest-
ments from 1975 to 1985, creating 641 new housing units and rehabilitating 685 housing units.21 
WUMCRC also attracted commercial developers and businesses to the corridor surrounding the 
medical complex, creating a thriving commercial district.22 
Much of  this development was aided by Chapter 353, a Missouri statute that provides incen-
tives such as tax abatement to developers of  blighted areas. This statute also allowed the use of  emi-
nent domain, a policy that facilitated the purchase of  underutilized land. Some argue that without 
Chapter 353, the WUMCRC developments would not have been possible and much of  the Central 
West End would not have been redeveloped. In addition, the city’s support of  the developments 
helped to secure $2.2 million in Community Development Block Grants, which are still an essential 
source for development in the city.23
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The decision of  these anchor institutions to stay and invest in the neighborhood led other 
employers to invest as well. Blue Cross and Monsanto located substantial facilities in the CWE, 
adding 1,350 new jobs, and the medical center itself  grew by 3,540 employees from 1975 to 1985.24 
With growing employment, new businesses and retailers chose to locate in the CWE. Many historic 
buildings were refurbished rather than torn down, much to the relief  of  many vocal neighborhood 
residents.25
WUMCRC was not the only developer active in the neighborhood. By 1988, the Union-
Sarah Economic Development Corporation, an organization formed in 1969 by several long-term 
neighborhood residents, had stimulated more than $55 million in residential and commercial devel-
opments in one of  the previously most desolate parts of  the neighborhood. McCormack Baron 
Salazar (previously McCormack Baron), a development company that would become a national 
leader in mixed-income housing developments, also developed housing in the CWE.26
One of  the issues facing the Central West End through the 1980s was the conflict between 
preservation and new construction. Preservation of  the neighborhood’s historic legacy was impor-
tant to many residents and with the help of  the Landmarks Association a large portion of  the CWE 
was declared a local historic district in 1974. The Landmarks Association also helped to get many 
buildings on the National Register of  Historic Places.27 The decision to make preservation an impor-
tant part of  the CWE neighborhood strategy was rewarded over time as increasing numbers of  
home buyers valued historic property.
The creation of  the local historic district and the listings of  buildings on the National Reg-
ister also allowed residents and developers to access investment tax credits and federal and Missouri 
state historic tax credits. Investment tax credits provide incentives to developers to preserve rather 
than tear down historic buildings.28 Federal historic tax credits were widely used throughout the 
CWE by developers and owners of  income-producing property (commercial or residential rentals) 
interested in rehabilitating and reusing historic buildings.29 Missouri historic preservation tax credits 
are a more recent development, instituted in 1998, which can be used by home or property owners 
to revitalize historic buildings. When used together, state and federal historic tax credits can reduce 
the cost of  building renovations by 25–40%.30 Local developers were also skillful in using the federal 
low-income housing tax credit, to preserve affordable housing in the neighborhood. 
The presence of  anchor institutions and supportive public policies were two of  the three 
major forces fighting neighborhood decline in the CWE in the 1970s and 1980s. The third was local 
activism, which was led primarily by the Central West End Association (CWEA). Formed by con-
cerned residents in 1958, the CWEA was particularly active in the 1970s and 1980s and engaged 
many residents from the neighborhood. The CWEA sought to preserve the historic character of  the 
neighborhood while improving the safety and vitality of  the area. Residents involved in the CWEA 
created their own newsletter, the West End Word, as a means for disseminating important information 
about events, crime, meetings, and other neighborhood news.31 Leaders of  the CWEA included both 
long-term CWE residents and urban pioneers who moved into the city from the suburbs.32 Among 
the many achievements of  residents of  the Central West End was the creation of  the New City 
School, a high-quality private school that kept many families in the neighborhood.33
Local churches and religious institutions were another source of  support for residents and 
the neighborhood. Three local churches—Second Presbyterian, First Unitarian, and Trinity Episco-
pal—formed the Joint Community Board in the early 1970s to help address decay in the surrounding 
neighborhood. The board brought residents together and offered tutoring programs and emergency 
food services, as well as other community resources.34 Another organization called TW3, sponsored 
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by a donation from Second Presbyterian Church and representing the streets of  Taylor, Westminster, 
Walton, and Washington, was formed with the help of  local residents and offered forgivable loans 
to nearby residents for home improvements. All these efforts helped to strengthen the fabric of  the 
neighborhood on a block-by-block basis.35 
Strong political leadership was essential to the success of  the CWE. In 1986, Alderwoman 
Mary Stolar was tasked with directing rehabilitation of  Forest Park. She created Forest Park Forever, 
the not-for-profit entity responsible for fundraising and planning for the park’s future development 
and maintenance. Prior to her death in 1987, Stolar raised over $400,000 for the park’s development, 
laying the foundation for the revival that has made Forest Park the jewel that it is today.36
Continued Revitalization: 1990 to Present
The initiatives for neighborhood improvement in the Central West End, which began in 
the 1970s and 1980s, flourished after 1990. The anchor institutions in the Washington University 
Medical Center grew in quality and size, reflecting national growth in the education and health care 
sectors. Today, almost 30,000 people work daily at the Washington University Medical Center, and 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital (Barnes and Jewish Hospitals merged in 1992) and Children’s Hospital are 
regularly ranked among the top ten hospitals in the U.S.37 
The two most visible improvements in the CWE after 1990 were commercial revitalization 
and the rebirth of  Forest Park. The Chase Hotel reopened successfully in 1999 as the Chase Park 
Plaza, which now includes a four-star hotel and luxury condominiums as well as a movie theater and 
upscale restaurants and bars. Commercial development around the Washington University Medical 
Center and the Chase Park Plaza also boomed. The bars, restaurants, and shops along Euclid Avenue 
are among the more attractive urban destinations in the country, serving local residents, visitors, stu-
dents, and employees. Maryland Plaza has once again become an upscale commercial and residential 
area, with attractive condominiums adjacent to unique shops.38
Pedestrian-friendly mixed-use areas like Euclid Avenue are a valuable asset in the Central West End.
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The rebirth of  Forest Park is among the great success stories of  urban redevelopment in the 
nation. A long and extensive public process led to an award-winning master plan. Responsibility for 
funding this plan was shared by Forest Park Forever and the city of  St. Louis.39 Thanks to the adop-
tion of  this master plan in 1995 and a strategic plan for the post-restoration era in 2009, Forest Park is 
now a thriving destination hosting bike trails, the newly expanded art museum, zoo, Missouri History 
Museum, thirty-six holes of  golf, restaurants, the Muny theater, and numerous community events.40 
In 1993, much of  St. Louis benefited from the introduction of  improved public transporta-
tion through the creation of  the MetroLink Light Rail system.41 The Central West End MetroLink 
stop is directly adjacent to the medical center, improving access to the neighborhood and other parts 
of  the city. Since the area surrounding the MetroLink stop was developed with pedestrians in mind, 
people can now easily access the CWE without a car.
Security in the neighborhood improved due to the combined efforts of  WUMCRC and 
the CWEA. The two groups established special business districts within their respective areas in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s, but the districts operated independently of  each other with little or 
no communication. (Special business districts are property owner approved property tax increases 
that provide funding for enhanced services, such as increased patrolling by off-duty police officers, 
crime monitoring, and other security efforts.) In 2007, WUMCRC and the CWEA came together to 
develop a joint Neighborhood Security Initiative, which allowed the districts to pool their security 
resources together and become more efficient and effective. Since the creation of  the CWE NSI, 
crime rates have decreased over 40 percent and cost savings have allowed for increased investment 
in security services.42 Neighborhood beautification has also been a priority, with the introduction of  
the CWE Community Improvement District (CID) in 2009 providing an increase in sales taxes for 
beautification and marketing efforts.43 The Central West End-Midtown Development Corporation 
was founded in 2001 and has had a significant impact on the marketing and physical development of  
the eastern portion of  the neighborhood. More recently, the group changed its name to Park Cen-
tral Development and expanded its footprint to include several neighborhoods south of  the CWE, 
including Botanical Heights; this expanded organization now provides centralized marketing and 
development review for this collection of  midtown neighborhoods.44
From 2000 to the present, the Central West End has undoubtedly become one of  the most 
desirable and affluent urban neighborhoods in the St. Louis region. Housing prices in the neighbor-
hood have increased substantially, with homes that sold for under $30,000 in the early 1970s now 
costing over $500,000, even as the area has maintained racial and economic diversity.45 As with all of  
the rebounding neighborhoods in the central corridor, the neighborhood has been particularly suc-
cessful in attracting young people.
Conclusion: Prospects for Rebound Neighborhoods in St. Louis 
Our case studies of  the Central West End and four other neighborhoods identified eight fac-
tors that are strongly associated with rebound neighborhoods: 
1. strong anchor institutions;
2. excellent housing stock;
3. thoughtful commercial development;
4. thoughtful residential development;
5. resident civic engagement;
6. successful public policy; 
7. strong public schools; and 
8. good location
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Every rebound neighborhood does not need to be strong on every factor. For example, 
many neighborhoods have rebounded with a modest housing stock. But the more assets a neighbor-
hood has, the greater the likelihood of  success. The Central West End, the most clear-cut example 
of  neighborhood rebound in our sample, is strong in seven of  the eight success factors. The area 
is not generally viewed as having strong public schools but even here there are signs of  strength.46 
While few, if  any, neighborhoods in the older parts of  the region have as many factors working in 
their favor as the CWE, other neighborhoods can learn from how the CWE leveraged its consider-
able assets. 
A key principle of  neighborhood revitalization is building upon the unique character of  the 
community. “Thoughtful” commercial and residential development is development that respects the 
historical and physical character of  the community. If  older urban neighborhoods try to imitate sub-
urbs, they will fail. The older parts of  the region were developed before zoning codes separated uses 
and they have advantages in developing mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly, amenity-rich urban environ-
ments. 
The Central West End has been remarkably adept at utilizing public policies to support 
development, especially physical development. The neighborhood utilized a variety of  policies, from 
Missouri Chapter 353 to historic tax credits and low-income tax credits. The use of  low-income 
housing tax credits was particularly important in maintaining the neighborhood’s economic diversity. 
In an age when the resources of  government are limited, mobilizing the resources of  anchor 
institutions is crucial to success. An “anchor institution” is any institution that is tied to a specific 
location “by reason of  mission, invested capital, or relationships to customers or employees . . .”47 
Few neighborhoods have an anchor with the resources of  Barnes Jewish Hospital and the Wash-
ington University Medical Center, but every neighborhood has anchors, such as churches, major 
employers, or cultural institutions, and community success requires the engagement of  these institu-
tions. 
One factor that was present in every one of  our case studies was robust civic engagement by 
local residents, suggesting that this is the one factor that is necessary for success. The Central West 
End mobilized early and it mobilized often, producing a vibrant voluntary neighborhood associa-
tion and its own newsletter. Even though local citizens, by themselves, cannot turn a neighborhood 
around, they can certainly stop inappropriate developments from happening. Developers in the 
CWE know that if  their developments are not “thoughtful” and respectful of  the unique context, 
they will be opposed by the citizens. The development of  local civic capacity is necessary to defend 
a neighborhood over the long run and support the positive social connections that are necessary for 
neighborhoods to function well on a day-to-day basis. 
Neighborhoods have no control over “good location.” As a quick glance at the map of  
rebound neighborhoods (Figure 3) shows, being located in the central corridor in St. Louis greatly 
increases a neighborhood’s chances of  rebounding. This is the area where many higher-paying pro-
fessional jobs, significant cultural and recreational amenities, and the most expensive older housing 
stock are located. With the success of  the Cortex bio-tech initiative and other major investments 
on the horizon, there is evidence that the real estate market in the central corridor is continuing to 
improve. For many this raises the specter of  gentrification—the worry that the influx of  higher-
income professionals in the central corridor will push out the low-income persons and minorities 
who have lived there for decades. As we noted, our research suggests that this has not yet happened 
in St. Louis to a great extent. In St. Louis’s relatively weak housing prices have not increased enough 
to cause mass displacement, and the presence of  modest rental housing and affordable housing 
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programs has enabled most rebound neighborhoods to remain diverse. This does not mean that as 
the housing market heats up in St. Louis, longtime residents will not be displaced. 
The major issue currently facing St. Louis is not how to control gentrification but how to 
spread the prosperity of  the central corridor south and particularly north into areas of  concentrated 
poverty and racial segregation. We find it encouraging that our data suggest that racial diversity is not 
a barrier to rebounding; in fact, it appears to be an asset. It is discouraging, however, that all-black 
neighborhoods were much less likely to rebound.48 St. Louis’s challenge going forward will be to 
strengthen the civic capacity of  all communities, enable all neighborhoods to leverage their unique 
assets, and begin to connect the separate pockets of  success currently emerging in the region. 
The authors acknowledge the contributions of  the following individuals who assisted with the research on this 
project: Laura Jenks, Leslie Duling, and Miriam Keller at Washington University and Dean Obermark and Der-
rick Redhead at the University of  Missouri–St. Louis. 
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Community Development
“Neighborhoods matter,” begins the essay by Karl Guenther and Todd Swanstrom. Neigh-
borhoods require networks, and those networks build community. The system of  community is 
complex and fluid, with regional, state, and national components along with public, private, and 
nonprofit actors.
Guenther and Swanstrom map this complex and changing network of  community develop-
ment. This is a glimpse of  what successful redevelopment will look like across the region. The actors 
are varied, but each is making an important contribution to overall success. 
Community development in St. Louis is in transition. With continued coordination and 
emphasis on creating successful networks, St. Louis can avoid worrisome trends by building capacity 
and leveraging resources.
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The Community Development System in St. Louis:  
The Times, They Are A-Changing
Karl Guenther, M.S.W., and Todd Swanstrom, Ph.D. 
Introduction
Neighborhoods matter. They matter to individual life outcomes for those who grow up 
and live there. They also matter for the region through the attraction of  new residents and reten-
tion of  existing residents with opportunity-rich, high-quality-of-life places to live. For the Sake of  
All, a research initiative by the Washington University and Saint Louis University Schools of  Public 
Health, found that where you live in St. Louis can reduce your life expectancy by eighteen years 
compared to the highest life expectancy neighborhoods in the region.1 An opinion piece in the 
St. Louis Community Builders Exchange newsletter by Brian Phillips, executive director of  Washing-
ton University Medical Center Redevelopment Corporation, pointed out that in a sea of  population 
losses on the city of  St. Louis’s Northside are islands of  regeneration made possible by “developing 
and implementing a funding infrastructure to partner with the existing neighborhood development 
stakeholders in the area” on community-oriented plans.2 Where you live matters and it is possible 
to change the trajectory of  neighborhoods. So how is the St. Louis region doing in creating strong 
neighborhoods?
A recent report by Henry Webber, Washington University in St. Louis, and Todd Swanstrom, 
University of  Missouri–St. Louis, explored neighborhood change in the St. Louis region. They 
found the older parts of  the region are home to communities with many different trajectories: many 
have steadily lost population and investment over the last forty years, some have remained stable, 
and some have rebounded from urban decline. The core of  the region lost over 20% of  its popu-
lation in the 1970s and has yet to stem the population loss, though the loss rate has slowed down 
considerably. Almost half  of  the census tracts in the study area had poverty rates over 20% in 2010.3 
St. Louis County has seen a 150% increase in high poverty areas since 2000.4 On the other hand, 
many communities in the central corridor of  the city of  St. Louis and St. Louis County from the 
river to I- 170 are enjoying population growth and new investment.5 A few communities in Illinois 
and north and south of  the central corridor in Missouri have also fared better than their peer neigh-
borhoods.6 These trends demonstrate that neighborhoods can rebound from urban decline.
The region is faced with important questions around how we strengthen neighborhoods in 
all parts of  the region, spread growth outward from strong communities, and decrease the number 
of  neighborhoods of  concentrated poverty. How do we as a region develop whole communities that 
“have a diverse housing stock that meets the needs of  the area’s workforce, as well as households at 
different life stages and walks of  life; provide access to jobs, services, and goods through multiple 
transportation options, including autos, transit, bicycles, and walking; have effective schools; use sus-
tainable energy/resource practices; incorporate vibrant public spaces; and encourage civic engage-
ment by all parts of  the community?”7 Carrying out this type of  successful community revitalization 
in slow growth regions such as St. Louis requires: 
• Market Savvy: Interventions must be appropriate to the market strength of  each com-
munity.8 
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• Sufficient Scale: In order to move a community’s market and change the investment psy-
chology, a critical mass of  investments is needed.9 
• Cross-Silo: Especially in weak market communities (where housing supply exceeds 
demand), comprehensive, cross-silo community development plans are necessary to 
rebuild the market and connect residents to sustained opportunity and resources. Cross-
silo planning addresses the many facets a community needs for success—housing, health, 
education, jobs and business development, social services, safety, community building, 
transportation options, and public spaces.10
• Civic Engagement: Input and buy-in from area residents and businesses is essential.
• Cross-Sector Collaboration: The public sector cannot do the job alone; collaboration 
among public, private, and nonprofit actors is necessary. 
• Marketing: Image-building and marketing of  neighborhoods are crucial components of  
successful community revitalization.11 
Putting these best practices into action in communities requires strong community organi-
zations and a supportive policy and investment environment. How the St. Louis region supports 
the practice of  these key principles will determine whether or not neighborhoods have an easier or 
harder time revitalizing and sustaining gains. What would an ideal community development system 
look like? 
First, well-managed, professionally staffed, community-based development organizations are 
needed. They need the capacity to conduct deep community engagement, develop market-sensitive 
comprehensive community plans, and coordinate a multitude of  funding streams, programs, and 
partnerships to implement plans at the scale needed for neighborhood change. 
Community-based organizations need a supportive environment that incentivizes best 
practices in community economic development. A supportive environment comprises governments, 
lenders, businesses, and philanthropic organizations committed to coordinating funding across the 
life cycle of  comprehensive community development initiatives from planning to implementation, 
investing in organizational capacity of  community development organizations and intermediar-
ies, and requiring merit-based, nonpolitical funding decisions. Lastly, cross-sector associations and 
intermediaries are needed to assist leaders in building strong relationships with one another, con-
nect regional plans and initiatives to neighborhood revitalization, and support policy innovation and 
change.
To be sure, this ideal does not presently exist. As important as neighborhoods are for indi-
vidual economic mobility, health, and education—and as much as research has identified practices 
that are effective in generating community economic development—regions’ community develop-
ment systems vary in their ability to support successful community development. They vary in the 
number and quality of  community development nonprofits, the strength of  capacity-building sup-
port, the efficiency and effectiveness of  cross-sector investment, and sector-wide associations’ ability 
to create space for leaders to collaborate and innovate.12 Building a better regional community devel-
opment system is essential to improving our neighborhoods. A study of  the Living Cities National 
Community Development Initiative (NCDI) in the 1990s found that improvements in community 
development corporation (CDC) practices during that decade had measurable impacts on neighbor-
hood markets, but the majority of  improvement was attributable to stronger community develop-
ment systems. Those regions that saw sustained impact shifted community development funding and 
policy from being “ad hoc and poorly coordinated” to more rational, institutionalized, and impactful 
practices.13
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What is happening in each part of  the region’s community development system? Just as 
neighborhoods change, so does the system that supports their success. This essay examines the 
changing community development system in the St. Louis region, including the roles played by 
CDCs, governments, lenders, businesses, and philanthropy—along with the cross-sector leadership 
in community development. 
Figure 1. Activities of  CDCs (percent engaging in each activity)
Community Development Organizations
The field of  community development organizations encompasses a wide range of  actors 
from community development corporations (CDCs), neighborhood associations, business districts, 
and for-profit community development organizations. While community-based nonprofits are not 
the only community development actors in neighborhoods, they are central to many systems as 
organizations committed to place-based community improvement. CDCs are often integral because 
they address the “double bottom line”: addressing social and economic equity at the same time that 
they meet the demands of  the marketplace. CDCs can respond more quickly to opportunities than 
government departments, coordinate disparate programs across government and philanthropy, and 
guide community plans over the long run often in the face of  shifting political winds.14 CDCs carry 
out a range of  activities in the neighborhoods they serve. Besides housing development and repair, 
CDCs’ activities include financial literacy, economic development, community gardens and healthy 
food, anti-crime initiatives, community organizing, and more (see Figure 1).15 The breadth of  activi-
ties indicates that St. Louis CDCs have embraced the movement toward a more comprehensive 
approach to community improvement and are able to apply local knowledge of  what matters in the 
neighborhoods they serve. CDCs are also able to leverage funds from government grants, foun-
dations, corporations, and fees for service, as well as mobilize volunteers to address community 
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concerns.16 Lastly, through a commitment to community engagement and resident empowerment, 
CDCs can help create more inclusive communities. 
Figure 2. Map of  respondents to 2011 report on St. Louis region’s community development 
system
While individual CDCs have strengths, the CDC industry in the St. Louis region has a num-
ber of  weaknesses. CDCs are mainly located in the city of  St. Louis with a small number located in 
distressed parts of  St. Louis County and St. Charles County in Missouri, and St. Clair County and 
Madison County in Illinois (see Figure 2).17 This concentration of  CDCs leaves many distressed 
communities without the organizational capacity to develop and implement community improve-
ment strategies. This is especially troubling for the disadvantaged communities in north St. Louis 
County whose challenges were highlighted by the turmoil in Ferguson. Many municipalities in North 
County are too small to lead effective community planning. In any case, governments are much more 
effective when they partner with a community-based nonprofit to do this work. Addressing the gap 
in community development nonprofits, Christian Northeast Hospital, St. Louis County Planning, 
and the Economic Development Partnership provided funding to establish a CDC in Spanish Lake, 
a community in far north St. Louis County. 
Another weakness is that too many CDCs lack capacity and are overly dependent on govern-
ment funding. For example, according to a 2011 study 40% of  CDCs have two or fewer employers 
and 60% have four or fewer employees, making organizational management and comprehensive 
community initiatives with sufficient scale difficult to undertake successfully.18 CDCs are also over-
reliant on government funding, philanthropic support is currently scarce for this work, and commer-
cial lending for community development lags behind other metropolitan areas.19 
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Despite the capacity issues in the community development nonprofit industry, St. Louis is 
home to larger organizations and initiatives like Beyond Housing’s nationally recognized 24:1 initia-
tive, a comprehensive community development initiative in the inner-ring suburban school district 
of  Normandy.20 Beyond Housing has been working with the twenty-four municipalities that are in 
the Normandy School Collaborative’s footprint to develop and repair housing, build a grocery store 
and bank, strengthen early childhood education, and more.21 Habitat for Humanity St. Louis has 
been a national leader in building LEED platinum housing. Some smaller community development 
nonprofits are intentionally trying to address low staff  capacity through collaboration and consoli-
dation. In 2014, three one-staff-person organizations in south St. Louis City consolidated into a 
new organization called the Tower Grove Neighborhoods CDC, providing them with more staff  
capacity to address issues in multiple contiguous neighborhoods. Four new place-based collabora-
tions, each involving three CDCs, are in the midst of  developing joint initiatives, supported by  the 
Community Builders Network of  Metro St. Louis, an association of  community building nonprof-
its. 
While the region does not have consistent local funding sources for community planning and 
implementation, St. Louis has been able to win federal dollars to aid this work and in some cases has 
made considerable progress with local resources. The region received a three-year $4.7 million HUD 
Sustainable Communities Regional Planning grant in 2010, which has resulted in the OneSTL plan 
for sustainable community development. St. Louis County, along with other local partners, won a 
federal Choice Neighborhoods Planning grant in 2014, which will support comprehensive planning 
in Wellston, an inner-ring suburb of  St. Louis County.22 Urban Strategies also was awarded a Choice 
Neighborhoods Planning grant in 2015 for the near-north side of  the city of  St. Louis.23 Beyond 
Housing, with support from an anonymous donor, undertook a full year of  community engaged 
planning before finalizing their 24:1 plan. Lemay Housing Partnership and Lemay Development 
Corporation partnered with St. Louis County to develop a community plan. Carondelet Community 
Betterment Federation created a planning room to showcase community development opportunities 
to for-profit developers. Skinker-Debaliviere Community Council recently completed a master plan 
for their neighborhood. 
Lastly, for-profit development organizations are also leaving their mark on St. Louis Com-
munities. National mixed-income community developers, McCormack Baron and their nonprofit 
partner Urban Strategies, are headquartered in St. Louis and have partnered locally with communi-
ties to do large-scale mixed-income revitalization throughout north St. Louis City and East St. Louis. 
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Northside Regeneration, an effort by developer Paul McKee, aims to redevelop 1,500 acres in north 
St. Louis City. 
In short, community-based nonprofits in the St. Louis region often lack the size and capacity 
to engage in the scale of  community development work that is needed. Nevertheless, many com-
munities are devising and implementing neighborhood plans. Successful community planning in the 
St. Louis region tends to be patchwork, with some communities doing cutting-edge work and other 
needy communities not even in the game. If  a community is lucky enough to have a strong CDC 
with a strong and even charismatic leader, they can succeed at the revitalization game. However, if  
we want to insure that every disadvantaged community has the chance to revitalize itself, we will 
need a stronger community development infrastructure, supported by public, private, and philan-
thropic organizations. 
Government and Nongovernment Infrastructure
Community development organizations and their partners rely on investment and policy 
support from government, lenders, business, and philanthropy to undertake comprehensive com-
munity development initiatives. Funding community development in the St. Louis region has mostly 
fallen to the public sector, whether through Community Development Block Grant funds, HOME 
Investment Partnership funds, tax credits, or federal programs such as Choice Neighborhoods and 
Promise Neighborhoods.24 Community development nonprofits on average (un-weighted) had 50% 
of  their budgets coming from government funds in a 2011 study on the state of  community devel-
opment in the St. Louis region. Foundation and private sector grants accounted for only 15% and 
16% of  budgets, respectively. Thirteen of  the thirty-plus nonprofit community development orga-
nizations participating in the 2011 study relied on government for 75% or more of  their funding.25 
These statistics illustrate the heavy reliance on government funding for community development in 
the region.26 
Figure 4: Percent of  community development nonprofit income for past three years from 

















The St. Louis metropolitan area had the third-highest level of  municipal fragmentation in 
the nation in 2007.27 St. Louis County alone has ninety municipalities. Fragmented jurisdictions have 
meant fragmented use of  public funds and often encouraged competition instead of  collabora-
tion.28 Fragmented use of  funds has made amassing large amounts of  capital difficult. This limited 
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fund size in any one community has meant that larger community development initiatives at a scale 
capable of  impacting markets have been hard to support. Many of  the government funding and 
investment streams are currently declining, capped, or threatened. Despite these barriers, recent 
developments in the government landscape are changing how the region uses the resources it has. 
Revitalization tools include a wide range of  items like tax abatement, tax increment financing 
(TIF), grant programs, and tax credits like New Markets tax credits. The dominant programs used 
by nonprofit community development organizations in the region, which face cuts, caps, and threats, 
are federally funded programs like the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and HOME 
Investment Partnership, state low-income housing and historic preservation tax credits, and afford-
able housing trust funds. 
The counties in the inner core of  the metropolitan area that have faced the most headwind 
since the 1970s have seen large decreases in the federal programs often used to support community 
improvement. While funding may go up and down from year to year, in 2015 dollars, St. Louis City, 
St. Louis County, St. Clair County, and Madison County are receiving $24,121,301 fewer CDBG 
dollars in 2014 than they did eleven years earlier and received $6,883,133 fewer Home Investment 
Partnership dollars in 2013 than they did in 2003. 29
Table 1. Community Development Block Grant Funding Levels, 2003–2014
County 2003 CDBG 2014 CDBG Percent Change
St. Louis City, MO $32,218,542 $16,469,826 - 48.88%
St. Louis County, MO $8,513,794 $4,765,818 - 44.02%
St. Clair County, IL $2,204,975 $1,159,500 - 47.41%
Madison County, IL $4,728,756 $1,149,622 - 75.69%
Total $47,666,067 $23,544,766 - 50.60%
Grant amounts were adjusted for inflation and are in 2015 dollars.
Table 2. Home Investment Partnership Funding Levels, 2003–2013
County 2003 HOME 2013 HOME Percent Change
St. Louis City, MO $5,990,365 $2,320,464 - 61.26%
St. Louis County, MO* $4,492,454 $2,811,755 - 37.41%
St. Clair County, IL* $1,344,541 $616,070 - 54.18%
Madison County, IL $1,543,922 $739,859 - 52.08%
Total $13,371,282 $6,488,148 - 51.48%
*Figures represent HOME consortiums in both counties
Grant amounts were adjusted for inflation and are in 2015 dollars.
The St. Louis region is a leader in tax credit real estate development, especially using the 
historic preservation and low-income housing tax credit programs. The St. Louis metropolitan area 
ranked 6th in the nation for number of  federal LIHTC projects completed through 2012.30 One of  
the reasons is that the state of  Missouri has state low-income and historic tax credits that can be 
piggybacked on the federal credits. The Missouri House and Senate have debated cutting the state 
low-income housing tax credit in recent years. The House passed a measure in 2014 to curb the state 
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LIHTC program from $140 million to $110 million, but the measures to curb housing tax credits 
have not become law.31 The future of  these development tools remains uncertain. 
While Missouri debates the size of  its housing tax credit programs, the Illinois legislature has 
for the most part supported housing programs but increasingly uses the Illinois Affordable Hous-
ing Trust Fund to support programs that formerly were supported by general revenue.32 Affordable 
housing trust funds have been developed by states and counties across the country. St. Louis City 
and St. Louis County both have locally controlled affordable housing trust funds. These local trust 
funds supply another revenue stream to invest in building strong communities, but the St. Louis 
County trust fund is narrowly focused on addressing homelessness and St. Louis City’s trust fund 
was capped at $5 million a year in 2003.33 Capping the affordable housing trust fund limits one of  
the only local sources of  community development funds in the region.
Table 3. Top Ten Metropolitan Statistical Areas for Low-Income Housing Tax Credits
Rank Metropolitan Area
1 New York–Newark–Jersey City, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area
2 Los Angeles–Long Beach–Anaheim, CA Metro Area
3 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area
4 Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, IL-IN-WI Metro Area
5 Kansas City, MO-KS Metro Area
6 St. Louis, MO-IL Metro Area
7 Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metro Area
8 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area
9 Boston-Cambridge-Newton, MA-NH Metro Area
10 Atlanta–Sandy Springs–Roswell, GA Metro Area
In an era of  decreasing public resources, three positive trends are noteworthy: 1) the 
St. Louis region has recently done a better job of  garnering competitive grant resources from the 
federal government; 2) recent pushes for more strategic, transparent, and objective grant processes 
open the possibility of  making current public funding more effective; 3) the St. Louis Port Author-
ity’s Community Reinvestment Fund has added a new source of  revenue. As mentioned previously, 
the region won a HUD Sustainable Communities Regional Planning grant and two Choice Neigh-
borhoods Planning grants. The city of  St. Louis received a Strong Cities Strong Communities grant 
that is designed to increase local government’s ability to apply for and integrate federal funding into 
more impactful community revitalization initiatives.34 New developments in how the city of  St. Louis 
allocates its CDBG and HOME funds have created opportunities for more merit-based funding 
decisions. HUD has worked with the city of  St. Louis to transition its Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) process from ward-based funding into a more transparent competitive city-
wide funding process with priorities based in part on a market value analysis that enables communi-
ties to have a data-based understanding of  local housing markets.35 This change allows the city of  
St. Louis to deal with the limitations of  fragmentation and incentivize best practices. In 2011, East 
St. Louis’s mismanaged Community Development Block Grant Program switched to being managed 
by St. Clair County’s Intergovernmental Grants Department, which had more capacity to run federal 
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government grant programs.36 Lastly, around 2010, St. Louis County and the St. Louis Port Author-
ity created a fund dedicated to community and economic development from lease payments paid by 
the River City Casino.37 
Nongovernmental Infrastructure
The region has not yet developed a consistent or coordinated approach to nongovernmental 
funding. Very few local foundations focus on community development. Since the Danforth Founda-
tion pivoted away from its St. Louis 2004 initiative and spent down its endowment, there has been 
no large local community development funder like the Cleveland Community Foundation, Zilber 
Family Foundation in Milwaukee, or Kresge Foundation in Detroit.38 While the Rockefeller Founda-
tion recently made the city of  St. Louis one of  their Resilient Cities, enabling the city to hire a staff  
person to work on resiliency efforts,39 the St. Louis region does not have a robust connection to 
large national community development funders or intermediaries like the Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation (LISC), MacArthur Foundation, Kellogg Foundation, Annie E. Casey Foundation, or 
Rockefeller Foundation. Through Rise Community Development, the region’s leading community 
development intermediary, the metropolitan area has been able to remain connected to Enterprise 
Community Partners but Enterprise does not have an office in the St. Louis region. St. Louis has 
not participated in national opportunities, such as the National Community Development Initiative, 
which invested $253.8 million ($152.5 million in loans and $101.3 million in grants) across twenty-
three cities in the 1990s.40 Lastly, commercial lending in St. Louis has historically lagged behind other 
regions like Cleveland and Indianapolis.41
This lack of  philanthropic funding creates a dearth of  entrepreneurial funding for strategic 
collaborative community development initiatives, managing coordination across silos (education, 
health, job training, etc.) and sectors, managing community engagement and neighborhood mar-
keting, and providing subsidy, through program-related investments, or other creative models for 
attracting private capital into communities. Whether through pooled funds or coordinated invest-
ment, other regions have developed models to effectively blend investment from the corporate, 
lending, and philanthropic sectors. Healthy Neighborhoods, pioneered in Baltimore, is a model of  
collaboration between the philanthropic and banking community that targets favorable home mort-
gage and home improvement loans to bolster “middle market” communities that could fall into 
decline.42 
A growing number of  Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) in recent 
years are developing or have expanded into the St. Louis region, each with its own focus. Founded 
in 2009, Gateway CDFI focuses on housing development and consulting services, and IFF, which 
expanded into the St. Louis market in 2006, focuses on nonprofit facilities, community centers, 
schools, and grocery stores. The St. Louis Equal Housing and Community Reinvestment Alliance 
(SLEHCRA) has been using the Community Reinvestment Act and fair housing laws to negotiate 
with banks for increased investment in minority and distressed communities. As a result, area banks 
have begun to increase loans in needy communities, hire new, often minority, community investment 
staff, and develop new loan products for low-income persons.43 The Greater Saint Louis Community 
Foundation has worked with young professionals to launch Invest STL, a crowd funding approach 
to building investment for communities.44 Anchor institutions, like Washington University in 
St. Louis, the BJC Hospital System, Bellefontaine Cemetery, the Missouri Botanical Garden, and the 
University of  Missouri–St. Louis, have invested in neighborhoods around their institutions. These 
institutions have provided funding to community development nonprofits and invested directly in 
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communities. Anchor institutions represent a growing part of  the changing nongovernmental fund-
ing landscape.45 
The development of  new solutions to nongovernmental funding may come out of  conversa-
tions underway between the nonprofit, banking, and philanthropic communities.. The Metropolitan 
St. Louis CRA Association and the Community Builders Network of  Metro St. Louis have formed a 
task force that includes representatives from the Greater St. Louis Community Foundation, United 
Way, and IFF, to develop recommendations on how to build a stronger community development 
system. The task force report calls for pooling funds for community development investments and 
capacity building.46 Also, the Greater Saint Louis Community Foundation worked with the University 
of  Missouri–St. Louis, the Gateway Center for Giving, and others on forums during the fall of  2013 
to engage the philanthropic sector around issues of  place and people. Broader conversations and 
recommendations across the sectors increases the likelihood that the St. Louis region will enhance 
nongovernmental support for community development . 
Capacity-Building Environment
Not only do governments, corporations, and philanthropies support community develop-
ment activity but they also support capacity building for individual organizations. Given the promi-
nence of  small community development nonprofits and their reliance on a few funding sources, 
supporting their growth and increased expertise is especially important. Capacity building involves 
pairing professional development with operating support to increase organizational effectiveness.47 
Operating Support
Metropolitan areas with impactful capacity-building systems such as Cleveland, Portland, 
Oregon, and Washington, D.C. have in the past developed funding collaboratives that pool and coor-
dinate funding across government, foundations, banks, and businesses to provide multiyear financial 
support, contingent on performance, to community development organizations with clear business 
plans and comprehensive neighborhood plans.48 While this multisector, multiyear model of  supply-
ing operating support has not been fully realized in St. Louis, Rise Community Development has 
managed for a number of  years a CDC capacity-building and collaborative grant funding program 
supported by local banks to build the capacity of  community development nonprofits.49 Given low 
levels of  nongovernmental funding, some communities have turned to special taxing districts to 
support their work, such as Park Central Development Corporation and South Grand Community 
Improvement District.50 
Professional Development
Complementary to operating support is technical assistance and professional development 
for community development organizations. The St. Louis region is witnessing a growth in training 
and professional development opportunities for community development professionals. Below are 
examples of  the offerings currently in the region:
• Rise offers technical assistance to individual organizations, like strategic planning or devel-
opment consulting, and provides informational trainings four times a year that are open to 
the public.
• The Community Builders Network of  Metro St. Louis with support from the University 
of  Missouri–St. Louis Des Lee Collaborative Vision has delivered intensive capacity-build-
ing programs that take community development nonprofits from workshops to project 
implementation on issues like financial sustainability and collaboration, and offer scholar-
ships to trainings and encourage peer-to-peer learning. 
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• The St. Louis Association of  Community Organizations is rebuilding to more strongly 
support neighborhood associations and returned to offering its yearly neighborhoods 
conference.
• The Brown School at Washington University in St. Louis developed a partnership with 
Neighborworks America to offer a series of  three trainings that culminate in a certificate 
of  affordable housing and mixed-income community management. 
• The University of  Missouri–St. Louis and the University of  Missouri Extension offer the 
Neighborhood Leadership Academy.
• Community development financial institutions like the Gateway CDFI are offering techni-
cal assistance services.
• The city of  St. Louis’s Community Development Administration is holding monthly train-
ings on issues facing community development nonprofits.
• The city of  St. Louis has also received support through the federal Strong Cities Strong 
Communities program which will aid those working in the city to learn how to apply for 
and weave together federal programs to strengthen communities.
• The Metropolitan St. Louis Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) Association provides 
peer-to-peer learning and assistance to members in understanding best practices in CRA 
and community development.
• The region’s universities, along with Rise, have community data analysis capacity and 
experts on community development that are able to assist community development non-
profits in evaluation. Led by Rise, St. Louis is a member of  the National Neighborhood 
Indicators Partnership coordinated by the Urban Institute. 
The training and technical assistance component of  St. Louis’s capacity-building system is 
rather strong. These professional development assets are provided on top of  a rich set of  general 
nonprofit management and leadership offerings throughout the region. Government, nonprofit 
intermediaries and associations, and universities are all involved in making sure professionals in the 
sector have access to professional training. 
Cross-Sector Relationships and Activity
Associations, task forces, working groups, and funder/lender collaboratives are structures 
that regions employ to ensure that the connectivity of  leaders and practitioners in a field can be 
maintained and regions can develop solutions to barriers facing the field. Connectivity within and 
across sectors is crucial for creating the space needed to work continuously on the social relation-
ships between leaders, to fostering collaboration and coordination between different community 
development actors.51 The St. Louis region is seeing growth in associations and increased attempts at 
collaboration within and across sectors. 
Growth in Associations
The St. Louis region has a long-standing history of  associations and councils in the business 
community (Regional Chamber and Regional Business Council), education (Regional Early Child-
hood Council, Maternal Child and Family Coalition, St. Louis Graduates, etc.), philanthropy (Gate-
way Center for Giving), and even cross-sector organizations like the Leadership Council Southwest-
ern Illinois. Two new associations and one reviving association are strengthening the ability for the 
community development sector to get more organized and engage with other sectors. The twenty-
seven-member Community Builders Network of  Metro St. Louis was formed in September 2011 as 
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an association of  nonprofit community building organizations dedicated to organizational capacity 
building, civic capacity building, and public awareness of  the importance of  community revitaliza-
tion.52 The thirty-five-member Metropolitan St. Louis Community Reinvestment Act Association 
formed in February 2012 to support professional development and collaboration among CRA offi-
cers in banks.53 The St. Louis Association of  Community Organizations (SLACO), a long-standing 
association of  neighborhood associations, hired a new part-time executive director in 2013, hired a 
neighborhood organizer in 2014, and has since begun more recruitment of  new members.54 SLACO 
members now represent 25 percent of  the population of  the city of  St. Louis. The statewide Mis-
souri Workforce Housing Association, formed in the later part of  the first decade of  the century, 
has brought together developers, nonprofits, architects, and others to advocate for affordable work-
force housing at the state level.55
Increasing Attempts at Collaboration
Having formal networks of  community development organizations, banks, and neighbor-
hood associations is making it easier for organizations within sectors to attempt collaborations. 
Members of  the Metropolitan St. Louis Community Reinvestment Act Association have partnered 
together to coordinate their participation in resource fairs, work to support member professional 
development, and explicitly work to form a collaborative environment across institutions.56 The 
Community Builders Network of  Metro St. Louis (CBN) has invested heavily in collaboration. In 
March 2013, CBN began a formal initiative to develop collaboration among its members. As of  
July 2014, four groups of  three organizations each are finalizing their collaborative initiative plans, 
which range from safety to housing to entrepreneurship support for beautification efforts. Outside 
this formal process, a CBN member has partnered with educational institutions to develop a com-
munity health initiative; three organizations consolidated into one to achieve greater staff  capacity; 
and some CDCs have begun to collaborate through pooled purchasing of  printing services for their 
neighborhood newspapers. 
Potential for Common Understanding, Collaborative Solutions, and Coordina-
tion Across Sectors
Evaluation of  the National Community Development Initiative found that systems with 
agreement to neighborhood revitalization strategies across public, corporate, banking, philanthropic, 
and nonprofit community development sectors were stronger than those without a shared under-
standing.57 Developing a common commitment to neighborhood revitalization strategies will take 
civic dialogue and intentional conversation across sectors. Area universities, local radio stations, 
reporters, and associations have been focusing on neighborhood revitalization issues in public 
forums, articles, radio shows, and television shows. The University of  Missouri–St. Louis and Wash-
ington University in St. Louis have put on two forums in the last two years on neighborhood change 
with subsequent radio appearances on St. Louis on the Air. Stay Tuned, a local program on the region’s 
public television network, has focused a number of  programs on neighborhood issues. The Univer-
sity of  Missouri–St. Louis has held six community forums, called “What’s Brewing?,” to examine 
the local actions that helped to create “rebound neighborhoods.” The Department of  Housing and 
Urban Development’s interjection of  the market value analysis tool into the city of  St. Louis’s grant 
process sparked conversation about real estate development strategy in different types of  market 
strength communities.58 The philanthropic community in 2013 explored the interaction between 
place-based and people-based issues over a three-part series. In 2014, representatives from the 
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Metropolitan St. Louis Community Reinvestment Act Association, Community Builders Network of  
Metro St. Louis, IFF, United Way of  Greater Saint Louis, and the Greater Saint Louis Community 
Foundation created the Strengthening St. Louis Neighborhoods Task Force and released a report 
in December 2014 on how St. Louis could build a regional community development system.59 The 
recommendations in that report are a starting point to get agreement among civic actors on strate-
gies and systems that support neighborhood revitalization. 
Lastly, coordination across sectors for community development activity, especially to link 
regional initiatives and trends to neighborhood improvement, has yet to become a mainstay in the 
metropolitan area. Tackling coordination is essential on issues like economic development. Often 
regional action is required to create growing economic strength. But a commitment is needed by 
regional economic development and neighborhood revitalization practitioners to tie regional growth 
to distressed communities.60 Transit-oriented development around MetroLink stations, such as that 
being planned by Beyond Housing for the St. Charles Rock Road Station, could be an effective strat-
egy for linking disadvantaged communities to regional opportunity structures. 
Conclusion: A system in Flux with Discrete Areas for Growth
The situation of  neighborhoods in the St. Louis region varies tremendously. On the one 
hand, the central corridor is taking off, turning around neighborhood’s that once were in rapid 
decline. The strength of  the central corridor is spreading south to neighborhoods like the Grove, 
Botanical Heights, and Shaw. But the neighborhoods north of  the infamous “Delmar Divide” are 
struggling. Some, like Old North, Mark Twain, and the West End, have made some progress but 
much more needs to be done. Beyond Housing is doing some of  the most comprehensive commu-
nity development work in the nation, but few neighborhoods have the generous anonymous donor 
that has made this work possible. Growing poverty in the inner-ring suburbs of  St. Louis County 
is especially worrisome. These communities generally lack both community-based nonprofits and 
strong municipal governments to address their issues. In short, the St. Louis region needs a stronger 
community development system so that every community can develop and implement revitalization 
plans. 
St. Louis’s community development system is in a period of  change. The region has new 
assets and practices that are counterweights to system weaknesses. The following highlights the sta-
tus of  different parts of  the St. Louis region’s community development system.
• Community development organizations in general 1) have limited staff  capacity, 2) are 
concentrated in the city of  St. Louis and not in outlying counties, 3) are over-reliant on 
government funding, 4) do more comprehensive community development than just hous-
ing development, and 5) are beginning to do more community-engaged planning.
• Government, lender, business, and philanthropic support for community revitalization 
is marked by 1) often-used government funding being cut, capped, or threatened, 2) 
increased professionalism in government grant processes, 3) limited and uncoordinated 
nongovernment funding, 4) no consistent investment for comprehensive community 
planning, 5) limited operating support for CDCs, and 6) increasingly robust professional 
development offerings.
• Within and across sector connectivity is typified by 1) growth in associations, 2) growth in 
attempted collaborations within sectors, and 3) potential for a common understanding of  
community development, collaboration, and coordination across sectors.
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With all the changes that have taken place recently and the potential for more, the next five 
to ten years of  community development activity in the region will be interesting to watch. Given 
where the region is today, the following are areas to focus on in the coming years. 
• Fostering sufficiently staffed and well-managed community development organizations 
with sufficient scale to cover a wider range of  disinvested geographies.
• Creating nongovernmental funding streams, including pools of  funding for investment 
and capacity building, for multiyear community development initiatives. 
• Developing creative ways to coordinate and leverage funding streams, ultimately attracting 
national foundations to invest in the St. Louis community development system.
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Planning for Long-Term
The idea of  “sustainable” development sounds wonderful. Most citizens would agree with 
the concepts involved in long-term, stable, and renewable development. Making it happen is quite a 
different story.
Mary Rocchio and Medora Kealy were involved deeply in the region’s recent Regional Plan 
for Sustainable Development called OneSTL. Their essay captures that process, the outcomes if  the 
region does it correctly and the challenges to do so.
It is difficult for a region to have a unified mindset when decision making is so dispersed. 
Decentralized decision making allows for many priorities to come forward, each with institutional 
backing. However, it also creates diversity of  approach and allows for many small contributions to 
larger indicators. In the end, sustainability will require many hands working together for the benefit 
of  all.
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Sustainability in St. Louis: Regional Plan, Local Action
Mary Rocchio, M.P.P.A. and Medora Kealy, M.S.
Introduction 
The regional plan for sustainable development, OneSTL, tracks over fifty performance indi-
cators with the purpose of  measuring the region’s progress toward sustainability. The hope is that 
these data points will be used to evaluate the plan, guide local and regional decisions, and help local 
actors understand the challenges and opportunities of  the region. 
OneSTL was developed during a three-year planning process that brought together residents, 
local governments, businesses, and nonprofits from across the eight county region1 to articulate 
and work toward a vision for a sustainable future. The OneSTL plan document was completed in 
December 2013, and now the plan is being carried out by a variety of  groups and individuals. 
Performance measurement is a key part of  the plan. The data can help us understand what is 
happening in the region—where we have made improvements and where we are falling behind. For 
the most part, tracking these data points is not new to the region. The Regional Chamber reports on 
many indicators of  the economy, East-West Gateway Council of  Governments reports data that are 
important to consider in transportation planning, and many other organizations report on environ-
mental conditions in the region. 
What makes OneSTL unique is that it pulls together data on multiple topics of  impor-
tance to the St. Louis region to try to provide a more comprehensive picture of  how the region is 
performing and where our priorities need to be. This is particularly relevant when evaluating sus-
tainability, since no one measure can completely capture the economic, environmental, and equity 
aspects of  sustainable development. On its own, escalating economic activity appears to be a good 
thing, but if  coupled with worsening air and water quality or income inequality, we are not meeting 
the sustainability goals of  the region. OneSTL attempts to address this by providing data points that 
indicate how the region is performing in a range of  topic areas as well as some measures that pro-
vide an indication of  how the region is performing in multiple theme areas. 
However, data can only move the region so far in achieving the sustainability goals. To 
understand the OneSTL performance measures, we need to look at additional information. In this 
essay we contribute to a more complete picture of  how the region is advancing on sustainability by 
providing appropriate context to the data, including trend data, comparisons with other regions and 
national data, and highlighting local efforts.
The regional-level data being tracked for OneSTL supplemented with the local action 
stories indicate that the St. Louis region is making the connections and taking the steps to be more 
sustainable, but there is plenty of  work to be done. Based on this analysis, we conclude that the 
region needs to continue to push ahead on all areas of  the OneSTL plan. There is not one area of  
the plan that can be ignored or set aside. That being said, of  the three e’s of  sustainability (equity, 
economy and environment), the region appears to be lagging farthest behind on equity. We are see-
ing improvement in the overall economy of  the region but those improvements are not reaching 
everyone. To be a region that thrives, we need to do more so that all residents have access to quality 
education, a healthy environment, and a job that can support a family. 
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Performance of  the St. Louis Region
This essay is organized around the nine themes of  OneSTL—Collaborative, Prosperous, 
Distinctive, Inclusive, Green, Prepared, Connected, Efficient, and Educated. These nine words are 
meant to identify what is important to the people of  St. Louis in building a sustainable region. For 
each theme area we provide a brief  description of  the goals of  the themes and analysis of  how 
St. Louis is preforming on the indicators in the theme area. In the analysis we provide some contex-
tual information that is important to understanding the data. Part of  this context is what is hap-
pening on the ground. To help provide this part of  the region’s story, we spotlight a local govern-
ment program for each theme area. These are examples of  the many programs that are happening 
throughout the region that are contributing to the sustainability of  the region. There are many more. 
It is important that as we analyze the performance indicators, we also tell these local stories. They 
are what will help us make progress in achieving the OneSTL goals and see progress on the mea-
sures of  our performance. 
Collaborative
Collaboration is a key element to developing sustainably in the St. Louis region. To be sus-
tainable we need to consider all aspects of  planning a community together. Recognizing that work-
ing collaboratively has many benefits, and that it is an area with which the St. Louis region often 
struggles, collaboration takes a central role in OneSTL. The goals under this theme recognize that 
more coordinated efforts are needed at every level and are essential to accomplishing the goals in all 
areas of  the plan. If  we do not work collaboratively we will miss opportunities, duplicate efforts, and 
miss important elements that need to be considered together as we work toward our goals. The Col-
laborative measures indicate that the region is positioned to make progress in being more collabora-
tive through growing support for the regional plan, increased sharing of  resources, and through the 
work of  neighborhood-based organizations. One of  the ways the region can improve our perfor-
mance on collaboration is through efforts such as the 24:1 Initiative in St. Louis County. We spot-
light this effort as one that is moving the region forward in reaching sustainability goals by working 
across jurisdictional boundaries to increase the efficient use of  resources. 
Membership in the OneSTL Network is one way the plan seeks to measure the level of  col-
laboration in the region. The consistent increase in membership over the first year of  the network’s 
existence is a sign of  increased collaboration. In the first year after the adoption of  OneSTL, 108 
organizations and 75 individuals joined the network.2 The OneSTL Network is a group for local 
governments, organizations, businesses, and residents who support the OneSTL plan. Anyone can 
join the network to share their own successes and learn how other members are implementing the 
plan’s strategies. One member, the city of  Belleville, Illinois, joined the network to increase its access 
to resources and knowledge so that the city can serve the community better.3 Entities from across 
the region and from a variety of  sectors have become network members, indicating that OneSTL 
has a broad base of  support, and is creating opportunities for new collaborative efforts. The 
St. Louis region will be more sustainable by increasing the number of  organizations and individuals 
connecting and sharing ideas through the OneSTL Network. 
The other indicator for which data are currently available measures the percent of  residents 
living within the service area of  an active Community Development Corporation (CDC). CDCs are 
nonprofits that work to revitalize neighborhoods through community organizing, economic devel-
opment projects, affordable housing, and other activities. In 2011, 34 percent of  St. Louis–area resi-
dents lived within the service area of  an active CDC.4 While we do not expect all St. Louis residents 
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to live in the service area of  a CDC, and more research is needed on the capacity and success of  
these CDCs, tracking this measure over time will indicate the level of  support in the region for 
strengthening neighborhoods. 
The Access to Information indicator will measure the percent of  local governments that 
use two of  the web-based OneSTL resources—the Sustainable Solutions Toolkit and the St. Louis 
Regional Data Exchange. These two resources provide information such as best practices, case stud-
ies, and local data to help organizations, local governments, and residents implement OneSTL. Data 
are not currently available for this indicator, but we know that the OneSTL Toolkit was visited by 
over six hundred individuals in 2014. The use of  this resource indicates that there are more organi-
zations in the St. Louis region that are learning from each other, sharing information, and building 
capacity to work together. 
The last indicator in this theme is Interjurisdictional Cooperation, which will catalogue the 
number of  agreements and programs established between two or more local governments in the 
St. Louis region. Data are not yet available for this indicator, in part because it is difficult to track. 
Despite the lack of  available data, this measure is included because it gets at the core of  OneSTL—
the need for collaboration to achieve shared goals. 
The 24:1 Initiative is a prime example of  a program that is helping the region achieve the goals 
under Collaborative. The initiative is a community partnership among the twenty-four municipalities 
located in the footprint of  the Normandy Schools Collaborative, a school district in north St. Louis 
County. The 24:1 Initiative is facilitated by Beyond Housing, a regional community development orga-
nization. The idea for the initiative grew out of  discussions in 2008 between several communities and 
Beyond Housing about the growing foreclosure crisis. Over time, the discussions expanded to address 
a broad range of  topics. One component of  the initiative is the 24:1 Municipal Government Partner-
ships Committee, which consists of  mayors and key municipal staff  who meet regularly to discuss 
sharing resources to improve services and reduce costs. One of  the efforts of  the committee was a 
collective trash bid, in which several communities utilized the same bid for trash services that resulted 
in a savings of  over $80,000 and improved services for residents.5 According to Kevin Buchek, an 
elected official for the village of  Bel-Nor and member of  24:1, it took a while to build trust among the 
communities, but now members are looking to share multiple types of  resources, including informa-
tion on vendors and costs, shared purchases, joint grant proposals, and perhaps even shared facilities 
or staff.6 
Prosperous
Throughout the OneSTL planning process employment and economic development were 
brought up time and again by residents as one of  the most important factors affecting the future of  
the St. Louis region. The goals under Prosperous seek to provide residents with quality job oppor-
tunities and an economy that is resilient to change. The measures tracked under this theme include 
some typical measures of  the health of  a region’s economy—GMP and employment—but also con-
sider the equitable distribution of  the economic benefits. These are all important pieces of  a sustain-
able region. 
Together, the measures in this section indicate that the region’s economy is not sustainable. 
If  we looked only at the typical measures, the economy looks like it is doing okay, or at least improv-
ing from the Great Recession, but by looking at the other measures we see that the region needs 
to take action to be more equitable and resilient. One program that is a good example of  how the 
region can do this is the workforce inclusion program in the city of  St. Louis. 
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The measures of  Employment, Unemployment, Gross Metropolitan Product (GMP), and 
Income indicate the region is improving in the area of  prosperity. Employment increased from 
1.12 million full-time equivalent workers in 2009 to 1.14 million in 2013, but is still lower than the 
1.18 million employed in 2008.7 The unemployment rate decreased from 9.9 percent to 7.2 percent 
over the same time period, but remains higher than the 6.3 percent unemployment rate in 2008.8 The 
GMP, a measure of  overall economic activity in the region, increased from $132.6 billion in 2009 to 
$136.5 billion in 2013, slightly higher than the GMP in 2008, at $136.3 billion (in chained 2009 dol-
lars).9 Personal income per capita bottomed out in 2010 in the St. Louis region, at $44,861 per capita 
in 2013 dollars and increased over the next three years but saw a small decrease from 2012 ($46,021) 
to 2013 ($45,992).10 Compared to 34 peer metropolitan regions, the St. Louis economy is not doing 
well with the 10th largest decrease in personal income per capita from 2008 to 2013, and the 6th 
lowest GMP per capita in 2013. All four of  these measures point to the region’s progress, yet contin-
ued struggle to recover from the Great Recession. 
Additionally, the region is seeing some improvement in the resilience and diversity of  the 
economy. The region’s economic resiliency improved slightly in 2012 compared to 2010.11 Eco-
nomic resiliency is a measure of  the diversity of  employment in the region relative to the diversity of  
employment at the national level, with the idea that a region with employment in many sectors will 
be able to adapt if  employment in a single sector declines. Historically, manufacturing was the largest 
employment sector in the region, but employment in manufacturing declined substantially from 1970 
to 2010. The increase in economic diversity since 2010 is due in part to an uptick in manufacturing 
employment in recent years as well as an increase in jobs in the health care industry. 
But three measures indicate that the region’s economic gains are not reaching all residents. 
The first of  these measures, Poverty, has remained about the same over the past few years. In 2013 
the rate was 13.0 percent, a slight decrease from 13.9 percent in 2012 and about the same as the rate 
of  12.9 percent in 2010. Since 2000 the poverty rate has increased 3.8 percentage points and the 
number of  individuals in poverty increased 46 percent.12 The percent of  jobs with a median wage 
higher than self-sufficiency wage (quality jobs) also remained about the same from 2010 (42.7 per-
cent) to 2013 (42.8 percent).13 And the gap between white median household income and that of  
black households widened from white households making 1.88 times that of  black households in 
2010 to 1.96 times in 2013.14 
The city of  St. Louis is taking action to address a critical portion of  the prosperous goals—
workforce diversity—through an initiative that increases skills and work opportunities for disadvan-
taged residents. Mayor Francis Slay made workforce inclusion a priority for the city of  St. Louis by 
signing Executive Order No. 46 and by making implementation a priority action item on the Sustain-
able Action Agenda.15 In 2013 the Board of  Aldermen updated the workforce inclusion ordinance 
with the passage of  ordinance 69427 to include the language of  the executive order.16 The workforce 
inclusion ordinance requires the St. Louis Agency on Training and Employment (SLATE) to work 
with local unions and community organizations to build labor resources so contractors are able to 
achieve the diversity goals of  the ordinance. The ordinance also requires public works contracts, 
city bonded projects, and tax increment financing projects with an estimated base value of  at least 
$1 million dollars to employ apprentices for a minimum of  15 percent of  the contract’s labor hours, 
minorities for 25 percent, women for 5 percent, and city of  St. Louis residents for 20 percent.17 The 
ordinance is increasing diversity and equality in the construction industry and providing valuable 
skills to minority residents and women. Additionally, the ordinance is increasing the partnerships 
among SLATE and the St. Louis Development Corporation (SLDC) with private employers, public 
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agencies, organized labor, and social organizations.18 Targeted programs like this can increase the 
likelihood that all residents will be included in economic growth.
Distinctive
The Distinctive theme area appears to be somewhat of  a hodgepodge of  goals—with goals 
on everything from reducing crime to increasing housing opportunities to improving health. But this 
variety of  goals recognizes the many components of  what is important to people and how the built 
environment has an impact on people’s day-to-day lives. The goals in the Distinctive theme focus on 
the importance of  strong local communities to regional sustainability. 
The region’s mixed performance on the measures under Distinctive indicates that this is 
an area that is important for the region’s focus. One example of  a local effort contributing to the 
Distinctive goals is the city of  St. Charles’s adoption of  a form-based code for the 5th Street Corri-
dor. The program’s goal of  creating a safer and more inviting corridor for people using all modes of  
transportation clearly aligns with the goals of  OneSTL.
One of  the key areas under Distinctive is crime. The data indicate that the St. Louis region’s 
crime rate is improving but, from what we heard from residents, reducing crime is still a top prior-
ity. The region has seen a 29 percent decrease in the crime rate from 2003 to 2013.19 This decrease is 
better than the nationwide decline of  23 percent over the same time period, and the region’s current 
crime rate is slightly lower than its peer region average.20 Safe communities provide many benefits to 
a sustainable region. A community with lower crime rates is more appealing to potential employers 
and provides a more enjoyable environment for residents that could lead to a higher rate of  physical 
activity. 
Another aspect of  strong local communities is the health of  residents. OneSTL tracks 
the percent of  adults meeting the recommended exercise standard as an indication of  the health 
and amount of  activity of  residents in the region. In 2011 just under half  of  St. Louis region resi-
dents (49.5 percent) met the standard, which calls for 150 minutes or more of  physical activity in a 
week.21,22 A change in the definition used to collect these data makes it difficult to look at how this 
has changed over time. But it appears to be holding steady over the last decade with only about half  
of  residents meeting this standard. Further, a comparison with peer regions indicates St. Louis is 
doing poor on this measure, ranking 26th out of  35 peer regions. 
Another OneSTL strategy that seeks to increase the health of  residents is to increase resi-
dents’ access to parks. Based on the Access to Open Space performance measure residents in the 
St. Louis region have fairly good access to parks. Based on data for the 2007–2011 time period,23 
74.5 percent of  residents in the St. Louis region live near a public open space (within ½ mile in 
urban areas and 1 mile in rural areas).24 Although the region appears to do well on this indicator, the 
quality and extent of  the open space is not assessed and may vary substantially.
The St. Louis region is commonly considered to be an affordable place to live with reason-
ably priced housing. However, to fully assess housing affordability the cost of  transportation must 
also be included, since housing located far from job centers or other services may cost less, but resi-
dents will need to spend more money on transportation to reach destinations. The H+T Affordabil-
ity indicator provides a comprehensive measure of  housing and transportation costs in the region. 
On average, a household making the area median income spends 54.8 percent of  their income on 
housing and transportation costs, exceeding the 45 percent threshold that is commonly considered 
affordable.25 Almost 60 percent of  households spend over 45 percent of  their income on housing 
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and transportation. Compared to 34 peer metropolitan regions, St. Louis is slightly more affordable 
than most, ranking 26th.
The city of  St. Charles’s use of  a form-based code will help the region meet the goals under 
Distinctive by creating strong communities with built environments that promote active and healthy 
lifestyles. In the spring of  2012 the city of  St. Charles adopted a form-based code, also known as a 
SmartCode, for the 5th Street Corridor and hospital district. Form-based codes differ from conven-
tional zoning because they focus on the scale and relationship of  buildings to create a more cohesive 
built environment, and tend to promote mixed-use development that is compact and walkable. The 
code is a long-term strategy to increase access to destinations for residents, relieve traffic conges-
tion, and preserve open lands.26 The code also includes provisions for a ten-foot-wide sidewalk and 
a bicycle lane along 5th Street, which will increase transportation options and opportunities for 
exercise. 
Inclusive
As touched on in the Prosperous section, inclusiveness is an important aspect of  a sustain-
able region. The OneSTL goals in the Inclusive section address the need for equitable services and 
opportunities for all residents as well as the need for diversity in creating an entrepreneurial and 
resilient economy. All three measures tracked under this theme indicate that the St. Louis region’s 
performance is worsening on this aspect of  sustainability. Some may say that St. Louis does not 
need data to tell us that the region needs to be more inclusive. But these measures can help us better 
understand some of  the challenges in the region and help convey those challenges. The St. Louis 
HOME Consortium is one local program that is making the region more inclusive by creating hous-
ing opportunities for low-income residents in three counties. 
One way we can measure inclusiveness is by the number of  residents living in concentrated 
areas of  poverty. When we segregate poor people from others, we exclude them from accessing the 
same opportunities, such as quality schools and health care, as their middle-or high-income coun-
terparts. The percentage of  poor residents living in areas of  concentrated poverty increased slightly 
over the last decade, from 12.4 percent in 2000 to 13.2 percent for the 2007–2011 time period.27 
Though the percentage increase in this measure was fairly small, the actual number of  poor residents 
living in concentrated poverty increased over 20 percent, from around 33,000 residents in 2000 to 
over 40,000 in 2007–2011.28 The substantial increase in the number of  affected residents is due to 
the increase in the poverty rate over the last decade.
A second measure of  inclusiveness, income inequality, is also increasing in the St. Louis 
region. The Gini Index measures the distribution of  income, with a score of  one representing the 
most unequal situation (one household earns all of  the income), and a score of  zero representing 
complete equality (each household earns the same amount). Since 2006, income inequality in the 
St. Louis region increased from 0.451 to 0.463 in 2013. This increase mirrors the national trend, 
which experienced an increase from 0.464 in 2006 to 0.481 in 2013.29 Though the increases appear 
small, both are statistically significant and reveal growing economic disparities in the St. Louis region 
and the nation. The only bright note is that the St. Louis region ranks 22nd among 35 peer regions 
with slightly less income inequality than most of  the peers.
The last measure we track under Inclusive looks at whether or not housing is available to 
low-income residents in the region at an affordable price. We find that low-to moderate-income 
households are able to afford 35.2 percent of  the available housing, which represents a shortage of  
around 130,000 affordable housing units. The region does provide a higher percentage of  affordable 
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housing units than most of  our peer regions,30 but with a shortage of  130,000 units the region needs 
to focus on providing more housing options.31
There are many organizations in the region that are trying to make the region more inclusive 
and equitable. The St. Louis HOME Consortium is one initiative that counties and municipalities in 
the region have been collaborating on since 2003 to provide more affordable housing opportunities. 
The counties of  Jefferson, St. Charles, and St. Louis joined with the cities of  Florissant, O’Fallon, 
and St. Charles to become eligible for funding from the HOME Investment Partnerships Program, 
a Housing and Urban Development (HUD) initiative to create affordable housing for low-income 
households. The HOME funds can be used for down-payment assistance for low-income, first-
time homebuyers or to rehabilitate or develop affordable housing. In 2013 around 250 households 
received down-payment assistance through the program, helping them purchase their first homes.32 
The consortium is helping the region achieve the goals in the Inclusive theme of  OneSTL by 
increasing access to home ownership and affordable housing for low-income residents. The hope 
is that these increased options could lead to more economically and racially integrated communities 
that will provide residents with access to more opportunities and a higher quality of  life.
Green
The Green theme is the section of  the plan that is dedicated to the health of  the natural 
environment. Goals in this area of  the plan focus on protecting and enhancing the quality of  water, 
air, land, and biodiversity in the region. This is an important aspect of  sustainability because preserv-
ing the natural environment is beneficial for healthy ecosystems and it supports a strong economy 
and high quality of  life for residents. The performance measures under Green indicate that the 
region has made noticeable efforts to address environmental challenges, but it needs to strengthen 
these efforts because the quality of  the air, water, and land use is still poor. One example of  such 
a successful effort is the city of  Alton’s implementation of  stormwater management practices to 
address the water quality of  a polluted river. 
The seven measures under the Green can be divided into two categories of  indicators. The 
first four are measures of  inputs or actions being taken to address environmental challenges. The 
seven measures under Green can be divided into two categories of  indicators. or the overall quality 
of  the environment. Essentially, the first set are actions local governments can take that should help 
improve the region’s performance on the second set of  measures. 
One of  the input measures is Rainscaping, which tracks practices that reduce stormwater 
overflow and improve water quality. Rainscaping includes things such as rain gardens and permeable 
pavers, which enable stormwater to soak into the ground close to where it falls, minimizing erosion 
in streams, preventing localized flooding, and enhancing water quality by allowing the soil to filter 
out pollutants. Beginning in 2000, the EPA’s Phase II stormwater program required many areas in 
the St. Louis region to control stormwater runoff  from new developments, and many projects are 
using rainscaping practices to fulfill these requirements. The number of  acres treated for stormwater 
runoff  using rainscaping practices in the St. Louis region has doubled in the past two years to over 
three thousand acres in 2012.33
Watershed planning is also on the rise, with seventeen watersheds in the St. Louis region 
benefiting from a watershed plan and/or an active watershed-based organization as of  2013, which 
is an increase from eight in 2010.34 Watershed plans seek to identify and control or eradicate pollut-
ants that drain into our streams, rivers, wetlands, and other bodies of  water. The existing plans and 
organizations cover about 41 percent of  the land area in the region. 
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The Tree City USA program offered by the Arbor Day Foundation certifies municipalities 
for properly managing their trees. As of  2013 around 20 percent of  municipalities—40 in total—in 
the St. Louis region are certified, which is a slight decrease from the 41 that were certified in 2010.35 
Sustainable Codes is another measure of  local government action, tracking the number of  local 
governments adopting the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). The IECC sets energy 
efficiency standards for new buildings and renovations. At least 80 percent of  the local governments 
in the region have adopted some version of  the IECC or are subject to statewide standards for 
IECC compliance (all communities in Illinois).36 The most energy efficient version available at the 
time of  analysis is the 2012 IECC, which is the standard adopted by the state of  Illinois as well as by 
two communities in Missouri: Richmond Heights and University City.
The OneSTL measures on air, water, and land reveal potential strains on the region’s envi-
ronmental assets. The long-term trend for ozone-related air quality shows improvement, with fewer 
days of  unhealthy air quality due to ozone. The short-term trend has also improved from 17.3 days 
of  poor air quality per year (for the 2007–2009 time period) to 16.3 days per year (for 2012–2014),37 
but ozone is a critical air pollutant and the region is currently classified as nonattainment38 for the 
ozone standard set by the EPA. The Water Quality measure documents that 36.2 percent of  the 
assessed rivers and streams in the region are impaired (polluted), slightly lower than the national 
figure of  39 percent.39 Regarding land use, the St. Louis region has more developed land per popula-
tion than most of  the other peer regions, ranking 5th in 2011 with 0.30 acres of  developed land per 
capita.40 In addition, the amount of  developed land per capita increased between 2006 and 2011 by 
0.9%, whereas the majority of  peer regions (29) experienced decreases over the same time frame. 
The increase in developed acres per capita in St. Louis is resulting in loss of  agricultural and natural 
resource land, impacting the region’s ecosystem.
The city of  Alton, Illinois, is one community in the region that is taking steps to improve 
water quality and reduce stormwater runoff. In 2010 the city collaborated with Heartlands Con-
servancy and was awarded an Illinois Green Infrastructure Grant. The grant funded a stabilization 
project for a stream corridor that receives stormwater runoff  from a business district and releases 
into the east fork of  the Wood River, which is an impaired (polluted) body of  water. The stream’s 
banks were eroding, contributing to the pollution in the river downstream. The project stabilized the 
stream using a two-stage channel design and by planting deep-rooted native plants, which increase 
water infiltration. The stream now treats an estimated 250 million gallons of  stormwater annually, 
removing 200 tons of  suspended solids.41 In addition, a pedestrian trail was added to increase rec-
reational opportunities for residents. The city is currently planning a mixed-use development for 
the area with requirements for sustainable stormwater management. The city of  Alton’s project is 
furthering the goals of  the Green theme by improving water quality through the use of  green infra-
structure.
Prepared
The Prepared theme focuses on improving resources and strengthening partnerships to be 
better prepared for natural and man-made disasters. To be sustainable the region needs to be proac-
tive in creating an environment that mitigates threats, and needs to take measures to be prepared for 
disasters when they do happen. The St. Louis region’s performance in this area is mixed. More local 
governments are taking action to mitigate against flooding and severe weather and to address climate 
change, but the numbers are still fairly low. Meanwhile, there has been a decrease in hazard mitiga-
tion planning and a greater percentage of  development is located in potentially hazardous areas, 
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increasing residents’ exposure to risk. The city of  Creve Coeur is one community that is leading 
the region in becoming more resilient by adopting policies and programs to mitigate the effects of  
climate change. 
Three measures that indicate the region is improving on being Prepared are Stormready, 
Floodplain Management, and Addressing Climate Change. The National Weather Service’s Storm-
Ready® program helps communities strengthen local safety efforts, reduce fatalities, and minimize 
property damage from severe weather. Nine local governments in the St. Louis region were certi-
fied StormReady® as of  2013, almost double the number that were certified as of  2010 (five).42 In a 
region with 204 local governments, nine certified communities may not seem significant, but given 
that three of  the certified communities are counties, it turns out that over 65 percent of  residents 
in the St. Louis region live in a certified StormReady® community. There has also been an increase 
in the number of  local governments participating in a floodplain management program called the 
Community Rating System (CRS), which provides discounts to flood insurance policyholders. The 
number of  participating communities increased from one in 2010 to four as of  2013; however, those 
four only cover about 6.8 percent of  residents in the region.43 By participating in the CRS, these 
communities are reducing the risk of  flooding through enhanced floodplain management techniques 
while saving money for their residents.
Between 2010 and 2013 the percent of  local governments addressing climate change 
increased from 9.8 percent to 11.3 percent with a total of  23 local governments addressing climate 
change.44 These local governments have addressed climate change by conducting greenhouse gas 
inventories, completing climate action plans, or joining programs that support and encourage local 
efforts to address climate change. Though the percent of  governments taking action is not very 
high, those that have taken action in the past are continuing their efforts. For example, in 2005 the 
mayor of  the city of  Maplewood, Missouri, signed the U.S. Conference of  Mayors Climate Protec-
tion Agreement. And in 2013 a greenhouse gas inventory was completed for the city.
The last two measures in this area—Hazard Mitigation and Development in Potentially Haz-
ardous Areas—indicate the region needs to take steps to be more prepared. The majority of  local 
governments in the St. Louis region participate in local hazard mitigation planning, but between 
2010 and 2012 the percentage of  participating communities dropped from 84.3 percent to 72.5 
percent.45 Hazard mitigation planning helps reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people and prop-
erty, and communities that participate in the plan are eligible for hazard mitigation grant funding 
through FEMA. Hazard mitigation plans are valid for five years, after which they must be updated. 
The decrease from 2010 to 2012 was due to the expiration of  two county plans, and reveals a gap in 
preparedness in the region.
Development such as housing, offices, and retail is increasingly located in potentially hazard-
ous areas, including floodplains; on soils susceptible to earthquake liquefaction; and in areas sus-
ceptible to landslides. In the Missouri portion of  the St. Louis region, the percent of  development 
in potentially hazardous areas increased from 15.5 percent in 2006 to 16.1 percent in 2011.46 The 
upward trend of  this indicator represents increased risk for the residents of  St. Louis.
One of  the communities taking action to address climate change is the city of  Creve Coeur, 
Missouri. In 2008 Mayor Harold Dielmann signed the U.S. Conference of  Mayors Climate Protec-
tion Agreement, showing support for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Also in 2008, 
Creve Coeur conducted a GHG inventory, which calculated energy use and GHG emissions for 
municipal operations and for the entire community. The city followed up in 2010 with a Climate 
Action Plan, outlining strategies for reducing energy use and GHG emissions and established an 
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emissions reduction goal of  20 percent from 2005 levels by 2015. In 2011 the city took on the EPA’s 
Green Power Community Challenge, which requires that at least 3 percent of  community-wide 
energy use comes from renewable sources. Through the participation of  businesses, schools, non-
profits, and residents, the city exceeded the challenge requirements in 2013 by offsetting 3.77 percent 
of  energy through green power.47 The city of  Creve Coeur continues to work toward mitigating 
climate change, providing a model for other local governments.
Connected
The focus of  the connected theme area is the transportation system. The transportation 
system is an integral component of  a sustainable region because of  its role in facilitating economic 
development, providing access to jobs and other opportunities, and because of  its important impact 
on the quality of  our environment. The goals of  the Connected theme address maximizing effi-
ciency of  existing transportation assets, increasing access to transit and active transportation (e.g., 
walking and biking), stimulating economic development, increasing safety, and integrating land use 
planning with transportation planning. The eight performance indicators focus on reducing trans-
portation-related emissions and increasing access to destinations. In recent years the St. Louis region 
has made progress on several measures related to non-auto modes of  transportation; however, the 
increase in workers commuting by automobiles diverges from the other trends in this theme. The 
local spotlight showcases the Great Streets Initiative, which has facilitated several communities 
taking steps to expand the way they think about their streets and designing roadways that are more 
lively and accessible. 
Several measures under this theme indicate the region is becoming more connected, includ-
ing Bikeability, Transit Ridership, Complete Streets, and VMT per Capita. The St. Louis region has 
around 744 miles of  bike facilities as of  2015.48 There are many organizations, including Great Riv-
ers Greenway and the Metro East Park and Recreation District, that continue to advance trail proj-
ects and increase access for bicyclists. 
Transit ridership on the Metro and Madison County transit systems is increasing; up from 
43.0 million trips in 2010 to 49.9 million trips in 2013; however, transit ridership was even higher 
between 2006 and 2009.49 The decline in ridership from 2009 to 2010 was caused by the March 2009 
service reductions by Metro and the impact of  the economic recession. 
More local governments are adopting complete streets policies, which promote safe access 
for people of  all ages and abilities and for all modes of  transportation. Complete streets policies 
ensure that local governments are considering all types of  modes when designing and construct-
ing streets. As of  2014, eighteen local governments in the St. Louis region have a complete streets 
policy, up from seven local governments in 2010.50
Transportation by personal vehicles has high personal and public costs, contributes to 
congestion, and emits more pollution than other transportation modes. Due to these reasons, the 
number of  miles traveled by automobiles—also called “VMT” for vehicle miles traveled—is a key 
indicator of  sustainability. VMT per capita grew steadily in the last several decades, in St. Louis and 
in the nation, but beginning around 2005 VMT per capita started to decline. In the St. Louis region, 
VMT per capita declined almost every year since 2006, from 28.0 miles per day to 25.4 miles per day 
in 2013.51
While there has been improvement in many of  the measures for the Connected theme, there 
has not been progress for Transportation Choice, the indicator that measures how many people 
commute to work by walking, biking, transit, or carpooling. These modes are not always available 
for workers, but when available they provide a lower-cost commute with fewer emissions than single 
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occupant vehicles. The percent of  commuters traveling via one of  these modes held steady from 
2010 to 2012 at about 12.4 percent and decreased to 11.9 percent in 2013. Over the last decade, the 
region reached a peak rate of  14 percent in 2000 and 2008.52 There was a slight decline in commut-
ing via transit over this time period, possibly related to the Metro service cuts in 2009, but most of  
the decrease in this measure is due to a decline in carpooling. 
One program that contributes to the Connected theme is the Great Streets Initiative. Since 
2006, East-West Gateway has worked with local communities throughout the region to promote 
interesting, lively, and attractive streets that serve all types of  users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and vehicles. Four projects have been planned and constructed, and another four have completed 
plans. The projects are located in a range of  places, from South Grand in the city of  St. Louis to the 
main street of  Labadie, a small rural community in Franklin County. In both Labadie and on South 
Grand, improvements included enhanced stormwater drainage, narrowing of  streets, and the addi-
tion or expansion of  sidewalks to increase access for pedestrians. The Great Streets Initiative works 
with the local communities to meet their needs, and helps create safer corridors with an aesthetically 
pleasing sense of  place, both of  which can help stimulate economic activity. Great Streets helps the 
region meet the Connected goals related to increasing transportation choice as well as goals of  creat-
ing more distinctive communities. 
Efficient
The Efficient theme area focuses on the region’s needs to efficiently use limited resources. 
The section covers a range of  topics that are concerns of  St. Louis residents, including rising energy 
costs and the way government resources are spent. These are important elements of  a sustainable 
region because these resources are limited and we want to get the most out of  our public funds. 
The St. Louis region is headed in the right direction on all four of  the Efficient indicators for which 
trend data are available. We spotlight the city of  Maplewood for their efforts to reduce waste, energy 
use, and costs in their business district.
The measures Energy Use, Energy Diversity, Building Energy Efficiency, and Waste Diver-
sion Rate all indicate the region is more efficiently using the region’s natural resources than before, 
but there is still plenty of  room for improvements. Residential energy use declined in St. Louis from 
111.4 million British thermal units (BTUs) per household in 2010 to 106.6 million BTUs in 2011,53 
an amount of  energy that cost about $1,900 per household in 2011. The St. Louis region is headed 
in the right direction, but residential energy use in the region remains much higher than the national 
average, which was 89.6 million BTUs in 2009.54 
The use of  renewable energy, predominantly from wind power and hydropower, is increasing 
in the St. Louis region, from 3.2 percent of  electricity in 2010 to 4.2 percent in 2012.55 The states of  
Missouri and Illinois both have renewable energy requirements that are ratcheting up the percent of  
energy coming from renewable resources—with requirements of  25 percent by 2026 in Illinois and 
15 percent by 2021 in Missouri.56 The increase in renewable energy in the St. Louis region from 2010 
to 2012 reflects the rising renewable energy standards in each state. 
Since buildings account for nearly 40 percent of  energy use in the United States,57 building 
energy efficiency is very important for reducing overall energy use. The St. Louis High Performance 
Building Initiative is a regional effort to increase the amount of  green-certified buildings and spaces. 
The square footage of  certified green buildings and space increased from 15.0 million square feet 
in 2012 to 18.3 million square feet in 2013.58 The initiative is now challenging the region to reduce 
building energy use by 25 percent by 2020, calling for businesses, organizations, and local govern-
ments to benchmark their energy use and aim for the 25-percent reduction target.
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Materials use and disposal is another critical component of  the Efficient theme. In the state 
of  Missouri the amount of  waste that is diverted from landfills through source reduction, recycling, 
reuse, or composting is on the rise. The waste diversion rate increased from 40.7 percent in 2002 to 
55.5 percent in 2012.59 Data for St. Louis County show a similar trend, increasing from 29.0 percent 
in 2003 to 55.9 percent in 2010.60 The amount of  waste generated by Missourians increased steadily 
throughout most of  the first decade of  this century, but dipped slightly in recent years. As of  2012 
the average Missourian generated 7.0 pounds of  waste per day,61 while in Illinois the average resident 
generated 5.7 pounds of  waste per day in 2007,62 both of  which are higher than the national average 
of  4.4 pounds per day in 2010.63
The city of  Maplewood provides a good example of  how a community can work with busi-
nesses to advance many of  the goals of  OneSTL, including increasing waste diversion, reducing 
energy use, reducing costs, and promoting a healthy and vibrant commercial district. The Marietta 
parking lot, located behind the 7300 block of  Manchester Avenue, provides parking for custom-
ers of  a variety of  businesses and restaurants in the Maplewood business district. Prior to the city’s 
involvement, there were nine to twelve trash haulers that served the businesses in this area, and 
thirty-eight unscreened dumpsters that produced offensive odors, blocked pedestrian walkways, and 
limited parking availability. In addition, hardly anything was being recycled due to lack of  space and 
cost.64 The city worked with the individual businesses to determine their trash and recycling needs, 
and developed a plan to consolidate services. Now, only one trash hauler is needed to serve this area, 
and the thirty-eight unscreened dumpsters were replaced with seven screened enclosures for trash, 
recycling, and composting. Composting and recycling rates increased dramatically, and businesses 
are saving money, with costs about 10 to 50 percent lower due to the economies of  scale. Maple-
wood made additional improvements by using pervious materials in the new parking areas to reduce 
stormwater runoff, installing LED lighting to increase energy efficiency, and laying infrastructure to 
prepare for future electric vehicle charging stations.65 
Educated
The Educated theme recognizes the importance of  many aspects of  an educated commu-
nity, including quality educational institutions that produce a skilled workforce as well as the value of  
well-rounded adults who are engaged in the local community. The sustainability of  the region relies 
on educated, knowledgeable, and involved residents. The St. Louis region’s performance in this area 
is split, with improvements in three indicators and declines in the other three. The city of  Maryland 
Heights provides one example of  how a local community is advancing the Educated goals by host-
ing a program that increases the knowledge and civic involvement of  residents. 
Three Educated measures—School Quality, High School Graduation, and College Attain-
ment—indicate the region’s performance in providing educational opportunities. School Quality, as 
measured by the percent of  third grade public school students who meet or exceed reading pro-
ficiency standards, decreased over the last four years from 53.4 percent in 2010 to 46.6 percent in 
2014.66 Part of  this decrease is due to the state of  Illinois using higher testing standards starting in 
2013.67 Between 2012 and 2013, the percent of  third grade students meeting the reading standards 
decreased 19.0 percentage points for the Illinois districts in the St. Louis region. But the percent of  
students meeting standards also decreased in the Missouri districts in our region in 2014.68 Third 
grade reading proficiency is a critical measure, since students who do not read proficiently by this 
age are four times more likely to drop out of  high school.69 
High school graduation rates are rising in the St. Louis region, increasing from 79.3 percent 
in 2011 to 87.3 percent in 2014.70 However, graduation rates vary substantially based on race and 
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income, with African American, Hispanic, American Indian, and low-income students graduating at 
below average rates, and White and Asian students graduating at above average rates.71 
College attainment is also on the rise in the St. Louis region. In 2000, 25.3 percent of  adults 
over age 25 had a bachelor’s degree or higher, which rose to 30.0 percent by the 2009–2011 time 
period. Compared to 34 peer regions, however, the St. Louis region is lower than average, ranking 
23rd out of  35.72
Voter Participation and Volunteer Rate are two measures that indicate the level of  civic 
engagement in the region. Turnout among registered voters in the St. Louis region increased 
for presidential and congressional elections between 2000 and 2008, but fell short in 2010 and 
2012. Turnout for the congressional election declined from 51.0 percent in 2006 to 47.2 percent in 
2010, while turnout for the presidential election declined from 69.5 percent in 2008 to 67.9 percent 
in 2012.73 Even with the recent declines, the St. Louis region had higher voter turnout than the 
nation for every general election between 2000 and 2012. The volunteer rate is also relatively high in 
the St. Louis region. In 2013 about 28.2 percent of  St. Louis residents volunteered, compared with 
25.4 percent for the nation. St. Louis ranks higher than most of  its peers, with the 12th highest vol-
unteer rate out of  the 35 peer regions. However, the volunteer rate is not as high as it was in 2010, 
when 32.1 percent of  residents volunteered.74
Lastly, Cultural/Arts Institutions is an indication of  the capacity of  arts and cultural pro-
gramming. The St. Louis region benefits from a growing arts and culture sector, which has seen 
increases in inflation-adjusted revenue per capita over the last couple of  years. Arts and cultural insti-
tution revenue in St. Louis increased from $100.57 per capita in 2009 to $111.37 per capita in 2011 
(both in 2011 dollars).75 
Maryland Heights University is an example of  a program that furthers the goals under 
Educated by fostering civic engagement. For the past six years the city of  Maryland Heights has 
provided a free citizens’ academy to teach residents about city government and the operation of  city 
departments. Participants tour city facilities, learn about topics such as finance and budgeting, plan-
ning and zoning, parks and recreation, and public works, and discover ways to get involved in the 
community. The program makes city government more accessible and understandable to its resi-
dents, helping residents become more involved in their local community.76
Conclusion 
The OneSTL performance measures indicate the St. Louis region is performing well in some 
areas of  sustainability while lagging behind in others. By looking at specific initiatives in the St. Louis 
region, we see that many efforts are moving the St. Louis region in the desired direction, even in 
areas where the region is performing poorly. Continued monitoring of  the performance measures as 
well as recognition of  these local efforts is important to understanding how the region is performing 
on the sustainability goals and in moving the region in the right direction. 
Although the focus of  this essay is on the role of  local governments in the implementation 
of  the regional sustainability plan, local public agencies are not the only ones responsible for imple-
mentation. Local nonprofit organizations, residents, and private entities all have an important role. 
All must do their part by communicating what they are doing, becoming civically involved, connect-
ing with others, and taking bold steps to improve the region’s outcomes. The OneSTL performance 
measures can be employed by all to learn, evaluate, prioritize, motivate, budget, promote, celebrate, 
and move the region forward in becoming a better place to live today and in the future. 
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Tomorrow’s Diversity
When St. Louis (like other American cities) was bursting at the seams with social activity and 
commerce a century ago, it was a city of  immigrants. Frequently, discussions of  diversity focus on 
race. However, diversity in the twenty-first century must include the role of  immigrants. Just as the 
economy and the climate bring global matters close to home, immigration is changing the face of  
the region. 
Dr. Onésimo Sandoval examines the region’s demographic trends and points to the region’s 
future as a “mosaic” of  many faces and peoples. He raises a critical point: that natural population 
growth may be coming to an end for St. Louis if  younger families reproduce at a rate that cannot 
offset the eventual decline in the baby-boomer population. The population growth of  the future will 
come from immigration and the diversity of  the region will transform.
It is imperative that leaders know the profile of  immigrant populations as well as the settle-
ment patterns in order to build the strongest possible region for the twenty-first century and cel-
ebrate the vigor and culture that these populations contribute. Laissez faire is not a choice.
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A Demographic Portrait of  a Mosaic Immigrant Population 
in the St. Louis Region
J.S. Onésimo Sandoval, Ph.D.
Introduction
St. Louis is an iconic American city and its historical impact will be enshrined in the urban 
studies canon of  academic literature. However, the importance of  St. Louis has been diminished 
in recent decades, partly due to the large decline in the city’s population since 1950. This decline in 
the population coupled with stagnant population growth for the metropolitan region has started 
conversations among business and community leaders to develop a plan for a strong, sustainable 
social and economic future for the city and region. 
Although St. Louis city continues to lose residents, the St. Louis Metropolitan Statistical 
Area (MSA) remains in the top twenty most-populated metropolitan regions.1 However, being in the 
top 20 most populated regions does not mean that the St. Louis metropolitan region does not face 
demographic challenges. Case in point: the daunting fact that the St. Louis metropolitan region only 
has 122,891 immigrants, which is ranked 45th among metropolitan regions in the U.S.2 Only 4% of  
the population in the St. Louis metropolitan region is composed of  immigrants. 
 Given these demographic facts, one is left to wonder why so few immigrants make the 
greater St. Louis region their home. One clue that could help explain this demographic trend for 
immigrants, is that the academic literature regarding the life of  immigrants in St. Louis city and more 
broadly the St. Louis metropolitan region is small and undeveloped when compared to Chicago, 
New York, Miami, and Los Angeles.3 There are only a handful of  studies related to the immigrant 
experience in St. Louis.4 Therefore, the positive stories (e.g., how immigrants shape the cultural and 
economic spaces in St. Louis) are rarely told in academic conferences or shared with students or the 
media. This area of  immigrant scholarship for St. Louis needs to be developed, especially as it relates 
to the cultural, social, economic, and political impacts that immigrants have in the city and region. 
In recent years, scholars have tried to fill this gap in knowledge with articles that describe how 
immigrants adapt to the socioeconomic environment in St. Louis, or they describe the impact that 
immigrants have on the economic conditions of  the region.5
Understanding the demographic profile and trends of  immigrants and their settlement 
patterns will help St. Louis leaders understand its future. The demographic writing is on the wall 
for many American cities. Natural population growth may be coming to an end. Many countries are 
already experiencing natural population decline (i.e., Japan, Russia, and Germany).6 This population 
decline is typically offset with an increase in immigrants. As new immigrants arrive they bring 
valuable cultural, symbolic, and economic capital that invigorates a local economy by creating jobs, 
raising wages, and reducing home vacancies.7 As St. Louis tries to reinvent itself  as a major global 
and cosmopolitan city that will be attractive to immigrants and international capital, the internal 
structure and migration patterns of  the foreign-born population will have to change. 
Complicating matters, the inflow of  immigrants to the U.S. may be in jeopardy after 2050. 
The 2050 milestone is an important year for demographers, because many projections point to a 
possible decline in the world population.8 Whether the world’s population declines or continues 
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to nudge up each year is not important for St. Louis. The important point, from a demographic 
perspective, is that we are in the end stages of  significant population growth. What does this mean 
for cities across the U.S.? The one constant demographic resource that cities could rely on—
constant population growth—is in peril. Cities across the U.S., especially cities like St. Louis that 
have been losing their population base to the suburbs, need to shore up their population if  and 
when natural population declines can no longer be erased by national immigration policies. This is 
an important point because immigration is a key demographic lever that the U.S. uses to mitigate 
potential population drops and declining fertility rates. The U.S. is now competing with other 
countries to attract highly skilled immigrants.
Many people may view thirty-five years as plenty of  time to solve the immigration challenge 
for the St. Louis region. However, demographic transitions do not happen overnight unless there 
is a major demographic shock (e.g., Hurricane Katrina) that triggers immediate out-migration 
or in-migration of  populations. During the next thirty-five years (just like the U.S. is competing 
with other nations for skilled immigrants) U.S. cities will be competing with each other to attract 
immigrants from all walks of  life to replenish the population stock, as well as foster innovation and 
creativity in the private sector, universities, and government. St. Louis, Baltimore, Detroit, Louisville, 
just to name a few cities, have started to compete with each other, with different welcoming 
initiatives for immigrants. 
In this essay, I explore the historical trends of  the foreign-born population in the city of  
St. Louis and the metropolitan region to provide a more accurate assessment of  the immigrant 
demographic transitions taking place within the city and across the region. The next section 
describes the social and economic diversity within the foreign-born population. The third section 
portrays the geographic settlement patterns of  the foreign-born population. The final section 
explores the St. Louis Mosaic Project, which is designed to foster an environment that is conducive 
to promoting a promising path to welcoming more immigrants to the St. Louis region. 
History of  Immigration in St. Louis
Today’s demographic profile of  the immigrant population in St. Louis offers a glimpse 
into the future cultural and social fabric of  the city of  St. Louis and the region. To understand and 
appreciate the diversity of  the current immigrant residents, it would be useful to understand the 
past demographic transitions of  the immigrant population in St. Louis. The dearth of  immigrant 
residents living in St. Louis today was not the norm. Data from the U.S. census to 1850 showed 
that half  (50.5%) of  the population in St. Louis County was foreign-born9 (See Table 1). Although 
the percent foreign-born population declined from 1850 until 1870, the number of  foreign-born 
residents more than doubled from 1850 until 1870. This is remarkable given that there were only 
two metropolitan regions in 2012 that had a larger percent foreign-born population compared to 
the 1870 foreign-born population in St. Louis, which was 35%: Miami–Fort Lauderdale had 38% 
and San Jose–Sunnyvale–Santa Clara had 36%. To get a sense of  the density of  the foreign-born 
population in St. Louis in 1870, one has only to compare the numbers to the Los Angeles–Long 
Beach–Santa Ana metro area, where 34% of  the population was foreign-born in 2012.
Beginning in 1880, the U.S. census started to report data for the city of  St. Louis and 
St. Louis County separately. Table 2 shows the foreign-born trends. The foreign-born population 
in the city of  St. Louis peaked in 1910 with 125,706 foreign-born residents. The percent foreign-
born population for the city peaked in 1880. The demographic storyline for St. Louis County is 
different—the number of  foreign-born residents has continued to grow since 1880. However, the 
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zenith of  the percentage of  foreign-born residents in St. Louis County was in 1880. Beginning in 
2000, the demographic outlook of  the immigrant numbers changed in St. Louis city and county. 
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that immigrants are once again making the St. Louis region their home. 
The 2010 percent foreign-born population for the city brings the percentage back in line with the 
1940 percentage, and the 2010 percent foreign-born population for the county brings the percentage 
roughly back in line with the 1930 percentage.
The U-shaped trends represent an important demographic hurdle that both the city and 
county have jumped over. The enormous loss of  immigrants can be truly felt in the city of  St. Louis. 
The data for the St. Louis metropolitan region points to a demographic reality check—St. Louis 
County and the surrounding suburbs, in the greater part of  St. Louis, are now home to four out of  
five immigrant residents (82%) (see Table 3). Although the general population grew faster for the 
region than the foreign-born population, the St. Louis metropolitan region has jumped over the 
demographic hurdle as well and the percent foreign-born continues to increase.
Social and Economic Diversity
Figures 3 and 4 show the changing demographic transitions from 1980 through 2010 for 
the foreign-born population by region of  the world for the city of  St. Louis and St. Louis County, 
respectively. The net growth of  the foreign-born population for the city of  St. Louis can be 
attributed to immigrants from Asia and the Americas. There has been a net loss of  immigrants from 
Europe during the past thirty years. The Asian immigrant population is now the largest population 
in the city, followed by European immigrants and immigrants from the Americas. Given the current 
trends, the immigrants from the Americas will surpass the immigrants from Europe, becoming the 
second-largest immigrant group in the city.
The trends for St. Louis County are slightly different. Asian immigrants, by far, are the 
largest population in the county. However, European immigrants are the second-largest group, and, 
more importantly, the growth of  European immigrants has rebounded in 2000 and 2010 after a loss 
of  population from 1980 through 1990. There were slightly more than 3,000 European immigrants 
in 2010 compared to 1980. Immigrants from the Americas and Africa have increased in every 
decennial year in the county.
Hidden within Figures 3 and 4 is the immense geographical diversity within each region 
of  the world. The 2008–2012 ACS identified 129 countries that were home to the foreign-born 
population living in the St. Louis metropolitan region.10 The largest foreign-born population is from 
Mexico (15,417), followed by India (11,615), Bosnia and Herzegovina (9,409), China (7,679),11 and 
Vietnam (5,036). These five countries represented only 40% of  the foreign-born population.
Coupled with the range in country of  birth, the diversity of  immigrants can be explored 
through citizenship status and year of  entry into the U.S. First, slightly more than half  of  the 
immigrants were non-citizens (54%). Second, slightly more than half  came to the U.S. before 2000 
(56%). However, when the two trends were combined, interesting demographic patterns emerged. 
Fifty percent of  the foreign-born population that was classified as naturalized citizens arrived in 
the U.S. prior to 1990. This compares to 1% of  the foreign-born citizens who arrived after 2010. In 
contrast, only 10% of  the foreign-born population who were classified as  non-U.S. citizens arrived 
to the U.S. prior to 1990. This compares to 8% of  the non-citizens who arrived after 2010. 
Another way to examine these data is to measure what percent of  the foreign-born 
population that arrived after 2010 were citizens and non-citizens. Nine out of  ten immigrants (94%) 
who live in the St. Louis metropolitan region and arrived in the U.S. after 2010 were non-citizens. 
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This compares to two out of  ten immigrants (19%) who arrived prior to 1990 and were non-citizens. 
The data clearly show that the citizen composition of  the foreign-born population has dramatically 
changed since 1980. 
Table 4 provides detailed demographic data for the St. Louis metropolitan region for 
native-born residents and foreign-born residents by citizenship status. There are several important 
findings from these data. First, foreign-born non-citizens were more likely to be younger, male, and 
Hispanic compared to foreign-born citizens, who were more likely to be older, female, and white 
non-Hispanic. Second, the foreign-born residents were more likely to be married (63.0%) compared 
to native-born residents (48.7%). Third, foreign-born citizens (44.1%) and non-citizens (43.3%) 
were more likely to have a bachelor’s degree or higher compared to native-born citizens (29.3%). 
Most of  the difference in educational attainment can be attributed to the percentage of  foreign-born 
residents that have a graduate or professional degree. It is important to note that at the other end of  
the educational distribution, foreign-born citizens (13.1%) and non-citizens (21.9%) were more likely 
to have not completed high school compared to native-born citizens (10.2%). Fourth, foreign-born 
citizens (28.2%) were twice as likely to speak only English at home compared to foreign-born non-
citizens (14%). Moreover, a little less than half  (46.6%) of  the foreign-born non-citizens reported 
that they speak English less than “very well,” compared to 30.8% of  foreign-born citizens. Fifth, 
foreign-born males were the only demographic group that earned more money ($55,420) than their 
native-born counterparts ($52,585). 
Perhaps one of  the most surprising findings was the difference between foreign-born 
citizens and non-citizens regarding social security and retirement income. Foreign-born citizens were 
more likely to receive social security (27.1%) and retirement (15.9%) income compared to foreign-
born non-citizens, 6.0% and 2.4%, respectively. The reliance on social security and retirement 
income for foreign-born citizens reflects that this population is significantly older compared to the 
foreign-born non-citizens. The last major finding is related to poverty. In general, foreign-born 
citizens were economically better off, which shields many of  them from the exposure of  poverty. 
However, their non-citizen counterparts’ exposure to poverty was higher, especially for vulnerable 
populations like the youth and seniors.
To understand and appreciate the immigrant population in the St. Louis metropolitan 
region, it is necessary to recognize the social and economic diversity of  the population. Oftentimes, 
the narratives of  social, cultural, and economic characteristics of  the immigrants frame policy and 
demographic trends that describe immigrants as a homogenous population. In the case of  St. Louis, 
the rich diversity of  the immigrant population is lost when generic and homogenous narratives are 
used. The social and economic data presented in this section demonstrate the rich mosaic fabric of  
the foreign-born population in St. Louis. The next section of  the essay adds a layer of  complexity to 
the social and economic demographic transitions, in that most of  the immigrants live in the suburbs. 
The Geography of  Immigrant Enclaves
The cities, suburbs, and neighborhoods that make up the St. Louis metropolitan region 
provide unique elements to the social, economic, political, and cultural fabric of  the region. One 
of  the unique aspects of  immigrant residential settlement patterns throughout many cities in the 
U.S. is the cultural, economic, and symbolic impact that immigrant neighborhoods have on the 
region.12 Immigrant enclaves create an urban space of  opportunity for new immigrants as they 
begin the process of  cultural and social adaptation to their new home.13 The academic literature 
has traditionally defined an immigrant enclave a section of  a city that has a higher percentage of  
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foreign-born residents compared to the national average.14 These immigrant enclaves are important 
points of  entry into a region for new immigrants. Immigrant enclaves typically are home to stores, 
churches, restaurants, community-based organizations, and family networks that are important to the 
daily lives of  newly arrived immigrants. 
It is often assumed that new immigrant enclaves have not emerged in St. Louis because of  
the low number of  foreign-born residents at the regional level. However, immigrant enclaves do 
exist in the region. Using the latest data from the U.S. census, the St. Louis metropolitan region is 
home to nine immigrant suburban enclaves (see Figure 5). To be defined as an immigrant enclave, a 
census designated place15 must have a percentage of  immigrants greater than the national percentage 
of  immigrants (i.e., 12.9%). Most people are surprised to discover that immigrant enclaves exist in 
St. Louis, given the low number of  immigrants. These immigrant enclaves are listed in Table 5. Of  
the nine enclaves, two are located in Illinois and seven are located in Missouri. The percent foreign-
born ranges from a high of  39% (Fairmont City Village, Illinois) to a low of  14% (Edmundson City, 
Missouri). 
There is no general demographic pattern that describes these enclaves. Some enclaves like 
Fairmont City Village, Illinois, Royal Lakes Village, Illinois, and Edmundson City, Missouri, have a 
high percentage of  non-citizens, whereas the majority of  the immigrants in Bella Villa, Missouri,  
are naturalized citizens. There is no clear pattern by year of  entry among the immigrants for these 
enclaves that explains why they have emerged. Of  the nine enclaves, only three have a population 
larger than 15,000 people (Mehlville CDP, Missouri, [28,615]; Maryland Heights City, Missouri, 
[27,418]; and Creve Coeur, MO [17,777]). In three of  the enclaves (Bella Villa, Marlborough Village, 
and Mehlville CDP), the largest immigrant population was born in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In two 
of  the enclaves (Fairmont City and Edmundson City), the largest immigrant population was born 
in Mexico. In two additional enclaves (Maryland Heights and Creve Coeur), the largest immigrant 
population was born in India. Finally, the largest immigrant population in Olivette City was born in 
China,16 and the largest immigrant population in Royal Lakes Village was from West Africa.
Although the city of  St. Louis has a low probability of  becoming an immigrant enclave by 
2050, there are many municipalities, villages, and census designated places that have a good chance 
to become one. As immigrants continue to make the suburbs their home, the emergence of  small 
immigrant enclaves will continue to shape the cultural, social, and political landscape in these 
suburban places. The findings from this section of  the essay reinforce one of  the major themes in 
this essay—the immigrant population in St. Louis is diverse. In these nine immigrant enclaves, five 
different ethnic groups represent the largest share of  the foreign-born population. Furthermore, in 
only three of  the immigrant enclaves (Fairmont City Village, Royal Lakes Village, and Edmundson 
City) does the largest foreign-born population represent more than half  of  the foreign-born 
population. The remaining immigrant enclaves represent what I call pan-immigrant places. For 
example, in Olivette City, the foreign-born population from China only represents 27% of  the 
foreign-born population. The next four largest foreign-born populations (Mexico [15%], Ethiopia 
[8%], India [8%], and Poland [6%]) only account for 37% of  the remaining foreign-born population. 
Therefore, it is safe to say that Olivette is a pan-immigrant city.
A Mosaic Immigrant Population
The demographic future of  the city of  St. Louis and more broadly the St. Louis 
metropolitan region will be defined by the potential growth of  new immigrants making St. Louis 
their home. A laissez faire attitude that immigrants will come to St. Louis can no longer be the 
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unstated policy. In recent years, business and community leaders have recognized that they have to 
step forward and develop a short-term and long-term plan to recruit a diverse immigrant population 
to the St. Louis metropolitan region. Recent data point to positive signs that the region has started 
to experience a net gain in the immigrant population. Demographically speaking, a net gain of  the 
population is a small victory for St. Louis as the region tries to attract immigrants. 
Frankly speaking, the St. Louis metropolitan region will not be a major gateway destination 
like Chicago, Miami, or New York. However, the St. Louis metropolitan region has the potential 
to become a secondary destination for immigrants who are relocating from New York, Chicago, 
and Los Angeles in search of  their American dream, which may include a better quality of  life, 
affordable housing, and educational and entrepreneurial opportunities. Unlike birth and death 
demographic transitions, which are typically viewed as natural transitions related to economic 
development and increased education, migration demographic transitions are greatly affected by 
social policy and economic opportunity. In other words, continuing to foster a laissez faire policy that 
immigrants will continue to make St. Louis their home is a recipe for a demographic disaster, given 
that many cities around the U.S. have become proactive in their recruitment of  immigrants.
A recent initiative called the St. Louis Mosaic Project17 is creating a social, economic, and 
political environment to foster an awareness of  the importance of  immigrants to the cultural, social, 
and economic fabric of  the city of  St. Louis and the region. The birth of  this initiative came from 
a report by Jack Strauss (2012), which empirically showed that the sluggish economic profile of  the 
St. Louis metropolitan region was associated with the low number of  immigrants living in St. Louis. 
The report was important for three reasons. First, it highlighted the economic costs and benefits 
associated with the inflows and outflows of  immigrants in the region. For example, the report 
found that immigrants have a direct impact on housing values, vacancies, and household income. 
Moreover, the report suggested that if  the demographic trends continue and there is no change in 
the immigrant trend line, the St. Louis metropolitan region will no longer remain in the top 20 most 
populated regions in the U.S. The conclusion was clear: if  St. Louis wants to remain in the top 20 
most populated regions in the U.S., it will have to increase its immigrant population. 
Second, the report made important comparisons to other comparable regions to St. Louis. 
The report clearly articulated that the laissez faire policy embedded throughout the St. Louis 
metropolitan region was in contrast to proactive city–based immigrant policies that were designed to 
recruit and welcome a diverse group of  immigrant workers, students, and residents. 
Third (and probably the most important reason), the report galvanized business and 
community leaders to come together and reflect on the challenges and opportunities in the region to 
recruit immigrants. This reflection and community dialogue to develop a shared vision of  the region 
and develop proactive immigrant policies was the impetus to create the St. Louis Mosaic Project. 
Since its inception in 2012, the St. Louis Mosaic Project has been a visible advocate in the 
region to bring attention to the importance of  immigrants to the regional economy and social 
and cultural fabric of  St. Louis. Although the St. Louis Mosaic Project is “managed by St. Louis 
Economic Development Partnership, World Trade Center St. Louis, and a 22-member committee,”18 
it has reached out to universities, community leaders, and immigrant entrepreneurs for support, 
advice, and assistance in marketing St. Louis as an immigrant-friendly region.
One of  the stated goals of  the St. Louis Mosaic Project is “to be a cultural mosaic because 
this community believes that immigrants invigorate our region, drive innovation and take us back 
to our roots.” It continues, “The St. Louis Mosaic Project’s goal is to transform St. Louis into the 
fastest growing metropolitan area for immigration by 2020 and promote regional prosperity through 
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immigration and innovation.” To achieve this goal, the St. Louis Mosaic Project has developed six 
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Although the St. Louis Mosaic Project has had considerable success in promoting a regional 
vision for immigration policy, the it faces fierce competition from similar immigrant welcoming 
initiatives across the U.S. (e.g., Global Detroit,19 RISE in Louisville, Kentucky,20 BIC in North 
Carolina21) to attract immigrants. The success of  the St. Louis Mosaic Project to promote the 
St. Louis region as a place for immigrants to call home will rely on the magnitude of  immigrant 
integration into the local economy and cultural and civic life. Government, business, and nonprofit 
leaders, as well as academics, have started a conversation with immigrant leaders to work on a 
comprehensive plan that fosters a conducive environment for immigrant integration and that 
contributes to the social and economic success of  the region.
Summary
The city of  St. Louis and the St. Louis metropolitan region are at a crucial demographic 
crossroads. There are many factors at play that shape demographic transitions, and hopefully 
the St. Louis Mosaic Project represents an important shift in proactive immigration policy that 
will augment the projected growth of  immigrants for the city and region. The demographic and 
economic future of  the region and the city rests in the trends of  continued growth of  immigrants 
and immigrant entrepreneurs. The diversity from the immigrants will continue to add to the rich and 
cultural fabric of  the region and transform the region into a global and cosmopolitan city that will 
attract new immigrants, especially new immigrant entrepreneurs. 
In this essay, I have made two points. First, a large number of  immigrants living in St. Louis 
was the norm a century ago. These immigrants had a significant impact on the city and the region, 
as they greatly contributed to early cultural, social, economic, and political institutions. As St. Louis 
makes plans to attract new immigrants to the region, leaders should reflect on its immigration 
history to promote St. Louis as an immigrant-friendly city that is devoted to diversity and inclusion. 
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Second, although the immigration numbers for the region are below average for the size of  
the metropolitan region, there are many strengths that can be built on from the current immigrant 
population. The most important strength from the immigrant population living in St. Louis is its 
ethnic diversity. The diversity of  the immigrant population will reinforce the image that the U.S. 
population is composed of  immigrants from all over the world, and with continued growth in 
immigration the region will grow in diversity and benefit from the gifts that immigrants bring with 
them. Because of  the unique institutions in St. Louis for refugee resettlement and the growing pan-
Latino population, St. Louis is in a great situation to market itself  as a pan-immigrant region that is 
committed to diversity and inclusion.
Although the city of  St. Louis has suffered a significant decline in population since 1950, 
brighter days are ahead for the city and region. Much of  this optimism rests on the empirical data 
presented in this essay, which shows that the city, St. Louis County (the largest county in the region), 
and the metropolitan region have been able to reverse the downward immigrant demographic trends 
that have historically fostered low levels of  immigrant settlement. As immigrants continue to find 
their way to St. Louis, the city and region will once again be viewed and recognized as a great place 
for immigrants. The journey to create a vibrant mosaic immigrant population will be long, but rest 
assured that the city of  St. Louis and the greater metropolitan region will be greatly rewarded with 
the energy and dreams of  the new immigrants.
During the next thirty-five years, there will be many challenges and opportunities that 
the St. Louis region will have to embrace. One of  the biggest challenges is to develop sustainable 
policies to attract and grow the immigrant population. The creation of  the St. Louis Mosaic Project 
was a brilliant move to stimulate different pro-immigration policies within the private sector, 
universities, and government. Attracting immigrants is a regional effort that will require hard 
work and commitment from businesses, government, universities, and community leaders. If  the 
demographic trends continue upwards for the foreign-born population, the region will continue 
to benefit from its new immigrant residents. With every challenge, there is an opportunity. The 
opportunity for St. Louis is to leverage the diversity of  the pan-immigrant population as leaders 
recruit new immigrants to the region. The immigrant numbers may be small, but one of  the 
strengths of  the relatively small immigrant population is the immense sociocultural diversity within 
the population. 
As a major urbanized region, St. Louis has many features to offer new immigrants: good 
neighborhoods, educational opportunities, good housing, etc. And immigrants have many gifts 
they can offer to the region. The test of  the region’s capacity to attract new immigrants is creating 
permanent spaces that foster dialogue and reflection on the different potential demographic trends 
facing St. Louis and the work that will be required to achieve the desired outcome. Alternatively, 
sitting back and taking a laissez faire approach to regional immigrant policy will surely doom the 
region and the city to the second tier or third tier. And all the hard work to create the St. Louis 
Mosaic Project will be viewed as an ephemeral exercise so leaders can at least say we tried. 
It is my hope that the leaders of  St. Louis, with efforts like the St. Louis Mosaic Project, will 
overcome the tenacity of  the laissez faire attitude in the region regarding immigrants and recognize 
the economic, social, cultural, and symbolic power of  immigrants. Immigrants are leaving traditional 
gateway cities to find the new American dream. Let’s hope that by 2050 scholars will describe 
St. Louis as an exceptional gateway destination that promotes diversity and inclusion for all residents, 
especially immigrants, as a place to work, play, live, and retire.
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Endnotes
1. According to the 2008–2012 American Community Survey (ACS), US Census Bureau, 2012. The St. Louis Metro-
politan Statistical Area (MSA) had 2,810,367 residents according to the 2008–2012 ACS estimates. The St. Louis 
MSA is the 18th largest MSA.
2. US Census Bureau, 2012.
3. Sandoval, 2013. 
4. See Rynerson; Mormino, 1982; Ling, 2005; Anderson, 2008.
5. See Jennings and Sandoval, 2012; Sandoval and Jennings, 2012; Sandoval, Jennings et al., 2012; Strauss 2012; Strauss, 
Tranel et al., 2013.
6. See Longman, 2004; Pearce 2010; Last, 2013.
7. See Strauss, 2012.
8. See Kotlikoff  and Burns, 2004; Longman, 2004; Wattenberg, 2004; Kotkin, 2010; Pearce, 2010; Last 2013. 
9. The city of  St. Louis and St. Louis County were part of  St. Louis County until the great divorce of  1876.
10. The 129 regions reported by the U.S. census is an underestimate. In that number, there is an “other” category that 
the U.S. census uses to summarize the immigrant populations that have low numbers, or immigrants who did not 
specify a country of  birth but listed a region of  the world.
11. This number excludes immigrants from Hong Kong (n = 292) and Taiwan (n = 1,519).
12. See Portes and Manning, 1986; Bartel, 1989; Logan, Alba et al., 2002; Barry and Miller, 2005.
13. See Iceland, 2009.
14. See Benton-Short and Price, 2008.
15. According to the U.S. census, “Census Designated Places (CDPs) are the statistical counterparts of  incorporated 
places, and are delineated to provide data for settled concentrations of  population that are identifiable by name 
but are not legally incorporated under the laws of  the state in which they are located. The boundaries usually are 
defined in cooperation with local or tribal officials and generally updated prior to each decennial census. These 
boundaries, which usually coincide with visible features or the boundary of  an adjacent incorporated place or 
another legal entity boundary, have no legal status, nor do these places have officials elected to serve traditional 
municipal functions. CDP boundaries may change from one decennial census to the next with changes in the 
settlement pattern; a CDP with the same name as in an earlier census does not necessarily have the same bound-
ary. CDPs must be contained within a single state and may not extend into an incorporated place. There are no 
population size requirements for CDPs.”
16. The number for China includes 37 immigrants from Hong Kong.
17. More information about the St. Louis Mosaic Project can be found at: http://www.stlmosaicproject.org/.
18. The 22 members represent 22 different organizations.
19. More information about Global Detroit can be found at: http://www.globaldetroit.com/.
20. RISE stands for Refugees and Immigrants Succeeding in Entrepreneurship. More information about RISE can be 
found at: http://riselouisville.com/.
21. BIC stands for Building Integrated Communities. More information about BIC can be found at: http://migration.
unc.edu/programs/bic/.
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Unbuilding and Rebuilding a Neighborhood
The St. Louis region often displays the scars from its lengthy history. Look in all directions 
of  downtown for many miles, and you will see the way the city has built, demolished, rebuilt, and 
even re-demolished. The design of  various developments is based on whatever the values were of  
the moment, and these values are sometimes inconsistent with historical context or long-term need.
Patty Heyda takes an informed and careful look at the experience of  the McRee Town 
neighborhood, as well as the adjacent Shaw neighborhood and the Missouri Botanical Garden. This 
neighborhood has long been the subject of  attention—mostly for its troubles. There have been mul-
tiple attempts to improve the neighborhood. However, not all of  this can be considered a success.
Heyda gives us an intriguing perspective on how to move forward with future development 
by paying careful attention to context—inviting us to go deeper than the clear-and-rebuild approach 
that was employed for decades.
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Unbuilding and Rebuilding St. Louis
Patty Heyda, M.Arch., LEED AP
“Urbanism” is as much about un-building or erasing neighborhoods as it is about the build-
ing of  new social spaces. Unbuilding creates separations between processes driving redevelopment 
and their various outcomes. This separation happens through practices of  urban erasure that literally 
cut off  or remove constituents and their histories from their urban contexts. Distinguishing rede-
velopment’s unbuilding alongside rebuilding is important in a political and economic context where 
project-specific lenses focus on discrete metrics of  the rebuilt—aesthetic, economic, or demo-
graphic—as measures of  success. I argue that these metrics represent a limited conceptualization of  
redevelopment since they do not take into account the constitutive processes of  urban change—eco-
nomic, political, social—that equally, or perhaps more impactfully, shape space. Through the narra-
tive of  McRee Town’s ongoing transformation, I examine these “separations” that enable urbanism 
as “unbuilding.” I then illustrate how criteria of  “improvement” become a variable concept, mobi-
lized differently according to contrasting visions of  desired outcomes. In the case in McRee, design 
and aesthetics become malleable mechanisms for serving different visions with convergent politi-
cal and market-driven agendas. This chapter argues for a critical understanding of  redevelopment 
as a cumulative project, in order to expose practices of  erasure as physical, political, and historical 
separation. By considering urbanism in this more connected sense, designers will gain a more robust 
capacity to measure and assess redevelopment “outcomes.”
The redevelopment story examined here is simultaneously unique and typical. The McRee 
Town neighborhood in St. Louis became, by the 1990s, a crime-plagued space that was transformed 
over two decades into a “new” neighborhood christened Botanical Heights. Rename an area is typi-
cal of  other processes of  urban decay and revitalization (or some might say gentrification) and as 
such, is perhaps unremarkable. Yet it is unique, I suggest, in that in more recent times—and in the 
wake of  politically charged recent urban renewal practices—designers became more closely involved 
in redevelopment efforts. 
In 2014, an era now considered by most practitioners and scholars to be a “post-urban 
renewal” era, vectors shaping redevelopment are meant to be heavily influenced by community-
driven ground-up processes. The trajectory of  McRee Town’s transformations highlights multiple 
incidences of  contemporary urban erasure as “redevelopment” in St. Louis. Yet following on this 
extreme model, a slower incremental paradigm is emergent, coincident with the general economic 
slowdown of  the great recession of  2008. Whether intended or not, this incremental model of  
urbanism has proved a dynamic, contextual redevelopment process, one that recalibrates urban val-
ues toward longer-term asset building.
The name itself  indexes the kinds of  shifts under way: from the stigma of  “McRee” (rec-
ognized by many St. Louisans as a synonym of  danger and crime) and the poverty of  “Town,” to 
the stable anchor of  “Botanical” (tied to the nearby Missouri Botanical Garden and the region’s 
emerging science- and research- based development cluster) and the upwardly mobile aspiration of  
“Heights.” A subset of  this area is now known as the green-minded “Grove.” What were the tactics 
and paradigms deployed in the un-building of  McRee Town and the rebuilding of  Botanical Heights 
to Botanical Grove? What are the design implications of  this story? Should this dual recogni-
tion—of  urbanism as unbuilding/rebuilding—impact how we measure “success” when we evaluate 
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outcomes of  various urban redevelopments? In this context, I seek to illustrate how design becomes 
a malleable tool for constructing the redevelopment narrative, in the appropriation and misappro-
priation of  aesthetics and formal languages. 
McRee’s story highlights the complexity of  achieving—and constructing narratives for—
change, since ultimately redevelopment efforts are cumulative constructions, not isolated events. The 
aesthetic and social outcomes of  McRee’s later redevelopment builds on values already present in 
the neighborhood, something the prior redevelopment process left out. But it also builds on demo-
graphic changes that prior efforts already set in motion. The outcomes reinforce that gaps exist in 
how we measure successes of  rebuilding, since a city’s richest assets may not always be measured in 
dollar figures (quantitative terms), but on physical, aesthetic, cultural, and environmental (qualitative) 
terms. The outcomes also reinforce how we define terms like preservation, which in McRee has mul-
tiple facets. Where preservation refers commonly to the building stock of  cities, the redevelopments 
in McRee also illustrate the need for a broader conceptualization of  historic preservation where it 
includes demographic and cultural history.
Building an Urban Neighborhood 1.0
Shaw was an early 1900s elite “garden-suburb” development that emerged west of  St. Louis’s 
central core and riverfront (Figure 1). It grew as a neighborhood anchored by two exquisite open 
spaces: the large, classically laid out Tower Grove Park and the Missouri Botanical Garden, both 
remarkable landscape and garden preserves founded in the 1850s by the businessman turned phi-
lanthropist Henry Shaw. Homes surrounding the park and garden—including Henry Shaw’s large 
estate—were grand brick structures on lush tree-lined streets interwoven with commercial venues 
on the corners and main avenues. As the anchor institution (Missouri Botanical Garden) grew, so 
too did Shaw, through some of  the garden’s own development efforts. It was an early public-private 
model collaboration, building the neighborhood along civic-minded philanthropic ideals.
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Figure 1. McRee Neighborhood/Botanical Heights Area
A block north of  the garden, the McRee neighborhood was established as a working-class 
extension of  Shaw (Figure 2). Here the homes were more modest in scale, more densely arrayed, 
yet still designed in brick, with rich architectural detailing and generously high ceilings to ventilate 
the summer heat. The McRee residential district emerged as the Liggett and Myers Tobacco Com-
pany (located on McRee’s northern side) grew its operations and workforce. In 1900, over 50% of  
McRee’s employed residents worked for Liggett and Myers or the affiliated box factory.1 At that 
time, many residents were immigrants from Germany or Ireland. During the Depression years, this 
demographic transitioned to include more emigrants from Appalachia and rural Missouri, to the 
point that the district became referred to as “Hoosier City.”2 The neighborhood was a lively mixed-
use area, although bounded on three sides by a wide rail corridor to the north of  the large factory, 
and two major streets on either side east and west. Even as it grew and filled in as a neighborhood, 
McRee maintained an identity as the working-class and minority section of  Shaw. The meaning of  
space was already inscribed by class divisions between the wealthier Shaw neighborhood and the 
laboring Hoosier city of  McRee Town. 
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Figure 2: McRee Neighborhood/Botanical Heights Map
By the 1950s, St. Louis was experiencing the flight of  its industrial economy out of  the 
urban core to the growing periphery.3 As jobs left the city, so too did residents who left for new 
homes in the emerging suburbs. These homes were made affordable through federal housing incen-
tives, and were laid out in lower densities on lots following curvilinear street and block patterns. The 
new suburbs were made accessible by miles of  new highway being built from the downtown out-
wards. Accessibility was not universal, however. Racially-fueled redlining real estate sales and devel-
opment practices in St. Louis prevented African Americans from freely moving to other neighbor-
hoods, unlike many of  their whiter peers.4 Most lower-income St. Louis downtown neighborhoods, 
including McRee (which by this point had long been absorbed into city lines), became majority 
African American districts in the city. What had been an enclave of  stable labor with stable employ-
ment slowly emerged as a racially marked space, a reality that fast led to new stigmas during a time 
of  pronounced racial tensions.
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Unbuilding an Urban Neighborhood 
A paradigm of  urbanism that grew on explicit and implicit separations—first of  class, then 
of  race—was exacerbated in 1973 with construction of  the massive Interstate 44 across McRee’s 
southern edge. The push to urban flight had the redoubling effect of  separating an already isolated 
district even further from the rest of  the city. Indeed, these were effects experienced by many U.S. 
urban neighborhoods under the federal urban renewal program, a mid-century planning and design 
agenda that resulted in the clearing of  dense, poorer downtown residential areas (perceived as 
blighted and unsanitary) for new highways and high-rise typologies deemed to bring efficiencies of  
access and healthy lifestyles to the city. 
The highway construction itself  marked the first moment of  unbuilding, erasing six blocks 
of  Shaw/McRee and filling the gap with a wall along the southern edge of  McRee, one block north 
of  the Botanical Garden. The growth imperative that defined a city expanding outward justified this 
infrastructure spending as it justified cleaning up a troubled minority space. While the Shaw neigh-
borhood on the side of  the Botanical Garden also lost population and suffered disinvestment at 
midcentury, it rebounded somewhat with help from the garden, which continued improvements to 
its campus, having spin-off  effects in the surrounding area.5 While urban planners of  the time might 
have viewed the highway plan as a powerful “connector,” by our modern notions it is apparent that 
this device only deeply disconnected, as it undermined values of  other types of  locally scaled urban 
accessibility (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Separation of  Shaw and McRee Neighborhoods
The model of  separation and enclosure deepened as McRee was confined between the rail 
to the north and the interstate to its south, with only two places to pass under the highway to Shaw: 
along Tower Grove Avenue and Thurman Avenue. The Thurman Avenue connection was closed 
just a few years later in 1976.6 Boxed in, and without the same proximity to the garden as Shaw 
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benefited from, the McRee neighborhood fell into a predictable pattern of  neglect. Homes were 
unimproved or left abandoned, or lots sat vacant and the streets became sites for drug trading and 
violent crimes. The downfall speaks to the relative power of  long-standing (wealthy) institutions in 
a city, like the Botanical Garden, which seems to have lost affiliation with McRee after the highway 
was constructed. This would have reflected a general ideology at the time, whereby many institutions 
intentionally walled themselves off  from potential detracting neighborhoods.
By the 1990s, McRee was the de facto center for drug trade in St. Louis. It was referred to by 
locals as “the dark side” because of  its downtrodden trajectory but also because many simple urban 
services like streetlights were perpetually in disrepair and the streets were literally dark.7 McRee was 
considered one of  the most undesirable neighborhoods in St. Louis to inhabit, “ . . . a last resort for 
the poorest of  St. Louis” poor, many of  whom had been displaced by other neighborhood redevel-
opment efforts over the years.”8 The urban clearing and highway building that had been purported 
to lower the city’s congestion only enabled the exodus of  the city’s middle class, who used it to flee 
to the suburbs. Neighborhoods like McRee that most needed a helping political hand only worsened.
Rebuilding as Unbuilding an Urban Neighborhood 
In 1998, with McRee in severe physical, social, and economic decline, the Missouri Botani-
cal Garden in Shaw realized the addressing McRee was essential. At this time, the general attitudes 
of  institutions toward their urban contexts were changing in U.S. cities as governing boards realized 
helping their broader communities could have mutual benefits. Yet “helping” can as easily entail 
“transforming” or “removing” as it can facilitating the reproduction of  existing communities. The 
garden mobilized a commission to aid the area that the institutions had helped to build one hundred 
years prior, but which now was detached and detracting values of  the blocks around it. The McRee 
Town Redevelopment Corporation was formed with members from the area neighborhood associa-
tions appointed by a board that included representatives from the Botanical Garden. (As another 
point of  erasure and renaming, this body was later renamed the Garden District Commission.) The 
improvement plan (Phase I) that emerged from the commission’s planning process was one that 
called for the demolition and leveling of  six entire blocks of  McRee east of  Thurman Avenue. The 
process for rebuilding would once again rely on demolition, this time not to enable flows of  resi-
dents and capital outward from the city center, but clearing to encourage flows of  a new kind of  
population back to the city center. 
The strategy was considered a way to make the area feasible and attractive to outside devel-
opers who had avoided it until now since its reputation had become simply unmarketable and costs 
to transform it unaffordable.9 Development sites without existing buildings or residents, much like 
greenfield sites outside city limits, are usually favored by banks and business people, since contingen-
cies have been removed, leaving fewer risks for costly delays or environmental unknowns. Unlike 
the urban renewal projects of  the 1960s, this project was not federally funded or driven by a federal 
policy. But it was enabled through a legislative city vote approving the site as blighted, allowing the 
redevelopment corporation to acquire land invoking powers of  eminent domain. Much of  the land 
was already owned by the city. Fifty-six percent of  the properties were vacant or considered to be 
of  dilapidated or blighted quality.10 Other houses were still occupied, in varying states of  stability 
or disrepair. As had occurred during the urban renewal era, owners had to sell their properties and 
move, regardless of  their willingness or interest. Tenants were given relocation money, and owners 
were compensated for their properties. While some felt the relocation funds were a positive form 
of  support to enable families to finally afford to leave a dire area, others felt compensation was 
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inadequate. These sentiments echoed those of  the urban renewal era in St. Louis forty years before, 
when people similarly witnessed buyouts, demolitions, and clearing under the calls for “progress.”
The blocks cleared had been listed on the National Register of  Historic Districts in 1987 
as part of  the Tiffany district, including blocks in the Tiffany neighborhood just east of  McRee.11 
Ironically, the historic preservation movement in the U.S. had emerged as a direct response to the 
urban renewal era extremes of  redevelopment, to protect treasured older building stock in cities like 
St. Louis from being further demolished. As a result of  the movement, federal and local authorities 
began offering tax breaks to encourage the renovation and rehabilitation of  old buildings, recog-
nizing that this would save the character of  cities while encouraging new investments. In St. Louis 
the historic tax credit program was introduced in 1998 to help builders with 25% of  rehabilitation 
costs. It went on to be considered a valued program for the city, if  not a model program for other 
cities.12 In 2004 a request was made to “decrease” the 1987 National Historic Register boundary of  
the Tiffany Historic District so as to exclude the McRee portion. This scenario was never formally 
approved. Instead the entire district’s historic status was revoked.13 (And the six blocks within McRee 
were torn down.) For the development team involved in rehabilitation, it was more important to 
have a clean slate to build from than call attention to the fabric that was there, despite the fact that 
tax breaks existed explicitly to make it cost effective to keep and reuse old buildings. The rebuilding 
narrative in the early 2000s was about building a new neighborhood, not rebuilding the one that was 
there.
On June 7, 2004, when the bulldozers arrived in McRee to begin work, city officials gathered 
for the demolition’s groundbreaking, marking the official start of  the Phase I clearings. On this day, 
the McRee neighborhood name was also officially “cleared” and its new name, Botanical Heights, 
launched.14 The renaming was a strategic rebranding. The famously downtrodden “McRee” became 
“Botanical,” reaffiliating with the stable, long-standing Missouri Botanical Garden institution, with 
the aspirational “Heights.” The neighborhood was now reconnecting with its original anchor insti-
tution, but only after it had fallen apart to the point of  disappearing, untethered to its anchor for 
decades. 
Building an Un-Urban Neighborhood 
After the vast area was cleared and regraded, 143 new homes, all market rate and priced up 
to $400,000 were built on the six vacant blocks.15 Formally and aesthetically, the new houses were an 
eclectic mix of  pseudo-historic-looking suburban homes. The developer of  the six Phase I blocks 
was McBride & Sons, a major homebuilder in the region whose primary market until this project had 
focused on building replicable houses in the suburban periphery outside the city. As a result, many 
of  the new Botanical Heights homes were built with an aesthetic, scale, and typology of  the familiar 
white middle class McMansions found around suburban and exurban cul-de-sacs around the U.S. 
(Figures 4 and 5). A few smaller homes made reference to the typologies that had existed in McRee 
before, but even these were detailed with suburban features. Rebuilding was about a construction 
of  narratives staging the return to the city with the aesthetic allure and implicit safety and scale of  
suburbia.
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Figure 4: Botanical Heights Cul-de-Sac
Photograph: Patty Heyda, 2014
Figure 5: Botanical Heights: Typical House
Photograph: Patty Heyda, 2014
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Despite real or projected ambitions, the new houses were not built by the same urbanistic 
rules or aesthetic integrity of  the historical blocks. The homes ranged in size with some almost 
double in area of  their historic predecessors and on slightly wider lots. The gaps between the houses 
were larger than the original high-density, closely packed historic homes. As a result, these gaps 
broke the continuous-feeling “street wall” that closely packed house facades typically define in urban 
street corridors. The new blocks maintained a template that had a back service alley, except in some 
cases the two-car garages were attached to the house instead of  lining the alley. A common trait 
of  the suburban tract home, like one that might be found in Chesterfield, an outlying suburb of  
St. Louis, is the attached two-car garage.16 Although in the more recently built suburbs, the garages 
typically connect through the front of  the house. Styles of  many of  the new homes looked mark-
edly suburban with their mix of  references to different periods of  architectural history. There were 
houses that had Colonial-inspired symmetry and oval windows and others that had Arts and Crafts 
type nested gabled roofs, white picket-styled railings, then a mix of  smaller sized windows and thin 
eaves. Many of  these kinds of  elements featured on the homes evoked patterns and styles found in 
suburban neighborhoods all over the U.S..17 As the St. Louis Real Estate Society news blog reported, 
“Botanical Heights is proof  of  our lack of  imagination.”18 Rebuilding was not about rebuilding 
within a fabric but about importing new fabrics. Was this an aesthetic maneuver that imagined itself  
as remaking a dangerous urban neighborhood into something approximating the largely white secu-
rity of  St. Louis suburbia?
Critiques of  suburban type developments in design schools usually revolve around the lack 
of  authenticity these formulaic models offer. If  the same styles and typologies of  building are used 
in multiple neighborhoods across a vastly varied city region, then the result is an increasingly homog-
enous landscape. Worse, this translates into a placelessness where all neighborhoods begin to feel 
and look alike, lacking any unique character and identity. To counter this effect, McBride & Sons 
homebuilders created the City Series and Heritage Series of  houses to mix into the overall develop-
ment. Of  these two types, the City Series evoked most closely the character of  the existing (prior) 
fabric, as they looked (vaguely) like their historic predecessors, although with Colonial undertones19 
(Figure 6). The facades were made of  brick, the houses were set back and raised up off  the street 
a few feet, and ground floor rooms had ten-foot ceilings and arched doorways. The problem with 
these gestures, though, is that some were carried out with little integrity in the construction methods. 
For example, the bricks were applied as a thin-looking veneer and interior arches were dispropor-
tioned, making them appear more decorative than necessary from a load-bearing perspective. There 
were transom windows above the doors, which let additional light in, but these windows did not 
necessarily open as original transoms did to ventilate cross breezes through the length of  the house 
while keeping doors locked. 
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Figure 6: Botanical Heights City Series House-type
Photograph: Patty Heyda, 2014
Few of  the City Series homes had the iconic flat roof  of  the historic 1900s homes but 
instead used the suburban gable. At the time of  the original neighborhood development, bricks were 
the standard construction material because they were produced locally and were affordable. Brick 
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walls were structural, resulting in a weighty appearance. Air conditioning did not exist, so homes 
needed to breathe via air circulation through their lengths. In design circles, literal imitation is sel-
dom heralded as an appropriate aesthetic response, since building technologies, materials, and econ-
omies of  scale change so radically over the years. Yet the Botanical Heights project that unfolded 
in the space of  the old did not solve a design problem so much as create new ones. Rebuilding was 
forgetting about erasures, or pretending they never happened, by (mis)appropriating the aesthetics 
of  the former place. Aspirations for design might have created a forward-looking series of  homes 
by building on the literal fabric that was there before, yet with relevant language (as tied to building 
material and technologies) of  the current day. Instead a backward looking “city” series of  homes 
were built as a pretend version of  the neighborhood that was there before. 
Design, of  course, is inherently as formal and spatial as it is aesthetic. The phenomenon of  
rebuilding the new district with a superficial nod to the aesthetics of  the old one is not only a mat-
ter of  looks in this case: in urban design, the arrangement of  space and massing of  buildings are an 
intentional construction—a highly designed order tied to goals of  framing spaces for healthy, happy 
inhabitation, both inside and outside of  buildings. A designer’s challenge is to resolve constraints 
while making spaces conducive to public and private life, at the scale of  the block and street just as 
at the scale of  the room and detail. Controlling the mundane platting, the distances between build-
ings from each other and from the road, and heights and density are ways in which space is shaped 
to impact use and perceptions of  form. Houses that are separated from each other convey a sense 
of  private precinct, where houses with open porches in alignment and in proximity convey social 
interaction. The new blocks sold quickly, highlighting the inherent disconnect between designers’ 
views of  quality and market realities. They targeted middle-class market preferences, but the size and 
spacing of  the homes, with their meaningless design features and their relationship to big cul-de-sac-
ending streets (that fenced off  connections to and jogged axial alignments to the remaining fabric’s 
sidewalks and streets), resulted in a shallow urbanism that has notably not rebuilt the city in terms of  
its potential for social diversity and robust urban life.
Rebuilding How We Measure Rebuilding
What happened to McRee’s redevelopment over the decades reflects how policy and mar-
kets influence design efforts that shape urban spaces per middle-class preferences. In the 1960s, 
this meant constructing highways downtown to aid the growth of  new upwardly mobile neighbor-
hoods outside the city. Today, this includes redesigning neighborhoods as rebranding, to attract the 
primary and stable middle-class demographic back to the city. This follows market trends nationally 
that resound, “No McMansions [no suburbs] for Millennials.”20 Young Gen-Y and empty nesters do 
not want to live far out in the suburbs where they grew up, but are interested in walkable, vibrant 
urban neighborhoods again.21 Yet the downtown urban/suburban Phase I project styles point to the 
fact that this demographic is still attracted to some of  the aesthetic comforts of  suburbia. Dur-
ing the earlier era of  highway redevelopment in this area, the real demographic in need in McRee 
was displaced from the site of  improvement, not included in it. Rebuilding has consistently followed 
paradigms of  the more lucrative markets. Of  course, other deeper structural factors are compound-
ing the existence of  urban poverty, making neighborhood improvement challenging. These factors 
include urban public school performance and jobs, which are becoming more and more high-skilled 
as the economic base in the city shifts toward technology and science and medical sectors. High-
skilled jobs require adequate schooling, thus entering a cycle that is difficult to overcome without 
additional welfare-type policy shifts. Fundamentally, though, residents left McRee and could not 
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afford the new market rate replacement homes to be able to return. American municipalities need 
revenue, and rebuilding becomes about attracting stability of  income through increased land values. 
In this case, redevelopment goals are mostly economic, where design integrity and social implica-
tions become secondary.
The redevelopment erasures in McRee were considered successful since all the new homes 
were sold, and at market rate.22 Who profited? Despite this commercial success, some attitudes and 
general public sentiment toward the Garden District Commission remained resentful. Many saw con-
tradictions in the wasteful tearing down of  well-built, reusable buildings by a commission partnered 
with an institution (the Botanical Garden) that promoted sustainability and the environment. Father 
Gerald Kleba told the Riverfront Times, “Their [the Botanical Garden’s] signs in the geo-dome say the 
two keys to an alive planet are recycling and biodiversity. But they can’t think we could recycle a house, 
or that black, poor or elderly people are an aspect of  biodiversity that would enhance the garden 
because it would enhance the world at their doorstep.”23 Carolyn Hewes Toft, the then-executive direc-
tor of  the Landmarks Association of  St. Louis, a historic preservation organization, said, “This is an 
incredibly lost opportunity. Building materials [for new houses] have to be mined and manufactured. 
Renovation puts more people to work and it costs less.”24 When metrics measuring success are limited 
entirely to economic terms, projects do not fulfill the performance standards they might otherwise 
have been capable of  achieving. The design world measures projects on qualitative and performative 
terms, not only quantitative ones. A project is well designed when it creatively solves multiple challeng-
ing issues or constraints simultaneously. In these terms, a good project would responsibly meet budget 
restrictions, but might also reduce its environmental impact, support urban public life, and retain a 
neighborhood’s character while bringing new life with aesthetics relevant to the current day and to the 
place where it locates. 
Building an Urban Neighborhood 2.0
Phase II of  the new Botanical Heights redevelopment project proceeded in 2006. By this 
time McBride & Sons did not exercise its option to participate in the project. Not insignificantly, 
there was a looming economic recession and imminent collapse of  the real estate market in the 
United States. A husband and wife pair of  architects, Brent Crittenden and Sarah Gibson, purchased 
one of  the vacant, run-down corner buildings in the yet uncleared side of  Botanical Heights west of  
Thurman Street. The couple updated and renovated the historic building, moved into the apartment 
upstairs with their young children, and opened an architecture and construction contractor’s office 
called Urban Improvement Company (UIC) on the ground floor with shop-front windows open to 
the street. As new resident stakeholders to the area, but also perhaps as an ambitious fledgling busi-
ness, UIC became involved in the Phase II redevelopment. 
The approach derived by the commission working with UIC was incremental. Some of  the 
old existing buildings would be rehabilitated where possible and new models developed for infill 
housing on the vacant lots in between. Inspired by the constraints of  the recession, not compro-
mised by them, UIC designed cost-efficient, environmentally minded “green” homes for the empty 
lots, branded “Live Green StL.”25 The new house layouts tightly adhered to the reigning typological 
organization of  the older buildings extant in the neighborhood. This meant they followed the same 
dimensional envelope, lot coverage, setbacks, proportions, and materiality of  McRee’s historic build-
ing stock. The new buildings were pared down stylistically, but their formal massing and spacing 
illustrated the ability of  design, from an ordering sense, to mediate and respect the historic context 
in which a building sits, while still meeting aspirational contemporary standards of  healthy living 
(Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: UIC Live Green STL Home in Botanical Heights, Phase II
Photograph: Patty Heyda, 2014
“Healthy living” also brought noteworthy additional metrics to the development table: the 
project introduced environmental savings into the pro forma. This fact marks an important aspect 
of  the Phase II redevelopment, where quality became part of  the decision making. The first block 
of  Phase II included infill houses made with locally sourced “green” materials and geothermal heat 
pumps that would reduce operating costs to amounts as low as 50% that of  a typical new home, 
while also cutting CO2 emissions to about 50% of  the typical output generated by natural gas–pow-
ered systems.26 Houses also included options for solar arrays and other sustainable building features. 
This portion of  Botanical Heights was named Botanical Grove. Now from “Heights” came another 
shift to the green-minded “Grove,” with a connection to a smaller, more intimately scaled commu-
nity of  trees.
UIC’s commitment to preserving the context of  the existing neighborhood meant they 
would not replicate the products of  an era one hundred years ago. In fact, most of  UIC’s projects—
whether new construction or the interiors of  renovations—were unapologetically contemporary. 
The primary aesthetic design components were simple, with clean, minimalistic details emphasizing 
the spatial connections between rooms and between the inside and outside. The exteriors were also 
modernistic in shape, but drawn from a close analysis of  the texture and materiality of  the existing 
buildings. The formal expression of  the renovated buildings amplified existing architectural compo-
nents through the use of  color. New buildings related to old through subtle design features that tied 
to neighboring buildings in the material sense. For example, the houses were faced with a mix of  
bricks that were varied slightly in tone and color. This gave them a rustic, irregular appearance that 
blended with the weathered brick on the old adjacent buildings. In places, brick was wrapped around 
the sides of  the house a few feet, conveying thickness but also playing with the language of  the thin 
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materiality of  a contemporary façade, reading as an overlapping of  brick over the siding. The result 
created a blend of  new and old that neither stands out nor entirely fits in, but establishes a dialogue 
with the past, enriching the character of  the existing place. At the same time, the aesthetics skillfully 
restake the territory; this time as a modern, green district—although still targeting a trendy Gen X 
and Gen Y socially conscious, “creative class” of  young innovators (the group returning to cities for 
the entrepreneurial high-skilled jobs.)27 
The 2008 economic recession, which virtually halted real estate financing to riskier (unprec-
edented) real estate development projects, coincided with Phase II. Slower speed change resulted 
in a more dynamic process; not a stagnating one, but one that allowed for adjustments along the 
way. Existing houses could be assessed one by one, and empty lots could be filled a few at a time. 
Moreover, UIC was located in the neighborhood. Design could unfold in real time, as the architects 
learned of  stories and needs for the neighborhood or as they befriended business owners or resi-
dents who could communicate their desires during redevelopment efforts, not solely before or after. 
Rebuilding was still an economic equation, subject to market slowdowns when the recession made 
the economics of  rebuilding along traditional paradigms more difficult, design proved relevant.
The design and development team recognized that housing alone cannot make a real com-
munity thrive. Like in the original McRee and Shaw neighborhoods, a mix of  institutions and com-
mercial uses were needed to support urban life. So while the residential infill and home rehabilita-
tions were shoring up the secondary streets, UIC and others helped recruit two new institutional and 
commercial magnets to anchor the reviving neighborhood’s main road, Tower Grove Avenue: A City 
Garden charter elementary school and a local wine bar and restaurant, Olio and Elaia among a few 
other shops. The bar and restaurant occupied the old gas station and adjacent house at the corner 
of  McRee and Tower Grove Avenues, rehabilitated by the young couple’s firm. The school building 
was also located on the prominent Tower Grove Avenue, the north-south gateway to the neighbor-
hood. The school occupied a renovated warehouse, with a design also championed by UIC, which 
helped secure financing for the project through an aggressive combination of  tax credit programs 
and their own creative design economies that specified inexpensive materials, and innovatively left 
exposed some of  the existing industrial aesthetic of  the historic warehouse. These buildings brought 
investment confidence to a transitional area without necessitating erasures to do so. On the one 
hand, this confidence brought high-end dining and a pastry shop, and could be critiqued as aiding 
gentrification in the neighborhood; on the other hand, it is complex to pinpoint sources of  gentrifi-
cation since most of  the existing residents had already left as a product of  the earlier Phase I rede-
velopment. In this context, the new school served as an interesting counterpoint to these critiques 
of  gentrification, since it brought residents the good-quality training that local schools were lacking 
before. The new anchors were added elements to begin regrowth of  a healthier neighborhood, the 
school contributing not just from a physical standpoint but from a structural one.28
The result of  this latest phase of  redevelopment in Botanical Heights is a neighborhood still 
in transition but one that remains relatively intact, in an aesthetic and material sense. While some 
new buildings look different, their varied styles are in fact consistent overall with historical patterns. 
Botanical Grove, despite the renaming, maintains an authenticity of  physical character of  the origi-
nal McRee Town because the original blocks and houses remain, some now repaired and restored. 
This second redevelopment leveraged existing housing stock not only for design quality but also for 
economic benefit from the historic tax credit incentives. A handful of  residents remained, but by the 
time of  Phase II the number of  people still living there was extremely low.29 So while the rebuild-
ing here followed a “preservationist” approach, what exactly “preservation” means and how exactly 
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success is measured, is not as straightforward. With such low resident numbers it is hard to deter-
mine if  the demographic fabric will (or can) be preserved as equally as the material fabric has. It is 
always a challenge to rebuild within an existing population. And it is true of  the new infill housing 
of  Phase II, that while homes are still cheaper than the units developed by McBride & Sons, they 
remain outside of  low income brackets. In this case, it is important to recognize that the Phase II 
rebuilding of  McRee/Botanical Heights shares benefits enjoyed by Phase I, in that it was practically 
able to start over from a blank (social) slate. “Preservation” in this case works as an incomplete con-
cept, referring to a restored building fabric, but not to a returned or restored demographic fabric.
In St. Louis, an immigrant, then minority enclave is transformed multiple times through 
rebuilding efforts that follow paradigms of  neglect and middle-class separation and flight to the 
suburbs, followed by paradigms of  returning to the city, justifying erasures to remake the city with 
aesthetics familiar to the suburbs. And finally, it gets rebuilt once more through a paradigm of  
building on the city, but on a city that had already been largely deconstructed. Rebuilding marks and 
remarks space through paradigms of  unbuilding as equally and importantly as through rebuilding, 
and aesthetics are the malleable vehicle for various and changing rhetorical political goals over time 
that in actuality follow economic markets. In McRee, these paradigms of  building or unbuilding are 
part of  cumulative and complex (not discrete) political and economic processes. When redevelop-
ment’s urban design and planning choices are measured on a continuum rather than through isolated 
snapshots that focus on quantitative metrics, the debates over what is “successful” are more mean-
ingful and issues of  urban equitability are more transparent. In our current era, illuminated most 
recently by the events in Ferguson where the city and the world have been made blatantly aware of  
the structural inequalities plaguing much of  the region, the case for transparency—for inclusion, not 
separation—in how and for whom urban affairs are conducted becomes paramount.30 Investing in 
“degrowth”—that is, the kinds of  urban design and architecture that foremost serve the environ-
ment and residents—can form the basis for how we recognize processes of  building and rebuilding 
as a cumulative project, as yet one more variable to measure along with other metrics determining 
success.31
(Essay illustrations provided by the author.)
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